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Chapter 1

Introduction

Databases have become enormously important in our society. Many aspects
of our lives are influenced or controlled by database systems. Database systems
are used in banking, social security, hospitals, industry, travel agencies, airline-
reservation systems, etc. In the course of the years many different models for
databases have been developed. Examples are the Hierarchical Model, the
Network Model, the Relational Model, the Entity-Relationship Model, the Binary
Relationship Model, Object-Oriented Models. Those models can be classified in
different ways. One classification is the distinction between conceptual models and

logical models.

The conceptual models (e. g. the Entity-Relationship Model and the Binary
Relationship Model) are used for the design of the database. They provide a so-
called high level description of the data and the manipulation of the data. They
concentrate on the meaning of the data ("what" will be represented) and not so
much on "how" the data will be represented. These models are, in general, "entity-
oriented", in the sense that entities of the real world are represented in terms of
the concepts of the model by means of abstraction and aggregation primitives.
Semantic properties  of  the  data   are  in part expressed by means  of in tegrity
constraints. The logical models (e.g. the Hierarchical Model, the Network Model,
the Relational Model) are used for the actual implementation of the database
system. The logical models are, in general, "record-oriented" in the sense that
elementary data items are clustered in records taking into account some database
performance criteria (e.g. minimality of the number of record accesses,
redundancy, absence of update anomalies). When developing a database system,
first a design, called (conceptual) schema, using a conceptual model is made and
afterwards this design is translated into another design (logical schema) for a
logical model. This translation is called a schema transformation. Preferably, such a
schema transformation must be lossless. This means that all information (also

called data) available in the input schema must also be available in the output
schema and also nothing else but this information. If this is not the case, in
principle, it is possible to store data in the database which is not allowed by the
conceptual schema or the other way around, data allowed by the conceptual
schema cannot be stored in the database. If the schema transformation is lossless
then we say that both schemas are equivalent.
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For most database systems, we can make a distinction between the
structuring of the data and the manipulation of the data. In conventional models,
data schemas describe the structural part of the data, and application programs
deal with the manipulation of the data. In general, schema transformations should
take into account both aspects, the structural part as well as the manipulation of
the data. However, often the aspect of translating the structural part of the data,
especially in the presence of constraints, is already so complex that it is usually
separated from the translation of the application programs. In addition, to be able
to translate the application programs, the translation of the structure must be
defined first. We will use the term data schema transformation to denote the
transformation of the structural part of the data only, the so-called data schema. As
the title indicates, this dissertation will concentrate nearly exclusively on data
schema transformations.

Schema transformations, and inore in particular lossless schema
transformations, appears in many aspects of database design, use and
maintenance. Data schema equivalence deals with the problem how to represent
the "same" data using different "struclures". Intentionally, we use the term
"structure" to indicate that the scope of data schema equivalence is very broad and
not limited to a particular model or type of model. To illustrate this we summarize
a number of database topics to which the problem is relevant:

-    The normalization theory in the Relational Model.
The main goal of normalization is to convert a collection of tables into
another (larger) collection of tables which represent the same data but
which will not suffer from the update anomalies present in the
unnormalized collection. This requires that the two collections of tables
(data schemas) must be equivalent

- Database views.
Individual users may be interested in just a portion of the data stored in the
database and like to see the data structured in a way suitable for their
application. Clearly the view is supposed to be equivalent with (a part of)
the schema.

- Multi-level schemata architecture.
In the context of e.g. the three-schemata architecture for database
management systems (DBMS) [TsK1 78], the database is described at three
different levels. The logical level, describing the data structures used to
represent the data. The internal level, describing the storage structures
used to memorize the data structures. The external level, describing the
data as seen by the different applications. In order to manipulate the data
in the database, the DBMS should resolve the transformations between the
external level and the logical level as well as between the logical level and
the internal level.

- Conceptual schema design.
Nowadays, the need for a conceptual phase in the development of a
database system is widely recognized and accepted. As already explained
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this means that the conceptual schema needs to be translated into an
equivalent schema for the target DBMS.

- Shared databases.
When different models are used to view the same database, updates to
data issued in one model must corresponds to updates in the other models.
This means that there must exist schema transformations which translate
the schemas expressed in the different models into each other.

- Interoperable databases.
These are databases which are developed independently but for some
reason need to work together. Also in this case transformations have to be
defined obviously to translate data and data manipulations from one
schema into another schema.

- Database conversion/re-engineering.
Database conversion deals with the problem of translating a complete
database system into another database system. Database re-engineering
has the same purpose, but in addition, the database system is redesigned in
order to achieve a better system or to incorporate new requirements.
Clearly both topics require schema transformations to translate the old
schema into a new one.

- Schema Integration.
In this case, two or more schemas of possibly existing databases have to be
integrated into one schema (and database). The critical point here is to
recognize the "semantical intersection" of both schemas. Schema
transformations will help to realize this, e.g. by transforming different
schemas towards a common model.

Most of the issues in the context of schema transformations and schema
equivalence can be reduced to two general problems, namely

(1)  how can the equivalence of two schemas be proved;
(2)  given one schema, how can an equivalent schema be derived.

The first problem is a very hard problem and will not be addressed in this work.
The second problem is the topic of this dissertation. More in particular, we will deal
with data schema transformations.

The data schema transformations defined in the literature are, in general,
limited to the transformation of data schemas of one specific model to another
specific model (e.g. Entity-Relationship schemas to Relational schemas) or to
transformations within a single model (usually within the Relational Model).
Moreover, not all concepts are translated. Most often, not all integrity constraints
are translated and this means that the transformation cannot be in general lossless.

Concepts like data schema equivalence and losslessness usually receive short shrift.
In general, a lot of attention is paid to the properties satisfied by the generated
data schema (and the corresponding prooD, such as e.g normal forms in case of a
relational schema. However, a formal proof of the losslessness is usually not given.
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The data schema transformation defined for translating data schemas of one
specific model into some other specific models are, in general, rigid, i.e. do not
offer much flexibility. This means for instance that there is no choice between
alternative outputs. Therefore, their usefulness in "real life" situations can be
rather limited. When used in CASE-tools (Computer Aided Software Engineering)
for database engineering, often, the output (the generated data schema) is only
viewed as a starting point by the database engineer. He needs to apply further
optimizations and modifications in order to satisfy performance requirements.

In this dissertation, we develop a data schema transformation formalism
which allows a uniform approach to data schema transformations. This means that
the techniques and the transformations which we define are (within a certain class
of models) independent of a specific model. This means in turn that they may
apply to "any" model. The concepts of data schema transformation, lossless data
schema transformation and data schema equivalence are formally defined (see
section 5.2). The data schema transformations which we will define in section 5.4
describe how to transform the description of the database (the data schema), but
they also describe how to transform the database itself, i.e. the data. For each data
schema transformation defined, we prove that it is lossless. Furthermore, the
defined data schema transformations are elementary. This allows to combine them
in a nearly arbitrary manner. In this way the flexibility needed in the design of real
life databases can be obtained. In chapter 7, we reconstruct an existing data schema
transformation algorithm using our elementary data schema transformations and
prove that this data schema transformation is lossless. We show also how such an
algorithm can obtain a degree of flexibility

To define the our uniform data transformation formalism, we first develop a
formal framework that allows to describe the different data models (chapter 3).
There exists essentially two different approaches for the development of a formal
framework for data models. In the first approach, a kind of meta-meta schema is
developed. This is a schema (expressed in some model) which allows to describe
the different models. The database of such a meta-meta schema contains the
description of the different models (and tllus constitutes a meta-database or "data
dictionary"). In the second approach, a general (new) data model, capable of
covering the different data models is defined. The data models are described by
putting different restrictions on the concepts of the general model. The difficulty
with the first approach, in the context of data schema transformation, concerns the
transformation of the data itself. It is possible to express how the concepts of one
model are related to the concepts of ani,ther model, however it is not easy to
describe how the corresponding data must be translated because this level is (in
principle) missing. This would either require an additional level, the level of the
data, or the integration of the schema level and the data level. However this latter
solution constitutes a serious deviation of the conventional way in which database
systems are designed. Because one of our objectives is to keep the theoretical work
as applicable as possible to existing database technology, such that direct
application is possible, we did not opt for the approach of the meta-meta model.
(For a treatment on the issue of integrating meta-level, schema-level and data-level
see e.g. [MaRo 83].) Instead we have opted for the second approach where the
different data models are described in terms of a single, new, general model. In
this case no shift of levels is needed.
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The outline of the dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2 the requirements for
our general data model are formulated. Therefore, different data models are
examined and compared. The most important issues, such as null values, closed
world assumption and subtypes are addressed in detail. For each of these issues
we explain and motivate the approach that will be taken. In this chapter we also
address the question of the underlying representation technique; an appropriate
logic formalism is chosen. In chapter 3 the general data model which will serve as
the formal framework for the rest of the work is defined. It is based on a three-
valued logic. Concepts like data schema, data instance, views and integrity
constraints are defined in that chapter. In chapter 4 different data models are
defined in terms of the framework; the Binary Relationship Model, the Relational
Model and the Entity-Relationship Model. In chapter 5 the theory of the data
schema transformations is defined and the most basic primitive lossless schema
transformations are given. It is proved that those transformations are lossless. The
problems specifically related to the transformation of constraints are treated in
chapter 6. In chapter 7 the different aspects of the theory developed so far are put
together and the complete data schema transformation technique is illustrated by
the reconstruction of a well known data schema transformation algorithm. It is
proved that this data schema transformation algorithm is lossless. Chapter 8 deals
with a practical application of our data schema transformation technique. The
technique has been validated through its use in the implementation of a database
engineering tool to offer the flexibility needed for "real life" database engineering.
This tool is described and it is explained how the schema transformations defined
in the dissertation are used to translate conceptual data schemas into "optimal"
relational data schemas. Finally, chapter 9 presents conclusions and avenues of
further research.



Chapter 2

Requirements for A General Framework

2.1 Introduction

Within the field of databases a large variety of data representation models
have been proposed over time, e.g. the Hierarchical Data Model [Tsic 76], the
Network Data Model [DBTG 71], the Relational Model [Codd 70], Entity-
Relationship Models [Chen 76], Binary Relationship Model (NIAM) [VeBe 82],
Functional Model [Ship 81], Conceptual Graphs [Sowa 84], Object-Oriented models
(e.g. [Atwo 85], [BaCh 87], [Banc 88], [CoMa 84], [Fism 90]). Different types of
models for different levels of abstraction were suggested, e.g. conceptual data
models for a conceptual description of the data and logical data models for the
actual database description.

Unfortunately not all of these data models enjoy a formal definition. In
addition, many different formalisms are used to define these models, e.g. logic,
algebra, graph theory, several set-theoretical formalisms. Often certain aspects of
the semantics of these models are poorly specified (e.g. null values in the Relational
Model, subclasses in the Object-Oriented models). The lack of some common
definition framework makes comparisons of these models and transformations of
specifications to different models hard Existing efforts often apply only to
particular aspects or choices of models.

To be able to describe transformations from one model to another model, as
well as for transformations within the same model we need a formal framework
as a general platform. The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
requirements for such a definition framework that will accommodate a large
subset of the data models in use today. We certainly do not claim that this
framework will accommodate all existing and future data representation models,
but we tried to have it as general a, possible within the context of our
requirements. The framework will be limited to the aspects of the representation
of the data. Although the dynamics of the data and the manipulation of the data
are of equal importance and often play an important role in the way the data is
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represented, we do not consider these in this dissertation. Adding dynamic aspects
may be seen rather as a possible extension of this work.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2 different data
models are identified and examined such that in section 2.3 the requirements for
the framework can be formulated. In section 2.4 different possible formal
representation formalisms are discussed and a Model-theoretic logic formalism is
selected to serve as the underlying formalism for our framework. In section 2.5 the
problem of representing missing information is described. An overview of existing
solutions to this problem is given and the approach that will be followed in this
work is explained. Section 2.6 discusses the Closed versus Open World Assumption
and explains the Careful Closed World Assumption adopted in the framework.
Issues about subtypes and inheritance are treated in section 2.7. Related work in
the context of a general framework is reported in section 2.8 and finally the
chapter ends with a summary.

2.2 Data Models

The framework that we will develop at least has to accommodate the most
important data models currently in use for data modelling and data
representation. In the context of conceptual data models, the Entity Relationship
(in many variants) and the Binary Relationship Model are the most representative
models. As logical model, the Relational Model is now widely accepted. Older
models are the Network Data Model and the Hierarchical Model. A growing
interest is observed for the Object Oriented models. A brief description of each of
those data models will be given as well as an overview of their main concepts.
From this overview we can then formulate the requirements that our framework
should meet.

As indicated earlier, we shall only consider those aspects of the data models
that deal with the representation of the data (this includes also aspects of integrity
constraints). Manipulation aspects or dynamic aspects are important but were not
considered because they were outside the scope we have set for this work.

2.2.1 The Relational Model

In the Relational Model [Codd 701, the relation is the only construct to
represent data and the relationships among the data. The data is represented as flat
tables. This model has the advantage of being simple in principle. A drawback of
the Relational Model is that it only allows "simple" data to be stored and does not
provide inherent ways to incorporate the semantics of the data. Another negative
point is both the complexity and limitness of the normalization process needed to
prevent (certain) update anomalies and redundancy.

Data Base Management Systems using this approach are now available for all
sizes of computer systems. However, none of these implements the theoretic
model exactly. Not every concept of the theoretic model is supported  and /or new
concepts and functionality might be added to increase performance or to simplify
certain actions.
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Detailed descriptions of the Relational Model can be found in each textbook
on Data Base Management Systems (e.g. [Date 90], [Desa 90], [Elma 89], [Ullm 88]).
The concepts which we willlist here are only the most basic ones. This is especially
the case for the constraints (integrity rules). There are now several proposals to
incorporate more of the semantics of the data in a Relational Schema by allowing
to express much more types of constraints, see e.g. the ISO/ANSI SQL2 standard
[ANSI 92].

The basic concepts of the Relational Model:

Relation
resembles a table of values, each row in the table represents a collection
of related data values. A row can be interpreted as describing an entity
or a relationship. The structure of a relation is described by means of
attributes, it is called a relation schema.

Attribute
is a field in a relation schema. An attribute may only take values from a
set of permissible values (the domain of the attribute) or may take the
special value NULL.

Domain
is a set of values of the same data type.

Key
constrains the combination of the values of some attributes to be
unique for the relation. A relation may have several keys. One is
selected to be the primary key.

Foreign Key
constraints the values of an attribute (combination) to belong to the set
of values of some primary key, usually of another relation

Not-Null constraint
forbids an attribute to take the special value NULL.

Relational Database Schema
is a set of relation schemes and associated domains and constraints
(keys, foreign keys, not-null constraints).

2.2.2 The Network Data Model

The Network Data Model was "formalized" in the form of a standards
definition in the late 19605 by the Database Task Group (DBTG/CODASYL). Their
report [DBTG 71] contained detailed specifications for the Network Data Model.
Quite a number of database applications have been built on commercial Data Base
Management Systems using this model. The Network Data Model uses two
different data structures to represent the data and the relationships between the
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data, namely record type and (co-)set' type. The record type is used to represent
an entity type. A co-set type is used to represent a directed relationship between
two record types.

The major drawback of the Network Data Model is the fact that the
relationships as well as the navigation through the database are largely predefined
at database creation time.

Detailed descriptions of the Network Data Model can be found in many
textbooks on Data Base Management Systems (e.g. [Date 90], [Desa 90], [Elma 89],
[Ullm 88]). The concepts which we willlist here are only the most basic ones.

The basic concepts of the Network Data Model:

Record Type
describe the structure of a group of records that contain the same type
of information. A record type is used to represent an entity. The
structure of a record type is described by means of data items and
repeating groups.

Data Item
is a field in a record type. An occurrence of a data item is a
representation of a value. A data item has a type.

Repeating Group
is a record type that occurs more than once within an other record type
(nesting).

Type
is associated with a data item. The type can be arithmetic, string or
specified by the user.

Co-Set Type
is a named directed relationship between two record types, the so-called
owner record type and member ri·cord type. It specifies that there is a
one-to-many relationship between the owner and the member record
type. Each co-set instance has one owner record type and can have one
or more member records.
The order of the members in a co-set indicates the logical ordering for
insertion of member records in a co-set.
The insertion status of the co-set me,nbership indicates how the
membership of a record occurrence within a co-set is established
(automatic or manual). The retention or removal status indicates the
continuance of the membership of a record occurrence once it is a
member of the co-set occurrence (fixed, mandatory, optional).
Note: the insertion status can be considered as a static constraint.
However, the retention or removal status is a dynamic constraint.

* for CODASYL-set, to distinguish it from the, diffi,rent, concept c,f mathematical set.
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Key
is a group of data items or a single data item used to identify a record or
a group of records within a record type. A record type can have more
than one key declared for it The key is used for direct retrieval of
records, and may be seen as a (static) constraint on the record type.

Structural constraint
is a requirement that the value of a data item in the member record
occurrence is equal to the value of a given data item in the owner
record occurrence.

Network Database Schema
is a set of record types, co-set types, keys, data item definitions and
structural constraints.

2.2.3 The Hierarchical Model

In a Hierarchical database, the data is organized in a hierarchical or ordered
tree structure and the database is a collection of such disjoint trees. The nodes of
the tree represent record types. Each tree effectively represents a root record type
and all of its dependent record types. In the Hierarchical model no dependent
record can occur without its parent record occurrence. Furthermore, no dependent
record occurrence may be connected to more than one parent record occurrence.

The Hierarchical Model can easily represent a one-to-many relationship
between two entities where the two are respectively parent and child. However, to
represent a many-to-many relationship requires the duplication of one of the
record types which may lead to redundancy and inconsistencies. Another
drawback of the Hierarchical model is that the navigation possibilities are
predetermined by the tree structure used.

Detailed descriptions of the Hierarchical Model can be found in many
textbooks on Data Base Management Systems (e.g. [Date 90], [Desa 90], [Elma 89],
[Ullm 88]). The concepts which we will list here are only the most basic ones.

The basic concepts of the Hierarchical Model:

Record Type
describes records of the same type. The structure of a record is defined
by a collection of fields or data items.

Data  ltem
is a field in a record type. An occurrence of a data item is a
representation of a value. Each data item has a certain data type such as
integer, real or string.

Parent-Child Relationship Type
is a one-to-many relationship between two record types. The record
type on the one-side is called the parent record type, the one of the
many-side is called the child record type. An occurrence consists of one
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record occurrence for the parent and a number of record occurrences
for the child record type.

Hierarchical Tree
is a number of parent-child relationship types which define a tree
structure among record types.

Key
constrains the combination of the values of some fields to be unique for
the record type.

Hierarchical Database Schema
consists of a number of hierarchical trees.

2.2.4 The Entity-Relationship Model

The Entity-Relationship Model grew out of the need for a simple model that
could be used to design databases for the commercially available Data Base
Management Systems, usually based on the Relational Model. Therefore it allows
to represent entities (which corresponds with entities in the application domain)
and relationships between entities. A distinction is made between a relationship
and a property of some entity (called attribute).

In 1976, the first formal publication on the Entity-Relationship Model was
published by P.P. Chen [Chen 76]. It has become the basis for many many variants
that since then have appeared. Some differ only in the drawing technique; others
have modified or extended the concepts. There appears at present not to be any
thing such as "the" Entity-Relationship Model. However there is a common set of
concepts and conventions underlying all variants of the Entity-Relationship Model.
These will be listed below. The original model of Chen also included an "existence
dependency" which specifies whether the existence of an entity depends on its
being related to another entity via the given relationship type. Other variants e.g.
distinguish between n-ary and binary relationship types, support subtypes,
generalization and/or aggregation.

More detailed descriptions of the Entity-Relationship Model can be found in
e.g. [Chen 77], [Desa 90], [Elma 89].

The basic concepts of the Entity-Relationship Model:

Entity Type
an entity represents an object iii the real world. Entities of similar type
form an entity set or entity type. Entity types are described by means of
attributes.

Relationship Type
a relationship is an association between entities. A collection of
relationships of the same type is a relationship set or relationship type.
A relationship may involve several entities.
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Attribute Type
expresses a particular property type of an entity type or relationship
type. Each attribute type is associated with a value set (or domain),
which specifies the set of values (domain) that may be associated with
that attribute.

Do,nain
is a set of values of the same data type that may be associated with an
attribute type.

Key
constrains the combination of the values of the indicated attributes to be
distinct for each individual entity of the entity type.

Cardinality constraint
specifies for a relationship type the number of instances that an entity
can participate in.

Entity- Relationship Schema
is a set of entity types, relationship types and associated constraints.

2.2.5 The Binary Relationship Model

A first description of the "Binary Relationship Model", was given by Abrial
[Abri 741. But the Binary Relationship Model became known under the name of
NIAM, a first description under this name was given in [VeBe 82]. In the Binary
Relationship Model, all the information is modelled as object types and binary
relationships between object types. Typical for the NIAM Binary Relationship
Model is its explicit distinction between lexical and non-lexical object types. The
model also supports inheritance by means of the subtype, or sublink, concept. A
large range of constraint types are supported.

Some variants of the Binary Relationship Model (see e.g. [NyHa 89]) also
allow n-ary relationships and support "nested" or objectified relationships. These
will not be considered here.

A detailed description of the Binary Relationship Model, under the name of
NIAM, can be found in [Wint 90].

The basic concepts of the Binary Relationship Model:

Object Type
represents objects of the same type. An object is a representation of an
object in the real world. An axiomatic distinction is made between
lexical and non-lexical objects. Therefore there are NOLOTs (NOn-
Lexical Object Type) and LOTs (L,·xical Object Type)

Fact Type
describes an association betiveen (exactly two) Object Types. All
associations are therefore binary.
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Role
In a fact type, each of the two object types plays a role.

Sublink
defines an "is-a" (subtype/supertype) relationship between two non-
lexical object types. The subtype object type is a specialization of the
supertype object type and inherits all the properties (fact types) of the
supertype.

Identifier Constraint
specifies for a role that an instance of the object type can participate at
most once in that role.

Uniqueness Constraint
specifies whether an object can be identified by a combination of
specified object type instances.

Total Role Constraint
specifies for a role that each instance of the object type must participate
in that role.

Total Union Constraint
specifies for an object type that each instance of that object type must
participate in at least one role of a given set of roles or must be qualified
as instance of at least one subtype of a specified set of subtypes.

Subset Constraint
specifies that the set of instances of an object type participating in one
role is a subset of the set of instances participating in another role.

Equality Constraint
specifies that an instance of an object type participating in one role must
also participate in the other role and vice versa.

Exclusion Constraint
specifies the mutual exclusion of the instances of the given subtypes.

Binary Relationship Schema
is a set of object types, fact types, sublinks and associated constraints.

2.2.6 The Object Oriented Models

The need for adequate support for "non-standard" database applications such
as multimedia databases, office automation, CAD/CAM databases, etc., which are
characterized by complex data types and operations, has brought an increasing
interest for object-oriented concepts and techniques, and their integration with
database technology. Relational databases in many cases prove inadequate for the
requirements of these applications.
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In the object oriented approach physical or abstract entities from the real
world are represented by objects. Objects are individually distinguished by their
object identity and encapsulate their characteristics or properties as well as the
operations (usually called methods) permitted on them. All communication
between objects is by means of messages which objects may send to other objects.

Although there is not yet at present something like a general accepted object-
oriented data model [Maie 89], most object-oriented database systems and models
includes the following concepts (see also the famous Object-Oriented Database
System Manifesto [ABDD 89]).

The basic concepts of the Object Oriented Models:

Object
represents an object in the real world. An object encapsulates its
structural properties (attributes) and its behavioural properties
(methods). Each object has its own built-in identity.

Object Class
is either used to denoted the set of all object which are of the same type,
or to denote the type itself.

Attribute
represent a structural property of an object. The values are either values
from a certain data type or objects themselves.

Method
describes a behavioural property of an object (instance method) or
object class (class method). Methods may be compared with procedures
or functions. Methods allow to change the attributes of the object.

Subdass
One object class may be defined as subclass of another object class. The
subclass inherits all the properties (attributes and methods) of the
superclass.

Complex Object
is an object that "contains" other objects (some of the attributes refer to
objects).

2.3 Requirements

All the data models described in the previous section allow to describe entities
of interest from the real world and their relationships. Most of them provide
mechanisms to structure the data or properties for the entities described. E.g. the
record mechanism in Network and Hierarchical Model, the relation in the
Relational Model, the concept of entity in Entity-Relationship Model and the
concept of object in the Object-Oriented Models. The only exception is the Binary
Relationship Model. In this model no distinction is made between properties of
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entities and relationships between entities. Both are modelled by means of fact
types. The objects of the Binary Relationship Model do not "contain" their
properties like in the Entity-Relationship Model or in the Object-Orieneted Models .

All the models which we have examined allow (in principle) to restrict the
values of the data to belong to given sets of values (domains).

All models allow to express relationships between the entities; in the
Hierarchical Model this is possible by means of the parent-child relationships, in
the Network Model it can be done by means of the co-set, in the Relational Model
by means of relations and foreign key constraints, in the Entity-Relationship Model
by the relationship concept, in the Binary Relationship Model by facts and in the
Object Oriented Models by means of the concept of complex object.

All models require the modeller to abstract from the instance level, i.e. the
description is given for the type level rather than for individual instances. In
addition, all models (with the exception of the Object-Oriented models), make a
clear separation between the schema level (the description or the intension) and
the database population itself (the instances or the extension).

The Relational Model provides a mechanism to deal with the non-availability
of data (NULL value).

Some models allow to express a subtype-hierarchy between the entity types;
e.g. Binary Relationship Model, Object Oriented Models. In combination with this
subtype-hierarchy they also provide an inheritance mechanism, by which a
subtype/subclass inherits some or all of the properties defined for the
supertype/superclass.

Some models also allow to express a set of constraints to maintain the
integrity of the data. The expressive power differs considerably among the
models. The NIAM Binary Relationship Model is best equipped.

From these overview we can derir,e the following requirements for our
framework:

-    support a data structuring mechanism;
-    allow to express relationships;
-    provide a concept of type or domain;
-    support a concept for representing missing data;
-    support the concept of subtype with inheritance;
-    support the concept of integrity constraint;
-    support the -conventional" view of databases, i.e. the distinction between

schema and population (intention vs extension).

Furthermore, we want a framework that links up as closely as possible with
existing database technology because the ultiniate goal in practice is to build tools
for this database technology. This requirement will be important when we have to
decide how to deal with missing information, subtypes and inheritance. These
topics will be discussed in section 2.5,2.6 and 2.7.
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2.4 Representation Formalisms

Searching the literature for database representation formalisms, two major
formal techniques seem to exist; mathematical logic and algebraic specification
technique.

The algebraic specification technique centres on the abstract data type
concept, i.e. a choice of data representation together with suitable operations on
this data representation. In this approach a database is therefore seen as an
algebra, i.e. collection of sets of (persistent) "objects" together with operations
defined on these sets. The objects of the algebra are the data stored in the database
and the operations define the queries of the database. Examples of the algebraic
approach to databases can be found in e.g. [Ehri 78], [Lock 79], [DMW 82] and
[EDG 88].

The logic approach uses mathematical logic (often first order predicate logic,
but related logics like temporal logic and various modal logics are used as well) to
formalize a data model. In a (first order) logical approach a database is viewed as
either an interpretation of a (first order) theory - the model theoretic approach - or
as a (first order) theory itself - the proof theoretic approach -. A theory consists of
a language (constants, variables, predicate symbols, function symbols, etc.) and a
set of axioms. Examples of the logical approach to databases can be found in [GMN
841, [Jaco 82], [Reit 84] and [GaMi 78]

The precise framework (logic, whatever its species, or algebra) to be used in a
given context is often a somewhat contentious issue among the respective
"schools". Arguments in favour of logic can be found in e.g. [Reit 84], [Khos 86],
[Gall 88], [Kowa 78]. Among these are the following arguments:
"logic is not merely a representation language, it is a programming language as
well as a deductive system" [Gall 88];
'Puhen logic is used to represent information, the distinction between databases
mid programs disappears ... The same problem solving techniques can be used
both for data retrieval and program execution, for verifying database integrity
constraints and proving program properties, for updating and modifying
databases" [Kowa 78].

Arguments for the algebraic specification technique are to be found in [DMW
82], [EDG 88]. The protagonists argue that
"the algebraic specification technique offers a uniform framework for various
st,bjects for which in database theory different mathematical tools, e.g. set theory,
relations, logic, are used side-by-side" [DMW 82].

We will try to steer clear from this dispute We have opted for the logic
approach simply because logic seems to be best understood, is broadly known
within the database community and because in retrospect it proved "sufficient" for
our purpose.
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As indicated before, when using logic as the underlying technique for
formalizing databases, two different points of view can be adopted; the model
theoretic and the proof theoretic viewpoint [Reit 84], [NiGa 78].

Using the model theoretic approach, the database schema is regarded as a
logical theory (a language together with a set of axioms) and the database states
are the models of the theory (interpretations of the theory which satisfies the
axioms). Queries are formulae and the result of the query is formed by those
(combinations of) values of its free variables that make the query true with respect
to the underlying database state.

In a proof theoretic approach, the database instance is viewed as a set of
formulae, not as a model. Queries are formulae to be proven, given the formulae
of the database state as premises.

The major difference, from a database designer's point of view, between the
two viewpoints is whether or not to distinguish explicitly the database description
(what is usually called the database schema) from the database population (also
called the database state). The model thec,retic view has been to-date the basis of
most of the logic-oriented formalizations of "conventional" databases. This, as
argued in [GMN 84], is because it more naturally reflects our conventional way of
thinking about databases, where we have an explicit distinction between the
intentional and the extensional part of a database. As Reiter [Reit 84] however
claims; the proof theoretic view seems the more appropriate one for the treatment
of deductive databases. A deductive database is a database in which new (i.e. not
Stored previously) information may be derived from information that was
explicitly introduced (i.e. stored). This is done by adding a finite set of clauses,
called deductive rules, to the conventional set of ground atomic formulae. For such
an example see [GMN 84]. Also the proof theoretic view lends itself quite well to
capture databases that deal with incomplete or negative information, see e.g. [Reit
84], [Wins 88], [Imie 84], [Lien 79]. Nevertheless, we have adopted the model
theoretic view because one of our requirement is exactly to support the
"conventional" view of databases, i.e the distinction between schema and
population

2.5 Missing Information

Non-availability of (part of) the data is a problem common to many (if not
all) database systems. Database programmers have long recognized the
convenience of using special symbols to fill in for "missing" or "inapplicable" data
in database records. These special symbols are commonly called null values.

Numerous formal investigations have focused on the topic of incomplete
information and null values in databases (e.g. [Abit 85], [ANSI 75], [Bisk 81, 83],
[Codd 75, 79, 86, 87], [Gold 811, [Gols 851, [Gott 881, [Gran 77], [Imie 81, 84, 86],
[Koch 89], [laCr 76], [Laur 88], [lien 79], [Lips 79, 81, 84], [LiYa 88], [Reit 84,86], [Sikl
82], [Vard 86], [Vass 79, 80], [Wins 881, [Zani 82]). Most of this work has been
carried out within the framework of the relational model. Along with interesting
results, these works have shown that the issue is quite complex and that there are
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several problem areas. Probably the major difficulty is the fact that null values may
have many plausible interpretations. The ANSI/SPARC interim report [ANSI 75]
cites 14 different interpretations of null values. Most authors, however agree that
the various manifestations of null values can be reduced to two basic
interpretations. These are

(a)  the unknown interpretation: a value exists but it is not known;
(b) the nonexistent interpretation: a value does not exist.

When null values are permitted in a database, an important problem of
processing this "incomplete" information arises. A careful extension of the data
manipulation language is required to ensure that the database user can obtain the
best responses - perhaps partial, but correct - to his queries; i.e. answers which are
"consistent with reality" and are closest to the "true" answers (in reality). In the
context of the Relational Model, this boils down to defining in a semantically
correct way the relational operators on tables with null values. Intuitively, this
means that if a null value has a specified interpretation for a field in a table, then
this interpretation should not change by applying relational operators on this
table. In addition, when a table contains null values, a different treatment of the
data dependencies like functional dependency and multivalued dependency proves
necessary.

In this section we will briefly review some of the work done on null values
and then concentrate on the problem of supporting null values in our formal
framework.

Codd [Codd 75] and [Codd 79] (1975, 1979) proposed a formal treatment of
null values under the "unknown" interpretation. This approach uses a three-
valued logic which, along with the usual TRUE and FALSE, also used the additional
value MAYBE. Codd proposed an extended relational algebra, where the
operators of select, join, and divide come in two distinct versions: the TRUE
version and the MAYBE version. For instance, the result of a TRUE selection
contains only tuples where the select expression evaluates to TRUE. The MAYBE
version instead contains those tuples where the select expression evaluates to
MAYBE. Grant [Gran 77] found Codd's approach inadequate and demonstrated
cases for which the extensions did not work properly; e.g. expressions that under
the "unknown" interpretation, should always evaluate to TRUE (tautologies),
evaluate instead to MAYBE. Also Lipski [Lips 791 has criticized the approach of
Codd.

Interesting notions related to the treatment of null values under the
"unknown" interpretation have also been proposed by other authors. For
example, Lipski [Lips 79] describes the semantics of a query by giving two
different interpretations to it: an external one and an internal one. In the internal
interpretation, a query is evaluated by using only the information available in the
database. The external interpretation refers directly to the real world modelled by
the database. In [ImLi 811 and [ImLi 84], Imielinski and Lipski proposed several
conditions which should be satisfied for the evaluation of relational expressions
over tables with null values. These conditions must ensure that no incorrect
conclusions can be derived, and that all correct conclusions are derivable.
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Reiter ([Reit 84] and [Reit 86]) studied the problem of query evaluation for
databases considered as theories of first-order logic with "unknown" null values.
Lien [Lien 791 studied a formal treatment of null values under the "nonexistent"
interpretation. He/she formalized the concept of multivalued dependency with
null values, for which he/she derived a complete set of inference rules.

Biskup [Bisk 81] defined two types of null values which correspond
respectively to universally and existentially quantified variables. The first type
corresponds to "attribute applicable but value is arbitrary", the second type
corresponds to "attribute applicable but value is unknown". In Biskup's notation, if
R i s a relation on a given range D, then (a, 3, b, 4) E R means there exists an x(E D
such that for all y E D the tuple (a,x,b,y) is in R.

Vassiliou ([Vassi 79] and [Vassi 80]) considered the problem of managing null
values with both the "unknown" and "does not exist" interpretations. He used a
four-valued logical system. He pointed out some problems in using a many-valued
logic for describing the semantics of arithmetic expressions and logic quantifiers,
and he showed that the query interpretation problem in the presence of null
values can be solved by an approach based on denotational semantics. A drawback
of this approach is the high computational cost of evaluating certain queries.

Later, Codd ([Codd 86] and [Codd 87]) proposed a solution for combining
the "unknown" and "nonexistent" null values still using a many-valued logic for
logical operators.

Zaniolo [Zani 821 introduced the "lio information" interpretation for null
values. A no information null value acts as a placeholder for missing information
and also characterizes situations where n„ actual information is available. The no
information interpretation solved some of the problems suffered by Codd's
original proposal [Codd 791. However sc,me partial knowledge available to the
user may be lost with this approach.

Alternative, more sophisticated solutions to the problem of null values have
been proposed in [GoZi 88], [Wins 88], [Gols 85], [LiYa 881, [Laur 881, [SiLa 82].

Our approach is based on the approach of Zaniolo [Zani 82] who made the
observation that the "unknown" and the "nonexistent" interpretation are not the
most basic and elementary interpretations for null values. There exists a more
primitive and unpretentious interpretation underlying both called the no-
information interpretation. This kind of null value can be used to act as a
placeholder for either a nonexistent value or an unknown value or to represent the
situation where neither the "unknown" nor the "nonexistent" interpretation is
applicable. In [Zani 82], Zaniolo illustrates this point as follows. Consider the
following relational table EMPLOYEE ;1·ith attributes, E#, NAME and SEX. A
example table is given in figure 2.5.1.
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The EMPLOYEE table
E# NAME SEX
1120 Saris               M

4335 Kleine            F

8799 Briales            F

figure 2.5.1

Suppose the database administrator decides to extend this table with a new
attribute TEL#, the home telephone number of the employee. This piece of
information will be entered into the database when it becomes available.
Therefore, the database administrator is faced with the problem of having, at least
for the immediate future, no information at all whether the employee has a
telephone or not. Clearly, neither the "unknown" nor the "nonexistent"
interpretation is applicable in this situation. The solution is to view the database as
in figure 2.5.2; the TEL# in the rows of the table EMPLOYEE has been filled with
the symbol "(iD", representing the "no-information" null value.

The EMPLOYEE table

E# NAME SEX TEL#
1120 Saris               M              @

4335 Kleine            F                @

8799 Briales            F                @

figure 2.5.2

Zaniolo says that the tables of figure 2.5.1 and figure 2.5.2 are information-
wise equivalent which means that the tables are equivalent in terms of content, but
the intensional information in the two schemas may be different.

However, if a "no-information" null value is used to model every kind of
missing or incomplete information, then partial knowledge which may be
available to users may be lost. To illustrate this point, consider the following
EMPLOYEE relation with attributes, E#, NAME, SEX and MGR# (the E# of the
employee's manager). An example table is given in figure 2.5.3.

The EMPLOYEE table
E# NAME SEX MGR#
1120 Saris                       M                9222

4335 Kleine                    F                 9222

8799 Briales                    F                 9222

9222 Meersman              M                @

figure 2.5.3

From the table in figure 2.5.3 we can only infer that it is not known whether
employee 'Meersman' has a manager or not (even if the user knows that
Meersman has IlQ manager). Zaniolo argued that it is worth paying this price in
many situations. His basic argument relies on the observation that a database can
only provide an approximation of the real word. Different types of nulls can be
used to improve this approximation. However, the added complexity which
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results from the use of several nulls will not provide the ultimate solution but only
a somewhat better approximation. As an example consider the case of incomplete
information such as "Meersman's manager is a woman". This sentence states that
although the identity of Meersman's manager is not known the sex of his manager
is known. To preserve this information one will have to use marked null values
[ImLi 84]. For instance, for the EMPLOYEE table in figure 2.5.3, there must be a
tuple with a unique null E#, let us say x, where the value of SEX for x is F (female)
and the same unique null x must appear in the MGR# field of Meersman's tuple.
This marked null value must be treated as a non-null value when performing a join
on the MGR# and E# attributes, while in a select operation it is to be treated as an
"unknown" value.

Another example of incomplete information is the case of disjunctive
information where we do not know the specific value of an attribute, but we know
it is either one of a given set of values, or a subset of it. Moreover, additional
information may be available on a specific instance of a null value, like the fact that
the value satisfies certain properties. This information could be presented using a
more sophisticated kind of null, but the expected improvement in the quality of
information does in general not justify tlle additional complexity. In fact, when
additional information is important enough it is generally easier to allow to
preserve it by an explicit representation in the schema than through complex null
values. For instance, if it were necessary to record the fact that an employee has no
manager, an attribute, NO_MANAGER, with possible values "TRUE" and
"FALSE" could be foreseen or added to the EMPLOYEE table.

"In conclusion, by choosing to operate under the "no-information
in terpretation  for null values, we accept a somewhat coarser approximation of  the
real world, but we obtain significant beiiefits in return. First of all there is the
conceptual simplicity in dealing with null values and secondly we keep a closer
relationship with the data models existing today and with commercially available
database systems which in general support only one type of null value, with an
unclear interpretation.

2.6 Closed World Assumption

Database systems often make implicit use of the Closed World Assumption
(CWA) [Reit 78b]. Under the Closed World Assumption, the negation of a fact is
assumed to be true if the fact cannot be deduced from the given information.
Under the Open World Assumption (OWA),  the only answers  to a question  are
those that can be proven to be true. Under the OWA a distinction between
negative facts and unknown facts can be made but only if negative facts can be
represented explicitly.

For many applications, Closed World Assumption is appropriate since, in
such applivations, it is sufficient to explicitly represent only positive information
and to assume the truth of negative facts by default. For example, as illustrated in
[Reit 78b], in an airline database, all flights and the cities which they connect will be
explicitly represented. A failure to find the information that Air Canada connects
Vancouver with Toulouse permits one to conclude that it does not. If we consider
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the same example under the Open World Assumption, then we cannot answer the
question (or we don't know the answer) whether Air Canada connects Vancouver
with Toulouse.

So far we have both under CWA and OWA considered only totally specified
facts. When null values are introduced, things may change. Under the CWA, null
values usually have the unknown or the nonexistent interpretation. When the no-
information interpretation is used (like in [Zani 82]), and a three-valued logic is
introduced, the CWA, in its strict sense, is not valid any more, and the OWA
becomes more plausible.

Although we have opted for the no-information interpretation for null
values, we will not use the OWA as such. The dichonomy between CWA and OWA
only is not entirely satisfactory. To illustrate this consider the following EMPL-TEL
relation with attributes, E# (employee number) and TEL# (telephone number). An
example table is given in figure 2.6.1.

The EMPL-TEL table
E# TEL#
1120 2432

9222     @

figure 2.6.1

Under the CWA, and with the unknown interpretation for null values, the
following facts are  true (and all other facts are false):

-    there are only two employees with a telephone number; employee with E#
1120 and employee with E# 9222.

-    the employee with E# 1120 has one telephone number: 2432.
-   the employee with E# 9222 has one telephone number, but the number is

not known.

Under the CWA, and with the nonexistent interpretation for null values, the
following facts are true (and all other facts are false):

-  there are only two employees with may have a telephone number;
employee with E# 1120 and employee with E# 9222.

-   there is only one employee with a telephone number; employee with E#
1120.

-    the employee with E# 1120 has one telephone number: 2432.
-    the employee with E# 9222 has no telephone number.

Under the OWA, and with the no-information interpretation for null values, the
following facts are true, and for all other facts we have no information:

-   there are at least two employees with may have a telephone number;
employee with E# 1120 and employee with E# 9222.

-    the employee with E# 1120 has a telephone number: 2432.
-    for the employee with E# 9222 we don't know if he has a telephone or not.

However, for many database applications this last interpretation is too open. A
more desirable interpretation would be:
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-  there are only two employees with may have a telephone number;
employee with E# 1120 and employee with E# 9222.

-    the employee with E# 1120 has one telephone number: 2432.
-     for the employee with E# 9222 we don't know if he has a telephone or not.

This last interpretation requires a combination of closed and open world
assumption.

We will combine the principles of the CWA with a three-valued logic (true,
false and ni (no-information)). In order to achieve this, we will apply the CWA
only to a specified set of predicates (not necessarily all). This means that for those
predicates for which the CWA holds, for a given fact, either it is known from the
database to be true or it is assumed to be false. For the other predicates, the value
of a fact may be true, false or no-information. This kind of reasoning is sometimes
called Careful Closed World Assumption (CCWA) [Lenz 91].

If we apply this CCWA to our example and we require that EMPL-TEL is in
the set of predicates for which the CWA is valid, then we obtain the interpretation
as given in the last example. We also know that e.g. the following facts are false:

-    the employee with E# 1120 has telephone number 2222.
-    the employee with E# 9222 has telephone number 2222.
-    the employee with E# 7777 has telephone number 2222.
-    for the employee with E# 1120 we don't know if he has a telephone or not.

And, for e.g. the following fact we have no information:
-    the telephone number of the empli,yee with E# 9222 is equal to 2222

At first sight it may sound as a contradiction so say that "the employee with
E# 9222 has telephone number 2222" is false and that we have no information
about the fact that "the telephone number of the employee with E# 9222 is equal
to 2222" However if we read "true" as "given", and "false" as "not given", then
we obtain: "the employee with E# 9222 has telephone number 2222" is not given
and we have no information about the tact that "the telephone number of the
employee with E# 9222 is equal to 2222" Indeed, the employee with E# 9222 may
or may not have a telephone number With this interpretation there is no
contradiction.

As in the example, in our framework we will require the CWA for all
relations stored in the database, other predicate will operate either under OWA or
CWA.

A comparable approach is described by [GoZi 88]. Their approach is called
"Locally Opened Databases" As opposed to our approach they consider three
types of null values; unknown, nonexisting and open. This open null value
expresses that a particular attribute is under the OWA. As already described in
section 2.5 this complicates the approach considerably. As such [GoZi 88] identifies
a number of open problems such as the impact on constraints.
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2.7    Subtypes and Inheritance

In the object oriented paradigm, inheritance of properties has been
recognized as a powerful concept. Inheritance makes it unnecessary to restate
properties already defined. Attributes and methods already defined for one class
can be reused in a new class. The new class is said to inherit the attributes and
methods of the old one. Repeating this several times results in an inheritance
hierarchy between classes. Inheritance provides for incremental specifications,
exploitation of common properties between classes and it localizes modifications.
Until now, in most object oriented languages and systems, the concept of
inheritance of properties is intimately connected with the concept of subtype (or
subclass).

Although subtypes and inheritance are now widely accepted concepts in
modelling, there is no common agreement upon the semantics of the concepts (see
e.g the preface of [LNS 91]).

Within the object oriented database community, which is heavily influenced
by the object oriented programming languages, the concept of subtype is usually
used to express an inheritance relationship between two types. Because inheritance
makes it unnecessary to restate already defined properties, the properties already
defined for one type can be reused in a new type by declaring the new type to be a
subtype  of the old one. The subtype inherits the properties of the supertype. We
will call this the inheritance-approach for subtyping.

In the traditional conceptual data models (Binary Relationship Model,
Extended Entity Relationship Models), the concept of subtype is used to express
specialization. By defining one type to be a subtype of another type, the first one is
considered to be a specialization of the other one, the supertype. Because the
subtype is a specialization of the supertype, the subtype has at least all the
properties of the supertype. Therefore it is natural to associate an inheritance
property to the subtype concept; the subtype inherits all the properties defined for
the supertype. This approach is usually called the is-a approach for subtyping
because it requires that each element of the subtype is also an element of the
Supertype.

In the inheritance-approach, the approach usually taken in the object oriented
(programming) community, the subtype needs not to be a specialization of the
supertype. It is only required that the subtype has at least all the properties of the
Supertype. To illustrate the difference between the two approaches, consider the
following example. In the is-a approach for subtyping the type 'square' is a
subtype of the type 'rectangle' because each square is a rectangle. However in the
inheritance-approach, the type 'rectangle' may be considered as a subtype of the
type 'square' because,a 'square'  and a 'rectangle'  can be defined  such  that  a
'rectangle' has all properties of a 'square' (e.g. width, origin) and some additional
ones (e.g. height).
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In the inheritance-approach, the subtype concept (in fact the concept of
inheritance) is used for many different purposes, e.g. for specialization, for
generalization, for construction, for convenience, etc. For an overview see [Budd
91]. However, it is clear now that using only one single concept for covering all the
different uses of inheritance leads to problems, see e.g. [Sand 86], [Cook 90],
[Amer 90], [Pals 90], [LaLo 91], [Chau 91]. Several researchers in the object-
oriented programming language community [Cook 90], [Wegn 89], [Amer 90],
[LaLo 91] argue that inheritance has to be considered as a mechanism for sharing
code and subtyping should only be used to express specialization in functionality.
Therefore they suggest to make a distinction between types and classes. Intuitively
they define a type as a specification for a behaviour while a class is an
implementation of that behaviour. Subclassing is then an implementation
mechanism for sharing code and representation (sometimes also called
implementation inheritance). Subtyping (sometimes also called specification
inheritance) is considered as a substitutability relationship, i.e. an instance of a
subtype can stand in for an instance of its supertype. How the subtype is
implemented is totally irrelevant; all that matters is that it have the right behaviour
so that it can be substituted [LaLo 91].

In [LaLo 91], LaLonde and Pugh have identified the is-a relationship, as well
as the subclassing and subtyping relationship, however their definition of the is-a
relationship is a very intuitive one and from their point of view not useful:
"...inany design methodologies describe their desiglts in term of is-a relationships.
If user reusability is a goal, is-a hierarchies are itot appropriate; rather, subtype
/,ierarchies should be the ai,n. .

We can agree with this approach froin a behavioural point of view. However
it is our opinion that for the purpose of data modelling the is-a relationship is more
useful. Subtyping considered as a substitutability relationship is less suited for data
modelling because it is purely based on behaviour. As behaviour is likely to
change more often than data properties, a subtype hierarchy based on this
principle will be less stable than one based on the is-a principle. Moreover, since
the behavioural aspects are outside the scope of this work we will not deal with
this kind of subtyping.

We will also not deal with subclassing as a pure code sharing mechanism
because this would require relationships between types and therefore introduce a
higher order logic. It is not worthwhile to introduce the complexity of a higher
order logic since this kind of inheritance, also called structural inheritance, only
consists of taking over properties from an existing type in a new type. By applying
structural inheritance we get a new type which is distinct and whose instances are
disjoint from the instances of the type from which it inherits. Usually there is no
reason for the inheritance relationship other than for convenience. Building a
hierarchy only for the purpose of structural inheritance should be avoided for
maintenance reasons. Modifications to one of the ancestor types may for instance
invalidate the complete hierarchy. We consider structural inheritance as a
syntactical construction for not having to state certain (combinations of) properties
more than once, therefore we shall not corer it in our framework.
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In conclusion, and for the purpose of data modelling we have opted for the
is-a interpretation of subtypes. This means that a subtype is considered as a
specialization of a supertype and each instance of the subtype is also an instance of
the supertype. We will allow multiple supertypes for one subtype and multiple
subtypes for one supertype.

2.8   Related Work

In this section we briefly examine some related work. We focus on research
which has as main objective the establishment of a formal framework which can
serve different data models.

In [SiKe 77] two models are discussed which may serve as a framework for
data model comparison, the Functional Model and the Set Theoretic Model. In the
Functional Model data is viewed as a directed graph; its nodes represent sets and
its arcs represent (total) functions. The Set Theoretic Model consists of atoms, sets,
ordered sets or sequences and extended sets which may contain atoms, sets,
ordered sets or sequences and extended sets. Null values, subtypes and constraints
are not considered in this paper.

In [Jaco 82], Jacobs proposes database logic as a framework for database
theory which can serve the relational, hierarchical and network approaches. He
follows the model-theoretic approach. A database schema is defined as a finite set
of rules which may be considered as named relations. However relations may
include names of other relations which leads to nested tables if we consider the
databases in terms of tables. Special classes of schemas (like e.g. the relational
schema, the hierarchical schema and the network schema) are defined by placing
various restrictions on the set of rules. The framework supports constraints by
providing a database language which allows to express well-formed formulae.
Null values and subtypes are not discussed.

The framework presented in [Bork 80] is a framework for data model
definition only. It defines concepts such as data model, application model, database
state and database.

The framework presented in [Stac 85] is based on properties of several
systems of logic (intensional logic, modal logic, ...). The main purpose of this
framework is to characterize semantic data models, and to develop criteria that
permit to discover and measure differences when comparing semantic data
models. This framework is based on a many-sorted logic, it also supports three
truth values, true, false and undetermined, and it supports modal individuals, as
well as null objects and known and unknown individuals. It is a higher-order
formalism, i.e. it supports also properties of and relations among predicates.

Furthermore, although primarily dedicated to the Relational Model, the well
known work of Reiter [Reit 84] on the Logical Reconstruction of Relational
Database Theory as well as the work of Gallaire, Minker and Nicolas [GMN 84] on
Logic and Databases is also very important in this context.
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2.9 Summary

In this chapter we have examined the concepts supported by the most
popular data models. From this we have formulated a number of requirements for
our general framework.

We have opted for logic to serve as the underlying representation technique.
Within this logical approach we will use the model theoretic viewpoint. In the
model theoretic viewpoint, the database schema is regarded as a logical theory (a
language together with a set of axioms) and the database states are the models of
the theory (interpretations of the theory which satisfy the axioms).

Missing information will be supported by means of null values. We have
opted for the Zanioli "no-information" interpretation for null values which has the
advantage of being conceptual simple. The "no-information" interpretation for
null values underlies both the "unknown" and the "nonexistent" interpretation.

We will make use of the Careful Closed World Assumption which is a
combination of the Closed and the Open World Assumption. This means that the
Closed World Assumption only applies for a specified set of predicates. In our case
the Closed World Assumption will be required for all stored predicates (relations).

Suptypes and inheritance will be supported. We will only support the "is-a"
interpretation for subtypes because this is the one which is most appropriate for
data modelling.

In conclusion, we have the following requirements for our framework:
-    based on logic
-    support the "conventional" view of databases, i.e. the distinction between

schema and population, which means that is should follow the model
theoretic approach;

-     follow the Careful Closed World Assumption;
-    support a data structuring mechanism;
-    allow to express relationships;
-    provide a concept of type or domain;
-    support the concept of null value with the "no-information" interpretation;
-  support the coiicept of subtype with inheritance under the "is-a"

interpretation;
-    support the concept of integrity cotistraint.



Chapter 3

The Logical Framework

3.1 Introduction

We are now ready to present the framework that will serve as the formal
platform for the rest of this work. Our framework satisfies the requirements
summarized in the conclusions of chapter 2.

As explained in section 2.4, our formalism is based on lirst-order predicate
logic and we adopt a model theoretic view of databases. This means that a data
schema is regarded as a first order theory and the models of this theory represent
the possible database states.

Beyond the characteristics of standard first-order predicate logic our
formalism possesses :

a.   sorts or types; i.e. it is a many sorted logic;
b.   sub-sorts or subtypes and supports inheritance;
c.   the is-a interpretation for subtypes;
d. three truth values; TRUE, FALSE and NI (no-information);
e. the no-information interpretation for null values;
f.   special predicates, called relations, between types describing the structural

format of the database;
g. support forfinctions;
h.   support for sets.

In a many-sorted logic, sorts or types can be attached to individuals and
predicates of the formalism. In this way the number of "non-meaningful"
statements can be reduced. However, a formalism based on many-sorted logic
does not have greater expressive power: a many-sorted predicate logic is
equivalent to standard predicate logic, it only provides greater expressive ease.
Sorts or types will be used to reflect the concept of "Object Type" or "Domain"
known in most data models. We allow to define a partial order on the set of sorts
or types. This partial order will be used to reflect the "is-a" subtype relationship
between object types and to support the inheritance of properties.
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We make an explicit distinction between predicate symbols describing the
structure of the database, i.e. the persistent relationships, called relations, and
ordinary predicate symbols which denote other properties and relationships
between data, e.g. the "less-than" predicate. This distinction reflects the
observation that all conventional data models under consideration have a
component to define the relatively fixed (but possibly changeable) structural
format of the database. Moreover, the syntactical constructs used to express this
structural format can be reduced to simple relationships, i.e by stripping it of all
built-in semantics. For example, the "is-part-of" relationship known in object
oriented data models can be regarded as a binary relationship between the
composite object type and the constituent object type. The difference between an
"is-part-of" and a non-"is-part-of" relationship is the additional (built-in) properties
of this "is-part-of" relationship, e.g. each constituent object instance can only be
part of one instance of the composite object type. As far as it concerns the static
properties of these relationships, these properties can be expressed by means of
integrity constraints.

Relationships between relations such as in the hierarchical model, cannot be
represented directly using the framework. This would require a higher order logic
such as proposed in [Jaco 821. However relationships between relations can be
simulated by introducing surrogates for the relations involved in such higher
order relationships. The higher order relationship can then be represented as a first
order relation between the surrogates. Therefore it is not worthwhile in this
context to introduce the additional complexity of a higher order logic.

The formalism also supports functions and sets. The sets are introduced to be
used in functions. By supporting functions and sets, we are able to cover existing
implementations of the Relational Model. Relational DBMSs usually support simple
functions  as  well as aggregate functions which operate on  an arbi trary number of
rows, e. g. average, minimum, maximum, count, . These aggregate functions can
be used in combination with the GROUP BY construct. The GROUP BY construct can
be seen as a function yielding set of tuples. Sets as values in a relation are however
not allowed. This means that we will not explicitly allow "nested relations" [OzYu
87]. Functions are also not allowed as values in a relation.

3.2 Syntax

Below we present the formal details of our logical system. As already
explained, a data schema is regarded as a first order theory and the models of this
theory represent the possible database states. We first present the syntax and then
the semantics of the logical theory. The syntax consists of a language, which is an
alphabet of symbols, and the syntactic rules needed to construct the well formed
formulae.
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3.2.1 The Language

Definition 3.2.1
A language consists of
(1)       A non-empty finite set of type symbols

Types = {Tl, ···, Tn}'

(2)       A non-empty finite set of relation names
RelationNames = (Ri, .... Rm}

(3)       A non-empty finite set of role names
RoleNames = trl, ···, rk}·

(4)    -< a partial order relation (transitive and irreflexive), called subtype
relation, on Types.
If Tl 4 1.2 then Tl is called the subtype of T2 and T2 is the supertype of
Tl.

(5)       A non-empty finite set of relation symbols
Relations = { Rj ( 91 :Tji  , ···, rik Tjk )  1  Rl €  RelationNames, rji  , ··· , rik E
RoleNames, T)1, ···, Tjk € Types,j=1... m} .
rji Tji , ··· , rjk:Tjk are called roles,

the relation  Rj is  said  to be of twie  (Tji  ,  · · ·  , Tjk  ),
the role rj:Tj is said to be of type T,

(6)       The truth symbols, TRUE, FALSE. and NI (no-information).

(7)     For each type T E Types, there is a (possibly empty) set of constant
symbols CT, each of which is said to be of type T.
The set of all constant symbols is denoted Consts.

(8)     For each type T E Types, there is an infinite, countable collection of
variable symbols VT, each of which is said to be of type T.
The set of all variable symbols is denoted Vars.

(9)      For each type T E Types, there is a special constant symbol er, called
the null value.
@T is said to be of type T.
@T €  Consts.

(10) The logical  symbols:   (and), v (or), =2 (implies), --i (not), '
(no-information), ** (ifO

(11)     The set symbols '{', ')', ' I'.

(12) The punctuation  signs: '(','Y,';.
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(13)   For each type T E Types, there is an existential quantifier 3T and an

universal quantifier VT

(14)       For each n>0 and for each (Ti,···,Tn) tuple such  that Ti,···,Tn E Types,
there is a (possible empty) set of n-place predicate symbols, each of
which is said to be of type (Tl,···,Tn).
The set of all predicate symbols is denoted Preds.

(15) For each n>0 and (n+1)-tuple (Tl,···,Tn,Tn+1) such that
Tl'...,Tn'Tn+1 € Types, there is a set (possible empty) of n-place function
symbols, each of which is said to be of type (Xl,···,Xn,Xn+1), where Xi
stands for Ti or 2Ti
The set of all function symbols is denoted Functs.

(16)    For each type T E Types, there is a special predicate symbol, called the

equality symbol , =T of type (T,T).
=T E Preds.

(17)   For each type T E Types, there is a special predicate symbol, the
existence symbol, INT of type (T)
INT € Pre&s.

(18)    For each type T c Types, there is a special predicate symbol, the nullity

symbol, NULLT of type (T).
NULLT E Preds.

(19) For each type T E Types, there is a special predicate symbol, the empty

symbol, EMPTY·r of type (2T).
EMPTYT € Preds.

(20)   For each type T < Types, there is a special predicate symbol, the
membership symbol, MEMBERT of type (T.ZT).
MEMBERT E Preds.

[J

We assume that the different sets of symbc,ls are pair-wise disjoint
Each type in the set of type symbols denotes a particular type of entity or data.
Each relation symbol denotes a particular type of persistent relationship possible
between entities of a certain type or between data
The logical symbol ? will be used to test if the val ue of a well-formed formulae is
equal to the thruth value NI (no-information).
The type 2T where T is a type symbol will be used to denote the power set of T, i.e.
the set of all subsets of T.
The special predicate INT is introduced tl, allow to test if an instance of a type is
present in a particular database state as opposed to all potential instances over
which variables actually range.
The special predicate NULL  is introduced to allow to test if the value of a term is
equal to the null value.
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The special predicate EMPTYT will be used to test the emptiness of a set, and the
special predicate MEMBERT to test the membership of an instance for a set.

EXAMPLE

Types::= { Document, TemplateDocument, Title, Size,
Keyword, Style, Integer

RelationNames ::= { DocInfo, DocKeyword, Template }
RoleNames ::= { Doc, TitleOf, SizeOf, KeywordIn, StyleIn }
TemplateDocument 4 Document
Relations ::= { DocInfo(Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title, SizeOf: Size),

DocKeyword(Doc: Document, KeywordIn: Keyword)
Template(Doc: TemplateDocument, StyleIn: Style)

Preds.::= { greater-than(Size,Size) }
Functs.::= { NumberOfKeywords(2Keyword, Integer) }

0

The subtype relation on the type symbols will be used to express the is-a
subtyping. Based on this relation we define the relation g and the subtype family
relation E. Informally, two type symbols are in the same subtype family if they are
equal or they are in some way related by a subtype relation, either directly or
indirectly through a common supertype or subtype.

Definition 3.2.2
The relation i on Types is defined as follows:

Let   Tl, T2 € Types,
(1)         if Tl = T2 then Ti g T2
(2)        if Tl -< T2 then Tl d T2

[3

Definition 3.2.3
The subtype family relation E on Types is defined as follows:
Let Tl, T2 € Types,
(1)        if Tl i T2 then T, E T2
(2)        if T2 i Tl then Tl E T2
(3)       if there exists a type T E Types such that Tl E T and T2 2 T then T, E T2·

We say that Ti and T2 are in the same sitbtype  family.
0

Theorem 3.2.1
The subtype family relation E is an equivalence relation.

0
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Proof

The relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
0

3.2.2   Terms and Well-Formed Formulae

We now define the syntactic rules. First we define the terms, then the atomic
formulae and finally the well-formed formulae. This is done by induction. First, we
define the oterms, catomic formulae and owell-formed formulae. Next, the
definition of the 'terms, 'atomic formulae and 'well-formed formulae is given.
Finally, the general terms, atomic formulae and well-formed formulae are
obtained by applying the union over i on all 'terms, respectively 'atomic formulae
and 'well-formed formulae. This definition by induction avoids problems with
rules that construct set-terms. One of the rules to form a set-term is indeed based
on a well-formed formulae which would otherwise lead to a circular definition.

Definition 3.2.4
Let T € Types.
The X-iterms, 'terms of type X. where X stands for T or 2T, are defined as
follows:

(1)       any constant of type T is a T-c1term;
(2)       any variable of type T is a T-Iterm;
(3)       any T'-oterm, such that T' <T i s a T-ti terrn;
(4)       { 1 is a 2T-oterm, this 'term is called the en,pty set  term;
(5)      if tl,..., tn are T-oterms, then { tl,..., tn I is a 2T-Iterm;
(6)      any relation of type T is a 2T-0term;
(7)       if tl,..., tn are oterms of type Xi, .   , Xn respectively and f € Fit„cts is of

type (Xl,   ,Xn,X), then f(tl, ··· ,In) is an X-'term.
(8)      any 2T'-oterm, such that T' 4 T, is a 2T-oterm.

El

By rules (3) and (8) we realize the inheritance of the properties of a supertype by a
subtype. The terms of a subtype may be used wherever a term of the supertype is
expected. Therefore all properties of the supertype are also applicable to the
subtype.
Rules (4), (5) and (6) are needed to construct set-terms (term of type 2T). A relation
itself may be used as a set-term. As we will see later, the interpretation of a relation
is a set of tuples. A set-term may be used iii functions. The application of a function
of type (Xl, ···,Xn,2T) also results in a set-ti·rm.

EXAMPLE
NumberOfKeywords({ Cl, (2, C3 }) is an Integer-term, where Cl, (2, (3 are
constants of type Keyword.

[3
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Definition 3.2.5
The atomic oformulae are defined as follows:

(1)       the truth symbols TRUE, FALSE and NI are atomic oformulae;
(2)           if R(rl:Tl,  ···  ,rn:Tn)  €  Relations and  ti,  ···,tn are oterms of  type Ti,  ···  ,Tn

respectively then R(tl, ··· ,tn) is an atomic oformula;
(3)       if P E Preds of type (Tl, ...,Tn) and tl, ···,tn are oterms of type Tl, ··· .Tn

respectively then P(tl, ··· ,tn) is an atomic oformula.
0

EXAMPLE
DocInfo(  x1, X2, X3 ) is an atomic oformulae, where x1, X2, X3 are variables
respectively of type TemplateDocument, Title and Size.
greather-than( >0 ,c) is an atomic oformulae, where ,0 is a variable of type Size
and c is a constant of type Size.

0

Definition 3.2.6
The well-formed  °formulae (ow#) are defined as follows:

(1)       an atomic oformula is a well-formed oformula;
(2)       if wl, W2 are owffs, so also are

(1WO

('Wl)
(Wl A W2)
(Wl v W2) which is defined as (-,(-,wl A --'W2))
(Wl #we which is defined as  (-'wl v w2)
(Wl # w2) which is defined as ((wl * w2) A (w2 => wl))

(3)       if w(x) is a owff, containing a variable x of type T, then so are
(3-r x: w(x))
(VTx : w(x))

which is defined as (-1 3-rx : (-'Wcx) ) 8
wcx  is called the scope of 3T x. VTx respectively.

0

Convention
If no ambiguity is possible then brackets may be omitted.
0

EXAMPLE
VTemplateDocumentxl, VTitlex2, VSizex3 : DocInfo(xl, x2, x3) A greather-than(x3, c)
is a a well-formed oformula.

0

Definition 3.2.7
Let x be a variable and w be a owff.
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An occurrence of x is bound in w if it is within the scope of 3 x or Vx, otherwise
it is free.
The owff w is closed if it has no free occurrences of any variable.

0

EXAMPLE
X1' X2 and x3 are bound in the wff:
VTemplateDocumentxl,*Titlexe*Sizex):  DocInfo( xl, X2,  x3 )A greather-than(  x 3,C)
This wff is also closed.
In the following wff, x1 is free, x2 and x3 are bound:
VTitlex2,4Sizex3 DocInfo( xl, x2, x3 )A greather-than( x 3,C)

E]

We will now define the 'terms, respectively 'atomic formulae and iwffs by
induction on i.

Definition 3.2.8
Let T E Types.
The X- 'terms, 'terms of type X. where X stands for T or 2T, are defined as
follows:
(1)     any X-'-iterm is an X-,term;
(2)      any T'-,term, such that T' 4 Tis a T-'term;
(3)      if tl,..., tn are T-'terms, then I ti,..., tn I is a 21.-,term;
(4)      if tl,..., tn are 'terms of type Xi. ·   , Xn respectively and f E Functs is of

type (Xl,    ,Xn,X) then f(tl, ··· ,t„) is an X-'term.
(5)      if wcx) is a i-lwff, where x is of type T and x is a free variable of w, then

{x  I  w(x) } is a 21.-,term, this 'term is called the scope of x;
(6)      any 2T'-,term, such that T' s T, is a 2T-'term;

Rule (5) now allows to construct set-terms based on a well-formed formulae.
Intuitively, such a set-term denotes the set of instances satisfying the well-formed
tormulae.

EXAMPLE
I xl 1 3·ritlex2,3Sizex)   DocInfo( xi, x2, x3 ) A greather-than( x3, c) } is a
2Document_ 'term.

EllI

Definition 3.2.9
The atomic  tfor,nulae are defined as follows:

(1)       any atomic '-1 formula is an atoniic 'formitlae;
(2)     if R(rl:Tl, ··· .rn:Tn) € Relations and ti, · · ,tn are 'terms of type Ti, ··· ,Tn

respectively then R(tl, ... ,tn) is an atomic 'formula;
(3)      if P € Preds of type (Tl, ··· .Tn) and ti,...tn are 'terms of type Ti, ·   .Tn

respectively then P(tl,    ,tn) is an atomic 'formula.
0
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Definition 3.2.10
The well-formed  'formulae ('w#) are defined as follows:
(1)       any,-iwff is a well-formed 'formula;
(2)       an atomic'formula is a well-formed iformula;
(3)       if wl, W2 are 'wffs, so also are

(wl)
-iwl

?Wl
Wl A W2
Wl v W2 which is defined as 9(-'wi A -'W2)
Wl 4 12 which is defined as -'wl v w2
wl ** w2 which is defined as (wl =M w2) A (w2 => wl)

(4)       if w(x) is a iwff, where x is a variable of type T, then so are
3T X: W X)
VTX: w(X)

which is defined as -'( 3·rx: (-(x) ) )
w(x) is called the scope of BT x. VTx respectively

0

Definition 3.2.11
Let x be a variable and w be a 'wff.
An occurrence of x is bound in w if it is within the scope of 3 x or Vx, or within
the scope of a set-term, otherwise it is free.
The 'wff w is closed if it has no free occurrences of any variable.

0

Definition 3.2.12
Let T € Types.
The X-terms, terms of type X, where X stands for T or 2T, are defined as

Ui 20 X-iterms.
0

Definition 3.2.13
The well-formed formulae, (w#), are defined as

Ui 20 twffs.
0

Definition 3.2.14
Let x be a variable and t be a term.
An occurrence of x is bound in t if it is within the scope of a set-term, otherwise
it is free,

0

We now introduce a notion of substitution, which replaces a variable of a
given term or wff with a term of the same type.
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Definition 3.2.15
Let t(x) be an X-term containing the variable symbol x of type T. Let t' be a term
of type T, then t with t' substituted for x, denoted t(x/t') is the X-term obtained
by replacing each free occurrence of x by t'.

Let w(x) be a wff containing the variable symbol x of type T as free variable. Let

t be a term of type T, then wcx) with  t substituted for x. denoted  wcx/t). is the wff
obtained by replacing each free occurrence of x by t.

El

EXAMPLES
Let t(X) be the following Integer-term with free variable x of type Document:

NumberOfKeywords({ y I DocKeyword( x, Y)})
Let t' be the Document-term cl, a constant of type Document.
Then t(x/t') is the wff:

NumberOfKeywords({ y I DocKeyword( cl, y )})

Let w(x) be the wff with free variable x of type Size:
3Documentxl,3Titlex2 : DocInfo( xl, x2.x)A greather-than( x,c)

Let t be the Size-term 0, a constant of type Size.
Then w(x/t) is the wff:

3Documentxl,3Titlex2 DocInfo( x1, X2, C3 )A greather-than( c  ,c)
0

Lemma 3.2.2
If t(x) is an X-term containing the variable symbol x of type T as free variable, t'
is a T-term then t(x/t') is also an X-term.

If w(x) is a wff containing the variable hymbol x of type T as free variable, t is a
T-term then w(x/t) is also a wff.

0

Proof

Clear: we replace a T-term by another T-term.
[11

We now define the formal type of a term in a wff. The formal type of a term
is the type as it is expected by the relation, predicate or function in which the term
is used. If the term is used more than once in a relation, predicate or function, it
may have different formal types. E.g. if a predicate P is of type (T), then the formal
type of the term t in the wff P(t) is T. The concept of formal type is introduced to
be able to distinguish it from the type of t itself which may be a subtype of the
formal type.

Definition 3.2.15
A formal type Of a term in a uff is defined as follows:
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(1)       if   the wff contains the atomic   wff   R(tl,  ··· ,tn), where
R(rl *Ti, ···,rn:Tn) E Relations, then a formal type of the terms tl, ···,tn is
respectively Ti, ... ,Tn;

(2)      if the wff contains the atomic wff P(tl, ... ,tn), where P E Preds of type
(Tl'  '',  'Tn)'then a formal  type  of the terms  tl,  ...,tn is respectively
Tl,... 'Tn;

(3)        if the wff contains a function term f(tl, ...,tn) where f c Functs  is of type
(Xi'  '- 'Xn,X) then a formal type of the terms tl, ···,tn is respectively
X1,... 'Xn;

(4) formal types of all other terms are undefined.
0

EXAMPLE
For the following wff:
VTemplateDocumentxl,YTitlexeMSizex3:  DocInfo(  xl, x2, x3 )  A greather-than(  x3,  c)
the formal type of the variable x1 is Document, its type is TemplateDocument,
the formal type of the variable x  is Title, its type is also Title,
the formal type of the variable x3 and the constant c is Size, their type is also
Size.

0

3.2.3 Data Schema

We are now ready to introduce the concept of data schema within our formal
framework. A data schema is a pair (L, r) where L is the language component and
r is a set of closed wffs for this language. These wffs represent the integrity
constraints of the data schema.

Definition 3.2.16
A data schema I is a logical theory (L, r) where L is the language component of
our logical system and  I- is a set of axioms; closed wff of L, called the integrity
constraints.

0

Examples of integrity constraints will be given in section 3.7.

The concept of integrity constraint as defined above corresponds to the so-
called static integrity constraints [ISO 82]. Such constraints are meant to be satisfied
by any valid state the database (formally defined hereafter). In contrast, there is
also the concept of dynamic integrity constraint [ISO 82]. A dynamic constraint
puts restrictions on the possible successor state(s) of a given database state. We do
not  address this class of integrity constraints.

3.2.4 Notational Conventions

To end the section on the syntax, we introduce a number of notational
conventions which we will use in the rest of this work:
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-     If the type T is clear from the context, we drop it as suffix.

-   Although the =T symbol is defined as a predicate of type (T,T), for reason of
convenience we will usually use it in infix notation, i.e. we will write "ti = t2"
instead of "=(tl,t2)".

-   Usually the order of the roles in a relation is not important. Therefore, if
R(rl:Tl,....rn.Tn) € Relations, then R(rml:Tml,··· ,rmn:Tmn) where (mi,···, mn)
is any permutation of (1..... n) is also said to be in (E ) Relations.

-    If all types in a relation are distinct or if we use the same order for the roles as
the one given in the definition of the relation, we may omit the role names; we
may write R(Tl, ... ,Tn) instead of R(ri:Ti, ··· .rn Tn)·

3.3 Semantics

So far we have presented the syntax of our formal framework without
assigning any semantics or meaning. We now assign a meaning to each symbol of
the language, i.e. an interpretation. We will assign domain elements to the
constants and the variables, relations to the predicate and the relation symbols and
functions to the function symbols. Next we will assign truth values, TRUE or
FALSE or NI,  to wffs.

3.3.1 Database Instance

We first introduce the concept of database instance, also called database state
or database population, which represents the database at a fixed moment in time.
The central idea will be that database instances are models of the data schema
theory. We provide our formalism with a set theoretic semantics, which means
that types are interpreted by subsets of a given universe. The subtype relation is
interpreted by the subset relationship. This realizes the is-a meaning of the subtype
relation.

Definition 3.3.1
A database instance (db-instance) 1 for a data schema I = (L, 1-), is an
interpretation for L over a universe U where

(1)         U ::= u LE  Types Dom (Ti)
where Dom(Ti) is a non-empty finite set, called the domain of Ti. over
which the variables of Ti are meant to range.

If Ti + Ti then Dom(Ti) c Dom(Tj) holds.
Each domain has an associated extended domain [Zani 821, noted
Dom*(T), obtained by adding the symbol niT (ni for short).
Dom*(T) ::= Dom(T) U { niT 1
U*::= U ·R€ Types Dom* (Ti)
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(2) Each constant symbol C of type T, different from the null value @T is
assigned an element I(C) of Dom(T). The constant symbol @T is
assigned the value niT
I(C) is called the interpretation Of C  in I.
I : CT -> Dom*(T) must be an injection (one-to-one mapping).

(3) Each relation symbol R of type (Tl,···,Tn) is assigned an n-ary relation
I(R) & Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn) (i.e. a set of tuples).
I(R)  is called the extension of R in the interpretation I.

(4) Each predicate symbol Pr of type (Tl,...,Tn) is assigned an n-ary relation
I(Pr) c Dom*(Tl) x ...x Dom*(Tn).
I(Pr) is called the interpretation Of Pr in I.

The interpretation of the equality symbol =T is defined as follows:
I(=T)::= C (d,d) l d€ Dom(T) }

The interpretation  of the emptiness symbol EMPTYT is defined  as
follows:

I(EMFrYT)::= { {} }

(5) Each function symbol fn of type (Xl , ..., Xn, Xn+1) is assigned a total
function I(fn) : Dom*(Xl) x .. x Dom*(Xn) -> Dom*(Xn+1), where
Dom*(Xi) stands for Dom*(Ti) if Xi stands for Ti, and Dom*(Xi) stands
for  2Dom*(Ti) if Xi stands for 2 i
I(fn) is called the interpretation of fn in I.

0

Note
-   We restrict domains to finite sets. This is needed to avoid infinite sets as

arguments of functions. However, as far as it concerns databases, this is not a
serious restriction because in any database implementation domains will have
a finite representation.

-    We require the interpretation of a function to be total and extensional, i.e. we
know or we can compute the value of a function for all possible arguments.
This restriction is needed to avoid ink,nsional values which may give rise to a
number of problems, such as the equality of terms. For a discussion on this
topic see [Reit 78a].

0

EXAMPLE
For the example language given earlier, we give the following example db-
instance:
Dom(Document) ::= { 1, ..., 200 }
Dom(TemplateDocument)  ::=  {  1,  ..., 200  }
Dom(Title) ::= String25
Dom(Size)::= 0.. 10.000
Dom(Keyword) ::= String20
Dom(Style) ::= String15
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Dom(Integer) ::= 0 .. 100

I(DocInfo)::   { (1, "Databases", 5000)
(3, "Logic", 6000)
(7, @, 300)

I(DocKeyword) ::=   (  (1, "data schema")
(1,  "constraint")
(3, "formula")
(3, "truth value")

I(Template) ::= (  (7, "my-style") }
Interpretation of functions and predicates are omitted.

0

3.3.2 Truth Values

Given a database instance we now define the truth or validity of a wff. First,
the evaluation of a term is defined, next the truth value of a wff is defined. Similar
as for the definition of term and wff, the definition of the evaluation of a term and
the truth value of a wff is given by induction on i for 'terms and 'wffs.

The truth value for the logical symbols corresponds with those defined in
Kleene's strong 3-valued logic [Turn 84].

Definition 3.3.2

For a given data schema I = (L, r) and a db-instance I for X, let g be a mapping
from variables of L into U*, i.e. for each variable x of type T. g(x) e Dom*(T).
g is called an environment for the variables of L.

The evaluation of a 'term t in the db-instance I under the environment g,
denoted Ig(t), is defined as follows :
(1) Ig(t)::= I(C)

if t is the constant symbol C of type T.
(2)  Ig(t)::= g(x)

if t is the variable symbol x of type T
(3)  Ig(t)::= Ig(t)

if t is a oterm of type T'. where T' 4 T.
(4)  Ig(t)::= 0

if t is the empty set term { } of type T.
(5)  Ig(t)::= { Ig(tl),..., Ig(tn) }

if t is the set of oterms { ti. ··· , tn } of type T.
(6)  Ig(t)::= I(R)

if t is the relation symbol R of type T
(7)  Ig(t)::= I(fn) ( Is(ti),...,Ig(tn) )

if t is the torm fn( tl, ···, tn ) where fn is a function symbol of type
(Xl ' '   ' Xn, Xn+1) and ti , ··· , tn are Xi-, ··· , Xn-oterm respectively.

(8)  Ig(t)::= Ig(t)
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if t is a oterm of type 2'r'. where T' 4 T.
0

EXAMPLE

Suppose:
I(cl) ::= "data schema"
I(c2)::= "well formed formula"

Let
g(x3) ::= "database"

Then
Ig(NumberOfKeywords({ cl, C2, x3 }) ::= I(NumberOfKeywords)({ "data
schema", "well formed formula", "database" })

0

Definition 3.3.3

For a given data schema X = (L, 1-), a db-instance I for X and g an environment
for the variables of L, Ig(x -> d) denotes an environment identical to g except
that this environment maps the variable x into d.

0

We now define the truth value of a wff. Please note that the truth value of a
relation is either TRUE or FALSE because we apply the CWA to relations. On the
other hand, the truth value of a predicate may be TRUE, FALSE or NI because we
apply the OWA for predicates.

Definition 3.3.4

For a given data schema I = (L, D, a db-instance I for I and g an environment
for the variables of L.
Let w be a owff of L.

The truth value of w in the db-instance I and environment g is defined as
follows :
(1)      If w is equal to one of the trutli symbols TRUE, FALSE or NI then the

truth values are TRUE, FALSE and NI respectively.

(2)      If w is equal to R( tl , ··· , tn ) where R E Relations of type (Ti, ..., Tn)
and tl , ... , tn are Tl, ... , Tn-'terms respectively, then the truth value of
W is

TRUE if ( Ig(tl),..., Ig(tn) ) e I(R)

FALSE otherwise.

(3)      If w is equal to Pr( ti ,..., tn ) where Pr e Preds of type  (Tl, ···, Tn)  and
ti '    , tn are Ti, ··· , Tn-oterms respectively, then

TRUE if ( Ig(tl),..., Ig(tn) ) € I(Pr)

FALSE     if ( Ig(ti) , ··· , Ig(tn) ) e I(Pr) and
if for each Ig(ti), i=1. .n,
the evaluation of ti, Ig(ti), is different from ni

NI otherwise.
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(4)        If w is equal to NULL(t) where t is a T-oterm then the truth value of w is
TRUE if the evaluation of t, Ig(t) is ni

FALSE otherwise.

(5)       If w is equal to MEMBER(tl,t2) where tl is a T-oterm and t2 is a 2Tjiterm,
then the truth value of w is

TRUE if Ig(tl) E Ig(t2)

FALSE     if Ig(tl) e Ig(t2) and the evaluation of tl. Ig(tl),
is different from ni

NI otherwise.

(6)       If w is equal to  wl then the truth value of w is
TRUE if the truth value of wl is FALSE,
FALSE if the truth value of wl is 1RUE,
NI if the truth value of wl is NI.

(7)       If w is equal to 'wl then the truth value of w is
TRUE if the truth value of wl is NI,

FALSE otherwise.

(8)       If w is equal to wl A w2 then the truth value of w is
TRUE if the truth value of wl and w2 are TRUE,
FALSE if the truth value of wl is FALSE or the value of w2 is

FALSE or both,
NI if the value of wl is either TRUE or NI and the value of

W2 is NI, or vice versa.

(9)       If w is equal to  3-r x: wl then the truth value of w is
TRUE if for some d c Dom*(T), the truth value of wl for

Ig(x -> d) is TRUE.
FALSE     if for all d E Dom*(T), the truth value of wl for

Ig(x -> d) is FAI.SE,
NI otherwise.

0

Note
-    Notice that the truth value of the wff "x = @" is different from the truth value

of'NULL(x)". The truth value of "x = @" is always NI, while the truth value of
NULL(x) depends on the value of x in the environment g. If g(x) is ni then the
truth value of NULL(x) is TRUE otherwise it is FALSE.

-     The truth value of the wff VT x : wl is derivable. the result is as follows:
If w is equal to  VT x: wl then the truth value of w is

1RUE if for all d E Dom*(T), the truth value of wl for

Ig(x -> d) is TRUE,
FALSE if for some d e Dom*(T), the truth value of wl for

Ig(x -> d) is FAI .SE,
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NI otherwise.

0

EXAMPLES
The truth value of the following wff:

DocInfo( xl, xe x3 )A greather-than( x 3,c)
in the db-instance I given in the example for definition 3.3.1 and

g(Xi) ::= 1
g(x2).:= "Logic-
g(x3) :.= 5000

and
I(c) ::= 300,

has truth value FALSE

The truth value of the following wff:
greather-than( @ ,c)

in the db-instance I given in the example for definition 3.3.1 such that
I(c) ::= 300

has truth value NI

The truth value of the following wff:
3Titlexe 3Size)<3: DocInfo( cl, xe x3 ) A greather-than( x3, C3 )

in the db-instance I given in the example for definition 3.3.1 and
I(cl)::= 1
I(c )::= 0

has truth value TRUE
0

Definition 3.3.5
If the truth value of a owff w in a db-instance I and under an environment g is
TRUE then w is said to be valid or trite in the db-instance I and under the
environment g, notation Ig A w

0

We extend the concept of extention of a relation to the extension of a type.
Intuitively, the extension of a type T is the, set of all (non-null) T-values present in
the db-instance I.

Definition 3.3.6
Let X= (L, I-) be a data schema, T be a type of I and I a db-instance for I. then
the extension of T in I. denoted I(T), is defined as

I x I x€ Dom(T) and I t= INT(x) 1
0

We now define the evaluation of an 'term and the truth value of an 'wff.
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Definition 3.3.7

For a given data schema I = (L, r), a db-instance I for I, and g an environment
for the variables of L.

The eva/uation of a iterm t in the db-instance I under the environment g,
denoted Ig(t), is defined as follows :
(1) Ig(t)::= Ig(t)

if t  is  a  ,-1 term  of type  T.
(2) Ig(t)::= Ig(t)

if t is a 'term of type T, where T' 4 T.
(3) Ig(t)::= { Ig(tl),···, Ig(tn) 1

if t is the set of 'terms C ti, ... , tn I of type T.
(4)  Ig(t) ::= I(fn) C IS(ti) ,..., Ig(tn) )

if t is the torm fn( tl, ···, tn ) where fn is a function symbol of type
(Xl ' ''' ' Xn, Xn+1) and tl , ··· , tn are X1-, ··· , Xn-iterm respectively.

(5)  Ig(t) ..= {d I d€ Dom*(D and Ig(x -> d) A wcx) }.
if t i s equal to {x i wcx) }, where wcx) is a '-iwff, and x i s o f type T and is a
free variable of w.

(6)  Ig(t)::= Ig(t)
if t is a 'term of type 2T'' where T' 4 T

0

The definition of the truth value of a 'wff is similar as for a owff. owff should
be replaced by iwff.

Definition 3.3.8

For a given data schema X = (L, r), a db-instance I for I and g an environment
for the variables of L.

The truth value of a 'wff of L in the db-instance I and environment g is defined
similar as for as a owfff.

0

Definition 3.3.9
If the truth value of a wff w in a db-instance I and under an environment g is
TRUE then w is said to be va/id or trite in  the db-instance I and under the
environment g, notation Ig A w.

[3

Definition 3.3.10
If the truth value of a wff w in a db-instance I and under an environment g is
either TRUE or FALSE then w is said to be logically closed in the db-instance 1
and under the environment g, notation L-ClosedIg(w).

0
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Please note that the meaning of the term "logically closed" is different from the
ternn "Closed" given earlier and which corresponds with the one usually found in

textbooks on logic. The term "closed" is used to indicate that a wff does not
contain any free variables. The term "logically closed" indicates that the truth value
of a wff is either TRUE or FALSE. The name is chosen to indicate the relationship
with the notion of "Closed World Assumption", which is used in the database
community to refer to the principle that if something is not known to be TRUE
then it is assumed to be FALSE (see also section 2.6).

EXAMPLE
VDocumentxl, VTitlex2, VSizex3 DocInfo( xi, x2, x3 )
is a logically closed wff.

0

Definition 3.3.11
A wff w is valid or true in a db-instance I, notation I K w,

iff Ig K w for all environments g.

A wff w is logically closed in a db-instance I, notation L-ClosedI(w),
iff L-ClosedIg(w) for all environments g.

0

Definition 3.3.12
A wff w is valid or true. notation H w, iff I A w for all db-instances I.

A wff w is logically closed, notation L-Closed(w),
iff L-ClosedI(w) for all db-instances I.

0

EXAMPLE
VDocumentxl, VTitlex2, VSizex3 DocInfo( xl, x2, x3 ) v -'DOCInfo( x1, x2, x3 )
is a valid wff.

0

The truth value of some wffs may be derived from the truth value of other
wffs. If it can be derived that a given wff is valid if some other wffs are valid then
we say that the wff is implied by the other wffs.

Definition 3.3.13
Let wl, ···, wn, wn+1 be wffs, then for a given db-instance I. wn+1 is logically
implied by wl, ..., wn, notation wl, ···, wn k wn+1. if for each i in {l ... n}, wi is
valid in I then wn+1 is also valid in I.

0

EXAMPLE
If the following wffs are valid in a db-instance I:

DocIn fo(  cl,  C2,  C3  )
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greather-than( £3, t3 )
then the following wff is also valid in the db-instance I:

3Titlexe 3Sizex3: DocInfo( cl, x2, x3 ) A greather-than( x3, C'3 )
0

If the truth value of two wffs is always equal then we say that both wffs are
logically equivalent.

Definition 3.3.14
Let wl and w2 be wffs, wl and w2 are logically equivalent in a db-instance  1, if
Wl and w2 have equal truth values in the db-instance I.

Let wl and w2 be wffs, then wl and w2 are logically equivalent, if wl and w2
have equal truth values for all db-instances I.

0

EXAMPLE
The following two wffs are logically equivalent:

-'(DocInfo( cl, C2, £3 ) A DocInfo( cl, c'2, ('3 ))
-iDocInfo( cl, (:2. (:3 ) v - DocInfo( cl, c'2, C'3 ))

0

Logically closed wffs will play an important role in the rest of this work.
Therefore it will be important to construct wffs which are logically closed. The
following Theorem may help to do so.

Theorem 3.3.1
Let w be a wff, then

7
WA  '"W

is logically closed.
0

Proof

'w is always TRUE or FALSE, therefore also 9,w.
As a consequence. w A -1'w can only evaluate to NI if w evaluates to NI. But if
the truth value of w is NI then  2w is FALSE and SO is W A -i'W.

[3

3.3.3 Truth Tables

A straightforward way to determine the truth value of a wff is by using truth
tables. The truth tables for the logical symbols are given below:
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v TRUE FALSE NI

1RUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
FALSE TRUE FALSE NI
NI TRUE NI NI

A TRUE FALSE NI

TRUE TRUE FALSE NI
FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
NI NI FALSE NI

-1

TRUE FALSE
FALSE TRUE
NI NI

9

TRUE FALSE
FAISE FALSE
NI TRUE

4 TRUE FALSE NI

TRUE TRUE FALSE Nl
FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
NI TRUE NI NI
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4., TRUE FALSE NI

1RUE TRUE FALSE          NI

FALSE FALSE TRUE NI
NI NI NI NI

3.3.4   Equivalent wffs

As we are working with a three-valued logic, wffs which are equivalent in the
classical two-valued logic are not necessarily equivalent in a three-valued logic. In
this section will we list a number of equivalent wffs. The proofs are omitted. They
can be given using e.g. truth tables.

Theorem 3.3.2
Let wl, W2, W3 and w  be wffs, then

i(Wl v w2) is equivalent with -iwl A "W2
- (Wl A w2) is equivalent with -'wl v iw2
?(Wl v W2) is equivalent with ('wl   ?w2) v (-iwl   ?w2) v ('wl A iwl)
(wl v w2) A w3 is equivalent with (wl A w.1) v (w2 A w3)
wl A ((iwl A -'?wl) v w2) is equivalent with wl A w2
Wl => W2 is equivalent with -'w2 4 iwl
(Wl w w3) A (w2 =2 w4) is equivalent with (wl A w2) => (w3 A w#)

0

3.3.5 Valid Database Instance

A database instance is an interpretation for the language of the database
schema over some universe. However, not for all interpretations the wffs of the
set of constraints of the data schema will be valid Therefore we define the concept
of valid database instance. For a valid database instance all constraints of the
schema are valid.

Definition 3.3.15

For a given data schema I= (L, r), a db-instance I is a valid db-instance iii each
wff of r is valid in I.
I is said to be a model  of I.

0

Definition 3.3.16
The set of all possible db-instances for a data schema I is noted I(I).
The set of all possible valid db-instances for a data schema X is noted : (I)

0
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Definition 3.3.17

A  given data schema  I = (L, I-) is consistent if there is a least one valid db-
instance for the schema.

0

3.4 Symbolic Equality and Membership

The equality symbol provided by the language permits us to test whether
two terms are semantically equal. Similarly, the membership predicate can be used
to test whether the evaluation of a term is an element of the evaluation of a set-
term which is a set. This test is also a semantical test. This means that if a null value
is involved in an equality or a membership test, the result truth value is NI. This is
natural because we use the no-information interpretation for null values.
However, sometimes we want to consider null values as equal values because they
provide us the same information, no information. For this reason we introduce the
symbolic equality and the symbolic membership.

Definition 3.4.1
The symbolic equality noted =*T, is a special predicate symbol of type (T,T) and
is defined as follows:

if tl and t2 are T-terms then =*T(tl,t2) stands for
('(tl =T t2) => (NULL(tl) A NULL(t2) ) )A (92(tl -T t2) 4 (tl =T t2) )

0

As for the equality symbol, we will use for the symbolic equality the convention to
omit the type symbol if the type is clear from the context, and we will use the infix
notation.

Intuitively, the symbolic equality is very similar to the usual equality (the
semantic equality). The truth value of the symbolic equality is equal to the truth
value of the semantic equality if none of the terms evaluate to ni. However the
truth value of -*T(tl,t2) is TRUE or FALSE if the evaluation of one of the two terms
is ni, this in contrast with the truth value of =T(tl,t2) which, in that case, is always
equal to NI. If the evaluation of both terms is equal to ni then the truth value of
=*T(ti,t2) is TRUE, if the evaluation of only one term is equal to ni then the truth
value is FALSE.

This kind of equality will be used to test if terms are equal as far as it concerns
non-null values. @ is considered to be "equal" to another @ in the sense that no-
information is always no information. In the usual sense of equality, it is not
known if @ is equal to @ because it may be well possible that in the real world both
values exist and are different or both values exist and are equal.
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Lemma 3.4.1
If ti and t  are T-terms then

tl =*T t2

is a wff.
0

Proof

clear.
0

Lemma 3.4.2
If t is a T-term then the truth value of

t =*T @T
and

NULLT(t)
are the same.

0

Proof

t =*T @r stands for
(?(t =T er) => (NULL(t) A NULL(@r) ) )A (-'2(t =T @r) =* (t =T @r)).
The truth value of NULL(@T) is TRUE, the truth value of t =T @T is NI, so the
truth value of 2(t =T @T) is TRUE and the truth value of 92(t =T er) is FALSE.
Therefore the truth value of (-'1(t =T @T) 4 (t =T @T)) is TRUE.
Because the truth value  of   (t  =T @T)  is  TRUE, the truth value  of
(?(t =T @T) =2  (NULL(t) A  NULL(@T) ) ) is equal to the truth value of
(NULL(t) A NULL(@T), which is equal to the truth value of NULL(t).

0

Theorem 3.4.3
if tl and t2 are T-terms then the wff

tl =*T t2
is logically closed.

0

Proof

The evaluation of NULL(t) is always TRUE or FALSE, as well as the evaluation
of '(tl =T t2)· Therefore the evaluation of (2(ti =T t2) => (NULL(ti) A NULL(t2) ) )
is always TRUE or FALSE.
The evaluation of  (12(tl =T t2) => (tl =T tz) ) can only be NI if the evaluation of
_-12(ti =T t2) is TRUE and the evaluation of (ti =T t2) is NI, or if the evaluation of
-1 (ti =T t2) is NI and the evaluation of (tl =T tz) is FALSE or NI.
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However if -'2(ti =T t2) is TRUE then 2(tl =T t2) is FALSE which means that the
evaluation of (ti =T t2) must be different from NI.
The evaluation of i'(tl =T t2) can never be equal to NI because '(tl -T t2)
always evaluates to TRUE or FALSE and therefore also 12(ti =T t2)·

0

Similarly, we now define the symbolic membership predicate.

Definition 3.4.2
The symbolic membership, noted MEMBER*T, is a special predicate symbol of
type (T,2T) and is defined as follows:
if tl is a T-term, and t2 is a 2T-term, then MEMBER*T(ti,t2) stands for

(2MEMBERT{ti,t2) =* FALSE)   02MEMBERT(ti,t2) ==> MEMBERT(ti,t2))
0

Intuitively, the symbolic membership is very similar to the usual membership
(the semantic membership). The truth value of the symbolic membership is equal
to the truth value of the semantic membership if the latter does not evaluate to NI.
If the semantic membership evaluates to NI then the truth value of the symbolic
membership is equal to FALSE. This is the case if the first term evaluates to ni and
ni does not occur in the evaluation of the set-term.

This kind of membership will be used to test if a term appears "literally" in a
set-term. For null values, this means that if @ is not recorded in the set, then the
membership is false in the sense that the value "no-information" is not in the set.
In the usual sense of membership, it is not known if @ is in the set because it may
be well possible that in the real world @ stands for a value which is or is not in the
set.

Lemma 3.4.4

If tl is a T-term, and t2 is a 2'r-term, then
MEMBER*T(tl,t2)

is a wff.
0

Proof

clear.
0

Theorem 3.4.5

If tl is a T-term, and t2 is a 21.-term, then the wff
MEMBER*T(tl,t2)

is logically dosed.
0
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Proof

We have to prove that (?MEMBERT(tl,t2) => FALSE) A (-1?MEMBERT(tl,t2) =D
MEMBER·r(tl,t2)) is logically closed.
The evaluation of ?MEMBERT(tl,t2) is always TRUE or FALSE. Therefore the
evaluation of (?MEMBERT(tl,t2) => FALSE) is always TRUE or FALSE.
The evaluation of (i?MEMBERT(tl,t2)  =>  MEMBERT(tl,t2))  can only be NI  if the
evaluation of i2MEMBERT<tl,t2) is TRUE and the evaluation of MEMBER (tl,t2)
is NI, or if the evaluation of - ?MEMBERT(tl,t2) is NI and the evaluation of
MEMBERttl,t2) is FALSE or NI.
However if -i?MEMBERT(tl,t2) is TRUE then the evaluation of MEMBERT(tl,t2)
must be different from NI.
The evaluation of i'MEMBERT(tl,t2) can never be equal to NI.

0

3.5    Sequences of Symbols

In what follows we will often need to denote a sequence of symbols,
therefore we will introduce a shorthand notation and extend the definition of the
special predicate symbols =, =*, MEMBER, MEMBER* as well as the i and E to
sequences of types. The NULL predicate is extended in two ways, resulting into the
OR-NULL and the AND-NULL. The defini tion of the special predicate symbol IN is
not extended because the meaning of IN may depend on a particular model. The
definition of domain of a type is also extended to sequences of types.

Notational conventions
-     We will use

•   the letter r (possible with subscript and superscript) to denote a single role
name;

•   the letter s (possible with subscript and superscript) to denote a sequence
of role names, also called a role Manie sequence;

•  the letter T (possible with subscript and superscript) to denote a single
type;

•   the letter S (possible with subscript and superscript) to denote a sequence
of types, also called a type sequence.

•    the letter 4 (possible with subscript and superscript) to denote a 2s-term;

-     If no confusion is possible we will also use the term "type" for a type sequence.

-      We will note a sequence of roles (rl:Tl, ·· .rn Tn) by the shorthand notation s:S,
and we call this a role sequence.

-  In the same way, a sequence of variable symbols (xl, ..., xn) or constant
symbols (cl, ..., cn) will be denoted by a single letter.
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-     The definition of a T-term is extended in the natural way; if S is a type sequence
(Tl, ''' 'Tn) then a term t of type S is a sequence of terms (tl, ···, tn) where ti is of
type Ti.

-    In the same way, the definition of a 2T-term is extended in the natural way; if S
is a type sequence (Tl, ··· ,Tn) then a term t of type 2S is a finite set of sequences
of terms (tl, ···, tn) where ti is of type Ti.

-    The concatenation of two * sequences X' and X", where * stands for type, role
name, variable, constant or term, is noted X'X" and is defined as follows: if X'
stands for (X'1, ··· , X'n) and X" stands for (X"1, ··· , X"m) then X'X" stands for
(X'1, ···, X'n, X-1, ···, X"rn)·

-   If s':S' and s": S" are two role sequences, respectively (r'1*7'1, ··· ,r'n 7 'n) and
(r-1.T"1, ··· .r"m:T-m) then the concatenation s's":S'S" is defined as
(r'1:1"1, ···,r'n:T'n, r"l:T"1,...,r"rn:T"In)·

-    If X is a * sequence, where * stands for type, role name, role, variable, constant
or  term, X stands  for  (Xl,  ··   ,  Xn)  and  X'  is a subsequence  of  X  then  the
complement sequence Of X' relative to X is the * sequence containing those Xi
o f X which are not in  X'.  Note that the complement sequence may be empty.

-   If s:S is a role sequence, s':S' is a subsequence of s:S, where s:S stands for
(rl:Tl, ··· ,rn Tn) and s':S' stands for (r'1:T'1, ··· .r'm:T'rn). t is a term (tl, .... tn) of
type S then t[s':S'] is the S'-term (t'i,..., t'm) derived from t by selecting the
components corresponding with the cornponents in  s':S'.

_     eSu  where e stands  for  3 or  V,  S  is  a type sequence  (Tl,  .    ,Tn)  and  u  is  a
variable sequence (xl, ..., xn), stands for e'Tlxl, ···, €4nxn.

-      If S  is  a type sequence equal  to  (Tl,       , Tn)  and  t'  and  t" are terms of type S,
respectively equal to (t'1, ··· , t'n) and (t"1, ··· , t"n) then t' =s t" stands for
t'l =Tl t"1 A ... A t'n =Tn t"n·

-       If  S  is  a type sequence equal  to  (Tl,        ,  Tn)  and  t'  and  t" are terms  of  type  S,
respectively equal to (t'1, ··· , t'n) and (t"1, ·  , t"n) then t' =*s t" stands for
t'l -*Tl t"1 A ... A t'n =*Tn t"n·

-     If S is a type sequence equal to (Tl,  ·· , Tn) and t is a term of type S, equal to (tl,
. , tn) then OR-NULLS(t) stands for NULL-rl(tl) v  .v NULLT,1(tn) and

AND-NULLs(t) stands for NULLT1(ti) A ... A NULL. n(tn).

-   If S' and S" are two type sequences, respectively equal to (T'1, ··· , T'n) and
(T'1,    ' T"n) then S' g S" stands for T'l S T"lA ... A T'n g T"n.

-   If S' and S" are two type sequences, respectively equal to (T'1, · · · , T'n) and
(T"1,    ' T"n) then S' E S" stands for T'i E T",A ... A T'n E T"n.
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-      If S  is  a type sequence equal  to  (Tl,  · ·  , Tn)  and  I  is an interpretation  over  a
universe U then the domain of S, noted Dom(S), is defined as
Dom(Tl) x... x Dom(Tl). The extended domain of S, noted Dom*(S), is defined
as Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tl).

-      If S  is  a type sequence equal  to  (Tl,  ..., Tn)  and  I  is an interpretation  over  a
universe U then the domain of 2S, noted Dom(25), is defined as
2Dom(Tl ) x-. x Dom(Tn). The extended domain of S, noted Dom*(S) is defined as
2Dom*(Ti) x... x Dom*(Tn)

-   We extend the definition of functions in a straightforward way to allow the
arguments as well as the result to be of type 2S, where S is a type sequence.

-    If S is a type sequence equal to (Tl, ··· , Tn) and tl is a term of type S and t2 is a
term of type 2S, then MEMBERS(ti, t2) has truth value TRUE if Ig(ti) < Ig(t2),
FALSE if Ig(tl) e Ig(t2) and OR-NULLS(tl) has truth value FALSE, otherwise the
truth value is NI.

0

3.6 Views

We are now ready to define the concept of view. Intuitively, a view can be
regarded as a derived relation; i.e. a "relation" built from relations defined in the
language, its extension is defined in terms of the extensions of the relations used in
its definition. Therefore, the notation that will be used for views is similar to the
notation used for relation symbols; views are given roles which are of a certain
type and the view itself is said to be of a given type.

3.6.1 Definitions

First, we have to define the notions of role expression and role condition
which will be used to construct views. They are very similar to the notions of term
and wff. The intuitive meaning corresponds, except that role expressions and role
conditions are defined in the context of a certain role sequence s:S and may refer to
parts of this role sequence. Role expression are of a certain type S'. This type need
not be the same of the type of the context role sequence s:S. As for term and wff,
the definitions are given by induction.

Definition 3.6.1
For a data schema I= (L, 1-), and s:S a role sequence (rl:Tl, ..., rn:Tn),
Tl,..., Tne Types,
the orole expressions for s:S are defined as follows:
(1)       any constant symbol c of type S' is a orole expression of type S' for s:S;
(2)       any variable symbol x of type S' is a orole expression of type S' for s:S;
(3)       any subsequence s':S' from the 'irole sequence s:S is a cirole expression of

type S' for s:S;
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(4)      any orole expression of type S" for s:S where S" g S' is a Fole expression
of type S' for s:S.

(5)       if expi, exP2 are orole expression for s:S, respectively of type Sl, S , then
expl, exp2 is a orole expression for s:S of type Sls2 for s:S;

(6)       the empty set { } is a crole expression of type 2S' for s:S;
(7)       any finite set of orole expressions of type S', {expl, ... , exPn}, is a orole

expression of type 2s' for s:S;
(8)       any relation symbol of type S' is a orole expression of type 2s' for s:S;
(9)       if Fn is a function symbol from Functs of type (X'1, ···, X'n, X), where X'i

stands for 25'i'or S'i, and X stands for 25 or T, expl,..., expn are orole
expression respectively   of    type    X'1,  ···  , X'n   for  s:S   then
Fn(expl, ..., exPn) is a orole expression of type X for s:S;

"

(10) any cirole expression of type 2S  for s:S where S" i S' is a orole
expression of type 2S' for s:S.

0

EXAMPLES
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title
is a orole expression of type Document,Title for the role sequence
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title, SizeOf: Size.

X, Y
where x is a variable of type Document and y is a variable of type Title is a orole
expression of type Document,Title for the role sequence
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title, SizeOf: Size.

0

Definition 3.6.2
A orole expression exp is closed if it does not contain any variables, otherwise it
is open.

El

EXAMPLES
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title
is a closed orole expression.

X, Y

where x is a variable of type Document and y is a variable of type Title is an
open orole expression.

0

Definition 3.6.3
For a data schema I= (L, r), and s:S a role sequence (rl:Tl, ..., rn:Tn),
TI'..., Tn€ Types,
the orole conditions on the role sequence 4:S are defined as follows:
(1)       the truth symbols TRUE, FALSE and NI are orole conditions;
(2)     if R is a relation symbol from Relations of type S' and exp is a orole

expression for s:S of type S' then R(exp) is a Fole condition on s:S;
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(3)    if Pr is a predicate symbol from Preds of type S' and exp is a orole
expression for s:S of type S' then Pr(exp) is a orole condition on s:S;

(4)        if condl and cond2 are brole conditions on s:S then
(condi) is a orole condition on s:S,
7condi is a orole condition on s:S,
?condl is a orole condition on s:S,
condi A cond2 is a orole condition on s:S,
condi v cond2 is a orole condition on s:S,
condl =* cond2 is a orole condition on s:S,
condl = cond2 is a orole condition on s:S;

(5)      if cond(x) is a orole condition for s:S, containing a variable x of type S',
then so are

39 x : cond(x)
VS'x: cond(x)

cond(X) is called the scope of Bs' x, VS'x respectively
0

EXAMPLES
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title =* x, y is orole condition for the role sequence
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title, SizeOf: Size.

3Document x, 3Title Y * Doc: Document, Title(Df: Title =* x, y is orole condition for
the role sequence
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title, SizeOf: Size.

[3

Definition 3.6.4
Let x be a variable and cond be a orole condition.
An occurrence of x is bound in cond if it is within the scope of 3 x or Vx,
otherwise it is free,

0

EXAMPLES
x and y are free in the orole condition
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title =* x, y

x and y are bound in the orole condition
3Document x, 3Title Y . Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title =* x, y.

0

Definition 3.6.5
The orole condition cond is closed if it has no free occurrences of any variable,
otherwise it is open.

0

EXAMPLES
The following orole condition is open:
Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title =* x, y.
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The following orole condition is closed:
3Document x, 3Title y .Doc: Document, TitleOf: Title =* x, y.

0

We will now define the 'role expressions, respectively 'role conditions by
induction on i.

Definition 3.6.6
For a data schema X= (L, D, and s:S a role sequence (rl:Tl, ..., rn:Tn),
Tl,...,Tn , Types,
the 'role expressions for s:S are defined as follows:
(1)     any '-lrole expression for s:S of type S' is a 'role expression for s:S of

type S';
(2)      any 'role expression of type S" for s:S where S" i S' is a 'role expression

of type S' for s:S.
(3)           if expl, exp2 are 'role expression  for s:S respectively  of  type Sl, S2, then

expl, exP2 is a irole expression of type 5152 for s:S;
(4)     any i-irole expression for s:S of type 2S' is a 'role expression for s:S of

type 2S';
(5)         any finite set of 'role expressions  of  type S',  {expl,  ... , expn}, is a 'role

expression of type 2S' for s:S;
(6)     {x I cond(x) } where cond(x) is a, trole condition for s:S with a free

variable x of type S', is a 'role expression of type 25' for s:S, this 'role
expression is called the scope of x;

(7)       if Fn is a function symbol from Functs of type (X'1, ···, X'n, X), where X'i
stands for 2si' or Si', and X stands for 25 or T. expi, ··· , expi, are  'role
expression respectively  of   type  X' 1, ···  , X'n  for  s:S  then
Fn(expl, ..., exPn)  is a 'role expression of type X for s:S;

(8)       any 'role expression of type 2S  for s:S where S" g S' is a 'role expression
of type 2s' for s:S.

0

EXAMPLE
{ xl  1 3Titlex2, 3Sizex3: DocInfo( x1, x2, x3 ) A greather-than( x3, SizeOf: Size) } is
a 2Document.irole expression

0

Definition 3.6.7
An trole expression exp of the form {x i cond(x) l i s closed if the only free
variable of cond(x) is x, otherwise it it is open. An 'role expression exp of some
other form is closed if it does not contain any variables, otherwise it is open.

0

EXAMPLES
{ Xl  1 3·ritlex2, 3Sizex) DocInfo( xl, x2, x3 ) A greather-than( x3, SizeOf: Size) } is
a closed 2Document.,role expression.
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C X1  1  DocInfo( x1, x2, x3 ) A greather-than( x3, SizeOf: Size )  1 is an open
2Document.'role expression.

0

Definition 3.6.8
For a data schema X= (L, D, and s:S a role sequence (rl:Tl, ..., rn:Tn).
Tl'...,Tn E Types,
the 'role conditions on the role sequence s:S are defined as follows:
(1)       any '-lrole condition for s:S is an 'role condition for s:S;
(2)    if R is a relation symbol from Relations of type S' and exp is a irole

expression for s:S of type S' then R(exp) is an irole condition on s:S;
(2)    if Pr is a predicate symbol from Preds of type S' and exp is a 'role

expression for s:S of type S' then Pr(exp) is an 'role condition on s:S;
(3)       if condl and cond2 are'role conditions on s:S then

(condl) is an irole condition on s:S,
-condi is an 'role condition on s:S,
?condi is an trole condition on s:S,
condl A cond2 is an irole condition on s:S,
condl v cond2 is an 'role condition on s:S,
condi => cond2 is an irole condition on s:S,
condi ¢* cond2 is an 'role condition on s:S;

(4)     if cond(x) is an 'role condition for s:S, where x is a variable of type S',
then so are

3S' x: cond(x)
VSX: cond<F

cond(x) is called the scope of Bs· x, Vs'x respectively
0

EXAMPLE

NumberOfKeywords({ y I DocKeyword( Doc: Document, Y )})
is a trole expression for Doc: Document, KeywordIn: Keyword of type Integer.

0

Definition 3.6.9
Let x be a variable and cond be an 'role condition.
An occurrence of x is bound in cond if it is within the scope of 3 x or Vx, or in
the scope of a role expression (x  I  cond(x) }, otherwise it is free.

0

Definition 3.6.10
The irole condition cond is closed if it has no free occurrences of any variable,
otherwise it is open.

0

EXAMPLE
y is bound in the 'role expression
NumberOfKeywords({ y I DocKeyword( Doc: Document, y )})
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This 'role expression is closed.
0

Definition 3.6.11
For a data schema I= (L, ID, and s:S a role sequence (rl:Tl, ···, rn:Tn), where
Ti,   -' Tn are types of Types,
the role expressions » s:S are defined as

Ui 20 'role expressions for s:S.
0

Definition 3.6.12
For  a data schema  X=  (L, I-),  and  s:S  a role sequence  (rl:Tl,  ..., rn:Tn), where
Tl,..., Tn are types of Types,
the role conditions on the role sequence s:S are defined as

Ui 2 0 trole conditions on s:S.
0

Each term can be considered as a role expression. Each wff can be used as a
role condition. This is shown by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.6.1
A term of type X is a role expression of type X for a role sequence s:S.
A wff is a role condition for a role sequence s:S.

0

Proof

Cases (1) to (8) in the definition of oterm correspond to cases (1), (2), (4), (6), (7),
(8), (9), (10) of the definition of orole expression.
Cases (1) to (3) of the definition of atomic owff correspond to cases (1) to (3) of
the definition of orole condition.
Cases (2) and (3) of the definition of c'wff correspond to cases (4) and (5) of the
definition of orole condition.
Cases (1) to (6) in the definition of i term correspond to cases (1) and (4), (2),(5),

(7), (6), (8) of the definition of irole expression.
Similar, all cases in the definition of 'wff correspond to cases in the definition of
irole condition.

0

We are now ready to define the concept of view. As we shall see the concept
of view as defined here, covers the traditional operations of the relational algebra
of the Relational Model [Codd 72a] as well as other more complex operations. Our
definition of view also supports view definitions which are usually not supported
by the traditional operations of the relational algebra but which are possible in
current implementations of the Relational Model. A more detailed explanation
follows the definition.
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Definition 3.6.13
For a  data  schema  X =  (L, I-),  and  s:S  a  role sequence  of  type  S of Types, the
views of type S with role sequence s:S, noted V(s:S), are defined as follows.
A view V(s:S) is either open or closed. li V(s:S) is open then it contains free
variables.   An   open   view   with free variables   x1,  ···  ,  xn   may be noted
V(S:S)(Xl, ···. Xn),

(1) R(s:S)
where R(s:S) E Relations,
is a closed view of type S with role sequence s:S.

(2)       R(s:S:= exp)
where R is not the relation name of a relation symbol in Relations, exp
is a role expression of type 25,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
The view is open respectively closed if exp is open respectively closed. If
the view is open then its free variables are those of exp.

(3)      (V'(s == s':S))
where V' is a view of type S with role sequence s':S,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called a renaming of V'.
The view is open respectively closed if V' is open respectively closed. If
the view is open then its free variables are those of V'.

(4) (V'[s:S])
where V' is a view of type S' with role sequence s':S', and s:S is a
subsequence of s':S',
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the projection of V' on the role sequence s:S.
The view is open respectively closed if V' is open respectively closed. If
the view is open then its free variables are those of V'.

(5)      (V' + (s":S = exp))
where V' is a view of type S' with role sequence s':S', s":S" is the
complement role sequence of s':S' relative to s:S, exp is a role expression
of type S" for the role sequence s':S',
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the expansion of V' by role expression exp.
The view is open if exp is an open role expression or if V' is an open
view otherwise the view is closed. If the view is open then its free
variables are the free variables of V' together with the free variables of
exp.

(6)       (V' + (s":S":= exp ; x))
where V' is a view of type S' with role sequence s':S', s":S" is the
complement role sequence of s':S' relative  to s:S, exp is a role expression
of type S" for the role sequence s':S' with free variable x of type S',
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S
This view is called the expansion of V' by role expression exp bounded

by x.
The view is open if exp contains free variables other than x or if V' is an
open view, otherwise the view is closed. If the view is open then its free
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variables are the free variables of V' together with the free variables of
exp but not including the free variable x.

(7)      (V' ++ (s":S":= V"))
where  V'   is   a  view  of  type  S'   with role sequence  s':S',  s":S"   is  the
complement role sequence of s':S' relative to s:S, V" is a view of type S",
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the explosion  of V'  by  the  view  V".
The view is open if V' or V" is an open view, otherwise the view is
Closed. If the view is open then its free variables are the free variables of
V' together with the free variables of V"

(8)      (V' ++ (s":S" := V"; X))
where V' is a view of type S' with role sequence s':S', s":S" is the
complement role sequence of s':S' relative  to  s:S,  V"  is  an  open  view of
type S" with the free variable x of type S',
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the explosion of V' by the view V" bounded by x

The view is open if V' is an open view or if V" has free variables other
than x, otherwise the view is closed. If the view is open then its free
variables are the free variables of V' together with the free variables of
V" but not including the variable x.

(9) (V'<cond>)
if V' is a view of type S with role sequence s:S and cond is a role
condition on S,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the selection of V' with role condition cond.
The view is open if cond is an open role condition or V' is open,
otherwise the view is closed. If the view is open then its free variables
are the free variables of V' together with the free variables of cond.

(10) (Vl X V2)

where Vl and V  are two views respectively of type Si and S2 and
respectively with role sequence sl:Sl  and  52.S2, such that s:S = sl 52:SlS2,

is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the cartesian liroduct of Vl and V2.
The view is open if Vl or V2 is open, otherwise the view is closed. If the
view is open then its free variables are the free variables of Vl together
with the free variables of V2.

(11) (Vl n V2)
where Vl and V2 are two views of type S with role sequence s:S,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the intersection of Vl and V2.
The view is open if Vl or V2 is open, otherwise the view is closed. If the
view is open then its free variables are the free variables of Vl together
with the free variables of V2.

(12) (Vl U V2)
where Vl and V2 are two views of type S with role sequence s:S,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S
This view is called the union of Vl and V2.
The view is open if Vi or V2 is open, otherwise the view is closed. If the
view is open then its free variables are the free variables of Vl together
with the free variables of V2.
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(13) (Vl + V2)

where Vl and V2 are two views of type S with role sequence s:S,
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the difference of Vl and V2.
The view is open if Vl or V2 is open, otherwise the view is closed. If the
view is open then its iree variables are the free variables of Vl together

with the free variables of V2;
(14) (V'/S)

where V' is a view of type S' with role sequence s:S' where S g S',
is a view of type S with role sequence s:S.
This view is called the subtype restriction of V' to S.
The view is open respectively closed if V' is open respectively closed. If
the view is open then its free variables are those of V'.

0

Conventions                                        I-   As for relation symbols, the role names may be omitted if no confusion is
possible.

-   If views of type (2) are used to create other views, we may omit the name as
well as the role names of this view.

-    If no ambiguity is possible brackets may be omitted.
0

Intuitively, the rules (1), (4), (9) - (13) correspond with the original operations of
the relational algebra.

Rule (2) allows to create new relations. This is a generalization of the constant
relation as given in [Maie 83] (p. 26). The role expression defines the extension of
the relation. An example of such a view is e.g.:

PredefinedStyle(style:Style := {cl, C2})

Rule (3) is introduced to allow renaming of role names to obtain distinct role
names in case this is required (see also [Maie 83], p. 27)

Rules (5) and (6) allow to add extra roles, the role expression expresses how to
derive the values for these roles for each tuple in the extension of the view. In rule
(5) (see also e.g [Gray 84], p. 169) the value to be added to a tuple may only be
derived from component values of the tuple itself. We give two examples. Suppose
we  have a relation  R(rl:Tl, r2:T2).  In  the first example  the null value is added  to
each tuple, in the second example the result value of a function applied to each
tuple is added to this tuple:

R + C r) T3:= @)
R + ( r3:T3:= Fn(rl.Tl ) )

In rule (6) other tuples may be involved as well (cf. GROUP BY construct in SQL).
We will illustrate this with an example
Suppose we have a relation R(rl Tl, r2:T,). Then the view:

R+ ( r3:T3:= MAX( {y I R(x,y) } ;x)
will realize the SQL view (we leave this zinproved, it can be proved after we have
defined the interpretation of a view) :
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SELECT rl, r2, MAX( r2)
FROM R
GROUP BY rl

Rules (D and (8) are generalizations of respectively rule (5) and (6): each tuple may
be extended by several values which results in a replacement of each single tuple
by several extended tuples. Suppose  we  have a relation R(rl: Integer,  r2:T2)  and
DIGITS is a function to decompose an integer into its digits, then

R ++ ( r3:1.3:= DIGITS(rl. Integer) )
is an example for rule (7). DIGITS(rl: Integer) is a view of type (2), however the

view name and the roles are omitted. Each tuple will be replaced by a number of
tuples, e.g. if (120, x) is a tuple of R, then this tuple will be "replaced" by the tuples
(120, x, 1),(120, x, 2) and (120, x, 0).

R+ + ( r):T3:- DIGITS(MAX( {x I R(x,y) } ) ) ;y)
is an example for rule (8). Suppose (120, x), (234, y) and (17, y) are the tuples in the
extension of R, then the tuple (120, x) will be replaced by (120, x. 1), (120, x, 2) and
(120, x, 0), the tuple (234, y) by (234, y, 2), (234, y, 3) and (234, y, 4) and the tuple
(17, y) by (17, y, 2), (17, y, 3) and (17, y, 4). Each tuple is extended by the digits of
the maximum value of the tuples with equal the second role value.

Rule (14) is introduced to deal with subtypes, each view of a certain type is also a
view of the subtype(s) of this type.

We now define the semantics of a view. First, we define the evaluation of a
role expression and a role condition, next the evaluation of a view. We will show
that the evaluation of a role expression is a term, and the evaluation of a role
condition and a view is a wff. Clearly, the definition for the evaluation of a role
expression and a role condition need to be given by induction.

Definition 3.6.14
For a   iven data schema X = (L, 1-), let exp be a "role expression of type S' or of

i.type 2  for a role sequence s:S, and t be a term of type S, then exp(t) is defined
as follows:
(1)      exp(t)::= c

if exp is equal to the constant symbol c;
(2)      exp(t)::= x

if exp is equal to the variable symbol x;
(3)      exp(t)::= t[s':S']

if exp is equal to the subsequence s':S' of the role sequence s:S;
(4)       exp(t) ::= exp'(t)

if exp is equal to the orole expression exp' of type S' where S' 4 S.
(5)           exp(t)  ::= expi (t), exp2(t)

if exp is equal to expl, exp2 which are orole expression of type Sl, S2
respectively for s:S;

(6)     exp(t)::= { }
if exp is equal to the empty set I };

(7) exp(t)::= {expl(t),..., exPn(t)}
if exp is equal to a set of orole expressions (expl, · · , exPn};

(8)      exp(t)::= R
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if exp is equal to the relation symbol R;
(9) exp(t)::= Fn(expl(t),..., ex n(t))

if exp is equal to Fn(expl,  ..., exPn) where Fn  is a function symbol  from

Functs  of t pe (X'1, ..., X'n, X), where X'i stands for 2Si' or S'i, and X
stands for 2  or T, and expl,..., exPn are orole expressions respectively
of type X'1, ···, X'n for s:S ;

(10)     exp(t) ::= exp'(t)
if exp is equal to the orole expression exp' of type 2S

'

where S' 4 S.
0

Lemma 3.6.2
If exp is a orole expression of t>Te X for a role sequence s:S, where X stands for
X'1, ''' ' X'n, and X'i stands for 2 i or S'i, and t is a term of type S, then exp(t) is a
X-term.

0

Proof

Case (1):
if c is a constant of type S then c is a orole expression of type S and according to
the definition of terms, c is a S-term.
Case (2):
if x is a variable of type S then x is a orole expression of type S and according to
the definition of terms, x is a S-term.
Case (3):
s':S' is a role expression of type S', S' is a subsequence of S, if t is a term of type S
then t[s':S'] is a term a type S'.
Case (4):
if exp' is a role expression of type S' for s:S, t is a S-term and exp'(t) is a term of
type S' then exp'(t) is also a term of type S because S' 4 S.
Case (5):
if expl and exp2 are orole expressions of type Sl and S2 for s:S where S'= Sls2,
expi (t) and exp2(t)  are term of type Sl  and 52  then expl (t), exp2(t)  is a  term of
type S'.
Case (6):
if exp is equal to the empty set then according to the definition of terms, { } is a
S-term.
Case (7):
if expl,  ...,exPn are orole expressions  of  type S',  then if expl(t),... ,exPn(t)  are
terms of type S'. {expl, ... .expnl is a orole expression of type 2S' and according to
the definition of terms, {expl(t),... ,expn(t)} is a 25'-term.
Case (8):
if exp is equal to the relation symbc,1 R of type S. then, according to the
definition of terms, R is a 2S-term.
Case (9):
if Fn  is a function symbol of type (X'1,  ..., X'n.  X), then Fn(expl,  ..., exPn)  is a
role expression of type X. If expl, ... , exPn are orole expressions respectively of
type X'1, ··· , X'n for s:S and t is a term of type S. and if expl(t),..., exPn(t) are
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term  respectively of  type  X'1, ··· , X'n  then  Fn(expl (t),..., ex n(t))  is a  term of
type X according to the definition of term.
Case (10):
if exp' is a orole expression of type 2s' for s:S, t is a S-term and exp'(t) is a term of
type 2s'' then exp'(t) is also a term of type 25 because S' 4 S.

0

Definition 3.6.15

For a given data schema I = (L, I-), let cond be a orole condition for a role
sequence s:S and t be a term of type S, then cond(t) is defined as follows:
(1)       cond(t)::= TRUE, FALSE or NI

if cond is respectively equal to TRUE, FALSE or NI;
(2) cond(t)::= R(exp(t))

if cond is equal to R(exp), where R is a relation symbol from Relations
of type S' and exp is a orole expression for s:S of type S';

(3) cond(t)::= Pr(exp(t))
if cond is equal to Pr(exp), where Pr is a predicate symbol from Preds of
type S' and exp is a orole expression for s:S of type S';

(4) cond(t)::= (condl(t))
if cond is equal to (condi) where condl is a orole condition on s:S;

(5) cond(t)::= icondl(t)
if cond is e  ual to -condi where condl is a orole condition on s:S;

(6) cond(t)::= ·condl(t)9

if cond is equal to ?condl where condl is a orole condition on s:S;
(7) cond(t)::= condl(t) A cond2(t)

if cond is equal to condl A cond2 where condl and cond2 are orole
conditions on s:S;

(8) cond(t)::= condl(t) v cond2(t)
if cond is equal to condl v cond2 where condl and cond2 are orole
conditions on s:S;

(9) cond(t)::= condl(t) => cond (t)
if cond is equal to condl =D cond2 where condl and cond2 are orole
conditions on s:S;

(10) cond(t)::= condl(t) 4 cond2(t)
if cond is equal to condl ** cond2 where condl and cond2 are orole
conditions on s:S;

(11)     cond(t) ::= 3s. x : cond'(x)(t)
,(X)if cond is equal to 39 x : cond where cond' is a orole condition on s:S;

(12)     cond(t) ::= VS. x : cond'(x)(t)
,(x)if cond is equal to Vs' x : cond where cond' is a  'role condition on s:S;

0

Lemma 3.6.3
If cond is a orole condition for a role sequence s:S, and t is a term of type S, then
cond(t) is a wff.

0
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Proof

Case (1):
TRUE, FALSE and NI are wffs.
Case (2). (3):
if exp is a orole expression for s:S of type S' then exp(t) is a term of type S',
therefore R(exp(t)) and Pr(exp(t)) are wffs.
Case (4) to (12):
clear if condl, cond  and cond' are orole conditions on s:S.

0

Definition 3.6.16
For a given data schema X = (L, D, let exp be an 'role expression of type S' or of
type 2S' for a role sequence s:S, and t be a term of type S, then exp(t) is defined
as follows:
(1)      exp(t) ::= exp'(t)

if exp is equal to the,-lrole expression exp';
(2)       exp(t) ::= exp'(t)

if exp is equal to the irole expression exp' of type S' or 25'where S' -< S.
(3) exp(t)::= expl(t), exP2(t)

if  exp is equal  to  expl, exP2 which are 'role expression  of  type  Sl, S2
respectively for s:S;

(4) exp(t)::= {expl(t),..., ex n(t)}
if exp is equal to a set of 'role expressions (expl, ···, expli}.

(5)      exp(t)::= {x l cond(X)(t) }
if exp is equal to {x I cond(X) } where cond(x  is an,-lrole condition on
S:S;

(6) exp(t)::= Fn(expl(t),..., ex n(t))
if exp is equal to Fn(expl, ..., exPn) where Fn is a function symbol from
Functs  of type (X'1, ··· , X'n, X), where X'i stands for 2si' or S'i, and X
stands for 2s or T, and expi,..., expn are 'role expressions respectively
of type X'1, ··· , X'n for s:S ;

0

Lemma 3.6.4
If exp is an 'role expression of t pe X for a role sequence s:S, where X stands for
X'1,.'  ' X'n, and X'j stands for 2  lor S'j, and t is a term of type S, then exp(t) is a
X-term.

0

Proof

Case (1) to (4). (6):
similar as for °role expressions.
Case (5):
if cond(x  is an i.lrole condition on s:S with free variable x of type S', then (by
induction) cond(x)(t) is a wff with free variable x. so {x l cond(x)(t) l i s a 2S'-term.

0
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The definition of cond(t) where cond is an 'role condition is similar as for a
0role condition. We will not repeat it.

Definition 3.6.17
For a given data schema I = (L, f), let cond be an 'role condition for a role
sequence s:S and t be a term of type S, then cond(t) is defined as for as a orole
condition.

0

Lemma 3.6.5
If cond is a trole condition for a role sequence s:S, and t is a term of type S, then
cond(t) is a wff.

[3

Proof

similar as for a orole condition.
0

Definition 3.6.18

For a given data schema X = (L, ID, a db-instance I for I and g an environment
for the variables of L.
Let V be a view of type S and t be a term of type S, then V(t) is defined as
follows:
(1)      V(t)::= R(t)

if V is the relation R(s:S);
(2)       V(t) ::= MEMBER*(t, exp(t))

if V is the view R(s:S := exp ), exp a role expression of type 2S.
(3)      V(t)::= V'(t)

if V is a renaming of V';
(4)      V(t) ::= (3s" U" : V'(t U"))

if V is the projection of V' on the role sequence s:S, V' is of type S' and
S" is the complement type of S relative to the role sequence of V';

(5)       v(t)..= (v'(t[S':S']) A ( t[s":S"] =* exp(t) ))
if V is the expansion of V' by role expression exp of type S", V' is of
type S' and S" is the complement type of S' relative to the role sequence
of V;

(6)       V(t) ::= (V'(t[s':S'])   C t[s":S"] =* exp(x/tls':S'l)(t) ))
if V is the expansion of V' by role expression exp (with free variable x)
of type S" bounded by x, V' is of type S' and S" is the complement type
of S' relative to the role sequence of V;

(7)      V(t)::= (V'(t[s':S']) A C V"(t[s":S"1))
if V is the explosion of V' by the view V" of type S", V' is of type S' and
S" is the complement type of S' relative to the role sequence of V;

(8)      V(t)::= (V'(t[s':S']) A C V"(X/tls':S'I)(t[S":S"]))
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if V is the explosion of V' by the view V" (with free variable x) of type
S" bounded by x of type S', V' is of type S' and S" is the complement
type of S' relative to the role sequence of V;

(9)      V(t)::= (V'(t) A cond(t))
if V is a selection of V' with role condition cond;

(10) V(t) ::= (Vl(t[Sl:Sl]) A V2(t[52:SZ]))
if V is the cartesian product of Vl(51:Sl) and V2(s252)·

(11) V(t)::= (Vl(t) A V2(t))

if V is the intersection of Vl and V2·
(12) V(t)::= (Vl(t) V V2(t))

if V is the union of Vl  and V2.
(13) V(t) ::= (Vl(t) A -7V2(t))

if V is the difference of Vi and V2·
(14) V(t)::= V'(t)

if V is the subtype restriction of V' to S, where V' is a view of type S'
where S g S'.

0

Theorem 3.6.6
If V is a view of type S and t is a term of type S then V(t) is a wff.

0

Proof

Case (1):
R(t) is a wff if t is a term of type S.
Case (2):
exp(t) is a term of type 2s if t is a term of type S. therefore MEMBER*(t, exp(t)) is
a wff.
Case (3):
V(t) is a wff if V'(t) is a wff.
Case (4):
If t is a term of type S then tu" is a term of type SS". Therefore if V'(tu") is a wff
then V(t) is also a wff.
Case (5):
If t is a term of type S then t[s":S"] is a term of type S". If exp is a role expression
of type S" then exp(t) is a term of type S" and ( t[s":S"] =* exp(t) ) is a wff. t[s':S']
is a term of type S', so if V'(t[s':S']) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff.
Case (6):
If t is a term of type S the t[s":S"] is a term of type S". If exp is a role expression
of type S" with free variable x then exp(t) is a S"-term and exp(x/tls':S'I)(t) is also
a S"-term, so ( t[s":S"] =* exp(x/tls':S'1)(t) ) is a wff. t[s':S'] is a term of type S'. so if
V'(t[s':S']) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff
Case (7):
If t is a term of type S the t[s":S"] is a term of type S" and t[s':S'] is a term of
type S'. If V"(t[s":S"l) is a wff and V'(t[s':S']) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff.
Case (8):
If t is a term of type S then t[s":S"] is a term of tvpe S" and t[s':S'] is a term of
type S'. If v"(x)(t[s":S-]) is a 'wff, so is V"(x/tls':s'l)(t[s":S"1). Therefore, if
V'(t[s':S']) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff
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Case (9):
cond(t) is a wff if t is a term of type S and cond is a role condition for s:S.
Therefore if V'(t) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff.
Case (10).(11),(12),(13):
If VI(t) and V2(t) are wffs then V(t) is also a wff.
Case (14):
If V'(t) is a wff then V(t) is also a wff, because each term of type S is also a term
of type S'.

0

By this Theorem the evaluation of a view may be used in wffs. Also since the
evaluation of a view is a wff, we can extend the definition of a role condition in
such a way that in rule (2) of the definition we can use views instead of relations.
This can be done by defining the concepts of role expression, role condition and
view by induction. This is a technical operation which would take a lot of space,
therefore we omit it but we will use the result.

Convention
In what follows, if not indicated differently, a view is supposed to be closed.
0

A view behaves very much like a relation. Therefore, we also define the
notion of extension for a view. Intuitively, the extension of a view are all the
S-tuples satisfying the view definition. Moreover, views can be used as relations if
the evaluation of the view never has truth value NI

Definition 3.6.19
Let I= (L, r) be a data schema, I a db-instance for X.V a view of type S. then the
extension Of V in I, denoted I(V), is defined as

{u l u e Dom*(S) and I t= V(u) 1
0

Theorem 3.6.7
If V is a view of type S. u e Dom*(S) and Vu: -2V(u) is valid in a db-instance
then

if u e I(V) then V(u) has truth value TRUE,
otherwise V(u) has truth value FAI.SE.

0

Proof

From the definition of I(V), we know that if u E I(V), V(u) has truth value
TRUE. If u I I(V) then the truth value of V(u) is either FALSE or NI. Because we
require Vu: i'V(u), the truth value must be FALSE.

0
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3.6.2 The Natural Join

We now define the natural join of two views. Intuitively, the concept of
natural join corresponds with the concept of natural join as defined in the
Relational Model [e.g. Date 90]. The natural join selects those tuples from the
cartesian product of two views, both having a role (sequence) of the same type,
which have equal values (non-null values!) for those role (sequence)s. Since the
values for those roles are always the same for a tuple, one of those roles can be
dropped. Our definition extends the traditional definition in such a way that the
join can also be performed on roles of which the type of one role is a subtype of
the type of the other role.

Lemma 3.6.8
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence Ssl:Ssl and s'52.S'S2, S i S', then

((Vi x V2)<-OR-NULL(s:S) A -OR-NULL(s':S') A (s:S = s':S')>) [ssis2:Ssls2]
is a view of type SSls2 and role sequence ssls2:SslS2·

0

Proof

(Vl x V2) is a view of type SS1SS2 with role sequence ssls's2.SslSS2. If S g S'. then
s:S is  also a role expression of  type S'. Therefore,  s:S  = s':S', OR-NULL(s:S)  and
OR-NULL(s':S') are role conditions on ssls'52:SS,S'S2. So -OR-NULL(s:S) A
-OR-NULL(s'.S')   (s:S = s':S') is also a role condition on Ssls'S2:SslS'S2.
Therefore (Vl X V2) < OR-NULL(s:S) A  OR-NULL(s':S')   (s.S = s':S')> is a
view of type SSlS'S2 with role sequence ssls'S2:SslS'S2
ss,52:SS,S2 is a subsequence of ssls'52:SS152, therefore
((Vi x V2)<-OR-NULL(s:S) A -OR-NULL(s':S') A (s:S = s':S')>) [ssls2:Ssls2]is a
view of type SSlS2 and role sequence Ss152:SS152·

0

Definition 3.6.20
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence ssl:Ssl and s's2:S'S2, S i S'.  then the following view is called
the natural join of Vl and V2, noted Vi h V2:

((Vi x V )<-OR-NULL(s:S) A -OR-NULL(s':S') A (s:S = s':S')>) [sslsl.SS,S2]
The role sequence s:S and s':S' are called the joining role sequences.

0

Theorem 3.6.9
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence ssl:Ssl and s'52:S'$2, S g S', t is a term of type SSis2, then
Vl ZE V2(t) is equivalent with

Vi(t[ssi:ssl]) A V2(t[ss2:S'S2]) A -OR-NULL(t[s:Sl)
0
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Proof

Let V' be ((Vl x V2) <-1OR-NULL(s:S) A -OR-NULL(s':S')   (s:S =S· s':S')>), then
Vl X V2(t) stands for 35' u : V'(tu).
Let V" be Vl X V2, then V'(tu) stands for
V"(tu) A -OR-NULL(tu[s:S]) A -OR-NULL(tu[s':S']) A (tu[s:S] =S· tu[s':S'])
This wff is equivalent with
V"(tu) A -iOR-NULL(t[s:S]) A -OR-NULL(u) A (t[s:S] =S· u).
V"(tu) is equivalent with Vl(tu[Ssl:Ssl]) A V2( tu[S'52:S'S2])·
This wff is equivalent with Vl(t[Ssl:Ssl]) A \/2(u, t[52:52])·
Therefore Vl x V2(t) is equivalent with
35' u :  Vl (t[ssl:SS,]) A V2(u, t[52:S2])    -'OR-NULL(t[s:S])    -OR-NULL(u)   
(t[s:S] =s· u).
If  OR-NULL(t[s:S]) then we can take for u the value of t[s:S]. This results in
35' u : Vl(t[ssl:Ssl]) A V2(t[ss2:SS2]) A -OR-NULL(t[s:S]).
This wff is equivalent with Vi(t[ssi:ssi]) A V2(t[ss2:SS2]) A -OR-NULL(t[s:S]).

0

3.6.3 The Outer Join

We now define the outer join of two views. Intuitively, the concept of outer join is
an extended form of the natural join. In the natural join tuples of one view which
have no counterpart in the other view are left out in the result. In the outer join
those tuples appear in the result with null values (no-information) for the roles of
the other view. As for the natural join we will allow that for the joining roles the
type of one of the roles is a subtype of the type of the other role.

Lemma 3.6.10
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence ssl:Ssl and s'$2:SS2, S d S', then

(Vl x V2)
U

C Vl -- (Vl x V2)[Sslssl] ) + (s2:S2 := @S2)
U

C V2(Ss2 == s'52:S'S2) /SS2 + (Vl x VZ )[ss2:552] ) + (Sl :Sl  := (051 )
is a view of type SSlS2 and role sequence 55152.SS1 S2·

0

Proof

(Vl x V2 ) is a view of type SS,S2 and role sequence 55152:Ssls2·

Vi  and  (Vi  x  V2  )[ssi:SS, ] are views  of  type  SSi  and role sequence  ssi:Ssl,
therefore C Vi + (Vi x V2 )[ssl:SS,] ) is also a view of type SSl and role sequence
ssl:Ssl·
@52 is a role expression on ssi:Ssl of type 52·
52:52 is the complement sequence of ssi:Ssl relative to ssls2:SS152·
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Therefore C Vl + (Vl x V2 )[ssl:SS,] ) + (52:S2 := @S2) is a view of type SSls2 and
role sequence ssls2:Ssls2.

V2(552 == s'52:S'S2)/SS2 and (Vl x V2 )[ss2:SS2] are views of type SS  and role
sequence SS2:SS2, therefore ( V2(S's2 == Ss2:SS2)/SS2 + (Vl x V2 )[Ss2:SSZ] ) iS also
a view of type SS  and role sequence 552:SS2·
 Sl  is  a  role  expression on  ss2:SS2 of  type  Sl.
sl:Sl is the complement sequence of ss2:SS2 relative to 55152:SS152·
Therefore ( V2(s'52 == 552:SS2)/SS2 + (Vi x V2 )[ss2:SS2] ) + (si:Si := @sl) is a view
of type Ssls2 and role sequence ssls2.Ssls2·

The union of these three views is also a view of type SSls2 and role sequence
ssl52:Ssls/.

0

Definition 3.6.21
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence ssl:Ssl and s's2:S'S2, S g S'. then the following view is called
the outer join of Vi and V2, noted Vl S V2:

(Vl x V2)
U
( Vl + (Vl x V2)[Ssl.Ssl] ) + (STS2 := @52)
U

( V2(S'52 == SS2:Ss2)/SS2 + (Vl x V2 )[SS2:SS21 ) + (Sl:Sl := @Sl)
The role sequence s:S and s':S' are called the joining role sequences.

0

Theorem 3.6.11
If Vl and V2 are two views respectively of type SSl and S'S2 and respectively
with role sequence ssl:SS,  and s'52:S'52, S i S'. t  is a  term of type SS, S2,  then
Vi SV2(t) is equivalent with

(Vl(t[ssl :SS,]) A V2(t[ss2:SS2]) A - OR-NULL(t[s:S]))
V

C Vl(t[551:SS11) A C -1(3S2u : V2(t[s:S],u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S]) ) A
AND-NULL(t[s :S2]) )
V

C V2(t[S'S2.S'S21) A C  (3Slu : V,(t[s:Sl,u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S])  )  A
AND-NULL(t[slsl]) )

0

Proof

(Vl x V2 )(t) is equivalent with
(Vl(t[ssliSS,]) A V2(t[ss2:SS2]) A -OR-NULL(t[s:SD)

Next we show that (( Vl + (Vl x V2 )[sbl:Ssl] ) + (s2:S2:= @S2))(t) is equivalent
with
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C Vl(t[551:Ssl]) A (7(3S2u : V2(t[s:S],u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S])  )  A
AND-NULL(t[s2:S2]) )
Let V' be ( Vl + (Vl x V2 )[ssl:SS,] ) then (V'+ (52:52 := @52))(t) is equivalent with
v'(t[ssl:Ssi]) A C t[52:S21 -* @52)
C t[52:52] =* @52) is equivalent with AND-NULL(t[s2 52]), so we obtain:
V'(t[ssl:SS,]) A AND-NULL(t[s2:52])
Let V" be  (Vl  x V2 )[ssi:Ssl]  then V'  is Vl + V-  and  V'(t[ssi :SS, ]) is equivalent
with Vi(t[ssl:Ssl]) A -,V"(t[Ssi:SSl])·
V"(t[ssi:Ssl]) is equivalent with 3 u : Vi x V2(t[ssl:SS,], u).
V 1 x V2(t') is equivalent with (Vi(t'[ssl:ssi]) A V2(t'[ss2:sS2]) A
iOR-NULL(t'[s:S])), therefore 352u : Vi x V2(t[ssi:SS,], u) is equivalent with
352u : (Vl(t[ssl:Ssl]) A V2(t[s:S], u) A -OR-NULL(t[s:S])).
So V"(t[ssl:ssl]) is equivalent with 3 S2u : Vl(t[ssl:SS1]) A V2(t[s:S], U) A
--OR-NULL(t[s:S]), which is equivalent with
Vl(t[ssl:Ssl]) A (352u : v2(t[s:S], u)) A -OR-NULL(t[s:S])
Therefore V'(t[ssl:SS,]) is equivalent with
Vi(t[ss,SS,]) A (-'V,(t[ssl:SS,]) v  (352u:V2(t[s:S], u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S])).
This is equivalent with
Vl(t[Ssl:Ssl]) A ( 1(352u :V (t[s:S], u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S]) ).
Finally, V'(t[ssl:SS,]) A AND-NULL(t[s2:S21) is equivalent with
Vl(t[ssl :Ssl]) A (-1(352u :V2(t[s:S], u)) v OR-NULL(t[s:S]) )   AND-NULL(t[s252]).

Similary, we can prove that (( V2(SS2 == s's2:S'52)/SS2 + (Vl x VZ )[SS2:SS2] ) +
(sl:Sl.= @Sl))(t) is equivalent with
C V2(t[s's2:S'S2]) A C  (3Slu : VI(t[s:S],u))  v  OR-NULL(t[s:Sl)  )  A
AND-NULL(t[sl:Sl]) )

Finally the evaluation  of the union  of the three views  is  the  "v" of the three
corresponding wffs.

0

3.7 Constraints

Certain types of constraints occurs so often in data modelling that they are
denoted by a name. Examples of such constraint types are the functional
dependency and multivalued dependency in the Relational Model, the identifier
and the total role constraint in the Binary Relationship Model and the cardinality
constraint in the Entity-Relationship Model. The term declarative constraint is
mostly used to refer to those constraints. The semantics of a declarative constraint
type is predefined in the model.

Also for our framework we predefine a number of constraint types. The
constraint types which are predefined are based on declarative constraints of
existing data models. Usually, ours will be generalizations of the existing ones.
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We classify the declarative constraints of the framework into three groups,
tuple constraints, view constraints and inter-view constraints. Tuple constraints are
constraints which restrict the values of a single tuple. A well known example of a
tuple constraint is the notnull constraint in the Relational Model which forbids the
null value to appear as value of a certain attribute. View constraints restrict the
extension of a single view (or relation). An example of such a view constraint is the
key constraint in the Relational Model. This constraint enforces that for each tuple
of the relation, the value (combination) of the key role(s) is unique. Inter-view
constraints put restrictions on the extensions of two or more views (or relations).
An example of such an inter-view constraint is the foreign key constraint in the
Relational Model which allows a value to appear in a role of one relation if it also
appears in the role of another relation. Constraints of each class will be given in the
following subsections.

It must be noted that the distinction between tuple constraint, view
constraints and inter-view constraints is not very strict. Because we can combine
two views into one new view it is often possible to turn an inter-view constraint
into a view constraint and vice versa, or even to turn an inter-view constraint in a
tuple constraint. Usually, we start with constraints on relations, but due to
transformations these constraints may change into constraints on views. As we
prefer to maintain the type of the constraint, rather that reformulate the complete
constraint into an equivalent constraint of a different type, we allow the same
types of constraints on views as on relations.

Important Remark:
Because we are working with three valued logic it is possible for a wff to evaluate
to NI. As defined earlier, a constraint (a wff) is valid for a db-instance iff the
constraint is valid (TRUE) under all environments of the db-instance. Therefore we
should avoid that a constraint evaluate to NI for some environments while it
evaluate to TRUE for all others. For this reason care should been taken that all
constraints always evaluate either to TRUE or FALSE. In other words, this means
that we will construct the constraint types in such a way that they are logically
closed.

The constraints defined in the following subsections are illustrated by means
of examples given for the following relations:

EXAMPLE
Pilot (Id: PilotId, YearsOfExperience: Integer, CountryOfResidence: Country)

Mission (name: MissionName, PilotPerforrning: PilotId, ForCountry: Country,
InCountry: Country, CountryOfPilot: Country, StartDate: Date, EndDate: Date,
TotalCost: Money, TotalHours: #Hours)

Flight (Mission: MissionName, Nr: FlightNr, DateOf: Date, Delayed: String)

SuccessFlight (Mission: MissionName)
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FailureFlight (Mission: MissionName)
0

3.7.1 Tuple Constraints

As explained in the introduction of this section, tuple constraints are
constraints which restrict the possible values in a tuple. In general we can say that a
tuple in the extension of a view should satisfy a certain condition. Therefore we call
them condition constraints.

Definition 3.7.1
Let X =  (L, I-) be a data schema,
V a view for X of type S,
cond a role condition for the role sequence of V.
Then the following wff is called a condition constraint:

Vsu : (V(u) A -2V(u)) => cond(u)
Its shorthand notation is COND(V; cond).

0

A condition constraints specifies a role condition that the tuples of a view must
satisfy. Because we are working with views and a three valued logic we have to
included -'2V(u) in the antecedent of the implication otherwise, in case the
evaluation of V(u) would be NI, the wff may evaluate to NI. Therefore it would be
possible to have environments for a db-instance for which the wff has truth value
NI. If a relation is used instead of a view,  2V(u) can be omitted because a relation
is logically closed.
In case a relation is used instead of a view, the constraint specifies the condition for
a tuple to exist in the extension of the relation.

EXAMPLE
COND(Flight; Delayed: String = 'yes' v NULL(Delayed: String))
This condition constraint states that the value for the role Delayed: String in the
relation Flight must be either the null value or equal to 'yes'.

0

Theorem 3.7.1
If cond(u) is logically closed then the condition constraint is logically closed.

El

Proof

The antecedent of the implication (V(u) A -'2V(u)) => cond(u) is always TRUE or
FALSE because of Theorem 3.3.1. So if cond(u) is always TRUE or FALSE then
(v(U) A -1'V(U)) => cond(u) is always TRUE or FALSE and therefore also VSu
(V(U) A -'2V(U)) => cond(u).

El
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Special cases of a condition constraint are the or-null, the or-not-null, the and-
null and the and-not-null constraint, which can be seen as generalizations of the
not-null constraint of the Relational Model

Definition 3.7.2
Let I =  (L,  D  be a data schema,

V a view for X of type S,
sl *Si a role subsequence of the role sequence of V.

The condition constraint
COND(V; OR-NULL(sl:Sl) )

is called an or-null constraint, shorthand notation is
OR-NL(V, sl Sl).

The condition constraint
COND(V; i(OR-NULL(sl:Sl)) )

is called an and-not-null constraint, shorthand notation is
AND-NNL(V, sl:Sl)·

The condition constraint
COND(V; AND-NULL(sl:Sl) )

is called an and-null constraint, shorthand notation is
AND-NL(V, 4.Sl)'

The condition constraint
COND(V; i(AND-NULL(sl:Sl)) )

is called an or-not-null constraint, shorthand notation is
OR-NNL(V, sl:Sl)

0

The not-null (and-not-null and or-not-null) constraints are generalizations of the
not-null constraint of the Relational Model. The relation is replaced by a view and
the attribute is replaced by a role sequence. Replacing the attribute by a role
sequence has the consequence that two different cases have to be distinguished,
none of the roles should permit null values and at least one role must have a value
different from the null value. If the role sequence is a single role then the or-not-
null and the and-not-null constraint are equivalent, as well as the or-null and the
and-null constraint.

OR-NL(V, sl:Sl) corresponds with the wff
VSu : (V(u) A - 'V(u)) =>  OR-NULL(u[sl *Sll).

AND-NNL(V, sl:Sl) corresponds with the wff
VSu : (V(u) A i7V(u)) => -'OR-NULL(u[si:Si])

AND-NL(V, sl Sl) corresponds with the wff
Vsu : (V(u) A 1,V(u)) I. AND-NULL(u[sl:Sl]).

OR-NNL(V, 51:Sl) corresponds with the wt-f
Vsu : (V(u) A -'2V(u)) 4  -'AND-NULL(u[sl:Sll).
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EXAMPLES
OR-NL(Flight<-'NULL(DateOf: Date)>, Delayed: String)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Flight, the value for the
role Delayed: String must be the null value if the role DateOf: Date has a value
different from the null value.

AND-NNL(Flight, Mission Nr: MissionName FlightNr)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Flight, the value for the
role Mission: MissionName as well as for the role Nr: FlightNr must be different
from the null value.

AND-NL(Mission<NULL(StartDate: Date)>, EndDate TotalCost TotalHours:
Date Money #Hours)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Flight, the value for the
roles EndDate: Date, TotalCost: Money, TotalHours: #Hours must be the null
value if the role StartDate: Date contains the null value.

OR-NNL(Mission<- NULL(EndDate: Date)>, TotalCost TotalHours: Money
#Hours)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Flight, at least one of
the roles TotalCost: Money or TotalHours: #Hours must have a value different
from the null value if the role EndDate: Date has a value different from the null
value.

0

Theorem 3.7.2
The or-null, and-null, or-not-null and and-not-null constraints are logically
closed.

0

Proof

OR-NULL and AND-NULL are logically closed, therefore these condition
constraints are logically closed.

0

Other special cases of condition constraints are the role-equivalence, role-
dependence and role-exclusive-dependence constraints. These types of constraints
express respectively that the values of two roles in each tuple of a view are always
the same, the same or one is equal to the null value, or always different.

Definition 3.7.3
Let I =  (L, I-) be a data schema,
V a view for X of type S.
sl *Si  and $2 S2 role subsequences of the role sequence of V.

The condition constraint
COND( V; sl:Sl =* STS2)
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is called a role-equivalence constraint, shorthand notation is
ROLE-EQ(V, sl Sl = 52 52)·

The condition constraint
COND( V; sls, =* s2:S2 v AND-NULL(sl:Sl) )

is called a role-dependence constraint, shorthand notation is
ROLE-DEP(V, sl:Sl & sTS2)·

The condition constraint
COND( V; -,(sl:Sl =* S2:S2))

is called a role-exclusive-dependendence constraint, shorthand notation is
ROLE-EX-DEP(V, sl Sl + S2:S2)·

0

EXAMPLES
ROLE-EQ(Mission, InCountry: Country = CountryOfPilot: Country)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Mission, the value for
the role InCountry: Country must be equal to the value for the role
CountryOfPilot: Country, or both roles must contain the null value.

ROLE-EX-DEP(Mission, InCountry: Country t ForCountry: Country)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Mission, the value for
the role InCountry: Country must be different of the value for the role
ForCountry: Country.

0

Theorem 3.7.3
The role-equivalence, role-dependence and role-exclusive-dependence
constraints are logically closed.

0

Proof

Antecedent and consequent of each implication is logically closed, therefore the
truth value of these condition constraints is always TRUE or FALSE.

[J

Other special cases of a condition constraint are the dependent-existence,
equal-existence and exclusive-existence constraints. These types of constraints
express that the existence of null values in one role sequences of a tuple in a view
may depend on the existence of null values in another role sequence.

Definition 3.7.4
Let I= (L, r) be a data schema,
V a view for I of type S,
sl.Sl  and 52:S2 role subsequences of the role sequence of V.

The condition constraint
COND( V; AND-NULL(sl :Sl) 4 AND-NUI.L(52:52) )
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is called a dependent-existence constraint, shorthand notation is
DPEXIST(V, R.Sl .2 sTS2)·

The condition constraint
COND( V; AND-NULL(51:Sl) ** AND-NULL(s2 S2) )

is called an equal-existence constraint shorthand notation is
EQEXIST(V, si:Sl 4 52: 52).

The condition constraint
COND( V ; AND-NULL(sl:Sl)  **  -AND-NULL(52:52)  )

is called an exclusiue-existence constraint, shorthand notation is
EXEXIST(V, sl :Sl =** s2:S2)·

0

EXAMPLES
DPEXIST(Mission, StartDate: Date =* EndDate TotalCost TotalHours: Money
Date #Hours)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Mission, for which the
value for the role StartDate: Date is equal to the null value, the roles EndDate:
Date, TotalCost: Money and TotalHours: #Hours must contain null values.

EQEXIST(Mission, TotalCost: Money ** TotalHours: #Hours)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Mission, the roles
TotalCost: Money and TotalHours: #Hours both contain the null value or both
contain a value different from the null value.

EXEXIST(Flight DateOf: Date =>4= Delayed: String)
states that for each tuple in the extension of the relation Flight, either the role
DateOf: Date or the role Delayed: String contains a null value.

0

Theorem 3.7.4
The dependent-, equal- and exclusive-existence constraints are logically closed.

0

Proof

Antecedent and consequent of each implication is logically closed, therefore
these condition constraints are logically closed.

El

3.7.2 View Constraints

View constraints are constraints which restrict the extension of a single view
(or relation). We define a generalizatic,n of the functional dependency, the
multivalued dependency and the key constraint known from the Relational Model.
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Definition 3.7.5
Let I= (L, 0 be a data schema,

V a view for X of type S,
Sl.Sl  and s2:S2 role subsequences of the role sequence of V.
Then the following wff is called afunctional dependency (FD):

VSU, Vsu, :
C V(U) A - 2V(u) A V(U') A -'V(U') A (U[Sl.Sl] =* u'[Sl:Sl]) )

»
(OR-NULL(u[si:Sl]) v (U[52:Si] =* u'[szS21) )

Its shorthand notation is FD(V, sl:Sl -* s2: S2).
The role sequence sl-Sl is called the determinant of the functional dependency,
5252 is called the dependent.

0

This functional dependency is a generalization of the functional dependency
known from the Relational Model. The relation is replaced by a view and null
values are taken into consideration.
Please note that we use the symbolic equality in stead of the semantic equality
because, in general, it is allowed to have null values in the roles of the determinant
sl:Sl· For two tuples with (symbolically) equal determinant which have at least one
null value in the determinant, the value of the dependent role sequence is
irrelevant.

Again, because we are working with viezvs and a three valued logic, we have to
included i2V(u) and -i2V(u') in the antecedent of the implication otherwise, in case
the evaluation of V(u) or V(u') would be NI, the wff would evaluate to NI.

EXAMPLE
FD(Mission, PilotPerforming: PilotId -# CountryOfPilot: Country)
states that each two tuple in the extension of the relation Mission which have
equal nonnull values for the role PilotPerforming PilotId should have equal
values for the role CountryOfPilot: Country. This means that a Pilot "belongs

to" only one Country.
0

Theorem 3.7.5
A functional dependency is logically closed.

0

Proof

Both antecedent and consequent of the implication are logically closed.
Therefore the total wff is logically closed.

0
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As in the Relational Model, the well-known inference rules for the functional
dependencies, except the transitive rule, are valid. For the transitive rule an extra
not-null constraint is needed. The proof is omitted.

Reflexive rule:
if  s2: S2 is a subsequence of si:Sl  then  I- H  FD(V, sl :Sl  -+ 52: S2)

Augmentation rule:
if r K FD(V, sl:Sl -# s2: S2) then r k FD(V, sls:SlS -4 52: 52)

Transitive rule:
if r K FD(V, sl:Sl -+ 52: S2) and r H FD(V, s2:52 -* s3: S3) and
r K AND-NNL(V, s2: S2) then r H FD(V, sis.SlS -* 53: S))

Decomposition rule:
if r 1= FD(V, sl:Sl  -+ 5242: S25'2) then r K FD(V, sl:Sl  -* S2: S2)

Union rule:
if r H FD(V, sl:Sl  -+ s2* S2) and r M  FD(V, sl :Sl  -4 s'2: S'2)
then T- t= FD(V, Sl:Sl  --4 S2S'2: S2S'2)

0

A special case of functional dependency is the key constraint. Each role in the
relation must be functional dependent of the key role. It implies that the key value
is unique for a tuple as far as it concerns nonnull values. The key constraint is a
generalization of the key constraint known from the Relational Model. The
relation is replaced by a view, null values are allowed.

Definition 3.7.6
Let I =  (L,  I-) be a data schema,
V a view for I with role sequence s:S,
si :Si  a role subsequence of s:S and 52:52 the complement role sequence of sl:Sl
relative to s:S,
Then the functional dependency

FD(V, sl:Sl  -4 s2: S2)
is called a key constraint, its shorthand notation is KEY(V, sl:Sl)·

0

EXAMPLE
KEY(Pilot , Id: PilotId)
states that the value of the role Id: PilotId (if not equal to the null value) is
unique for a tuple in the extension of the relation Pilot. So each Pilot has a
unique Identification.

0

The multivalued dependency is a generalization of the multivalued
dependency known from the Relational Model. The Relational Model states that
for the attributes A, B and C of a relation R the multivalued dependency holds if
and only if the set of B-values matching a given A-, C-value depends only on the
A-value and is independent of the C-value. The relation is replaced by a view and
null values are taken into consideration. This is done by requiring that the
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condition of the traditional multivalued dependency must only hold for tuples
which do not have null values in the roles of determinant role sequence.

Definition 3.7.7
Let X = (L, r) be a data schema,
V a view for X with role sequence sls2s3:Sls2S3·
Then the following wff is called a multivalued dependency (MVD) constraint:

VSlul, 4*12, VS) 13, VS2u'2, 453Ll'3 :
OR-NULL(ul)
V

( (V(ul,u2,u'3) A  2V(ul,u2,u'3) A V(Ul,u'2,U3) A   V(Ul,U'2,U3) =2
(V(ul,U2.u3) A -' V(Ul,U2,u'3))
)

Its shorthand notation is MVD(V, sl:51 ->> 52: S2)
0

As for the functional dependency we have to included -'2V(u) in the antecedent of
the implication because we are working with views and a three valued logic.

EXAMPLE
MVD(Mission, name: MissionName ->> PilotPerforming PilotId)
states that the values for the role PilotPerforming: PilotId in the relation Mission
only depends on the value of the role name: MissionName and not on the other
roles ForCountry: Country, InCountry: Country, CountryOfPilot: Country,
StartDate: Date, EndDate: Date, TotalCost: Money, TotalHours: #Hours.

0

Theorem 3.7.6
A multivalued dependency is logically closed.

0

Proof

OR-NULL(ul) is logically closed.
Also the implication is logically closed because both antecedent and consequent
of the implication are logically closed Therefore the total wff is logically closed.

0

3.7.3 Inter-View Constraints

Inter-view constraints put restrictions on the extensions of two or more
views (or relations). The most important types of inter-view constraints are the set
constraints. These types of constraints express set relationships between views of
the same type. The relationships are only required for nonnull tuples for which it is
known if the tuple satisfy the view definition or not. We distinguish three types of
set constraints, the subset constraint, the equality constraint and the exclusion
constraint.
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The subset constraint requires that tuples which are in the extension of the
first view should also be in the extension of the second view. The equality
constraint requires that tuples which are in the extension of the first view should
also be in the extension of the second view and vice versa. The exclusion constraint
requires that tuples which are in the extension of the first view are not be in the
extension of the second view and vice versa.

Definition 3.7.8
Let I = (L, I-) be a data schema,
Vl and V2 views for I of type S.

Then the following wff is called a subset constraint:
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v C (Vl(u) A M'Vl(u)) ==> (V2(u) A 12V2(u)))

Its shorthand notation is SUB(Vl(Sl:S) C V2(S2:S))

The following wff is called an equality constraint:
Vsu: OR-NULL(u) v C (Vl(u) A -'2Vl(u)) ** (V2(U) A 92V2(u)) )

Its shorthand notation is EQ(Vl(Sl:S) = V2(52: S)).

The following wff is called an exclusion constraint:
Vsu: OR-NULL(u) v

((Vl(u) A - Vl(U)) ** (-'V2(11) v  V2(u)))
Its shorthand notation is EX(Vl(Sl:S) t V2(S2: S))

0

EXAMPLES
SUB(Mission[PilotPerforming: Pilotld] 6 Pilot[Id: PilotId])
expresses that each nonnull value in the role PilotPerforming: PilotId of the
relation Mission should also appear in the role Id: PilotId of the relation Pilot.
This means that a Pilot can only perform a Mission if it is a known Pilot.
EQ(Flight[Mission: MissionNamel = SuccessFlight u FailureFlight)
expresses that each nonnull value in the role name: MissionName of the relation
SuccessFlight or the relation FailureFlight should also appear in the role Mission:
MissionName of the relation Flight and vice versa. This means that for each
flight it must be registrated if it is a success or a failure.
EX(Successflight + Failureflight)
expresses that nonnull value in the role name: MissionName of the relation
SuccessFlight must not appear in the role name: MissionName of the relation
FailureFlight and vice versa. This means that a flight is either a failure or a
Success.

0

Theorem 3.7.7
The subset, equality and exclusion constraints are logically closed.

0
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Proof

OR-NULL(u), as  well as  (Vi(u)  A -''Vl (u))  and (V2(u)  A -'2V2(u)) are logically
closed, therefore the wffs are logically closed..

0

3.8 Summary

In this chapter we have introduced the formal framework which will serve as
a platform for the rest of this work. The underlying representation technique is
mathematical logic suitable represented for our purposes. Within the logical
approach, we are using the model theoretic approach. The data schema is a logical
theory, a language together with a set of axioms, called constraints. These
constraints are well-formed formulae of the language. The database instances (or
states) are models of the theory; they satisfy the constraints of the data schema.

We use a many-sorted logic to conveniently reduce the number of non-
meaningful statements. In additions, the sorts (called types) are used to reflect the
concept of domain or type known in most data models. A partial order relation on
the types is used to support "is-E' subtyping and inheritance.

There is an explicit distinction between the predicate symbols describing the
structure of the database, i.e. the persistent relationships, called relations, and the
predicate symbols which are used to denote other properties and relationships
between data.

The language also supports function symbols and sets. Sets can be used in
functions, not in relations. They allow to support the functions and aggregate
functions available in the commercial relational DBMSs.

Furthermore, the language contains the usual constants, variables, logical
symbols, punctuation signs and logical quantifiers.

The rules for terms and well-formed formulae are an extension of the usual
rules. They support inheritance for subtypes and allow the use of sets and function
symbols.

The database instance is an interpretation for the language of the data schema
over some universe. Types are interpreted by domains which are subsets of this
universe. Subtype relations induce a subset relationship between the domains. The
interpretation of relation and predicate symbols are relations over the
corresponding domains. The interpretation of a function symbol is a function.

Three truth values are used, TRUE, FALSE and NI. Relations are logically
closed, this means that their truth value can only be TRUE and FALSE. Predicates
may also evaluate to NI.
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Views will play an important role in this work. Intuitively, the concept of
view in this framework corresponds with the concept of view known from the
Relational Model. However the view concept defined here is more powerful that
the one usually defined in text books on the Relational Model. E.g. it also supports
view definitions which are usually not supported by the traditional operations of
the relational algebra but which are possible in current implementations of the
Relational Model. In addition, two important non-elementary view types are
defined, the natural join and the outer join. Again, these views have there origin in
the Relational Model.

Finally, we have defined a number of declarative constraint types. These are
types of constraints which appear so often in data modelling that it becomes
convenient to predefine them in the framework. We have distinguished three
classes, tuple constraints, view constraints and inter-view constraints. Their
restrictive power is respectively limited to a single tuple, a single view or multiple
views. Well-known examples of declarative constraint types are the functional
dependency and the multivalued dependency. They also appear in this framework,
although in a more general form.

In the next chapter we will apply this formal framework to define formally
the Binary Relationship Model, the Relational Model and the Entity-Relationship
Model. This can be done by putting various restrictions on the language and on the
set of constraints for a data schema of such a model.



Chapter 4

Applying The Logical Framework

The various data models described in the introduction can be defined within
the given framework by placing appropriate restrictions on the language L and on
the set of constraints r for a schema X= (L, r) of such a model. In this chapter, this
will be illustrated for the Binary Relationship Model, the Relational Model and the
Entity-Relationship Model.

4.1 The Binary Relationship Model

In this section we describe the Binary Relationship Model in terms of the
framework presented in the previous chapter. The object types of the Binary
Relationship Model are represented by type symbols. The facts correspond with
binary relation symbols. The subtype hierarchy is expressed by the partial order
relation 4. In addition sublinks are also represented by binary relation symbols
because in our definition of the Binary Relationship Model sublinks may carry
information.

The declarative constraints of the Binary Relationship Model are formally
defined in section 4.1.3. First, the concept of path needed for the definition of those
constraints, is defined in section 4.1.2.

Usually, we require a Binary Relationship Model schema to satisfy a number
of conditions, such as e. g. each relation must have at least one key constraint, types
with a common subtype must have a common supertype, constraints must not be
conflicting. These conditions will defined in section 4.1.4

4.1.1   A Binary Relationship Model Schema

As already said, the object types of the Binary Relationship Model are
represented by type symbols. The facts correspond with binary relation symbols.
The subtype hierarchy is expressed by the partial order relation 4. In addition
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sublinks are also represented by binary relation symbols because in our definition
of the Binary Relationship Model sublinks may carry information.

Definition 4.1.1
A  BRM  schema  is  a data schema  I =  (L, I-) for which the following conditions
hold:
(1)    The set of types symbols Types is partitioned into two disjoint sets,

LOTs and NOLOTs, being respectively the set of Lexical Object Types
and Non-Lexical Object Types.

(2)       The partial order relation -< is only defined on NOLOTs.
(3)     For each relation symbol in Relations, the number of roles is equal to

two.
(4)      The set Relations is partitioned into two disjoint set Facts and Sublinks,

respectively the sets of facts and the set of sublinks.
(4.1)  For each R(Tl,T2) E Facts holds

T, E NOLOTs  or T2 € NOLOTs
(4.2)   R(Ti,T1 €  Sublinks  iff Ti 4 T2
(4.3)  For each T c LOTs there exists at most one fact symbol R(Tl,T2)

such that
Tl = T  or  T2 = T

(5)       For each type T E Types, if Ri(T,Ti) E Relations, then the following wff
is in r

VTx : (3Ti xi : Ri(x,xi)) 4 INT(x)
(6)        For each type T G Types the following wffs are in r

VTx : INix) 4 9(NULLT(x))
VTx: IN·r(x) v -INr(x)

(7)       For each R(Ti,T2) c  Sublinks, tlie following set of wffs is in r
(7.1) V·rix: INT1(x) => R(x,x)
(7.2)  VTlx, VT2y  R(x,y) => x =T2 Y

0

Condition (1) makes the distinction between Lexical and Non-Lexical Object
Types. Condition (2) ensures that subtypes can only be defined for Non Lexical
Object Types. By condition (3) all relations are binary relations. Condition (4)
divides the relations into facts and sublinks. The latter will be used to register
which instances of a supertype are also known as instances of the subtype.
Condition (4.1) ensures that all facts involve at least one NOLOT, while condition
(4.2) states that a sublink relation exists between each two types for which the
subtype relation ,< holds. By condition (4.3) each LOT may be involved in at most
one fact relation.

Condition (5) states that all instances in a role of a relation are in the extension
of the type of this role. By condition (6) null values cannot occur in the db-instance
of a BRM schema and for each instance it can be decided whether it is an instance
of the type or not.

Finally, condition (7) restricts the extensions of the sublink relations. Because
types cannot be populated in the Binary Relationship Model and a subtype needs
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not to be involved in a fact, a binary relation is used to register which instances of
the supertype extension are also known to be instances of the subtype extension. If
an instance of a supertype extension is also an instance of the subtype extension
then it should occur as a tuple in the sublink relation. This is guarantied by
constraint (7.1). As a side effect this constraint also guarantees that each instance in
the subtype extension is also an instance of the supertype extension. By constraint
(7.2) a sublink relation can only contain tuples with equal first and second element.

An alternative way to model the sublink of the Binary Relationship Model
would be to introduce for each subtype T a unary relation symbol T which would
be used to register all instances of the subtype extension. Then, for each subtype T
the following wff would be in I-:

VTx : INT(x) ** T(x)
It would be even possible to introduce such a unary relation symbol for each
NOLOT. However because this alternative gives the impression that it is possible
to populate (sub)types we did not opted for this solution. By representing the
sublink as a binary relation between supertype and subtype we have a uniform
treatment of all relationship as binary relation symbols. However, because each
tuple in the extension of a sublink relation is a tuple with equal first and second
element, one could raise the point that in this way redundancy is introduced. This
is indeed true, however the redundancy is controlled by a constraint (7.2) and, in
addition, the purpose of this representation is to provide a formal description of a
Binary Relationship Model schema and not an efficient storage mechanism.

EXAMPLE
NOLOTs::= { Document, TemplateDocument, StyleDocument, Style,

Keyword, Folder

TemplateDocument < Document
StyleDocument 4 Document
LOTs::= { Dodd, Title, Size, Integer }
RelationNames ::= { Dodd, DocTitle, DocFolder, DocSize,

DocKeyword, DocStyle, StyleDocStyle

RoleNames ::= {     DocWith, IdOf, TitleOf, DocIn, FolderContaining,
SizeOf, DocIncluding, KeywordIn, StyleUsedBy,
DocDefining, StyleDefinedIn

Facts::= ( DocId ( DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId)
DocTitle ( DocWith: Document, TitleOf: Title)
DocFolder ( DocIn: Document,

FolderContaining: Folder)
DocSize ( DocWith: Document, SizeOf: Size),
DocKeyword ( DocIncluding: Document,

KeywordIn: Keyword)
DocStyle ( DocWith: Document,

StyleUsedBy: Style)
StyleDocStyle ( DocDefining: StyleDocument,

StyleDefinedIn: Style)
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Sublinks ::=    {   StyleDoc    ( sub: StyleDocument, super: Document),
TemplDoc  ( sub: TemplateDocument,

Super: Document)

Preds::= {  greater-than(Size,Size) }
Functs ::= { NumberOfKeywords(2Keyword  Integer) }
Constraints are committed, examples will be given in section 4.1.3.

0

Lemma 4.1.1
For a BRM schema X = (L, I-) and a relation R(r:T, r':T') 2 Relations , we have

r H COND(R, INT).
0

Proof

This is clear from the condition (5) in the definition of a BRM schema.
0

4.1.2 Paths

We now define the concept of path needed for the definition of the
declarative constraints of the Binary Relationship Model. A path is a special kind of
view. Intuitively, a path between two types is a sequence of one or more binary
relations where each two successive relations are connected through the same type
or through types of the same family. Paths can be used as relation symbols. They
are logically closed and the tuples of their extension will not contain null values.

Definition 4.1.2
For a BRM schema X = (L, r), Tl, T2 € Types,
the paths of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rl r2:Tl T2, notation P(rl *Tl, rl:T2),
are defined as follows:

(1)         R(rl:Tl, r2:1'2)
where R(rl:Tl, 0:T2) € Relations;
is a path of type  (Tl, T2) with role sequence rlr2:Til.2.

(2)       P'(rl == r'1:Tl, r2 == 1'2:T2)
where F  is a path of type (Ti, T,)  with role sequence r'l r'2:Tl T2,
is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rlrl:Til.2.

(3)       Pi x P2 [rlr2:Tl•I'2]
where  Pl  and P2  are  two paths respectively of type  (Tl, T)  and  (T, T )
and with role sequence rlf:Tl T and r"r2:Tr2 respectively,
is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rlrl:T11,2

(4)         (P'(rl  Tl, r2:T2))
where P' is a path of type (Tl, 1.2) with role sequence rlr2:Tl TZ,
is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rlr2:Tl•I.2

(5) P'/TiT2
where P' is a path of type (T' 1, T'2) with role sequence rlr2:T'lT,2 where
Tl g T, and T2 i T'2,
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is a path of type (Tl, T2) with role sequence rlr2:TlT .
Cl

EXAMPLES
The following expressions are paths for the example schema given earlier.
DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: Dodd)

StyleDoc(sub: StyleDocument, super: Document)

Dodd(DocWith: Document, IdOf: Dodd)/StyleDocumentDocId

Dodd(IdOft Dodd, DocWith: Document)/Dodd,StyleDocument E
StyleDocStyle(DocDefining: StyleDocument StyleDefinedIn: Style)
[IdOf: DocId, StyleDefinedIn: Style]

0

Theorem 4.1.2
If P is a path of type (Tl, 1'2) then P is a view of type (Ti, T2)'

0

Proof

Case (1).
R(rl:Tl, r2:T2) is a view of type (Ti, T2)
Case (2):
if P' is a view of type (Tl, T2) then P'(rl == r'1:Tl, I.2 == r,2:T2) is a renaming of P'
and therefore a view of type (Tl, T2).
Case (3):
if  Pi   and  P2   are two views respectively  of  type   (Tl, T)   and  (T,  T2)   and
respectively  with role sequence rir':Tl T and  r"r2:TI'2  then  Pl  x  P2  is  a  view of
type Tl•IT2 and Pl x P2 [rlr2:T11'2] is a view of type (Tl, T2)
Case (4):
if P' is a view of type (Ti, 1.2) then (P'(rl:Tl, r2:1'2)) is also a view of type (Tl,T2).
Case (5):
if P' is a view of type (Tl, T2) then P'/TlT2 is a also a view of type (Tl, 1.2) if
Tl  i T l  and T2 g T2·

0

Theorem 4.1.3
Let P be a path of type (Ti, 1,2), ti and t2 terms of type Tl and T2,
then P(tl, t2) is logically closed.

0

Proof

Case (1): the path is equal to a relation R(rl:Tl, r2:T2)·
The truth value of a relation is always TRUE or FALSE, therefore P(tl, t2) is
logically closed.
Case (2): the path is a renaming of another path
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The truth value is the same as the truth value of the original path.
Case (3): P is equal to P, 25 P2 [rlr2:TiT21'
(Pl x P2 [rlr2:TlT ])(tl,t2) stands for 3Tx : Pl x P2(x,tl,t2)·
This wff is equivalent with 3Tx . (Pl(x,tl) A P2(x,t2) A -OR-NULL(x)).
If the truth values  of Pl (x,ti) and P2(X,t2) are always  TRUE or FALSE,  and
because the truth value of -OR-NULL(x) is always TRUE or FALSE, then the
truth value of the total  wff is always TRUE or FALSE.  Thus  P(tl,  t2) is logically
closed.
Case (4): P is equal to (P').
The truth value of P is always equal to the truth value of P'.
Case (5): P is equal to a path of type P'/TlT2. P' is a view of type (Tl, T2) where
Ti c Ti and T2 6 T2·
The truth value does not change.

0

Theorem 4.1.4
For a BRM data schema X = (L, D, Tl, T) € Types and P a path of type (Tl,1.2),
the following wff is valid for each db-instance I of X

*Tlxl,VT2'(2: P(xl,x2) 4 C -1NULL(xl) A --NULL(x2) )
0

Proof

Case (1): the path is equal to a relation R(rl:Tl, r2:T2)
From the definition of a BRM data schema we have that for each R(rl:Tl. r2:T2)
E Relations the following wff is valid ( conditions (5) and (6))
V'rlxl,VT2x2: R(xl,x2) => C --NULL(xl) A - NULL(x2) )
Case (2): the path is a renaming of another path
the truth value is the same as the truth value of the original path. So if the wff is
true for the original path it is also true for the renaming.
Case (3): P is Pi x P2 [rir2:TlT2]
p(Xl'X2) stands for  3Tx: (P,(x,xi) A P2(x.x2) A -iNULL(x)).
If we have:
VTX,VTlxl  Pl(x,xl) => C -NULL(x) A i(NULL(xl) ) is valid and
VTx,VT2x2: P2(x,x2) => C -1NULL(x) A  (NULL(xz) ) is valid
then

VTlxl,41'2' 2,3.rx  : (Pl(x,xl) A P2(x,x2) A 1NULL(x)) ==> (- NULL(xl) A -NULL(x2)
A - NULL(x))
"NULL(x) is always TRUE or FALSE therefore we also have
VTlxl,VT2x2,3Tx : (Pl(x,xl) A I'2(x,x2) A -,NULL(x))  => (-NULL(xi) A
-iNULL(x2))·
So, VTlxl,VT2x2: P(xl,x2) =2 ( 1NULL(xl) A - NULL(x2) ) is valid
Case (4): P is equal to (P').
The truth value of P is always equal to the truth value of P'. So if the wff is true
for P' it is also true for the path P.
Case (5):   P is equal to a path of type P' /Tl T2, P' is a view of type (T' l, T2) where
Tl E Tl and T2 E Te
The truth value does not change. So if the following wff is valid:
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VT'lxl,4.1-2,(2: P(xl,x2) 4 ( -'NULL(xl) A -'NULL(x2) )
then, because Tl g Tl and T2 3 Te the following wff is also valid:
V.nxl,V.I'2x2: P(xl,x2) => C -'NULL(xl) A -NULL(x2) ).

0

We now define the inverse of a path. Although a path behaves like a relation,
and therefore the order of the roles is not important, we introduce an explicit
notation for the path for which the order of the roles is exchanged.

Definition 4.1.3
The inverse Of a path P(rl'Ti, r2:T2)' noted P-1(n:Tl, r2:T2), is the path P but with
the order of the roles ri:Tl, 1.2:T2 exchanged.

0

Theorem 4.1.5
The inverse of a path is a path.

0

Proof

Clear: a path is a view and the order of the roles in a view may be changed.
0

A path is a sequence of relations. Therefore we define, in analogy with the
programming language LISP, the "car", the "cdr" and the "last" of a path. The
"car" represents the first relation in the sequence, the "cdr" represents the rest of
the sequence and the "last" represents the last relation in the sequence. "Car" and
"cdr" substitute implicit sublinks, "last" does not substitute implicit sublinks.

Definition 4.1.4
The car of a path, the cdr of a path and  the last of a path P(rl:Tl, r2:T2), noted
CAR(P(ri:Tl, r2:T2)), CDR(P(ri:Tl, r2:1'2)) and LAST(P(rl -Tl, r2:T2)). are defined
as follows.
if P(rl:Tl, r2:T2) stands for:

(1)           R(rl:Ti, r2:1'2)
where R(rl:Tl, r2:1'2) E Relations ; then

CAR(P(rl:Ti, r2:1'2)) ::= R(rl:Tl,r2:1'2)
CDR(P(rl:Tl, r2:1'2)) is undefined
LAST(P(rl:Ti, r2:1'2))..=R(rl:Tl,r2:T2)

(2)       P'(rl == 1'1:Tl, r2 == 1'2:1'2)
where P' is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence r'lr'2:TlT2. then
CAR(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2)) ::= CAR(P'(fl:Ti, r'2:T2))
CDR(P(rrTi, r2:T2)) -= CDR(P'(r'l:Ti, r'2:T2))
LAST(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2))::= LAST(P'(il:Tl, r'2:T2))

(3)       Pi x P2 [rir2:T1T21
where  Pl  and  P2  are two paths respectively  of  type  (Ti, T)  and  (T,  T )
and with respectively role sequences rlr':T,T and r"r2:11'2; then
CAR(P(rl:Ti, r2:1'2)) ::= CAR(P,(rl:Ti, r':T))
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CDR(P(rl'Tl, r2:T#) ::= P2 [r"r2:'IT21
if CDR(Pl(rl:Tl, r':T)) is undefined

CDR(P(rl:Ti, r2:1'2)) ::= CDR(Pi(rl.Tl, r':D) x P2 [r"r2:TI'2]
otherwise

LAST(P(rl:Tl,r2:1'2)) := LAST(P2(r":T, rKT2))
(4)       (P'(rl:Ti, r2:T2))

is a path of type Crl, T2) with role sequence rlr2:Tl•I.2,
where F is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rlr2:TlT2, then
CAR(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2)) ::= CAR(P'(1'1:Tl, r'2:T#)
CDR(P(rl:Tl, r2:TU)::= CDR(P'(r'1:Ti, r'2:T2))
LAST(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2)):.= LAST(P'(fl:Ti,r'2:1'2))

(5) P'/TiT2
is a path of type (Ti, T2) with role sequence rlr2:T11'2,
where P' is a path of type (T'i, T,2) with role sequence rlr2 T'lT,2 where
T, E T'l and T23 T'2, then
if Tl  4  T' 1  then

CAR(P(rl:Tl, 1,2:1'2)) ::= R(Tl,T'1)
where R(Tl, 71) c Sublinks

if T2 4 T2 then
CDR(P(rl:Tl, r2:1'2))::= P'(r'1:T'1, r'2:T'2) x R(T'2, T2)

[r' 1:T' 1, r2:T21
where R(T , T'2) E Sublinks

otherwise
CDR(P(rl:Tl, rl:T2))   = P'(r'1:T'1, r'2:T'2)
LAST(P(rl:Ti, r2:T2))::= LAST(P'(rl.T' 1, r2:T'2))

if Tl = T'l  and  T2 4 T'2 then
CAR(P(rl:Tl,r2:T2)) -= CAR(P'(rl:T'1, rzT'2))
if T2 4 T'2 then
CDR(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2)) .= CDR(P'(r'1:T'1, r'2:T'2)) x R(T'2, T2)

[r' 1:T 1, r2:T21
where R(T2, T'2) €  Sublinks

otherwise
CDR(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2)) -= CDR(P'(r'1.71, r'2:T'2))
LAST(P(rl:Tl, r2:T2))::= LAST(P'(ri:T'1, r2:T'2))

0

EXAMPLES

For the path:
DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId),
the car is DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId),
the cdr is undefined,
the last is DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId).

For the path:
DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId)/StyleDocument,DocId
the car is StyleDoc(sub: StyleDocument, super: Document),
the cdr is DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId),
the last is DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId).
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For the path:
Dodd(IdOf: Dodd, DocWith: Document)/DocId,StyleDocument
the car is DocId(IdOf: Dodd, DocWith: Document),
the cdr is StyleDoc(super: Document, sub: StyleDocument),
the last is Dodd(IdOf: DocId, DocWith: Document).

For the path:
DocId(IdOf: DocId, DocWith: Document) x DocKeyword(DocIncluding:
Document, KeywordIn: Keyword) [IdOf: DocId, KeywordIn: Keyword]
the car is DocId(IdOf: Dodd, DocWith: Document),
the cdr is DocKeyword(DocIncluding: Document, KeywordIn: Keyword),
the last is DocKeyword(DocInduding:Document, KeywordIn: Keyword).

0

Theorem 4.1.6
The car and the cdr of a path are paths.

0

Proof

Trivial.
0

Theorem 4.1.7
The car and the last of a path are relations.

0

Proof

Trivial.
0

Definition 4.1.5
Let X =  (L,  D be a BRM schema,
P a path for I of type (Tl,T2).
P is called proper if LAST(P(Ti,T2)) f  Facts

0

EXAMPLES
DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId) is a proper path.

TemplDoc(sub: TemplateDocument, super: Document) is not a proper path.

DocId(DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId)/StyleDocument,DocId is a proper
path.
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Dodd(IdOf: DocId, DocWith: Document) x TemplDoc(sub: super: Document,
TemplateDocument) is not a proper path.

0

4.1.3 Declarative Constraint Types

We are now ready to give a formal definition of the declarative constraint
types of the Binary Relationship Model described informally in section 2.2.5. Some
of the constraint types are defined more generally. The following constraint types
are defined: the uniqueness constraint and its special case the identifier constraint,
the total-union constraint and its special case the total-role constraint, the path-
subset, the path-equality and the path-exclusion constraint and finally the role-
subset, the role-equality and the role-exclusion constraint. We prove that each of
these constraint types is logically closed

The uniqueness is a generalization of the uniqueness constraint informally
defined in section 2.2.5. The facts in the uniqueness constraint are replaced by
paths. The uniqueness constraint states that an instance of an object type can be
identified by a combination of object type instances specified through a number of
paths. The identifier constraint is a special case of the uniqueness constraint; only
one path (or fact) is involved. The uniqueness constraint itself is a special case of
the functional dependency.

Definition 4.1.6
Let I=  (L, 0 be a BRM schema,
Pl, ···, Pn are proper paths for I respectively of type (T,Tl), ... , (T,Tn).
Then the following wff is called a uniqi,t·ness constraint, noted
UNIQ( Pl(T,Tl), ···, Pn(T,Tn)):

VTlxl, ··· , VTnxn V.rx, VTX' :
P1(x, Xl) A ... A Pn(X, Xn) A Pl(X', X1) A ... A Pn(X',Xn) => X=X'

If n=1, then the uniqueness constraint is called an identifier constraint.
0

EXAMPLES
UNIQ(  DocFolder ( DocIn: Document, FolderContaining: Folder),

DocTitle ( DocWith: Document, TitleOf: Title))
is a uniqueness constraint, it states that for a given combination of a Folder and
a Title, there corresponds at most one Document.

UNIQ(  DocId ( IdOf: DocId, DocWith: I)ocument))
is an identifier constraint, it states that a Document has at most one DocID.

UNIQ(  DocStyle C StyleUsedBy: Style,
DocWith: Document)

/StyleDocument, Style)
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is also an identifier constraint, it states that a StyleDocument uses at most one
Style.

0

Theorem 4.1.8

Let I = (L, I-) be a BRM schema,
Pl, ···, Pn proper paths for I respectively of type (T,Tl), ..., (T,Tn)·
Then the constraints

UNIQ( Pl(T,Tl), ··· ' Pn(T,Tn)) and
FD(Pix ··· x Pn,Ti ···Tn -' 8

are logically equivalent.
0

Proof
Let S be the type sequence (T, Tl, ···, Tn), the type of Pl x ... x Pn, u be (x, xl, ···,
xn) and u' be (x', x'1, ···, x'n),
then FIX Pl x ... x Pn, Tl ··· Tn -4 8 stands for the wff:

VSU, VSU, :
C Pl 26 ··· 26 Pn(U) A 9'(Pl A ··· x Pn)(u) A Pl 29 ··· 26 Pn(U') A -1,(Pl K ··· 26
Pn)(u') A (u[Ti... Tn]  =* u'[Tl  ··· Tn]) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[Ti... Tn]) V (U[T] =* U'[T]))
Since a path is logically closed for a BRM schema, this wff is equivalent with

VSU, VSU' :

C Pi x ... 25 Pn(U) A Pl M ··· 26 Pn(u') A (u[Tl ··· Tnl =* u'[Tl ··· Tn]) )
=>

C (OR-NULL(u[Tl ··· Tn])) v (u[T] =* u'[T]) )
If we replace Pi x ... x Pn by its definition, we obtain

Vsu, VSU, :
C P,(u[TT,]) A ... A Pn(u[TTn]) A --1NULL(u[T]) A Pl(u'[TT,]) A ... A
Pn(u'[Trn]) A -'NULL(u'[T]) A (u[Ti ··· Tnl =* u'[Tl ··· Tn]) )

=*

C (OR-NULL(u[Tl ··· Tn])) v (u[T] =* u'[T]) )
Because of Theorem 4.1.4 we can remove the NULL predicates and replace =*
by =.

VSU, Vsu':
C P (u[TTl]) A ... A Pn(u[TTnl) A Pl(u'[TT,]) A ... A Pn(u'[TTn]) A
(u[Tl ··· Tn] = u'[Tl ··· Tn]) )

=
(U[T] = 11'[T])

If we now replace u and u' by their definition, we obtain:
VTx, VTlxl,  ' ' VTnxn, VT,(', 4Tlx' 1,    ' VTnx'n r

P1(x,xl) A ... A Pn(X,Xn) A Pl(x',x'1) A ... A Pn(X',X'n) A (Xl = X'1) A... A
(xn = X'n)

:=>

(X = X')
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which corresponds with the definition of UNIQ( Pl (T,Tl), ... , Pn(T,Tn))
El

Theorem 4.1.9
A uniqueness constraint is logically closed.

0

Proof

A uniqueness constraint is a functional dependency and a functional
dependency is logically closed by Theorem 3.7.5.

[1

The total-union we consider will be a generalization of the total-union
constraint informally defined in section 2.2.5. The relations in the total-union
constraint are replaced by paths. The total union constraint specifies that the
existence of an object type instance depends on its being related to at least one of a
number of other object type instances specified via a given path, or on its existence
as instance of some subtype. The total-role constraint is a special case of the total-
union constraint, only one path (or relation) is involved.

Definition 4.1.7
Let I = (L, 1-) be a BRM schema,
Pl,    , Pm are proper paths for X respectively of type (T,Tl), ··· , (T,Tm), m 2 0, m
Sn
Rm+1,     , Rn are sublinks for I respectiz,ely of type (T,Tm+1), ··· , (T,T„), TK Tm+1,
..,T=(Tn·

Then the following wff is called a total-u nion constraint, noted
TOTAL( Pl(T,Tl), ···, Pn(T,Tn))

VTx : IN(x) *:> C (3Tlxl : Pl(x, xl)) v ... v (31'mxm : Pm(x, xm)) v Rni+1(x, x) v
... v Rn(X, X))

If m=n=l then the total-union constraint is called a total-role constraint.
El

EXAMPLES
TOTAL( DocKeyword ( DocIncluding: Document,

Keywordin: Keyword),
StyleDoc ( super: Document, sub: StyleDocument),
TemplDoc ( super: Document, sub: TemplateDocument))

is a total-union constraint, it states that a Document contains Keywords, or is a
StyleDocument or is a TemplateDocument.

TOTAL( DocId ( DocWith: Document, IdOf: DocId))
is a total-role constraint, it states that each Doctiment has a DocID.

TOTAL( DocStyle ( DocWith: Document, StyleUsedBy: Style)
/StyleDocument, Style)
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is also a total-role constraint, it states that each StyleDocument uses a Style.
0

Theorem 4.1.10
A total union constraint is logically closed.

0

Proof

Paths and relations are logically closed in the BRM. Furthermore we know that
IN (x) is logically closed for the BRM.
Therefore the total wff is logically closed.

0

A path-subset, path-equality and path-exclusion constraint express the
inclusion, equality or exclusion of the extensions of two paths. They are
generalizations of the fact-subset, fact-equality and fact-exclusion constraints
supported by some versions of the Binary Relationship Model. The facts are
replaced by paths. A path-subset, path-equality and path-exclusion constraintd are
special cases of respectively the subset, equality and exclusion constraint defined in
the formal framework.

Definition 4.1.8
Let I =  (L, I-) be a BRM schema,
P,(T„1'2) and P2(Tl,T0 are proper paths for X of type (Tl,T2).

Then the following wff is called a path-subset constraint, noted
SUB-PATH( Pi(Ti,T# C P2(Tl,T2))

VTlxl, VT2K2 : Pl(xl, X2) =) 132(xl, x2)

The following wff is called a path-equality constraint, noted
EC]UI-PATH( Pl(Tl,T2) = P2(Tl,T2)):

\1Tlxl, V.1'9(2 : Pl(xl, x2) ** I'2(xl, x2)

The following wff is called a path-exclusion constraint, noted
EX-PATH( Pl(Tl,T2) 0 1'2(Tl,T2)):

\'Tlxl, VT2%2 : Pl(xl, x2) **  'I'2(xl, x2)
0

Note
The number of paths involved in a path-equality and a path-exclusion may in
general be more than two. In that case the notation
EQUI-PATH( Pl(Ti,T2) = P2(Tl,T2) = ··· = Pn(Tl,1.2)) and
EX-PATH( Pl (Tl,T2) 0 P2(Tl,T2) 0 ··· # Pn(T I.T2)) is used.
0
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EXAMPLE
EQUI-PATH (DocStyle ( DocWith: Document,

StyleUsedBy: Style)
/StyleDocument, Style
=

StyleDocStyle ( DocDefining: StyleDocument,
StyleDefinedIn: Style)

)

is a path-equality constraint and expresses that the Style defined in a
StyleDocument is also used by this document and vice versa. So, a Style
Document only uses the Styles which it defines.

SUB-PATH (    StyleDocStyle ( DocDefining: StyleDocument,
StyleDefinedIn: Style)

C
DocStyle ( DocWith: Document,

StyleUsedBy: Style)
/StyleDocument, Style

is a path-subset constraint and expresses that the Style defined in a
StyleDocument is also used by this document. But, in this case, a Style
Document may also use other Styles than the ones it defines.

0

Theorem 4.1.11
The path-subset, path-equality and path-exclusion constraints are logically
closed.

0

Proof

Because paths are logically closed, the wff corresponding with the path-subset,
the path-equality and the path-exclusion constraint are also logically closed.

El

Theorem 4.1.12

Let I= (L, D be a BRM schema,
Pi(Tl,T2) and P2(Tl,T2) proper paths for I.
Then the following constraints are equivalent:

SUB-PATH( Pl (Tl,T2) C P2(Tl,1'2)) and
SUB(Pl(Ti,T# C I'2(Tl,T2))

EQUI-PATH( Pl (Tl,T2) = P2(Tl,T2)) and
EQ(P101,1'2) = I'2(Tl,T ))

EX-PATH( P,(Ti,T# 0 P2(Ti,T2)) and
EX(Pl(Ti,T2) 0 P2(Tl,T2))

0
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Proof

Let S be the type sequence (Tl,T2), then SUB(Pl (Tl,T2) C P2(Tl,T2)) stands for the
following wff:
VSu: OR-NULL(u) v C (pl(U) A 11Pl(u)) => (P2(u) A 1?P2(u)))

Since a path is logically closed, this wff is equivalent with
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v ( Pl(u) => P2(u) )
By Theorem 4.1.4, in the BRM we also know that P(u) => -©R-NULL(u) is valid.
So, we also have OR-NULL(u) =4 -i'(u).
This means that we may remove OR-NULL(u) from the wff without changing
its truth value:

VSu :   Pl (U)  =* 132(u)
This wff is equivalent with

4Tlxl, VT2'(2 : Pl(xl, x2) =* P2(xl, X2)

The  proof  is now similar for EQUI-PATH(   Pl (Tl,T2) = P2(Tl,T2)) and
EX-PATH( Pl(Tl,10 + P2(Tl,T2))·

0

The role-subset, role-equality and role-exclusion constraints are
generalizations of the subset, equality and exclusion constraints informally defined
in 2.2.5. The relations are replaced by paths. The role-subset constraint specifies
that instances participating in a path must also participate in another path. The
role-equality constraint specifies that instances participating in one path must also
partidpate in the other path and vice versa. The role-exclusion constraint specifies
the mutual exclusion of instance in different paths. The role-exclusion constraint is
also applicable on sublinks.

Definition 4.1.9
Let X =  (L,  1-) be a BRM schema,
P1 (Tl,T2) and P2(Tl,T2) are proper paths for I  respectively of type (T,Tl), (T,T2).

Then the following wff is called a role-subset constraint, noted
SUB-ROLE( Pl(T,Tl) -+ 1?2(T,1'2))

VTx : (31'1 xl : Pl(x, xl) 4 3.I'2x2 : I'2(x, x2) )

The following wff is called a role-equality constraint, noted
EQUI-ROLE( Pl(T,Tl) = P2(T,T2))

VTx : ( 3·rlxl . Pl(x, xl) *:> 3.1'2x2 : P2(x, x2) )

Pia'1,1'2)  and P2(Tl,T2)  are proper paths for I  respectively of  type (T,Tl), (T,T2)
or sublink relations such that respectively T + Ti and T 4 T2·
Then the following wff is called a role-exclusion constraint, noted
EX-ROLE( Pl(T,Ti) 0 I'2(T,T2)):

VTx: ( 3Tlxl Pl(x, xl) ** -1( 3.1 2x2: P2(x, x2) ) )
[J
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Note
The number of paths involved in a role-equality respectively in a role-exclusion
may in general be more than two. In that case the notation
EQUI-ROLE( Pl(T,Tl) = P2(T,T2) = ···= Pn(T,Tn)) respectively
EX-ROLE( Pl(T,Tl) 0 I'2(T,T2) 0 ··· 0 Pn(T,Tn)) is used.
0

EXAMPLES
SUB-ROLE ( DocKeyword ( DocInduding Document,

KeywordIn: Keyword),
DocSize ( DocWith: Document, SizeOf: Size)

)

is a role-subset constraint, it states that if a Document includes Keywords  then
it must have a Size.

EQ-ROLE ( DocFolder ( DocIn: Document, FolderContaining: Folder),
DocTitle ( DocWith: Document, TitleOf: Title)

)

is a role-equality constraint, it states that if a Document is contained in a Folder
then it must have a Title, and vice versa

EX-ROLE ( StyleDoc C super: Document, sub: StyleDocument),
TemplDoc ( super: Document, sub: TemplateDocument)

)

is a role-exclusion constraint, it states that a StyleDocument cannot be a
TemplateDocument and vice versa.

0

Theorem 4.1.13
The role-subset, role-equality and role-exclusion constraints are logically closed.

0

Proof

Paths are logically closed therefore the wff corresponding with the role-subset,
the role-equality and the role-exclusion constraint are logically closed.

0

4.1.4   Properties of Binary Relationship Model Schemas

Usually, we require a BRM schema to satisfy a number of conditions to be a
"valid" BRM schema. These conditions require e.g. that the schema is a complete
specification and does not contain inconsistencies. A BRM schema is considered to
be "complete" if types with a common subtype have a common supertype. As
already defined in the formal framework, a data schema is consistent if there exists
at least one valid db-instance.
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In addition, usually it is required that a BRM schema is lexically referenceable.
This means that it must be possible to refer to each non-lexical object by means of
one or more lexical objects. This requirement has its origin in the fact that the BR
Model is used as a conceptual data model for a database and the actual
implementation of this database is realized by means of a logical data model (e.g.
the Relational Model). Because logical data models usually do not make a
distinction between lexical and non-lexical objects, all non-lexical objects have to be
replaced by lexical objects during the transformation process. To guarantee that
this transformation is possible the requirement of lexical referenceability is needed.
If one would implement the conceptual BRM schema by means of an object-
oriented database, then this requirement would not be needed because of object-
oriented data models know the concept of object identity, i.e. separate from a
lexical representation such as a name. Different kinds of lexical referenceability can
be distinguished. A number of possibilities are given in the definitions below.

Definition 4.1.11
A BRM schema X = (L, I-) is family complete if for each two types
Tl, T2€ Types, Ti E T2, there exists exactly one type T E Types, such that Tl g T
and T2 3 T.

0

EXAMPLE
The following BRM schema is not family complete (relation names and role
names are omitted):
NOLOTs::= { LetterDocument,

StyleDocument
LetterStyleDocument }

LetterStyleDocument 4 StyleDocument
LetterStyleDocument 4 LetterDocument
LOTs::= { }
Facts::= { }
Subtinks::= ( LetterStyleDocLetter( sub: LetterStyleDocument,

super: LetterDocument),
LetterStyleDocStyle( sub: LetterStyleDocument,

super: StyleDocument)

Preds.::=       ( }
Functs.::=     { }
Constraints are committed.

If we add the NOLOT Document and the order:

StyleDocument 4 Document,
LetterDocument 4 Document,
and the sublink relations:
StyleDoc(sub: StyleDocument, super: Document),
LetterDoc(sub: LetterDocument, super: Document),
then the schema is family complete.

0
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The first kind of lexical referenceability we define is a very general one, we
only require that for each instance of a NOLOT there is at least one combination of
lexical object instances which refer to this instance. Different instances may require
(combinations of) instances of different LOTs. If for each instance only one
combination of LOTs is possible, then this lexical reference is called a partitional
lexical reference because it partitions the object type according to the different
possible kind of lexical combinations.

Definition 4.1.12
For a BRM schema X = (L, I-),
a type T € Nolots  is lexically referenceable if there exists at least one

combination of path sequences Pll,    , Plml; ··· ; Pnl, ···, Pnmn' paths for I
respectively of type (T,Til), ···, (T,Tinl); ··· ; (T,Tnl),..., (T,Tnmn).n 2 1, ml 21,
, mn 21 and Til, ···, Tnmn E Lots, such that

(1)        r H UNIQC Pii(T,Til), ···, Pimi(T,Timi)), for each i. 1 5 i j i n;

(2)        r K EQUI-PATH( Pil(T,Til) = ···- Pimi(T,Timi)), for each i, 1 s i s n;
(3)       r k TOTAL( Pii(T,Tll), P21(T,T21), ·,· , Pnl(T,Tnl))·

Each path sequence Pil, ··· , Pimi is called a partial lexical reference for T with

lexical representation (Til, ··· 'Timi)
The paths P11, ··· , Plml, ··· . Pnl, ···,Pnm,1. are called lexical reference paths for T.
The combination of path sequences Pll, ··· , Plml; ··· ; Pnl, ··· , Pnmn, is called a

lexical  reference  for T.
[3

EXAMPLE
For the following BRM schema, the NOLOT Person is lexically referenceable by
means of the path sequence:
PersonSocialNr(PersonWith: Person, SocialNrOf: SocialNr);
PersonName(PersonWith: Person, NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress(PersonWith: Person, AddressOf: Address).

PersonSocialNr(PersonWith: Person, SocialNrOf: SocialNr) is a partial lexical
reference with lexical representation (SocialNr),
PersonName(PersonWith: Person, NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress(PersonWith: Person, AddressOf: Address), is also a partial lexical
reference with lexical representation (Name, Address).

BRM schema:
Relation names and role names are omitted
NOLOTs::= { Person }
LOTs::= { Name, Address, SocialNr I
Facts::= { PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr ),
PersonName ( PersonWith: Person, NameOf: Name ),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,
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AddressOf: Address)

Sublinks ..=  C }
Preds.::=              {}
Functs.::=    { }
1- :-=   C UNIQC PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr)),
UNIQ( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,

AddressOf: Address))
EQUI-ROLE( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,

AddressOf: Address))
TOTAL( PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr),
PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Narne))

[3

Definition 4.1.13
For a BRM schema X = (L, r), if a type T e Notots is lexically referenceable by
the lexical reference Pi l, ..., Pl mi, ··· . Pnl, ··· , Pnmn• paths for X respectively of
type (T,T11), ··· , (T,Tinl); ··· ; (T,Tni), ··· , (T,Tnmn), n > 1, ml 21,..., mn 21 and
Tl 1, -, Tnmn E Lots,
then T is partitionally lexically referenceable if

r k EX-ROLE( P„(T,T„) 0 P2,(T,T21) 0 ··· 0 Pnl(T,Tnl))·

The lexical reference is called a partitional lexical reference.
0

EXAMPLE
For the following BRM schema, the NOLOT Person is partitionally lexically
referenceable by the following path sequence:
StudentPerson(Super:Person, sub:Student) 3
StudentNr ( StudentWith:Student, StudentNrOf:StudentNr);
EmployeePerson(Super:Person, sub:Employee) 21
EmployeeNr (EmployeeWith:Employee, EmployeeNrOf:EmployeeNr)

BRM Schema:
(relation names and role names are omitted):
NOLOTs::= { Person, Student, Employee }
Student -< Person

Employee ·< Person
LOTs::= { StudentNr, EmployeeNr }
Facts::= 1 StudentNr ( StudentWith: Student,
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StudentNrOf: StudentNr),
EmployeeNr ( EmployeeWith: Employee,

EmployeeNrOf: EmployeeNr ),

Sublinks ::= { StudentPerson( sub: Student, super: Person ),
EmployeePerson( sub: Employee, super: Person )

Preds.::=     { }
Functs.::=    { }
r::=  { UNICK StudentNr ( StudentWith: Student,

StudentNrOf: SudentNr )),
UNIQ(  EmployeeNr ( EmployeeWith: Employee,

EmployeeNrOf: EmployeeNr )),
TOTAL( StudentPerson ( Super: Person, sub: Student ) x

StudentNr ( StudentWith:Student, StudentNrOf:SudentNr),
EmployeePerson ( super: Person, sub: Employee ) x
EmployeeNr ( EmployeeWith: Employee,

EmployeeNTOf EmployeeNr)
EX-ROLE( StudentPerson( super: Person, sub: Student ) 0

EmployeePerson( super: Person, sub: Employee ))

0

Definition 4.1.14
A BRM schema X = (L, r) is lexically referenceahle if each type, T c  Nolots is

lexically referenceable.
El

The next type of lexical reference is more restrictive. As with the general
lexical reference, it requires that for each instance of a NOLOT there is at least one
combination of lexical object instances which refer to this instance. However, in
addition it requires that this combination uniquely refer to this instance. This
means that, for a given partial reference each NOLOT instance has at most one
lexical representation.

Definition 4.1.15
For a BRM schema X = (L, ID,
a type T E Nolots is uniquely lexically referenceable if there exists at least one
combination of path sequences Pll, ··, Plml,   ; Pnl, ···, Pnmn' paths for I
respectively of type (T,Tll), ···, (T,Tinl); ··· .(T,Tni),   .. (T,Tnmn), n 2 1, mi 2 1....
, mn 2 1 and Tll, ···, Tnmn E Lots, such that

(1)        r K UNIQ( Pil(T,Til), ··· , Pimi(T,Timi)), for each i, 1  S i s n;
(2)        r t= UNIQ( Pi 1-1 (T,Tij)), for each 1, j, 1 S i s n,1 9 j g mi.
(3)       r K EQUI-PATH( Pii(T,Til) = ··· = Pimi(T,Tini)), for each i,l g i s n;

(4)       rl= TOTAL( Pii(T,Tli), P21(T,T21),·· ,Pnl(T,Tnl))·
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Each path sequence Pil, ··· , Pimi is called a partially unique lexical reference for T
with lexical representation (Til, ... .Timi)
The paths Pll, ··· , Plml, ···, Pnl, ··· , Pnmn, are called lexical reference paths for T.
The combination of path sequences Pil, ··· , Pimi; ··· ; Pnl, ... , Pnmn, is called a
unique lexical reference for T.

0

EXAMPLE
For the following BRM schema, the NOLOT Person is uniquely lexically
referenceable by the path sequence:
PersonSocialNr( PersonWith: Person, SocialNrOf: SocialNr );
PersonName( PersonWith: Person, NameOf: Na me         ),

PersonAddress( PersonWith: Person, AddressOf: Address )

BRM Schema:
(relation names and role names are omitted):
NOLOTs::= { Person }
LOTs::= { Name, Address, SocialNr }
Facts::= { PersonSocialNr( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr ),
PersonNarne( PersonWith: Person, NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress( PersonWith: Person, AddressOf: Address)         }

Sublinks ::=    { }
Preds.::=       { }
Functs.::=     { }
r::=  { UNIQ( PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr )),
UNIQ(  PersonSocialNr ( SoaalNrOf: SocialNr,

PersonWith: Person )),
UNIQ( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,

AddressOf: Address))
UNIQ( PersonName ( NameOf: Name,

PersonWith: Person )
UNIQ(  PersonAddress ( AddressOf: Address,

PersonWith: Person ))
EQUI-ROLE( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,

AddressOf: Address ))
TOTAL( PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr),
PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name))

El
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Definition 4.1.16
A BRM schema X = (L, 0 is uniquely lexically referenceable  if each T e Nolots is
uniquely lexically referenceable.

0

The last type of lexical reference is the most restrictive one. It is called lexically
referenceable in the relational way because it is the one which is usually required
for a BRM schema to be losslessly transformable in a Relational Model schema.
Partial lexical references are not allowed in this case. In addition, the lexical
reference must be unique.

lDefinition 4.1.17
For a BRM schema I = (L, I-),
a type T e Nolots   is  lexically  referenceable  in  the  relational  way if there exists at
least one sequence of paths  Pl,  ···  , Pn, paths for I respectively of type  (T,Tl),  ...,
(T,Tn), n 2 l. and Ti,.... Tn € Lots, such that

(1)      r K UNIQ( Pl(T,Tl), ··· , Pn(T,Tn));
(2)        r H UNIQ( Pi-1(T,Ti)), for each i, 1 5 i g n;

(3)        r H TOTAL( Pi(T,Ti)), for each i, 1 5 i 5 n;

(Tl, ' ' 'Tn) is called a lexical representation for T.
the paths Pl, ···, Pn are called lexical reference paths for T.
The path sequence Pl, ··· , Pn is called a relational lexical reference for T.

0

EXAMPLE
For the following BRM schema (where we have omitted the set of relation
names and the set of role names), the NOLOT Person is lexically referenceable
in the relational way, there are two possible lexical representations (SocialNr)
and (Name,Address):
NOLOTs::= { Person }
LOTs::= { Name, Address, SocialN r I
Facts::= { PersonSocialNr( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SocialNr ),
PersonName( PersonWi th: Person, NameOf: Name ),
PersonAddress( PersonWith: Person, AddressOf: Address )       }

Sublinks ::=   { }
Preds..=                {  1
Functs ::=      { }
r::=  { UNIQ( PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,

SocialNrOf: SociaINr )),
UNIQ(  PersonSocialNr ( SoaalNrOf: SocialNr,

PersonWith: Person )),
UNIQ( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,

NameOf: Name),
PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,

AddressOf: Address ))
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UNIQ( PersonName ( NameOf: Name,
PersonWith: Person )

UNIQ( PersonAddress ( AddressOf: Address,
PersonWith: Person ))

TOTAL( PersonSocialNr ( PersonWith: Person,
SocialNrOf: SocialNr )),

TOTAL( PersonName ( PersonWith: Person,
NameOf: Name)),

TOTAL( PersonAddress ( PersonWith: Person,
AddressOf: Address ))

0

Definition 4.1.18
A BRM schema x = (L, D is lexically referenceable in the re/ationa/ way  if each
T E Nolots is lexically referenceable in the relational way.

0

Theorem 4.1.14
A relational lexical reference is a unique lexical reference.

0

Proof

A relational lexical reference is a unique lexical reference consisting of only one
path sequence.

0

We now prove a Theorem that will be needed later in the transformation
algorithm (chapter 7) of a Binary Relationship Model schema into a Relational
Model schema. Intuitively, the Theorem states that if a NOLOT is lexically
referenceable in the relational way, there exists functions which allow to map an
instance of this NOLOT into a sequence of LOT instances. These functions are one-
to-one correspondences (bijections) on subsets of the domains of the type of these
functions.

Theorem 4.1.15
For a BRM schema and a type T e Nolots which is lexically referenceable in the
relational way by the paths Pl,  ··· , Pn paths for X.  respectively of type (T,Tl),  ···  ,
(T,Tn), there exists functions Fl, ... , Fn respectively of types (T,Tl), ..., (T,Tn) and
a function F' of type (Tl, ··· ,Tn,T) where:
for 1 f i f n

I(Fi)(d)::= di if (d,di) E I(Pi)
I(Fi)(d)::= ni otherwise

I(F')(dl, ···,dn) -d      if (d,di) 6 I(Pi) for each i.l s i s n
I(Fi)(d)::= ni otherwise

such that:
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(1)      For the domain
{ xe  Dom(T)  1  I A (INT(x) v NULLT(x)) I holds:
(1.1)  F::= (Fl, ···, Fn) is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set

(yl, ···, yn E Dom*(Tl) x ... x Dom*(Tn) 1 It= (3·r x: Pl(x,yi) A ... A
Pn(x, n)) v (NULLTi(yl) A ... A NULL·rn(yn)) };

(1.2) F.F=Id
(2)     For the domain

1 Yl, ···, yn e Dom*(Tl) X x Dom*(Tn) I I H (3·r X:Pl(X,Yl) A ... A
Pn(x,Yn)) v (NULL·rl(yl) A ... A NULL·rn(Yn)) 1 holds:
(2.1)  F is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set

I x c Dom(T)  I  I 1= (INT(x) v NULL (X)) };
(2.2)   F o F=I d

(3)      The following wff are valid:
VT x :  IN·r(x) =,  INTi(Fi(x))
VT x :  NULLT(x) => NULL·ri(Fi(x))

0

Proof

Before we can prove the conditions (1), (2) and (3), we have to prove that I(Fi), 1
  i 5 n, and I(F) are total functions respectively from Dom*(T) -> Dom*(Ti) and
Dom*(Tl) x ... x Dom*(Tn  -> Dom*(T).

ill:  I(Fi) is a total function from Dom*(T) -> Dom*(Ti).
Because we have the constraint UNIQ( pi-1(T,Ti)), we know that the
following wff is valid:
VTixi,VTix'i, VTx : Pi(x, xi) A Pi(x, x'i) 4 xi = x'i
This implies that I(Fi) is a function.
Clearly I(Fi) is total.

(21:  I(F) is a total function from Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn) -> Dom*(T).
Because we have constraint UNIQ( Pl(T,Tl),..., Pn(T,Tn)), we know that the
following wff is valid:
VTlxl,     ' VTnxn, VTx, VTx' :
P (x, xl) A ... A Pn(X, Xn) A Pl(X', Xl) A ... A Pn(x', xn) =2 x=x'
This implies that I(F) is a function.
Clearly I(F) is total.

Because we have the constraints TOTAL( PICT,Ti)), for each i.l f i s n, the
following wff is valid for each i:
V'rx : IN(x) ** ( 3·rixi : Pi(x, xi) ).
We also know from the conditions of the BRM  that for each  type T':
Vl"x : IN·r(x) =2 --1(NULLT'(x))
This implies that if NULL (x) has truth value TRUE, Fi(x) =* @ has truth value
TRUE. This proves that
VT x:  NULL·r(x) =  NULLTi(Fi(x)) is valid.
Similar, if (NULLT1(yl) A ... A NULLTn<Yn)) has truth value TRUE, F'(Yl, ··· .Yn)
=* @ has truth value TRUE.
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We now prove the following statements:
(11: F i s total for the domain {x E Dom(T)  I  I k (INT(x) v NULL (X)) }.

clear
fil:  F i s one-to-one for the domain {x E Dom(T)  I I I= (INT(x) v NULLT(x)) }

Suppose F(x) =* F(x'), then this means that for each i, Fi(x) =* Fi(x'), 1 K i l n.
If Fi(x) =* Fi(x') =* @ then we must have x =* x' =* @.
In the other case, Pi(x, xi) as well as Pi(x', xi) have truth value TRUE.
However because of the constraint UNIQ( Pl(T,Tl),..., Pn(T,Tn)), we have:
VTlxl'   - , VTnxn, VTx, VTK' :
P (x, xl) A... A Pn(X, Xn) A Pl(X', Xl) A ... A pn(x', xn) => x=x'
Therefore F is one-to-one for this domain.

<51:  F is onto the domain { Yl, ···, Yn e Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn)  I I H (3T x.
P1(x,yl) A ... A Pn(x,Yn)) v (NULLTi(Yl) A ... A NULLTn(Yn)) 1 for the domain
I x e Dom(T)  I  I 1= (IN·r{x) v NULLT(x)) 1
Because we have the total constraints TOTAL( Pi(T,Ti)) for i, 1 S i s n, the
following wff is valid:
VTx : IN(x) c> ( 3·rlxl : Pl(x, xl) ) A ... A ( 3Tnxn : Pn(x, Xn) )
For NULL·r(x) we have Fi(x) =* @ for each i, 1 5 i c n.
Therefore F is onto.

t61:   F' of=Id.
clear.

<71:  F is total for the domain { yl, ··· , y„ E Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn)  1 I 1= (31' x:
P,(x,yl) A ... A Pn(x,Yn)) v (NULLT1(Yl) A ... A NULLTn(Yn)) }
clear

(81:  F is one-to-one for the domain { yi, ···, yn € Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn) 1
I K (3T x: Pl(X,yl) A... A Pn(X,Yn)) v (NULL·rl(Yl) A ... A NULLTn(yn)) }·
Suppose F'(Yl, ··· ,Yn) =* F(y'l, ··· *y'n)·
If F'(yl, ··· ,Yn) =* F(y,1, ··· ,y'n) =* @ then we must have yi =* y'i =* @, for
eachi,lgiEn.
In the other case, for each i, 1 5 i f n, Pi(x, yi) as well as Pi(x, y'i) have truth
value TRUE. Because we have the constraint UNIQ( pi-,(T,Ti)), the following
wff has truth value lRUE for each i, 1 5 1 E n:
VTiyi,VTiy'i, VTX : Pl(x, yi) A Pi(x, y'l) => Yi = Y'i
This proves that F' is one-to-one.

f21:  F' is onto the domain {x< Dom(T)  I  I l= (INT(x) v  NULLT(x)) 1 for the
domain { Yl, ··· , Yn E Dom*(Tl) x  .. x Dom*(Tn)  1 I H (31' x: Pl(X,Yl) A ... A
Pn(x,Yn)) v (NULLTi(yl) A ... A NUI.LTn(Yn)) 1
Because we have the constraints TOTAL( Pi(T,Ti)) for i, 1 5 i f n, the
following wff is valid:
VTx: IN(x) ** ( 3·rlxl  Pl(x, xl) ) A. . .A C 3Tnxn: Pn(x, xn) )
If (NULLT1 (yl) A ... A NULLTn(Yn)) has truth value TRUE, then
NULL(F(yl, ···,Yn)) also has truth value TRUE.
Therefore F i s onto the set {x E Dom(T)  I I K (IN-r(x) v NULLT(x)) }.

(10): F.F= Id.
clear.

(11):  VT x:   IN·r(x)  4   INTi(Fi(x)) is valid.
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Because we have the constraints TOTAL( Pi(T,Ti)), for each i, 1 5 i   n, the
following wff has truth value TRUE for each i. 1 5 i f i n:
VTx:IN(x) ** C 3Tixi: Pi(X, Xi) ).
We also know that the following wff is TRUE for each i, 1 5 i w n:
VTx, VTixi . Pi(x, xi) => INTi(xi)·
Thus, VT x :  IN·r<x) =  IN·ri(Fi(x)) is valid for each i.

0

4.2 The Relational Model

We now describe the Relational Model in terms of the framework. The
concept of domain is expressed by means of type symbols. The relations
correspond with our relation symbols. The attributes correspond with our roles.
There are no subtype relations.

The definition of a Relational Model Schema is given in section 4.2.1. The
constraints of the Relational Model are formally defined in section 4.2.2. According
to the Relational Model, a schema has to satisfy a number of conditions, such as
e.g. the entity integrity rule and the referential integrity rule. These conditions are
defined in section 4.2.3.

4.2.1   A Relational Model Schema

As already said, the concept of domain is expressed by means of type
symbols. The relation definitions correspond with our relation symbols. The
attributes correspond with our roles. There are no subtype relations.

Definition 4.2.1
A RM schema is a data schema X = (L, F) for which the following conditions
hold:
(1)      There is no partial order relation .< on Types.
(2)       For each type T € Types, if Ri(T,Si) E Relations of which T is the type of

a role, then the following wff is in r
VTx : (-NULL(x) A Osi ui : R,(x,ui)) ) => INT(x)

0

The subtype concept is not available in the standard Relational Model,
therefore we have condition (1). Condition (2) states that instances in a role of a
relation which are not-null values are in the extension of the type of this role.

EXAMPLE
Types::= { DocId, Title, Size, Integer, StyleId, Keyword, FolderId }
RelationNames ::= { Document, FolderContaining, StyleDocument,

TemplateDocument, DocKeyword

RoleNames ::= { DocIdOf, TitleOf, FolderContaining, SizeOf, StyleUsedBy,
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DocDefining, StyleDefinedIn, Doc, DocIncluding, KeywordIn

Relations ::= C Document ( DocIdOf: DocId, TitleOf: Title,
FolderContaining: FolderId, SizeOf: Size,
StyleUsedBy StyleId ),

StyleDocument ( DocDefining: DocId, StyleDefinedIn: StyleId ),
TemplateDocument ( Doc: DocId ),
DocKeyword ( DocIncluding: DocId, KeywordIn: Keyword)

Preds::= { greater-than ( Size,Size ) }
Functs .:= { NumberOfKeywords ( 2Keyword, Integer) }
Constraints are omitted, examples will be given in section 4.2.2.

El

4.2.2 Declarative Constraint Types

We now formally define the constraint types usually associated with a RM
schema. We define the well-known functional dependency, key, primary key,
foreign key, inclusion dependency, multivalued dependency and not-null

constraint. The functional dependency, the key, the multivalued dependency and
the not-null constraint will be special cases of the constraints with the same name
defined in the formal framework (section 3.2.4). The inclusion dependency will be a
special case of the subset constraint.

The functional dependency in the Relational Model corresponds with the
functional dependency defined in our framework. However, the Relational Model
restricts a functional dependency to the attributes of a relation. The functional
dependency of the Relational Model states that any two tuples with the same
values for a given attribute (sequence) in a relation must have equal values for
another given attribute (sequence) of this relation.

Definition 4.2.2
Let I= (L, r) be a RM schema,
R a relation of I,
sl:Sl and s2*$2 subsequences of the role sequence of R.
Then the functional dependency constraint  FD(R,  sl  Sl  -+ s2: 52) is called  a
relational functional dependency constraint.

0

EXAMPLES
FD( Document, DocIdOf: Dodd -4 TitleOf: Title)
is a relational functional dependency, it states that for each DocId in the relation
Document, there is at most one Title.
FD( StyleDocument, DocIdOf: Dodd -* StyleDefinedIn: StyleId )
is a relational functional dependency, it states that for each Dodd in the relation
StyleDocument, there is at most one Style defined in this StyleDocument.

13
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The not-null constraint of the Relational Model corresponds with -7NULL, or
the and-not-null constraint defined in our framework. However, the Relational
Model restricts a not-null constraint to a single attribute of a relation. The not-null
constraint of the Relational Model states that the null value is not allowed as value
for this attribute.

Definition 4.2.3
Let 52= (L, D be a RM schema,
R a relation of I,
rl:Ti a role of R
Then the constraint AND-NNL(R, r1  Tl) is called a relational not-nul/ constraint,
noted NO INULL(R, rl:Tl).

0

EXAMPLES
NOT'NULL( Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
is a relational not-null constraint it states that DocIdOf in the relation Document
cannot contain the null value, this means that each DocId of a document must
be a nonnull value.
NO INULL( StyleDocument, StyleDefinedIn: StyleId)
is a relational not-null constraint, it states that StyleDefinedIn: StyleId cannot
contain a null value in the relation StyleDocument, this means that each
StyleDocument defines at least one Style.

0

The key constraint of the Relational Model corresponds with the key
constraint defined in our framework. However, the Relational Model restricts a
key constraint to an attribute(sequence) of a relation. The key constraint of the
Relational Model states that the values for this attribute(sequence) must be unique
for every tuple in the relation.

Definition 4.2.4
Let I =  (L,  r) be a RM schema,
R a relation of I,
S,Sl  is a subsequence of the role sequence of R.
Then  the constraint KEY(R, sl:Sl)  is called a relational key constraint.

0

EXAMPLES
KEY( Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
is a relational key constraint, it states that each tuple in the relation Document
has a unique value for DocIdOf: DocId, this means that a DocId uniquely
identifies a Document.
KEY( StyleDocument, StyleDefinedIn: StyleId )
is a relational key constraint, it states that each tuple in the relation
StyleDocument has a unique value for StyleDefinedIn: StyleId. This means that a
Style is defined only once in a StyleDoctiment.
KEY( StyleDocument, DocDefining: DocId )
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is a relational key constraint, it states that each tuple in the relation
StyleDocument has a unique value for DocDefining: DocId. This means that a
StyleDocument defines only one Style.

0

In general, a relation may have more than one key. In this case, each of the

keys is called a candidate key. It is common to designate one of the candidate keys
as the primary key of the relation. In addition, the entity integrity rule of the
Relational Model states that a primary key value must not be null.

Definition 4.2.5
Let X =  (L, 0 be a RM schema,
R a relation of I,
si:Sl  is a subsequence of the role sequence of R.
Then the following wff is called a primai·y key constraint, noted
PKEY(R, sl:Sl)

AND-NNL(R, sl:Sl) A KEY(R, 51:Sl)
0

EXAMPLES
PKEY( Document DocIdOf: Dodd)
declares that DocIdOf: DocId is the primary key of the relation Document.
PKEY( StyleDocument, DocDefining: DocId)
declares that DocDefining: DocId is the primary key of the relation
StyleDocument.

0

The multivalued dependency of the Relational Model corresponds with the
multivalued dependency defined in our framework. However, the Relational
Model restricts a multivalued dependency to the atttributes of a relation.

Definition 4.2.6
Let I =  (L, ID be a RM schema,
R a relation of I of type sls2s3:S,S253·
Then MVD(R, sl:Si ->> 52: S2) is called a relational multivalued dependency
constraint.

0

EXAMPLE

Suppose we have the relation
Document'( DocIdOf: DocId, TitleOf: Title, FolderContaining: FolderId, SizeOf:
Size, StyleUsedBy: StyleId, KeywordIn: Keyword )
then
MVD( Document', DocIdOf: DocIdl ->> KeywordIn: Keyword)
declares a relational multivalued dependency, it states that the Keywords
appearing in a Document only depend on the Document and not on its Title,
Folder, Size or Style.

0
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The inclusion dependency of the Relational Model corresponds with the
subset constraint defined in our framework. However, an inclusion dependency is
restricted to the attributes of a relation. The inclusion dependency states that
values appearing in the attribute(sequence) of one relation must also appear as
attribute values in an other relation. The foreign key is a special case of an inclusion
dependency and thus of a subset constraint. For the foreign key, the attributes of
the second relation must constitute its primary key.

Definition 4.2.7
Let I= (L, r) be a RM schema,
Rl and R2 relation symbols of I,
s:S is a subsequence of the role sequence of Ri.
and s':S is a subsequence of the role sequence of R .
Then the following wff is called an inclusion dependency constraint, noted
INCL(Ri, s:S -> R2, s':S)

SUBC Rl[s:Sl & R2[s':S])
0

EXAMPLES
INCL( Document, StyleUsedBy: StyleId -> StyleDocument, StyleDefinedIn:
StyleId )
is an inclusion dependency, it states that each Style used in a Document must be
defined in a StyleDocument.
II\ICL( TemplateDocument, Doc: DocId -> Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
is an inclusion dependency, it states that each DocId used in the relation
TemplateDocument must be defined in the Document relation. This means that
each TemplateDocument is also a Document.

0

Definition 4.2.8
Let I =  (L, 0 be a RM schema,
Rl and R2 relation symbols of X,
s:S is a subsequence of the role sequence of Rl,
and s':S is a subsequence of the role sequence of R .
Then the following wff is called a foreig,1 key constraint, noted
FKEY(Rl, s:S -> R , S':S) :

PKEY(Re s':S)   INCL(Rl, s:S -> R , S':S)
0

EXAMPLE
The inclusion dependency INCL( TemplateDocument , Doc: DocId ->
Document, DocIdOf: DocId ) is also a foreign key if DocIdOf: DocId is the
primary key of the relation Document:
FKEY( TemplateDocument, Doc: Dodd -> Document, DocIdOf: DocId )

0
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4.2.3   Properties of Relational Model Schemas

Usually, the Relational Model requires a schema to satisfy a number of
conditions to be a "good" RM schema. These conditions require e.g. that the entity
integrity rule and the referencial integrity rule is satisfied. Usually, it is also
required that the schema is normalized.

The entity integrity rule states that no primary key can be null. This is already
satisfied by our definition of primary key. We will extend this rule somewhat and
require that each relation must have a primary key. We call this "key complete".

Informally, the referential integrity rule states that a tuple in one relation that
refers to another relation must refer to an existing tuple in that relation. It is not
easy to formalize this rule completely. For single attributes it is possible to require
a foreign key constraint, however for attribute sequences we cannot require such a
rule. An attribute sequence of some type sequence in one relation may have a
different semantics than a different attribute sequence but with the same type
sequence in another (or the same) relation. Requiring a foreign key in that case
would be incorrect. Therefore we can only formulate the referential integrity for
single attributes.

A lot of theoretical work in the context of the Relational Model has been
devoted to normalization. Different normal forms have been defined in order to
reduce the number of update anomalies in a relational database. Update anomalies
are due to redundancy. Therefore, the different normal forms try to reduce
redundancy as much as possible. Although, theorectically this is a good principle,
from a practical point of view it is not always desirable to remove all redundancy.
For large databases, it may lead to effiency problems, see e.g. [Inmo 87].
Therefore, normalization is not necessarily a priority, especially not when the
redundancy can be effectively and efficiently controlled by constraints. A more
elaborate discussion on this topic is given in chapter 8. It is very well possible and
not difficult to define the different normal forms within our framework. However,
we will not do this here because normalization will not be of further use to us in
this work.

Definition 4.2.9
A RM schema X = (L, I-) is key complt'te if each relation has a primary key
constraint.

0

EXAMPLE
The RM schema below is key complete if it includes the following four
constraints:
PKEY( Document, DocIdOf: Dodd)
PKEY( StyleDocument, DocDefining: Dodd)
PKEY( TemplateDocument, Doc: DocId)
PKEY( DocKeyword, DocIncluding,KeywordIn: DocId, Keyword )
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RM schema language (relation names and role names are omitted):
Types::= { Dodd, Title, Size, Styleld, Keyword, FolderId }
Relations .- { Document ( DoddOf: DocId, TitleOf: Title,

FolderContaining: FolderId, SizeOf: Size,
StyleUsedBy: StyleId ),

StyleDocument ( DocDefining: Dodd,
StyleDefinedIn: StyleId ),

TemplateDocument ( Doc: DocId ),
DocKeyword ( DocIncluding: DocId, KeywordIn: Keyword)

Preds::=       ( }
Functs ::=      { }

0

Definition 4.2.10
For a RM schema I = (L, I-), T E Types,
the referential integrity rule for T is satisfied if either:
(1) there exists a relation R, a primary key constraint PKEY(R, r:T), and for

each role r':T, different from r:T, in a relation R' we have
r H FKEY(R', r':T -> R, r:T)

(2) there exists a relation  R with  a  role r:T  and  for  each  role r':T, different
from r:T, in a relation R' we have
r k INCL(R', r'.T -> R, r:T)

(3)       there is at most one role of type T.
0

Definition 4.2.11
A RM schema I = (L, 1-) satisfies the referential integrity rule, if each type
T e Types, satisfies the referential integrity rule.

0

EXAMPLE
The RM schema below satisfies the referential integrity rule if it includes the
following five constraints:
PKEY( Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
FKEY( StyleDocument, DocDefining: Dc,dd -> Document, DocIdOf: DocId )
FKEY( TemplateDocument, Doc: DocId -> Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
FKEY( DocKeyword, DocIncluding: Dodd -> Document, DocIdOf: DocId)
INCL( Document, StyleUsedBy : StyleId -> StyleDocument, StyleDefinedIn :
StyleId)

RM schema language (relation names and role names are omitted):
Types:: = { DocId, Title, Size, Integer, StyleId, Keyword, Folderld 1
Retatio,is ::= { Document ( DocIdOf: Dodd, TitleOf: Title,

FolderContaining FolderId, SizeOf: Size,
StyleUsedBy: StyleId ),

StyleDocument ( DocDefining Dodd, StyleDefinedIn: StyleId ),
TemplateDocument ( Doc: DocId ),
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DocKeyword ( DocIncluding: DocId, KeywordIn: Keyword)

Preds::=                {  }
Functs ::=      { 1

IE!

4.3 The Entity-Relationship Model

In this section we describe the Entity-Relationship Model in terms of the
framework presented in the previous chapter. We take the Entity-realtionship
Model as described in [Elma 89], chapter 3. This particular Entity-Relationship
Model supports entity types and attributes, single valued as well as multivalued
attributes, domains for attributes, n-ary relationships, and attributes for
relationships. For reasons of simplicity we omit the weak entity types. They can be
expressed by putting extra conditions on the normal entity types.

The entity types and the domains of the Entity-Relationship Model are
represented by type symbols. An entity type is also associated with a relation
symbol to record the attributes of the entity type. The relationships corresponds
with our relation symbols. To be able to record attributes for relationships we
introduce a surrogate type for this relation representing the surrogate values for
the relationship tuples. The attributes of a relationship are recorded in a separate
relation by means of those surrogate values. There is no partial order relation <
because this particular Entity-Relationship Model does not support subtypes.

The declarative constraints, key attribute, cardinality, single valued attribute,
of the Entity-Relationship Model are formally defined in section 4.3.2.

The only requirement usually put on a schema of the Entity-Relationship
Model, is that each entity type must have a key attribute(sequence). This condition
is defined in section 4.3.3.

4.3.1 An Entity-Relationship Model Schema

As already said, the entity types and the domains of the Entity-Relationship
Model are represented by type symbols. An entity type is also associated with a
relation symbol to record the attributes of the entity type. The relationships
correspond to relation symbols. To be able to record attributes for relationships
"surrogates" are introduced for each relationship tuple. The attributes of a
relationship are recorded in a separate relation by means of those surrogates.
There is no partial order relation 4.
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Definition 4.3.1
An ERM schema is a data schema X = (L, 1-) for which the following conditions
hold:
(1)    The set of type symbols Types is partitioned into three disjoint sets

Entity-Types, Domains and Relationship-Types being respectively the
set of Entity Types, Domains for the attributes and surrogate types for
the relationships.

(2)       There is no partial order relation =: defined on Types.
(3)      The set Relations is partitioned into three disjoint set Entity-Attributes,

Relationships, and Relationship-Attributes, respectively the relations for
describing the entities (attributes), the relationships between entities
and the attributes of the relationships.
(3.1)  For each RE(TO,Tl, ···, Tn) e Entity-Attributes, holds:

To € Entity-Types,
Tic Domains,  1 5 i f n,n 2 1

(3.2)  For each R(To,Tl,..., Tn) € Relationships, holds:
To e  Relationship-Types
Ti E Entity-Types,lsi 56 n,n 2 2
for each i, 1 5 i j n, there exists a relation

RiE(Ti, Tl,···, Tn') E Entity-Attributes
and the following wff is in r
VTixi : (3.roxo,31.lxl,···,3Ti.lxi-1,3Ti+lxi+1„,,,3Tnxn

R(xo,xl, ··, Xn))
=>

(3Tl x'1, ···, 3rn' x'n': RiE(xi,x'l, ···, x'n'))
FD(R, To -+ Ti'..., Tn) is in r

(3.3)  For each RA(To,Tl, ···. Tn) E Relationship-Attributes holds:
To c Relationship-Types
Tic Domains,  l i i s i n,n k l,
there exists a relation R(To,T'i, ..., Tn') € Relationships
and the following wff is in r

VTox : (3-rl xl, ···,3Tn xn. RA(x,xl,..., xn)) =I
(3Tl x'1, ··· .37„' x'n': R(x,x'1, ···, x'n'))

(4)           For     each     type     T     r E n t i t y- Types, there is a most one
RECT,Tl,  ··· , Tn) € Entity-Attributes

(5)   For each type T € Relationship-Types, there is a most one
RACT,Tl, ···, Tn) E Relationship-Attributes.

(6)    For each type T e Entity-Types, there exists a function symbol
NUMBER-OF of type (2T, Integer).

(7)       For each R(To,Ti, ···, Tn)€ Relations, the following wff is in 1-

V.rox : (3Tl xl,.... 3Tn xn: R(x.xl, ···, xn)) => -·NULLTo(x)
(8)       For each type R(Ti,..., Tn) E Relations, the following wff is in 1-

*Tix : (--NULL(x) A (3·rl yl, · · , 3Tn Yn  R(yl, ··· , x,..., yn))) =* INTi(x)
(9)        For each type T E Types the following wffs are in 1-

VTx : IN {x) =>  (NULLT(x))
VTx : IN·r(x) v 9IN,(x)

0
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Intuitively, condition (1) makes the distinction between Entity Types and
Domains for attributes. In addition, we introduce a number of surrogate types to
be used for representing relationships. Condition (2) expresses that subtypes are
not supported.

Condition (3) divides the relations into entity-attributes, relationships and
relationship-attributes. Entity-attributes are used to describe the attributes of the
entities, relationships are used to maintain the relationships between entities and
the relationship-attributes are used to describe the attributes of a relationship.
Condition (3.1) ensures that an entity-attribute relation describes exactly one
entity-type, all other role types must be domains. Condition (3.2) ensures that a
relationship is defined for entity-types and contains a surrogate relationship type.
In addition it guarantees a kind of referential integrity constraint stating that each
entity instance used in a relationship R is an existing entity instance, i.e. for each
entity-type involved in the relationship there exists an entity-attribute relation
(RiE) describing the entities of that type and the instances of this entity-type used in
the relationship are in the extension of this entity-attribute relation. In addition it is
required that the surrogate is the key of the relationship, i.e. each surrogate
instance corresponds with only one relationship tuple. Condition (3.3) states that a
relationship-attribute relation defines the attributes of only one relationship
surrogate type, all other role types must be domains. This surrogate type must
appear as the surrogate type of some relationship R. In addition, it expresses a
kind of referential integrity constraint stating that if an instance of the surrogate
type appears in the extension of the relationship-attribute relation, then it must
also be used as surrogate in the relationship R.

By conditions (4) and (5), each entity-type and each relationship-type is

described by at most one entity-attribute relation or relationship-attribute relation.

Condition (6) includes a function NUMBER-OF in the language for each
entity-type. These functions will be used later in the cardinality constraints, the
interpretation of this function returns the number of entities present in a set of
entities.

By condition (7), each entity described in an entity-attribute relation must be
different from the null value. Similar, each surrogate used in a relationship relation
or a relationship-attribute relation must be different from the null value.

Condition (8) states that all non-null instances in a role of a relation are in the
extension of the type of this role. By condition (9) null values cannot occur in the
extension of a type and for each instance it can be decided whether it is an instance
of the type or not.

EXAMPLE
The following data schema is an ERM schema:
Entity-Types ::= ( Department, Employee, Dependent }
Domains ::= { DepName, DepNumber, Locations, EmplName, Sex, Address,

EmplId, Salary, DependentName, Relationship, Date, Integer I
Relatio,iship-Types .:= C DependentsOfSurr, ManagesSurr, WorksForSurr }
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RelationNames .:= { Department, Employee, Dependent, WorksFor, Manages,
DependentsOf, ManagesInfo 1

RoleNames -= { DepWith, NameOf, NumberOf, LocationsOf, EmplWith,
SexOf, EmplIdOf, SalaryOf, DependWith, RelationshipOf,
surr, EmplWorkingFor, DepEmploying, EmplManaging,
DepManagedBy, EmplWith, DependentOf }

Entity-Attributes ::= 1 Department ( DepWith: Department,
NameOf: DepName,
NumberOf: DepNumber,
LocationsOf: Locations )

Employee ( EmplWith: Employee,
NameOf: EmplName,
SexOf: Sex,
EmplIdOf: EmplId,
SalaryOf: Salary )

Dependent ( DependWith: Dependent,
NameOf: DependentName,
RelationshipOf: Relationship)

Relationships ::= { WorksFor  ( surr: WorksForSurr,
EmplWorkingFor: Employee,
DepEmploying: Department),

Manages ( surr: ManagesSurr,
EmplManaging: Employee,
DepManagedBy: Department ),

DependentsOf  ( surr: DependentsOfSurr,
EmplWith: Employee,
DependentOf: Dependent)

Relationships-Attributes ::= { ManagesInfo ( surr: ManagesSurr,
StartDate: Date )

Preds.::=   { }
Functs::.= { NUMBER-OF( 2Dapartment, Integer ),

NUMBER-OF( 2Employee, Integer ),
NUMBER-OF( 2E)ependen: Integer )

Constraints are omitted, examples will be given in section 4.2.2.
0

4.3.2 Declarative Constraint Types

We now formally define the constraitit types usually associated with an ERM
schema. We define the well-known key constraint, the cardinality constraint for a
relationship and the single value constraint for an attribute.

An entity type may have (at least one) attribute whose values are distinct for
each individual entity. Such an entity is called a key attribute, its values can be used
to identify each entity of this type uniquely. In general, several attributes together
form a key.
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Definition 4.3.2
Let I = (L, 0 be an ERM schema,
R(ro:To,ri:Ti,  ···, rn:Tn) e Entity-Attributes„
s:S a subsequences of the role sequence rl:Tl, ···, rn:Tn·
Then s:S is a key attribute sequence for R, noted ER-KEY(R, s:S), if:

r H  AND-NNL(R, s:S)
and

r   (MTOTi..·Tnu, MTOTl···Tnu':
( R(u)   R(u') =* C (u[ro:To] =* u'[ro:To]) = (u[s:S] =* u'[s:S]))))

0

EXAMPLES
ER-KEY( Employee, EmplIdOf: EmplId)
expresses that the EmplId of an Employee is a key attribute. This means that
each employee has a unique EmplId.

ER-KEY( Department, NameOf: DepName)
ER-KEY( Department, NumberOf: DepNumber)
express that both the Name of a Department and the Number of a Department
are key attributes. Each department has a unique name and a unique number.

0

Theorem 4.3.1
The key attribute constraint is logically closed.

0

Proof

By Theorem 3.7.2 AND-NNL is logically closed. Relation symbols and the =*
predicate are also logically closed. Therefore both wffs are logically closed.

0

Definition 4.3.3
Let I = (L, D be an ERM schema,
R(ro:To,rl:Tl, ···, rn:Tn) e  Relationships„
Then the following wff is called the cardinality constraint for ri:Ti, noted
CARDINAL(R, ri:Ti, min, max), 1 5 i b l n, min 20.max 2 1:

VTiyi: INTi(yi) **
min 5 NUMBER-OF( I x l R(x,Yl,···,Yi,···,yn) }) 5 max

0

EXAMPLES
The following two cardinality constraints express that an employee manages at
most one department and each department is managed by exactly one
employee.
CARDINAL( Manages, EmplManaging: Employee, 0,1 )
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CARDINAL( Manages, DepManagedBy: Department, 1,1 )

The following two cardinality constraints express that an employee may have
several dependents but each dependent must belong to exactly one employee.
CARDINAL( DependentsOf, EmplWith: Employee, 0, m)
CARDINAL( DependentsOf, DependentOf: Dependent, 1,1 )

0

Theorem 4.3.2
The cardinality constraint is logically closed.

0

Proof

The predicate IN is logically closed. Relation symbols are also logically closed.
The 5 applies to integers only. Therefore the wff is logically closed.

0

Definition 4.3.4
Let I = (L, ID be an ERM schema,
R(ro:To,rl:Tl.  '   ' rn:Tn) E Entity-Attributes or
R(ro:To,rl :Tl, ···, rn:Tn) f Relationship-Attributes,
Then a role ri:Ti,lsi n,of the relation R i s a single valued attribute, noted
SINGLE-VALUED(R, ri:Ti), if:

r k  (VTO'rl.··Tnu, VTo'rl...Tnu'  :
C R(u)   R(u') => C (u[ro:Tol =* u'[ro:ToI) =2 (u[s:S] =* u'[s:S]))))

0

EXAMPLES
SINGLE-VALUED( Employee, NameOf: EmplName)
expresses that each employee has at most one name.

SINGLE-VALUED( Employee, SalaryOf: Salary )
expresses that each employee has at most one salary.

SINGLE-VALUED( ManagesInfo, StartDate: Date)
expresses that each relationship manages has at most one start date.

0

Theorem 4.3.3
The single valued role constraint is logically closed.

0

Proof

Relation symbols are logically closed. The =* is also logically closed. Therefore
the wff is logically closed.

0
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4.3.3   Properties of Entity-Relationship Model Schemas

Usually, the Entity-Relationship Model only requires a schema to have at least
one key attribute for each entity type. We call this a key complete ERM schema.

Definition 4.3.5
An ERM schema I = (L, D is key complete if each entity-attribute relation has a
key attribute (sequence).

0

EXAMPLE
The ERM schema defined below is key complete if it includes the following
constraints:
ER-KEY( Employee, EmplIdOf: EmplId)
ER-KEY( Department, NumberOf: DepNumber)

ERM schema language (relation names and role names are omitted):
Entity-Types ::= { Department, Employee, Dependent }
Domains ::= { DepName, DepNumber, Locations, EmplName, Sex, Address,

EmplId, Salary, Date, Integer }
Relationship-Types ::= { ManagesSurr, WorksForSurr }
Entity-Attributes ::= C Department ( DepWith: Department,

NameOf: DepName,
NumberOf: DepNumber,
LocationsOf : Locations )

Employee ( EmplWith: Employee,
NameOf: EmplName,
SexOf: Sex,
EmplIdOf: EmplId,
SalaryOf: Salary)

Relationships ::= { WorksFor  ( surr: WorksForSurr,
EmplWorkingFor: Employee,
DepEmploying: Department ),

Manages   ( surr: ManagesSurr,
EmplManaging: Employee,
DepManagedBy: Department),

Relationships-Attributes ::= { ManagesInfo  ( surr: ManagesSurr,
StartDate: Date )

Preds.::=   { }
Functs::.=  { NUMBER-OF( 2Departt1 ent, Integer ),

NUMBER-OF( 2Employce. Integer ),

0



Chapter 5

Data Schema Transformations.

5.1 Introduction

As already stated in the introduction of this dissertation, data schema
transformations, and more in particular lossless data schema transformations,
appear in many aspects of database design, use and maintenance. Usually they
appear along with the issue of "data schema equivalence", which is the problem of
how to represent the "same" data using different structures. The generic term
"structure" indicates that the scope of data schema equivalence is very broad and
not limited to a particular model or type of model. We recall from chapter 1 some
of the database topics to which the problem is relevant:

-    The normalization theory in the Relational Model.
- Database views.
- Multi-level schemata architecture.
-     Conversion of conceptual schema design into actual database design.
- Shared databases.
- Interoperable databases.
- Database conversion/re-engineering.
- Schema integration.

Most of the issues arising in the context of data schema transformations and
data schema equivalence can be reduced to two general problems, namely

(1)  how can the equivalence of two data schemas be proven;
(2)  given one data schema, how can equivalent data schemas be derived.

As already stated in the introduction, the first problem is not addressed as
such in this work. We will deal with the second problem. In this chapter, we define
the concept of data schema transformation in the context of our general
framework. In our definition, a data scliema transformation describes how to
translate the description of the data (the data schema) as well as the data itself (the
corresponding valid db-instances). It is exactly the transformation of the valid db-
instances which will be the basis for a data schema transformation to be lossless. A
data schema transformation is lossless if it can be guaranteed that with each valid
db-instance of the source schema there corresponds exactly one valid db-instance
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of the target schema and vice versa. It must also be noted that our definition of
data schema transformation covers the translation of all concepts present in the
data schema, i.e. also the constraints.

In this chapter we also define a number of lossless data schema
transformations. We call them "primitive" data schema transformations. They
usually operate on one or at most very few relations or symbols of the data
schema. E.g. the projection/natural join transformation, informally known from
the relational normalization theory, is such a primitive data schema
transformation. One advantage of defining those primitive data schema
transformations is that we can compose them (as mappings) in a nearly arbitrary
manner to construct more complex data schema transformations. In this way a
degree of flexibility needed in designing "real life" databases can be obtained. In
addition, the proof of the losslessness of a primitive data schema transformation is
relatively "easy" (at least if we compare it with the formal proof for the
transformation of a "complete" data schema) because the losslessness is preserved
by the data schema transformation composition.

Since the primitive data schema transformations will be defined in the context
of our general framework from chapter 4, we can apply them on any model
expressible in the framework. More importantly, this means that we can use them
as well to define transformations within a single model and as well to define
transformations between different models. An example of this last case will be
given in chapter 7.

Before continuing, we first review the work done on data schema
transformations. Previous work on data schema transformations and data schema
equivalence can be divided into two groups:

(1) Data schema transformations within a single data model;
(2) Data schema transformations from one specific data model to another

specific data model.

In the first group, most of the work was carried out in the framework of the
Relational Model and it was mainly concerned with the normalization of relations
based on "lossless decomposition". Most of this work only discusses the
projection /natural join transformation triggered   by the presence of various
dependencies. Other constraints usually are not taken into consideration. Examples
of this kind of work are [Codd 72b], [Rissa 77], INico 78], [BBG 781, [ABU 79],
[MeMa 791, [BMSU 811, [Fagi 81]. Early definitions of data schema equivalence in
the context of the Relational Model can be Found in [BBG 781 and [BMSU 81]. In this
last paper a polynomial algorithm to test the equivalence of two relational data

schemas, when there are no dependencies, is given. The authors also provide an
exponential algorithm to handle the case where there are functional and
multivalued dependencies present.

A more general and formal approach to data schema transformations in tlie
framework of the Relational Model was given by Isamu Kobayashi [Koba 86al. He
defines a schema transformation as a mapping from one group of relations into
another group of relations. If this mapping is a bijection (total one-to-one
correspondence) then the transformation is called lossless. The paper also presents
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four basic schema transformations and the rules which the two schemas must
obey for a transformation to be lossless. He also addressed the problem of
transforming the underlying database population. Unfortunately, the work does
not take into consideration the possible presence of null values. As the presence of
null values may have serious consequences for the validity of the transformations,
the applicability of this work in "real life" situations is rather limited. The work is
also formulated in the context of the Relational Model and as such subtypes or
transformations between different data models are not considered. However his
work has been a valuable starting point for this dissertation.

Later work, in the framework of the Relational Model, concentrates on the
optimization of relational schemas by eliminating redundant constraints or by
redesigning schemas "without modifying the semantics of the data", e.g. [CTFB
89].

With the growing acceptance of more conceptual models for the design of
databases, some work has been done on the transformation of conceptual schemas
into "better" or "more natural" conceptual schemas. Examples of this kind of work
are [VeNi 82], [JNS 83], [Oren 84], [Koba 86b], [BaBa 88], [Eick 91]. In [Eick 91], Eick
defines the concept of Information Preserving Transformation. In this approach
two conceptual schemas are equivalent if they are capable of satisfying a given set
of information requirements (queries). This differs from the usual approach also
adopted here where two schemas are equivalent if they have the same expressive
power in their underlying database.

Due to the growing importance of object oriented models, reorganizations of
classes (object types) in object oriented database design has recently received
attention in the literature. These can be considered as schema transformations for
object oriented data models. In a recent paper [Berg 91], Bergstein presents a small
set of primitive transformations which form an "orthogonal" basis for object-
preserving class reorganization. In this paper, object-preserving means that the set

of objects in the database does not change. The formalism used is based on graph
theory.

The second group of work is considered with the data schema
transformations from one specific data model to another specific data model. In an
early paper [McGe 74], McGee shows how "Flat Data Structures" can be
transformed into a CODASYL data description. No proof of equivalence is given in
the paper. In [Kali 76] an algorithm to translate relational schemas into CODASYL
schemas is sketched. It is based on graph theory, also no proof of equivalence is
given. In [WoKa 80] (informal) rules are presented to translate a schema of a
variant of the Entity-Relationship Model to both a relational schema and a
CODASYL schema. As usual no proof of equivalence is given. Y.E. Lien [Lien 82]
established an equivalence between network (CODASYL) databases and a subclass
of relational databases. He proves that there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between network databases with loop-free Bachman diagrams and a subclass of
relational structures represented by functional and multivalued dependencies. (It is
also worthwhile to notice that he considers null values for these dependencies.)
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A translation process from entity-relationship schemas to hierarchical data
schemas is elaborated in [Saka 80]. This translation process keep into consideration
the dependency structures present in an entity-relationship schema as well as the
effective use of the data by means of a query analysis matrix. Also in [NaCh 83] an
algorithm to translate an extended entity-relationship schema into a hierarchical
schema is presented.

A lot of papers deals with the problem of translating a so-called conceptual
schema into a relational schema. Usually, no proof of equivalence is given, but
strong emphasis is put on proving that the result relational schema is in some
normal form. If present, (some of the) constraints are used to construct the
relational schema but are not translated themselves. Examples of such papers for
the Entity-Relationship Model are [WoKa 801, [CNC 81], [DuAr 83], [AtSa 84],
[JaNg 84], [Ling 85], [TYF 861. In [AtSa 841, D'Atri and Sacci also presents a set of
elementary operators (preserving equivalence) (using a graph representation) for
modifying an entity-relationship schema and they prove that this set is complete.
They also present an algorithm for testing the equivalence of two (E-R) schemas.
However they put a lot of restrictions on the entity-relationship schemas they
consider. Examples of papers presenting algorithms to translate a binary
relationship schema into a relational schema are [PrVe 83], [ShEv 87], [DeMe 87],
[LeNi 87]. In [PrVe 83] the transformation of constraints is given more attention,
but no formal approach is given. In [LyVi 87], the translation of the Iris Data Model
to the Relation Model is studied. The relational schemas which are translations of
an Iris data schema are characterized. To do so, the usual set of integrity defined
for the Relational Model is extended with a "cross-product" constraint and a
"multiplicity" constraint.

In [CaAm 84], IMMR 861 and [JoKa 89], the problem of translating a relational
schema into a conceptual (E-R) schema is considered. Usually, the algorithms
presented in such papers rely on the fact that the relational schema to be
transformed is in some normal form (e.g. third normal form). However, [MMR 86]
tries to encompass an as large as possible class of relational schemas.

In [Bork 80], Borkin defines concepts such as "data model equivalence",
"application model equivalence" and "database state equivalence". He defines  an

"application model" as the combination of a schema, an initial database state and a
set of valid operations. Therefore he also defines the concept of "operation
equivalence" which is the basis for its definition of application model equivalence.
He defines that two data models are equivalent if for any application model in one
data model there is an equivalent application model in the other data model.
Difference types of equivalence are distinguished. The weak point in this work is
the definition of database state equivalence which is rather informal and on which
all other definitions are based. He also shows the "state dependent" equivalence
for two particular data models (a relational-like and an graph-oriented one).

Grant [Gran 84] generalizes the dependency preserving and lossless join
properties known from the Relational Model to different kinds of databases. The
constraints which he considers are restricted to functional dependencies and join
dependencies. The framework used in this paper is based on the work of Jacobs
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[Jaco 82] (database logic). Therefore the definitions given can be used for relational,
hierarchical and network databases.

In [Hain 89], an "extension transformation" is proposed as a "semantics"
preserving schema transformation in the context of Entity/Object-based data
models. However, its definition of "semantics preserving schema transformation"
is based on a one-to-one correspondence between the database instances and is
not different from the definition of schema transformation usually found in the
literature. Therefore we would rather not call it a semantics preserving
transformation. Especially not since the transformations of the constraints are not
considered. Also null values and subtypes are not treated.

5.2 Definitions

We our now ready to define the formal concept of data schema
transformation. First, a general notion of data schema transformation is defined.
Next, we define a "total" data schema transformation, a "reversible" data schema
transformation and finally, a "lossless" data schema transformation. Lossless data
schema transformations will give rise to "state equivalent" data schemas. It is also
shown how data schema transformations can be composed and which properties
are preserved by composition.

In general, a data schema transformation is a pair of mappings. The first
mapping, called the data schema mapping TI, describes how to produce the target
schema from the source schema. The second mapping, called the db-instance
mapping Il, describes how a valid db-instance for the target data schema is
obtained from a valid db-instance of the source data schema. Usually we require
this mapping to be total otherwise there may be valid db-instances of the source
schema without a corresponding valid db-instance in the target schema.

Definition 5.2.1
Given two data schemas 511= (Ll, I-1) and 512= (L2, r'2),
a data schema transformation I from 21 into X2 is a pair of mappings
(II, Il) such that :
TI(Il) = 22 and
the domain of 71 is 11(21) and the range is l[(22).

II is called the data schema mapping, ri is the db-instance mapping
0

Definition 5.2.2
A data schema transformation  T = (TI , Il)  from a data schema I linto a data
schema X2 is a total data schema transformation if Il is a total mapping.

E
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We now define the composition of two data schema transformations. It is
defined as the composition of respectively the data schema mapping and the db-
instance mapping.

Definition 5.2.3

Let T  =  (TI, TI)  be  a data schema transformation  from  a data schema  I 1  into  a

data schema 522, and let t' = (t'I, T'I) be a data schema transformation from the
data schema I2 into a data schema X3,
then the composition of I and I'. noted t' 9 I, is defined as follows:

(I' o I)I = T'I o TI
(I' O I)I = 7'10 II

0

Theorem 5.2.1
The composition  of two data schema transformations  T from I 1  into 22 and I'
from X2 into 623 is a data schema transformation from 521 into 23·

0

Proof

clear.
0

A data schema transformation is reversible if there exists another data
schema transformation, called the backward schema transformation such that any
valid db-instance of the source data schema which has a corresponding valid db-
instance in the target data schema can be reconstructed from this db-instance by
applying this backward data schema transformation.

Definition 5.2.4
A data schema transformation r = (TI, TI)  from a data schema I 1 into a  data
schema 522 is a reuersible data schema transformation if there exists a data
schema transformation T' = (t'I, I, I) from X2 into I 1  such that
r'I O II (11) = 521 and I'l 0 11 - Id.
r' is called the backward data schema transformation of I.

0

A reversible data schema transformation is not yet a lossless data schema
transformation. This is because some valid db-instances for the target data schema
may not have a corresponding valid db-instance for the source data schema.
Intuitively this means that the target data schema allows the representation of data
which cannot be represented by the source data schema. We say that a schema
transformation is lossless if each valid db-instance of the source schema can be
transformed into a valid db-instance of the target schema and vice versa. A lossless
data schema is also a reversible data schema transformation. The composition of
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two lossless data schema transformations is again a lossless data schema
transformation.

Definition 5.2.5
A data schema transformation  I  = (TI, TI)  from  a data schema  I linto  a  data
schema  22 is a lossless data schema transformation if TI is a total one-to-one

correspondence (i.e. a bijection).
[3

Theorem 5.2.2
A lossless data schema transformation is reversible.

0

Proof

If Il  is a total one-to-one correspondence  then its inverse mapping z- 11 exists.  So

(I-11, I- tI)  is  the backward  data  schema  transformation  of T.
0

Theorem 5.2.3
The composition of two lossless data schema transformations is lossless.

0

Proof

The composition of two one-to-one correspondences is again a one-to-one
correspondence.

0

We now use the concept of lossless data schema transformation to define the
concept of state equivalence of two data schemas. Two data schemas are state
equivalent if there exists a lossless data schema between the two data schemas.
Requiring the existence of a lossless data schema transformation implies that for
two state equivalent data schemas, it is not possible to have a valid db-instance for
one schema without having a unique corresponding valid db-instance for the other
schema.

Definition 5.2.6
Two data schemas Il and I2 are state ,·quivalent if there exists a lossless data
schema transformation T from 521 into 12 ·

0
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5.3    Lossless Data Schema Transformations

Data schema transformations are, in general, not lossless. However, given a
data schema transformation it is possible to obtain a subset of data schemas for
which the transformation is lossless. More specifically it is possible to identify the
conditions that the source and target schema must satisfy for a data schema
transformation to be lossless. We will call these conditions lossless rules. Well-
known examples of lossless rules are the conditions needed to decompose
relations in the Relational Model into third or Boyce-Codd normal form relations.

Since lossless data schema transformations are reversible we will always
consider a lossless data schema transformation together with its backward data
schema transformation. In this context we shall call the original data schema
transformation the forward data schema tra,isformation.

In any lossless data schema transformation the lossless rules of the forward
data schema transformation are the same for the backward data schema
transformation but with target and source schemas interchanged. Therefore for a
lossless data schema transformation, strickly speaking it is not necessary to give
the lossless rules of both the forward and backward transformation. However, for
convenience reasons we will split the lossless rules into two sets, the set of rules
which need to be valid for the source schema and the set of rules which need to the
valid for the target schema.

Therefore, a lossless data schema transformation will be given as a 6-tuple
consisting of the forward and backward data schema mappings, the forward and
the backward db-instance mapping and the two sets of lossless rules.

Definition 5.3.1
A lossless data schema transformation is represented as a 6-tuple
(Ix, rtx, TI, T-11, P, Q) consisting of

.    T I the forward data schema mapping.

0    1-1X the backward data schema mapping.

.    TI the forward db-instance mapping.

.      I- 1 I the backward db-instance mapping

•   P, the set of lossless rules which need to be satisfied for the source data
schema.

•   Q„ the set of lossless rules which need to be satisfied for the target data
schema.

[3

We now introduce a notation for replacing certain symbols of a given
language by other symbols. We shall also use this notation for replacing
subformulae in constraints.
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Definition 5.3.2
If X  is a set of symbols, X1, ..., Xn are symbols contained in X, and Yl, ··· , Ym
are symbols (not necessarily in X, and not necessarily m = n) then:

X  .·. {Xl,..., Xn "Yl. ···,Ym}
denotes the set of symbols obtained by replacing the symbols X1,..., Xn in X by
Yl, ···, Ym;

X  .'. { e Yl, ···,Ym )
denotes the set of symbols obtained by adding to X the symbols Yl. ··· , Ym;

X  ..{Xl, ···,Xn 5  
denotes the set of symbols obtained by removing from X the symbols
Xl,    'Xn·

If r is a set of wffs for some language L, wl(tl) ... , Wn(tn) are wffs for L and
w'1(ti), ··· , w,n (tn) are wffs for some other language L' where tl,··· and tn
represent any term sequence for L and L', then

r . . { Wl(tl) *- 141(tl) ; ··· ; Wn(tn) •- W'n(tn)}
denotes the set of wffs obtained by replacing simultaneously each occurrence
of the wff wi(ti) in r by w'i(ti), for i in {1,..., n}.

If r is a set of wffs, tl,···, tn represent term sequences for some language L,
thr„' t,n represent term sequences  for some language  L',  then

r ... { w(ti) I cond•1 4- w(tl/t'1) ; ... ; w(tn) I condn «- w(tn/t'n)}
denotes the set of wffs obtained by replacing simultaneously each occurrence
of the term ti in a wff of I-, which satisfies the conditions expressed in condi, by
t'i, for i in {1,..., n}.

If L i s a language, X 1, ··· ,X n, are sets of symbols of L, and X'l, ··· ,X 'n, are
sets of symbols respectively of the same sort as X 1, ··· ,X n„ then

L .·. (Xi e X'l; ...; Xn -X'„}
denotes the language obtained by replacing each set of symbols Xi by X'i.

E]

EXAMPLES
Let

Relatio„Names be 1 Document, FolderContaining, StyleDocument,
TemplateDocument, DocKeyword

then RelationNames .· 1 Document , OldDocument, NewDocument } stands

for

{ OldDocument, NewDocument, FolderContaining,
StyleDocument, TemplateDocument, DocKeyword

and RelationNames  .·. { TemplateDocument e 1 stands for
{ Document, FolderContaining, StyleDocument,
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DocKeyword

and RelationNames  .·.  { e OldDocument, NewDocument } stands for
{ Document, OldDocument, NewDocument,

FolderContaining, StyleDocument,
TemplateDocument, DocKeyword

Let r be
1 HDocx, VU: Document(x,u) =2 -«ULL(x),

MDocx, VDocx', Vu: Document(x.u) A Document(x',u) =x=x'

then

f .·. ( Document(tl,t2) e (OldDocument(tl,t2) v NewDocument(ti,t2)) 1 stands
for

1  VDocx, Vu. (OldDocument(x,u) v NewDocument(x,u)) =2 -ATULL(x),
VDOCX, VDocx', Vu : (OldDocument(x,u) v NewDocument(x,u))  

(OldDocument(x'.u) v NewDocument(x'.u)) => x = i

Let r be
{  VTemplateDocx, Vu Document(x,u) 4 -•NULL(x),

VDocx, Vu, VDocx' : Document(x,u) A Document(x'.u) =* x = x'

then

r.·. { w(t)  1 (t is a TemplateDoc-term with formal type Doc)
e w(t/Doc-of(t)) }

stands for
{  V'remplateDocx, Mu : Document(Doc-of(x),u) => 7NULL(x),

VDocx, Vu, VDocx' Document(x,u) A Document(x',u) => x = x'

0

5.4 Primitive Lossless Data Schema Transformations

In this section we define a number of basic primitive data schema
transformations. This is by no means an exhaustive list of primitive data schema
transformations but each of the data schema transformations is representative for
a particular type of transformation.

The "renaming" transformation allows to rename the relation name and the
role names of a relation. It is a trivial data schema transformation. Both the
"projection/natural join" and the "split/merge" transformation allow to split a
relation into two other relations by dividing the roles of the original relation, and
conversely to combine relations into one relation by combining the roles of the
different relations. Both transformations are given because they have different
lossless rules and are both of equal importance in applications. The "divide/union"
transformation also splits a relation into trvo relations but this is done by dividing
the extension of the relation, and conversely two relations are combined into one
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by taking the union of their extensions. The "encoding/decoding" transformation
reduces and conversely expands the number of roles of a relation. This is done by
means of an encoding respectively a decoding function. The
"aggregate/decompose" transformation reduces and conversely expands the
number of tuples is a relation, respectively by aggregating tuples and by
decomposing tuples. Finally, the "subtype elimination/addition" deals with
subtypes. This transformation allows to remove subtypes relationships and
conversely to introduce them. An application of these data schema
transformations will be given in chapter 7.

For each data schema transformation defined, it is proved that it is a lossless
schema transformation. Those proofs are always constructed in the same way.
First we prove that the forward transformation I is a total data schema
transformation if the source schema satisfied the lossless rules given in P. Then we
prove that the backward transformation T -1 is a total schema transformation if the
target schema satisfied the lossless rules given in Q. Next we show that the
forward transformation t is a reversible data schema transformation if the source
schema satisfied the lossless rules given in P, and z-1 is the backward
transformation of I. Finally, we prove that the data schema transformation is
lossless if the source schema satisfied the lossless rules given in P and the target
schema satisfied the lossless rules given in Q.

To prove that the forward (respectively backward) transformation is a total
schema transformation if the lossless rules are satisfied for respectively the source
or the target schema we first prove that the transformation is indeed a schema
transformation. Therefore we have to show that the db-instance mapping maps a
valid db-instance from the source (respectively target) data schema into a valid db-
instance of the target (respectively source) data schema. Usually it is clear that that
the result of the db-instance mapping is indeed a db-instance of the relevant data
schema. Lemmas will be given to show that the views used in the definition of the
db-instance mapping are indeed of the proper type and that if for the db-instance
mapping, the interpretation of a relation is defined in terms of the interpretation of
a view, this view is logically closed and therefore can be considered as relation (see
Theorem 3.6.9). To prove that it is a valid db-instance, we have to prove that for
each constraint valid in the source (respectively target) data schema, the mapping
of this constraint (by the data schema mapping) is valid in the mapping of the db-
instance, i.e. if I is a valid db-instance of I and c 6  1- then II(c) must be valid in 11(I)
(respectively if I' is a valid db-instance of I.' and c' E  1- then r-ix(c') must be valid
in 7-11(I')). To prove that the schema transformation is a total schema
transformation we have to prove that the db-instance mapping is a total mapping.
However it will be clear that this is always be the case because the db-instance
mappings are based on views which can always be constructed.

To prove that that the forward tranf,formation I is a reversible data schema
transformation and 1-1 is the backward transformation of r, we have to proof that
T-12 o ZI(X) = I and I-11 0 Il = Id. It is usually clear that z-1 I o TI(L) = L and that
7-11 0 TI(I(X)) = I(X) for a symbol X not involved in the transformation. Therefore it
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is   left to prove  that  1-110  TICICY))   =   ICY)   for each symbol Y involved   in   the

transformation and that 1-11 0 LI(17) = r. The latter is proved by showing that for

each c € r. I-1x O TI(c) is logically equivalent with c.

Finally, to prove that the transformation is lossless if the lossless rules are
satisfied, we have to show that 11 is a total one-to-one correspondence. Because we

have proved by then that the forward transformation T is a total reversible data
schema transformation if the source schema satisfied the lossless rules given in P,
we know that II is a total one-to-one mapping. Therefore it is left to prove that '[I is
onto. So, for those Theorems it is left to prove that lossless rules given in Q are
necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto. To prove that Q is sufficient
we can show that rtlis defined if Q is satisfied and if II O I-lI = Id then each db-
instance I' is the image of some db-instance of I. i.e. r-11(I')

To avoid repetition we will not recall these explanations for each data schema
transformation and the corresponding theorems given in the following
subsections.

5.4.1 The Renaming Transformation

This schema transformation allows to rename roles in a relation as well as the
name of the relation itself. It is a very simple transformation and it is always
lossless.

Definition 5.4.1
Let I = (L, D be a data schema such that:

R(s.S) E Relations,
then the renaming data schema transformation I from I into X' = (L', r') is
defined as follows:

Tyi L'::= L { RelationNames =

RelationNames  . . { R e R' };
RoteNames - RoleNames  .·. {ses' };
Relations «- Relations .·. { R(s:S) e R'(s':S) }

r::= r.    {  R(t) = R'(t) 1
I-1/: L::=L'.·. { RelationNames' -

RetationNames'  . . { R' *- R };
RoleNames'  - RoteNames' .  { s' . s l;
Relations'  e Relations' .  { R'(s':S) e R(s:S) }

r::= r .·.   {R'(t) e R(t) 1

4 :       r ::= IICI)
I'(R')::= I(R(s' == s:S))
I'(X)::= I(X) for X + R'
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T-11:     I::= T-11(r)
I(R)::= I'(R'(s == s':S))
I(X)::= r(x) for X #R

P:   TRUE
Q:   TRUE

0

The old relation name is replaced by the new name in the set of relation names,
and the old role name is replaced by the new name in the set of role names. The
old relation symbol is replaced by a new relation symbol which has the same type
but which a new relation name and role name. The meaning of the relation is not
changed therefore the truth value of R(t) and R'(t) is always the same. The
interpretation of all symbols different from the new relation symbol remains the
same. The extension of the new relation is the extension of the renaming view of
the old relation. In fact this means that the db-instance of the new data schema is
equal to the db-instance of the old schema. The backward data schema
transformation is the similar to the forward transformation.

Lemma 5.4.1
For the renaming transformation,
V ::= R(s' == s:S) is a view of type S and V(t) stands for R(t)

V(t) is logically closed.
0

Proof

Clear

[3

Lemma 5.4.2
The forward data schema transformation of the renaming transformation r is a
total data schema transformation.

0

Proof

To prove that 71(I) is a valid db-instance of X'. we have to prove that each wff of

II(r) is valid in IICI)
Let c' be II(c) where c E r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' =c. Since I t=c and I=I' except
for the interpretation of R. we have I' t, c'
If c does contain the relation symbol R, then each occurrence of R(t) is replaced
by R'(t). However the truth value of R(t) and R'(t) is always the same, therefore
if I A c then I' K c'.
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11 is clearly a total mapping because a renaming can always be constructed.
0

Lemma 5.4.3
The backward data schema transformation I-1 of the renaming transformation
is a total data schema transformation.

0

Proof

The renaming transformation is obviously symmetrical, therefore since the
forward transformation is a total data schema transformation, the backward
transformation is also a total data schema transformation.

0

Lemma 5.4.4
The renaming transformation r is a reversible data schema transformation
where 7-1 is the backward transformation.

0

Proof

It  is  clear  that   I-110  TICI(R))  = I(R) because the extensions  of a relation  and  a
renaming of that relation are always equal.

It is left to prove that T-12 0 IX(r) = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then T-1 I o TI(c)  = c.
Suppose  c does contain the relation symbol   R.  Let  c'  be  t-1 I  O  TI (c).  c'  is
obtained by first replacing R(t) by R'(t) (by TI) and then R'(t) is replaced by R(t)
again. Thus clearly I-151 0 LI(c) = c.

0

Theorem 5.4.5
The renaming transformation is a lossless data schema transformation.

El

Proof

We prove that TI 0 T-11 = Id
Clearly TI 9 I-11(I'(X)) = I'(X) for X # R'.
It is also clear that 11 0 T-11(I'(R')) = I'(R') because the extensions of a relation and
a renaming of that relation are always equal.

0
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5.4.2 The Projection/Natural Join Transformation

This data schema transformation is named after the well-known
projection/natural join transformation of the Relational Model used to obtain
relations in third normal form, see e.g. [Maie 83].

Intuitively, the projection/natural join transformation decomposes a relation
into two relations using projections and the original relation can be reconstructed
by a natural join.

To be lossless it is known from the Relational Model that the forward
transformation requires a multivalued dependency. However in addition to this,
the backward transformation also requires an equality constraint on the joining
roles of the natural join. Without this last condition the transformation is only
reversible. We also have to take null values into consideration. We have to forbid
null values in the joining role(-sequence)s otherwise the transformation is not
lossless. To illustrate this consider the following example.   Let  R(T,  Tl,  1'2)  be  a
relation. The tuple (@, y, z) can be decomposed into (@, y) and (@, z) using two
projection views, however (@, y, z) cannot be reconstructed from (@, y) and (@, z)
using the natural join (and also not using the outer join) because in general the two
@'s need not to be "equal". Also the property of the multivalued dependency
T ->> Ti is not applicable if the value for T is a null value.

Definition 5.4.2
Let X = (L, D bea data schema such that:

R(sl:Sl, S2:SL s3:S3) € Relations,
then the projectionlnatural join transformation I from X into I' = (L', r') is
defined as follows:

TX : L'::= L.·. ( RelationNames -

RelationNames  . · . {R+ -R l, R2};
RoleNames  - RoleNames  .·. { sl e Sll,S12};

Relations e
Relations    ..   {  R(sl:Sl, 52:52,  53:53)   e  Rl (511:Sl,  52:SU

, R2(512:Sl, 53:53) 1

r ::= r. · .   {  R(tl, 12, t3) e (Ri(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) }
I-1 I :      L ::=L' .·. { RelationNames' e

RelationNames' .  ( Ri , R2 +- R};
RoleNames - RoleNames . · . ( S11, S12 e- 51};
Relations' e

Relations' ·. { Rl(511:Sl, 52:S2), R2(S12 Sl, s3:53)
*- R(51 Sl, 52-S2, s3:S3) }

r :-= r .·.   1  Rl(tl, t2) e (353 u : R(ti, t2, u)) ;
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R2(tl,  t3)   4-  (352  u  :  R(ti,  u,  t3))  }

TI:         I'::= TI (D
I'(Rl) ::= I(R[sl:Sl, s252])
I'(R# ::= I(R[si:Sl, 5353])
I'(X)::= I(X) for X * Rl and X #R2

I-11 i I::=I-lI (I')
I(R)   : : =  r (Rl  E R2)
I(X)::= r(x) for X # R

P.                MVD(R,  sl:Sl  ->> s2:S2)  A
AND-NNL(R, sl:Sl)

Q:        EQ(Ri[s11:Si] = R2[sl2:Sil) A
AND-NNL(Ri, sll:Sl) A
AND-NNL(R2, s12:Sl)

0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by two new names in the set
of relation names, and the role name whicli will become the joining role is replaced
by two new names in the set of role names. The original relation symbol is
replaced by two new relation symbols, each has a type which is a subsequence of
the type of the original relation. Both relations symbols must have a type(-
sequence) in common. In the constraints, the atomic wff R(tl, t2, t3) is replaced by
(Rl (tl, t2)  A R2(tl, t3)). Intuitively, this meaiis  that if a tuple is in the extension of the
original relation, each corresponding sub-tuple must be in the extension of the
corresponding new relation. The interpretation of all symbols different from the
new relation symbols remains the same. The extension of the two new relations
corresponds with the extension of the respective projection views of the original
relation.
For the backward transformation, the relation names of the two new relations are
replaced by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names, and the
role names of the joining roles are replaced by the original role name in the set of
role names. The two new relation symbols are replaced by the original relation
symbol. In the constraints, the atomic wff Rl(tl, t2) is replaced by (3S3 u : R(tl, t2,
u)), the atomic wff R (ti, t3) is replaced by (3S2 u : R(tl, u, t3)). Intuitively, this
means that if a tuple is in the extension of both new relations, then there must be a
corresponding tuple in the original relation. The interpretation of all symbols
different from the original relation symbol remains the same. The extension of the
original relation is the extension of the natural join of the two new relations.

Lemma 5.4.6
For the projection/natural join transformation,
Vl :3 R[Sl:Sl, S2:S2] and V2 ::= R[sl*Sl, 53:S3] are views, respectively of type Sl,S2
and Sl,S3.

Vl(tl,t2) stands for 3S3u3: R(ti,t2,u3)
and V2(tl,t3) stands for 352 12 : R(tl,u2 h)
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Vl(tl,t2) and V2(tl,t3) are logically closed.
0

Proof
Clear from the definition of projection.

0

Lemma 5.4.7
For the projection/natural join transformation,
V ::= Rl E R2 is a view of type Sls2S3·

V(tl,t2,t3) stands for  Ri (tl,t2)  A  R2(tl,t3) A -OR-NULL(ti)  .

V(h,t2,t)) is logically closed.
0

Proof
Clear from the definition of natural join.

0

Lemma 5.4.8
The forward transformation of the projection/natural join transformation I iS a
total data schema transformation, if rA P.

0

Proof

We have to prove that each wff of IICI-) is valid in 11(I)
Let e berI(c) where c E r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' = c. Since I A c and I = I' except
for the interpretation of R, we have I' K e.
If c does contain the relation symbol  R,  then each occurrence of R(tl, t2, t3)  is
replaced by (R,(tl, t2) A R2(ti, t3))' If we replace Ri and R2 by their definition
(projections) we have:
393113 : R(tl, t2, u3) A 3S2 u2 : R(tl, u2, t))
However, if R(ti, t , b) has truth value TRUE then this wff has also truth value
TRUE. If R(tl, t2' t ) has truth value FALSE, then the wff must also have truth
value FALSE, otherwise we can derive that R(tl, t2, t3) has truth value TRUE
because of the MVD(R, Slsl ->> 52:52) and the AND-NNL(R, Sl:Sl) Constraint.
This proves that if  I A c then I' H c'.

II is clearly a total mapping because a projection can always be constructed (if Sl
is not empty).

0
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Lemma 5.4.9
The backward transformation z- 1 of the projection/natural join transformation
is a total data schema transformation, if I-'1= Q

0

Proof
We prove that each wff of I-11(r) is valid in t-11(I').
Let c be I-12(C') where e e  r'.
If c' does not contain the relation symbols Ri or R2 then c = c'. Since I' K c' and I
= I' except for the interpretation of Ri or R2, we also have I 1= c.
If e does contain one of the relation symbol Rl or R2, then each occurrence of
Rl(tl, t2) is replaced by (353 u3. R(ti, t2, u3)), and each occurrence of R2(ti, t3) is
replaced by (352 u2  : R(ti, u2, t3 ))· If we replace R by its definition (natural join),
we obtain for Rl(tl, t2):
3S3113 : (Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, 113) A -'OR-NULL(ti))
If the truth value of Rl(tl, t2) is TRUE, then due to the equality constraint of Q
(in combination with the and-not-null constraints), the truth value of this wff is
also TRUE. If the truth value of Ri(tl, t2) is FALSE, then the truth value of this
wff is also FALSE.
For R2(tl, t3), we have a similar case.
Therefore if I' l= c' we also have I K c

The natural join can always be constructed  (if Si  is not empty) therefore T-1 I is a
total mapping.

0

Lemma 5.4.10
The projection/natural join transformation I is a reversible data schema

transformation if r H P. where I-1 is the backward transformation.
0

Proof

We prove that 1-110 TI (I(R)) = I(R).
Suppose  that  Rl  and  R2 are obtained  from  R by  T, and suppose  that  I(R)'  is  the
interpretation of the the relation R after applying the backward transformation
T-11 on I'(Rl, and  I'(R2) · To prove tliat I(R) = I(R)' we need to show that
I(R) C I(R)' and I(R)' c I(R).
(1) I(R) c I(R)':

If (ul, u2, u3) E I(R) then (ul, u2) f I'(Ri) and (ul, u3) € I'(R2) and because
"OR-NULL(ul) (lossless rules P) we have, due to the definition of natural
join, (ul, u2, u3) E I(R)'

(2) I(R)' c I(R):
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If  (ul,  u2,  u3)  c   I(R)'  then this tuple is derived  from  (ul,  u2)  e   I'(Rl)  and
(Ul' u3) E I'(R2), which are derived from let us say (ul, 112, u'3) € I(R) and
Cul' u'2, U3) e I(R). Because -9OR-NULL(ul) is required and we have
MVD(R, sl:Sl ->> 52:S2),(ul, u2, u3) E  I(R).

This completes the proof that rl I O Il (I(R)) = I(R).

It is left to prove that t-tx O ZI (r) = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then 7-1 X O TI (c) = c.
Suppose  c does contain the relation symbol   R.   Let  c'   be  t-1 I  °  TI  (c).  c'  is
obtained by first replacing R(tl, t2' t3) by Rl (tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3) (by IkE) and then
Rl (tl, t2) is replaced  by 353 u3  :  R(ti, t2,  u3)  and  R2(tl,  t3) is replaced  by
392 u2 : R(ti, 112, t*. Thus Rl(tl, t2) A R2(ti, t3) is replaced by

(3 s3 u3 : R(tl, t2, u3)) A (3S2 u 2 : R(ti, u2, t3)).  Due  to the constraints
AND-NNL(R, sl:Sl) and MVD(R, sl:Sl ->> s2.S2), the following wff is valid:
(3S3113: R(tl, t2,113)) A (3S2112: R(ti, u2, t3)) =* R(ti, t2, t3)
Therefore c' logically implies c.
Conversely, the following wff is also valid :
R(tl, t2, t)) =M (3S3 113 : R(ti, t2, u3)) A (352 112 : R(ti, 112, t3)).
Therefore c logically implies t.
This completes the proof that c and c' are logically equivalent.

0

Theorem 5.4.11
The projection/natural join transformation is a lossless data schema
transformation if r H P and r' H Q.

0

Proof

We prove that Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto.
(1)  0 is necessary

It is clear that each db-instance in the image of TI satisfies the conditions of
Q.

(2)   0 is sufficient
We show that '[I o '[-11 = Id.
Clearly TI o rt ICI'(X)) = I'(X) for X * Rl and X + R2.
We now prove that ti ° r-lI (I'(Rl)) = I'(Rl) and TI o I-lI (I'(R2)) = I'(R2)·
Suppose  that R is obtained from  R i  and  R2 by I-1, and suppose  that I'(Rl)'
is the interpretation of the the relation Rl after applying the forward
transformation TI on I(R). To prove that I'(Rl)  = I'(Rl)' we show that I'(Rl) C
I'(Rl)' and I'(Ri)' c I'(Rl)
(2.1)   I'(Ri) c I'(Ri)'

If (ul, U2) e I'(Ri) then because EQ(Ri[sll.Sl] = R2[512:Sl]) and because
the truth values of ?R(u) and of OR-NULL(ul) are always FALSE (note
that OR-NULL(ul) is FALSE fc,r Ri(ul, u2) due to the constraint AND-
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NNL(Rl, 511:Sl) in Q), we have some u3 such that (ul, u3) E  I'(R2) and
therefore (ul, 112, 113) E I(R). By applying II we have (ul, u2) f I'(Rl)'.

(2.2)__I'(RiKAI:(Ril
Conversely, if (ul, u2) e I'(Ri)' then this tuple is derived by TI from let
us say (ul, ue u'3) e I(R) which is derived from joining (ul, uz) E I'(Rl)
with  some  (ul,  u'3)  E   I'(R2)· This shows  that  I'(Rl)'  C  I'(Rl),  and
therefore I'(Rl) = I'(Rl)'.

The proof for rIo T-11 (I'(R2)) = I'(R2) is similar.

This completes the proof that TI 0 1-11 = Id.

0

5.4.3 The Split/Merge Transformation

In order to group relations with roles on a common type (sequence) into a
single relation, the projection/natural join transformation is not always applicable.
For most cases, the equality constraint required on the joining roles is too
restrictive. Therefore, we have defined a variant of the projection/natual join
transformation which relaxes the equality constraint requirement. However, the
price for this relaxing is a strengthening of the multivalued dependency into a key
constraint. In addition an or-not-null constraint is required on the dependent role
sequence (we will explain in the next paragraph why).

We call this transformation the split/merge transformation. As the
projection/natural join, the split transformation decomposes a relation into two
relations with roles on a common type (sequence). However, instead of using
simple projections, we use a combination of a projection and a selection; only those
tuples in the projection whose values are not all equal to the null value for the
complement role sequence of the key are taken into consideration for the new
relations. This implies that for a relation R(T,Tl,T2) with key T, the tuple (x, @, @)
does not have a mapping. For this reason we need to require an or-not-null
constraint on the dependent role sequence of the key in the original relation.

Instead of a natural join, the merge transformation constructs a relation from
two relations with roles on a common type( sequence) using the outer join on
those roles.

To make this transformation lossless, the backward transformation requires a
key constraint on each of the joining roles and in addition an or-not-null constraint
on the dependent role sequence of each of those two keys. To illustrate the
necessity of the or-not-null constraints consider the following example. Let
Rl (T,Tl) and R (T,1'2) be two relations. If we allow null values in Tl  or T  then  the
two following db-instances would result in the same db-instance mapping; db-
instance-1 . (x, @) E I(Rl) and (x, @) c I(R2), db-instance-2: (x, @) E I(Rl) and (x, @)
e  I(R2)· The mapping of both is (x, @, @) e  I(R)  (due to the definition of outer join).
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Definition 5.4.3
Let X = (L, r) be a data schema such that:

R(sl:Sl, 52:S2, 53:S)) € Relations,
then the splitlmerge transformation I from I into I' = (L'. r') is defined as
follows:

II . L' ::= L .·.   {  RelationNames  e

RelationNames  .·.  {R e R i,R 2} ;
RoleNames   - RoleNames  .·.  { si  e 511, 512 };
Relations   »  Relations  .·.   {R(sl:Si, 52:S2,  53:53)   e

Rl(sll:Sl, 52:52) , R2(512:Sl, 53:S3) }

r::= r.·.   {  R(ti, t2, t3) *-
((Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3))
V

(Ri(ti, t2) A -1(39  u3 : R2(tl'u3)) A AND-NULL(t ))
V

(R2(tl, t)) A -'(3S2 u2 Rl(tl,U2)) A AND-NULL(t2)))

T-12 :    L::= L' .     {  RelationNames'  =
RelationNames'  .·. { Ri, R2 *-- R };

RoleNames - RoleNames  .·. { 511, S12 *-- Sl };
Relations' e

Relations '
{Rl(s11.Sl, 52:S2),R2(512:Sl, S3:S3)  *-

R(sl:Sl, S2:S2, s3:S3)  )
}

r.:= r .·.    {  Rictl,t2)  *- c 3S3 u R(tl,t2,u) A
-'AND-NULL(t2) )

R2(tl,t3)   A  ( 392  u  :  R(ti,u,t))  A
-'AND-NULL(t3) )

TI:           I' ::= TI (D
I'(Rl)  :.= I(R[si:Sl, s2:S2]  <-iAND-NULL(s2:S2)>)
I'(R )::= I(R[si:Sl, s3:S31 <--iAND-NULL(sj:S3)>)
I'(X)::= I(X) for X # Rl and X #R2

1-11 :     I::= I-11 (I')
I(R) ::= I'(Rl OR2)
I(X)::= I'(X) for X#R

P  :                 FD(R, sl :Sl  -4  52:S2)  A
FD(R, si:Sl  -+ s3:S3)  A
OR-NNL(R, s2s3:5253) A
AND-NNL(R, si: Sl)

Q: FD(Rl, sllsl --+ 52:52) A
FD(Re 512 Sl   -* S3:S3)  A
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OR-NALL(Ri, s2:52) A
OR-NNL(Re s3:S3) A
AND-NNL(Rl, Sll:Sl) A
AND-NNL(R2, $12:Sl)

0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by two new names in the set
of relation names, and the role name which will become the joining role is replaced
by two new names in the set of role names. The original relation symbol is
replaced by two new relation symbols, each has a type which is a subsequence of
the type of the original relation. Both relations symbols must have a type(-
sequence) in common. In the constraints, the atomic wff R(ti, te t3) is replaced by
((Rl (tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) v (Rl (tl, t2) A 9(353 u3 : R2(ti,u3)) A AND-NULL(t3)) v (R2(ti,
t3) A -1(352 u2 : Ri (ti,u2)) A AND-NULL(t ))). Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is
in the extension of the original relation, each corresponding sub-tuple must be in
the extension of the corresponding new relation if the non-joining role of the
corresponding sub-tuple is not null. The interpretation of all symbols different
from the new relation symbols remains the same. The extension of the two new
relations corresponds with the extension of the respective projection views of the
original relation selecting only those tuples for which the non-joining role is not
null.
For the backward transformation, the relation names of the two new relations are
replaced by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names, and the
role names of the joining roles are replaced by the original role name in the set of
role names. The two new relation symbols are replaced by the original relation
symbol. In the constraints, the atomic wff Rl(tl, t2) is replaced by ( 353 u : R(tl,t2,u)
   AND-NULL(t2) ), the atomic wff R2(tl, t3) is replaced by ( 3S2 u : R(tl,u,t3) A
-AND-NULL(t3) ). Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the extension of one
of the two new relations, then there must be a corresponding tuple in the original
relation. The interpretation of all symbols different from the original relation
symbol remains the same. The extension of the original relation is the extension of
the outer join of the two new relations.

Lemma 5.4.12
For the split/merge transformation,
Vi .*.= R[s,Sl, s2:S2]<-'AND-NULL(52:$2)> and
V2 ::= R[sl 51, 53:S)1<-1AND-NULL(s3*S3)>
are views, respectively of type SiS2 and SiS3.

Vl(tl't2) stands for 3S3 u3 : R(tl, t2, u3) A -1AND-NULL(t2)
V2(tl,t3) stands for 352 u2 : R(ti, 112, t3) A -1AND-NULL(t3)

Vl(tl,t2) and V2(tl,t3) are logically closed.
[3

Proof

clear.
0
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Lemma 5.4.13
For the split/merge transformation,
V ::= R, 0 R2 is a view of type Sls2S3

V(tl,t2,t3) stands for
C R,(tl,t2) A R2(tl,t3) A -©R-NULL(tl) )
V

C Rl(tl,t2) A (  (3Sju: R2(tl'u)) v OR-NULL(tl) ) A AND-NULL(b))
V

( R2(tl,t)) A ( 1(3S2u: Rl(tl, )) v OR-NULL(tl) )   AND-NULL(t2) )

V(ti,t2't3)  is logically closed.
0

Proof

clear.
0

Lemma 5.4.14
The forward transformation of the split/merge transformation r is a total data
schema transformation if r t= P.

0

Proof

We have to prove that each wff of TI(r) is valid in ·[1(I).
Let e be TI(c) where cfr.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' is equal to c. Since I k c and
I = I' except for the interpretation of R, we have I' 5 c'
If c does contain the relation symbol R, then each occurrence of R(tl, t2, t3) is
replaced by the following wff (let us call this wff w):
w ::= (Rl (tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) v (Ri (tl, t2) A -'(353 u3 : R2(ti,u3)) A AND-NULL(t3)) v
(R2(tl, t3) A i(3S2 u2 : Rl(tl'u2)) A AND-NULL(t2)).
Rl(tl, t2) stands for 353 u3 : R(tl, t2. u3) A --'AND-NULL(t2)
R2(tl, t3) stands for 352 u2 : R(tl, u2. t:1) A --'AND-NULL(t3)
We will prove that R(tl, t2, b) and w always have the same truth value.
Case (1) Suppose R(ti. tz, tg) has truth value FALSE

We will prove that (Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) has truth value FALSE, and
(Rl(tl, t2) A i(3S3 u3 : R2(tl,u))) A AND-NULL(t3)) has truth value FALSE,
and (R2(tl, t)) A -'(352 u2 : Rl(tl,u2)) A  AND-NULL(t2)) has truth value
FALSE.
(1)   (Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) has truth value FALSE:

Because of the  FD(R,  sl.Sl  -# 52:S2),  the FD(R, si:Sl  -1 53:S3),  and the
AND-NNL(R,  sl: Sl) constraints, there cannot exist values u3 and u 
such that R(tl, tz, u3) and R(ti, u2, t3) both have truth value TRUE and
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R(tl, t2, t3) has truth value FALSE. Therefore (Rl(tl, t2) A R,(tl' t3)) also
has truth value FALSE.

(2)   (Rl(tl, t2) A  (3S3 u) : R2(ti,u3)) A  AND-NULL(tj)) has truth value
FALSE:
Suppose Ri(tl' t2) has truth value TRUE then there exists some value u3
such that R(tl, t2, U3) has truth value TRUE. Then either
AND-NULL(u3) has truth value TRUE or R2(tl,U3) has truth value
TRUE. If AND-NULL(u ) has truth value TRUE and AND-NULL(t3) has
truth value TRUE then we also have R(tl, t2, t ) has truth value TRUE,
which is not the case. If R (tl,U3) has truth value TRUE then  (Rl (ti,  t2) A
9(353 113 i R2(tl,U3)) A AND-NULL(t3)) has truth value FALSE.

(3)   (R2(tl, t3) A -i(352 u2 : Rl(tl,22)) A  AND-NULL(t2)) has truth value
FALSE:
This case is similar to (2).

Because of (1), (2) and (3) the value of the wff w will also be FALSE.

Case (2): Suppose R(tl, tz, tl) has truth value TRUE
If R(tl,  t2,  t3) and -'AND-NULL(t2) have truth value TRUE,  then   Rl (tl,  t2)
has also truth value TRUE. Similarly, if R(tl, t2, t3) and --'AND-NULL(tj)
have truth value TRUE, then R (tl,  t3)  has also truth value TRUE. Because of
the constraint OR-NNL(R, s253.S253), we have:
Vu : (R(u) A  ?R(u)) =2 -1AND-NUI.L(u[s2s3:S2531)·
This implies that if R(ti, t2, t3) has truth value TRUE, either iAND-NULL(t2)
has truth value TRUE or iAND-NULL(t)) has truth value TRUE.
Therefore, we distinguish three different cases.
Case (2.1): -iAND-NULL(t2) and -iAND-NULL(t)) have truth value TRUE.

Then  Rl (tl,  t2)  and  R2(tl,  t3) have truth values TRUE. Therefore
(Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t))) has truth value TRUE, and so does w.

Case (2.2): -iAND-NULL(t2) and AND-NULL(t ) have truth value TRUE.
Then  Rl (tl, t2) has truth value  TRUE  and  R2(ti,  t3) has truth value
FALSE. In this case -i(353 u3 : R2(tl,u3)) has truth value TRUE: indeed
suppose we have R2(tl,u3)  in  I'  for some u3.  Then  this is derived  from
let us say R(ti, u2, u3) in I. However because of the FD(R, sl:Sl  -* 53:53)
and  AND-NNL(R,  sl   Sl), we have u3 -* t). and since AND-NULL(t3)
has truth value TRUE, it is not possible to have R (tl,u3) in I'.

Case 2.3: AND-NULL(t2) and  AND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.
This case is similar to case (2.2)

Case (1) and case (2) imply that if I t=c w e also have I' K c'.

Futhermore, TI is clearly a total mapping since a projection and a selection can

always be constructed.
0

Lemma 5.4.15
The backward transformation I-1 of the split/merge transformation is a total
data schema transformation if
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r' H OR-NNL(Ri, s2:S2) A OR-NNL(R2, s3:S3)   AND-NNL(Rl, Sll:Sl) A
AND-NNL(Re s12:Sl)

0

Proof

To prove that 1-11(I') is a valid db-instance of I, we have to prove that each wff
of rt I (r) is valid in rtICI').
Let c be r-1X (C') where c' E  r.
If e does not contain the relation symbols Rl or R2 then c is equal to c'. Since
I' l= c' and I = I' except for the interpretation of Rl or R2, we also have I 1= c.
If  c' does contain the relation symbol  Ri,  then each occurrence  of  Ri (ti,  t2)  is
replaced by (3S3 u : R(ti, t2, u) A 1AND-NULL(t2)).
If we replace R by its definition we have:
(3S3 U :

(R,(tl,t2) A R2(tl,u) A -OR-NULL(ti))
V

(Rl(tl,t2) A (  (3S3 13 : R2(tl,113)) v OR-NULL(ti) ) A AND-NULL(u))
V

(R2(tl,U) A ( -1(3S2 12: Rl(tl,u2)) v OR-NULL(ti) )   AND-NULL(t2))
)    AND-NULL(t2)
We will call this wff w.
We will prove that Rl(tl, t2) and w always have the same truth value.
Case (1): Suppose Ri (ti. b) has truth value TRUE

Since OR-NNL(Rl, 52:S2) is required, --'AND-NULL(t2) has truth value
TRUE.
Now we can distinguish two cases:
Case (1.1): (3 3 u3 : R2(tl, u3)) has truth value TRUE:

then (Rl(tl, t2) A R2(tl, u) A --1OR-NULL(ti)) has truth value TRUE
because we have the constraint AND-NNL(Rl, sll:Sl)·

Case (1.2): 1(353 u3 : R2(ti, u3)) has truth value TRUE.
then  (Rl(tl, t2) A (7( 3S3 u3 : R2(tl, U3)) v OR-NULL(ti)) A
AND-NULL(u)) has truth value TRUE (we can take @ for u)

So, if Rl(tl, t2) has truth value TRUE then w has also truth value TRUE.
Case (2): Suppose Ri (ti, t2) has truth value FALSE

If AND-NULL(t2) has truth value TRUE then the wff w has truth value
FALSE.
If AND-NULL(t2) has truth value FALSE then the wff w also has truth value
FALSE.

Case (1) and case (2) prove that if I' t= c' we also have I k c

If c does contain the relation symbol R , then the proof proceeds analogously.

Since the outer join can always be constructed, T- 11 is clearly a total mapping.
ElI
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Lemma 5.4.16
The split/merge transformation I is a reversible data schema transformation if
r k P, and T-1 is the backward transformation.

0

Proof

We first prove that T-11 0 Tl (I(R)) = I(R)
Suppose  that  Rl  and  R2 are obtained  from  R  by  I. and suppose  that  I(R)'  is  the
interpretation of the the relation R after applying the backward transformation
I-lI on I'(Rl) and I'(R2)· We show that I(R) c I(R)' and I(R)' c I(R)
(1) I(R) 6 I(R)'.

Suppose (ul, u2, u3) E I(R) then we have to distinguish four different cases.
Case (1.1):  AND-NULL(u2) and -AND-NULL(u)) have truth value TRUE.

Then  (ul, u2) E  I'(Rl) and (ul, u3) f  I'(R2), and because
AND-NNL(R,  si: Sl) (lossless rules P) we have -iOR-NULL(sl:Sl)·
Because the truth value of (Rl (ul, ul) A R2(ul, u3) A -iOR-NULL(ul)) is
TRUE,  (ul, U2, U3) is in the outer join of Rl and R2·  Thus (ul, u2, u3) €
I(R)'.

Case (1.2):  AND-NULL(u2) and AND-NULL(u3) have truth value TRUE.
Then (ul, u2) E  I'(Rl). -i(3u'l : R2(ul, u'3)) has truth value TRUE,
because if (3u'3 : R2(Ul, U'3)) would have truth value TRUE then
(Ul, u'3) would have been derived from, let us say (ul, u, 2, u'3)· Because
of the functional dependency  FD(R,  51:Sl  -*  s3:S3)  and the not-null
constraint AND-NNL(R,  si:  Sl) in P,  we  have  u3=*u'3 and therefore
also AND-NULL(u'3)· So (ul, u'3) cannot be in I'(R ).
Because the truth value of (R,(ul, U2) A "( 3u'3 : R2(ul, u'3) ) A
AND-NULL(u3) )  is TRUE, (ui, u2, U3) is in the outer join of Rl and R2,
Thus (ul, ul. u3) c I(R)'

Case (1.3): both AND-NULL(u2) and -AND-NULL(u3) have truth value
TRUE.
Similar as in case (1.2) we can show that (ul, u2, u))   I(R)'.

Case (1.4): AND-NULL(u2) and AND-NULL(u3) have truth value TRUE.
This case is not possible, indeed: because of the or-not-null constraint
OR-NNL(R, 52535253) in P we have that the truth value of
-iAND-NULL(u2u3) must be TRUE. -AND-NULL(u2u3) is equivalent
with -"(AND-NULL(u2) A AND-NULL(u3)) which is equivalent with
--'AND-NULL(u2) v -'AND-NULL(u3)

(2) I(R)' c I(R)
If (ul, u2, u3) E I(R)' then this tuple can be derived by r- 11 from three
different cases (see the definition of outer join).
Case (2.1): (u 1, u2, u3) is derived from (ul, u2) f I'(Rl) and (ul, u'l) E I'(R2),

which are derived   from,  let   us  say  (ul,  u2,  u'3) E   I(R)  and
(ul, u'2, u3) E I(R) Because -OR-NULL(ul) is required and we have
FD(R, 51:Sl -+ 52:52) and FD(R, sl :Sl -1 s3:S3), u2=*u'2 and U3=*U'3,
therefore (ul, uz, u3) e I(R).

Case (2.2): (ul, U2, U3) is derived only from (ul, uz) E I'(Rl) (then u3 must be
the null value).   (ul,  U2)   must be derived   from for instance
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(ul' u2, u'3) E I(R). However then either (ul, U'3) e  I'(R2) Or
AND-NULL(u'3) has truth value TRUE. If (ul, u'3) < I'(R2) then
(Ul, u2, u3) cannot be derived only from (ul, u2) E I'(Rl) because there
is a matching tuple in I'(R ) for which we have -9OR-NULL(ul).
Therefore AND-NULL(u'3) has truth value TRUE. Thus u3=*11'3 and so
(ul, u2, u3) E I(R).

Case (2.3): (ul, u2, u3) is derived only from (ul, u3) e I'(R2). This case is
similar to case (2.2).

This completes the proof that T-11 0 TI (I(R)) = I(R).

It is left to prove that I-12 0 ZI (r) = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then 7-1 I . LI (c) = c.
Suppose  c does contain the relation symbol   R.   Let  c'   be  T- 1 2 0  I I  (c).  c'   is
obtained by first replacing R(ti, t , t3) by:

(Ill(tl, t2) A R2(tl, t3)) v
(Rl(tl, t2) A - (3S3 u3 : R2(tl,U3)) A AND-NULL(b)) V
(R2(tl, t3) A i(3S2 u2 : Rl(tl,112)) A AND-NULL(t2))

Now  Rl(tl,  t2) is replaced by  (353 u3  :  R(ti,  t2,  u3)  A -iAND-NULL(t2))  and  R2(ti,
t3) is replaced by (3S2 u2 : R(tl, u2, t3) A -'AND-NULL(t3)).
Thus R(ti, t2, t3) becomes:

((3S3 u3: R(tl, t2, u3)) A 1AND-NULL(t2) A (3S2 u2: R(ti, u2, t3)) A
-,AND-NULL(b))
V

((3S3 u3: R(ti, t2, u3)) A -'AND-NULL(t2) A i(393 u3: ((352 U'2: R(tl, U'2,113))
  - AND-NULL(u3) ))   AND-NUI.L(t3))
V

((352 u2: R(ti, UL t3)) A - AND-NULL(t3) A -'eS2 u2: (353 u,3. R(ti, ue u'3) A
- Ai\ID-NULL(u2)) ) A AND-NULL(t )).

This wff is equivalent with:
((3S3 u3: R(tl, t2, u))) A  AND-NULL(t2) A (352 u2: R(ti, u2, t3)) A
iAND-NULL(t3) )
V

((3S3113: R(tl, t2, u3)) A -'AND-NULL(t2) A (4531132 -((3S2 u'2* R(ti, U'2, u3))
A - AND-NULL(u3))   AND-NULL(t ))
V

((352 u2: R(tl, ue t3)) A iAND-NULL(t)) A (452 u2: 1(353 u'3: R(tl, U2, u'3) A
iAND-NULL(112))   AND-NULL(t2)).

This wff is equivalent with:
((3SJ u3: R(tl, t2, u3)) A 9AND-NULL(t2) A (352 u2: R(ti, u2, t3)) A
iAND-NULL(t)) )
V

((353 u3* R(tl, t2, u3)) A - AND-NULL(t2) A (453 u3,VS2 U'2  iR(tl, U'2, U3) v
AND-NULL(u3))   AND-NULL(t)))
V

((3S2 uT R(tl, 112, t3)) A - Al\ID-NULL(t)) A (452 ul,VS3 11'3  1R(tl, 112, 11'3) v
AND-NULL(u9) A AND-NULL(t2)).
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Let  us  call  this  wff  w.  We  will now prove  that  R(tl, t2,  t3)  and  w  are  logically

equivalent.

(1) w logically implies R(tl, tz. tf)
We distinguish the following cases.
Case (1.1): -'AND-NULL(t2) and -iAND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.

Then w becomes ((3S3113 : R(tl, t2, u3)) A (3S2 u2 : R(ti, u2, t3)) )
Because  of  the two functional dependencies  FD(R,  si:Sl  -+  52:52)  and
FD(R, sl:Sl  -+ s3:S3), and the constraint AND-NNL(R, si:Sl  ), we have:
((3SJ u3 : R(ti, t2, u3)) A (3S2 u2 : R(ti, u2, t3)) ) =* R(ti, te t3)

Case (1.2): --'AND-NULL(t2) and AND-NULL(t ) have truth value TRUE.
Then w becomes ((3SJ u3: R(tl, t2, u3)) A (VS3 u3, '52 U'2   R(tl, U'2, U))
v AND-NULL(u3) ) )·
If (353 u3: R(tl, t2. 113)) has truth value TRUE then AND-NULL(u3) must
have truth value TRUE because if this is not the case then (VS2 u'2:
-R(tl, u'2, u3)) must have truth value TRUE. However this is not
possible if we suppose that R(t l. t2, u3)  is TRUE. So, we have:

((353 u3: R(tl, t2, u3)) A (VS3 u3,VS2 u'2: --7R(tl, u'2, u3) v AND-NULL(u3)
) ) =2 R(ti, t2, @)

Case (1.3): AND-NULL(t ) and -AND-NULL(t)) have truth value TRUE.
This case is similar to the case (1.2).

Case (1.4): AND-NULL(t ) and AND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.
Then the wff w has truth value FALSE, and so is R(tl, t2, t3) because of
the or-not-null constraint OR-NNL(R, s2s35253) which is required in P.

(2) R(tl, tz, t3) logically implies  w.
Again we distinguish the following cases.

Case (2.1): -iAND-NULL(t2) and -'AND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.
Then R(ti, t2, t3) = ((353 u3: R(tl, tf, u3)) A -AND-NULL(t2) A (352 uT
R(tl, uL t3)) A -AND-NULL(t)) )

Case (2.2): -'AND-NULL(b) and AND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.

Then R(tl, t2, t3) =* ((353 u3: R(tl, tl, u3)) A  AND-NULL(t2) A (Vs:  u3,
452 u'2: iR(tl, u,2, u3) v AND-NULL(u3) ) A AND-NULL(t3)).

Case (2.3): AND-NULL(t2) and --iAND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.
This case is similar to the case 2.

Case (2.4): AND-NULL(t2) and AND-NULL(t3) have truth value TRUE.
In this case R(tl, t2, t3) has always truth value FALSE because of the or-
not-null constraint OR-NNL(R, 52s3 S253) in P.

This proves that R(tl, t2, t3) is logically equivalent with w and thus that c and c'
are also logically equivalent.

0                                                                                                         1

Theorem 5.4.17

The split/merge transformation is a lossless schema transformation if r K P and

r' A Q
0
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Proof

We will prove that Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto.
(1)   0 is necessary

It is clear that each db-instance in the image of TI satisfies the conditions of Q
proving that the conditions are necessary.

(2)   0 is sufficient
rtI is defined if Q is satisfied. As explained before it is sufficient to we prove

that TI ° I-11 = Id.
Clearly TI O T--11(I'(X)) = I'(X) for X # Rl and X + R2.
We now prove that Il 0 1-11 (I'(Ri)) = I'(Rl) and LI o t-11 (I'(R#) = I'(R2).
Suppose that R is obtained from Rl and R2 by t-1. and suppose that I'(Rl)'
is the interpretation of the the relation Rl after applying the forward
transformation    TI on   I(R). To prove   that  I'(Rl)  =  I'(Rl)' we first  that
I'(Ri) c I'(Rl)' and I'(Ri)' 9 I'(Rl)·
(2.1)_r(Rl) c I'(Rlll

If (ul, u2) e I'(Rl) then we have -1AND-NULL(u2) (because of
constraint OR-NNL(Rl. s2: S2))· Due to the outer join definition there is
some u3 such that (ul, u2, u3) E  I(R). By applying TI we  have
(ul, 112) E I'(Rl)'.

(2.2)-- I'(Rl)' c I'(Rl)
Conversely, if (ul, u2) E  I'(Rl)' then this tuple is derived by Il from let
us   say   (ul,  u2,  u'3)  E I(R) which is derived from either joining
(ul' u2) f  I'(Rl) with some (ul, u34 E  I'(R2), or extending
(ul, u2) 6 I'(Rl) with a null value. This shows that I'(Ri)' C I'(Rl).

This shows that I'(Ri) = I'(Ri)'.
The proof for '[I o T-lI (I'(R2)) = I'(R2) is similar.
This completes the proof that Il 0 1-11 - Id.

0

5.4.4 The Divide/Union Transformation

This transformation is used to divide a relation into a number of sub-relations
(according to a certain criteria). Each of the sub-relations has the same role
sequence as the original relation. The backward transformation is used to combine
relations with the same role sequence into one larger relation. Without losing
generality, we can restrict this transformation to a transformation that divides a
relation into two sub-relations and conversely combines two relations into a larger
one.

The divide transformation uses selections to construct the sub-relations. For
each sub-relation, a predicate determines which tuples of the original relation will
be contained in the sub-relation. The backward transformation, the union
transformation, reconstructs the original relation by making the union of the
different sub-relations.
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To be lossless, the forward transformation needs two condition constraints.
One requires that for each tuple of the original relation at least one of the
predicates evaluate to TRUE. The other is also a condition constraint and requires
that for each tuple of the original relation, both predicates evaluates either to TRUE
or FALSE (thus excluding NI). The first condition constraint is needed to guarantee
that each tuple of the original relation is at least in one of the two sub-relations.
The second condition constraint is needed to guarantee the CCWA for relations. If
for some tuples of the original relation, one of the predicates would evaluate to NI,
then we cannot decide whether or not the tuple is in the corresponding
subrelation. In order to handle null values properly an additional condition
constraint is needed to require that tuples involving a null value can only satisfy
one of the two predicates. As we will explain later on, this condition is required by
the backward transformation.

To be lossless, the backward transformation needs to satisfy several
conditions. Two condition constraints are needed to require that for each of the
sub-relations all tuples satisfy the corresponding predicate. In addition, two subset
constraints must ensure that tuples of one sub-relation which satisfy both
predicates are also in the other sub-relation. To illustrate this lossless rule, consider
the following example. Let Rl(Tl, T2) and R2(Tl, 1,2) be two sub-relations, and Pri
and Pr  the two corresponding predicates This means that Prl evaluates to TRUE
for the tuples of Rl and Pr2 evaluates to TRUE for the tuples of R . Suppose (x,y) €
I(Rl)  and  (x,y)  1   I(R2), but Pr2(x,y) has truth value  TRUE.   Then the backward
transformation will construct the relation  R(Tl, T2)  as the union of Rl (Tl, T2)  and
R2(Tl, T2). Therefore  (x,y)  e I(R) However, because  both  Prl (x,y) and Pr2(x,y)
have truth value TRUE, the forward transtormation will map (x,y) in the extension
of Rl as well as in the extension of R . As such, the extensions of the original sub-
relations cannot be reconstructed and the transformation would therefore not be
lossless. On the other hand, to handle null values properly, an additional inter-view
constraint is needed to guarantee that a tuple which contains null values cannot be
in both sub-relations. To illustrate this lossless rule, consider the same example as
above. Suppose (x,@) € I(Rl) and (x,@) f I(R2), then by the union, (x,@) € I(R).
However since we use the NI interpretation for null values, it is not necessarily
true that (x,@) in the extension of Rl represents the same information as (x,@) in
the extension of R  . Therefore it is, in general, not possible to represent these two
(possibly distinct) tuples by one tuple in R!

Definition 5.4.4
Let X = (L, ID be a data schema such that:

R(s:S) E Relations,
Prl, Pr2 € Preds oi type S,

then the dividelunion transformation I from X into X' = (L', I-') is defined as
follows:

TX : L'::= L  · { RelationNames -
RelationNames  .·  {R e R l,R 2} ;

Relations e
Relations . { R(s:S)  e Rl (s:S) , R2(s:S) 1
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r ..= r .·.   {  R(t) e (Rl(t) v R2(t)) }
t-1/:    L::= L'. { RelationNames' e

RelationNames ' .·. { Rl, R2 e R I;
Relations' e

Relations '
1 R,(s:S) , R2(s:S)  s R(s:S)  1

r::= r.·.   {  Rl(t) +-(R(t) A Prl(t)) ;
R2(t) e (R(t) A Pr2(t))

TI :        I' ::= 11 (D
I'(Rl)::= I(R<Prl( S:S)>)
I'(R2) ::= I(R<Pr2( s:S)>)
I'(X)::= I(X) for X * Rl and X #R2

7-l I :    I ::= I-11 (r)
I(R) ::= I'(Ri u R )
I(X)::= I'(X) for X#R

P:         COND(R, Pri v Pr2) A
COND(R, -7?Prl A -,2Pr2) A
(Vsu: OR-NULL(u) => (-Pri (u) v  Pr2(u)))

Q.       COND(Ri, Prl) A
COND(R2, PI'2) A
COND(Ri, -'Pe) A
COND(R2, 9 Prl) A
SUBC Ri<Pr2(S:S)> C R2) A
SUBC R2<Prl(s:S)> c Ri) A
(VSu : OR-NULL(u) 4 (-'Prl(u) v -'Pr2(u)))

0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by two new names in the set
of relation names. The original relation symbol is replaced by two new relation
symbols, each with the same type as the original relation symbol. In the
constraints, the atomic wff R(t) is replaced by (Rl(t) v R2(t)) Intuitively, this means
that if a tuple lies in the extension of the original relation, then it lies in one of the
extensions of the new relations. The interpretation of all symbols different from
the new relation symbols remains the same. The extension of the two new
relations corresponds with the extension of the respective selection views of the
original relation.
For the backward transformation, the relation names of the two new relations are
replaced by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names. The two
new relation symbols are replaced by the original relation symbol. In each
constraint, the atomic wff Rl(t) is replaced by (R(t) A Pri (t)), the atomic wff R2(t) is
replaced by (R(t)   Pr2(t)) Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the extension
of one of the two new relations, then there must be a corresponding tuple in the
original relation. In addition, that tuple has to satisfy the corresponding predicate.
The interpretation of all symbols different from the original relation symbol
remains the same. The extension of the original relation is extension of the union
of the two new relations.
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Lemma 5.4.18
For the divide/union transformation,
Vl ,",= R<Prl ( S:S )> and V2 : = R<Pr2( s:S )> are views of type S.

Vi(t) stands for R(t) A Pri(t), V2(t) stands for R(t) A Prl(t)

Vl(t) and V2(t) are logically closed if COND(R, 1'Pri A -- 2Pr2) is valid.
0

Proof

It  is  clear  that  Vl  and  V2 are views  of type S,  Vi (t) stands  for  R(t)     Pri (t)  and
V2(t) stands for R(t) A Pr2(t)
Vl (t)  and  V2(t) are logically closed if COND(R, =?Prl  A 9 Pr2) is valid because
then we have Vsu : R(u)  =2 --'?Prl (u) A -?Pr2(u)

0

Lemma 5.4.19
For the divide/union transformation,
V ::= Rl u R  is a view of type S.

V(t) stands for Rl (t) v R2(t)

V(t) is logically dosed.
0

Proof

Clear.
0

Lemma 5.4.20

The forward transformation of the divide/ union transformation  I  is a total  data
schema transformation, if r   COND(R, Pri v Pr2) A COND(R, -1?Prl A -'Pr2) ·

[3

Proof

Il(I) is a valid db-instance of I'. if we prove that each wff of TI(r) is valid in Il (I)
Let c' be r,(c) where c e  n
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' = c. Since I E c and I - I' except
for the interpretation of R, we have I' H  c'
If c does contain the relation symbol R, then each occurrence of R(t) is replaced
by (Rl(t) v R2(t)). Due to the definitions of Rl and R2 this is equivalent with
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(R(t) A Prl(t)) v (R(t) A Pr2(t)). We will prove that R(t) and (R(t)   Prl(t)) v (R(t)  
Pr2(t)) always have the same truth value.
Case (1): Suppose R(t) has truth value TRUE

The constraint COND(R, Prl v Pr2) implies that the following wff is valid:
R(t) => Pri(t) v Pr2(t).
The constraint CONI)(R, i?Prl A -'2Pr2) implies that the following wff is
valid: R(t) => i?Prl(t) A -,?Pr2(t).
So, the truth value of Prl (t) and Pr (t) cannot be NI.
So, (R(t) A Prl(t)) v (R(t) A Pr2(t)) also has truth value TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose R(t) has truth value FALSE
Clearly (R(t) A Prl(t)) v (R(t) A Pr2(t)) has truth value FALSE.

Therefore if I 1=  c we also have I' K  e

Since a selection can always be constructed, II is clearly a total mapping and thus
r is a total data schema transformation.

0

Lemma 5.4.21
The backward transformation  I-1 of the divide/ union transformation  is a total
data schema transformation, if 1-' M Q

0

Proof

To  prove  that  t- 11(I')  is a valid db-instance  of  I, we prove  that  each  wff  of
I-iI(r) is valid in t-11(I').
Letcbe fix(C') where c' E  I-'.
If c' does not contain the relation symbols Rl or R2 then c = c' Since I' H c' and
I = I' except for the interpretation of Rl or R2, we also have I H c.
If i does contain one of the relation symbol Rl or R , then each occurrence of
Rl (t) is replaced  by  (R(t)     Pri (t)),  and each occurrence  of  R (t) is replaced  by
(R(t) A Pr2(t)) According to the definition of R, R(t) stands for (Rl(t) v R (t)). We
will now prove  that  Rl(t)  and  ((Rl(t) v  R2(t))  A  Prl (t)) always  have  the  same
truth value and similarly R2(t) and ((Rl (t) v  R (t))   Pr2(t)) always have  the same
truth value.
Case (1): Suppose Rl(t) has truth value TRUE

COND(Rl, Prl ) implies that the following wff is valid:  Rl (t)  =*  Prl (t).  So, if
Rl(t) has truth value TRUE then ((Ri (t) v R2(t)) A Pri (t)) has also truth value
TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose Rl(t) has truth value FALSE
There are three possibilities; Prl(t) has truth value TRUE, FALSE or NI.
Case (2.1): Prl(t) has truth value FALSE.
Then ((Rl(t) v R2(t)) A Pri(t)) also has truth value FALSE.
Case (2.2): Prl(t) has truth value TRUE.

Then ((Rl(t) v R2(t)) A Pri(t)) has a truth value different from FALSE if
R2(t) has a truth value different from FALSE. Suppose R2(t) has truth
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value TRUE (NI is not possible), then because of the constraint
SUBC R2<Prl(s:S)> C Ri), we have:
VSt : OR-NULL(t) v ((R2(t)   Prl(t)) => Rl(t)).
Because Rl(t) has truth value FALSE, OR-NULL(t) must have truth
value TRUE.
Because of the constraint COND(R2, Pr2)' Pr2(t) has truth value TRUE.
So, Prl(t) and Pr (t) and OR-NULL(t) have truth value TRUE, but this is
in conflict with the following constraint in Q:
(Vsu : OR-NULL(u) =* (-'Pri(u) v -'Pr2(u))).
So,  R2(t) has truth value FALSE and therefore ((Ri (t)  v R2(t))  A  Pri (t))
has truth value FALSE

Case (2.3): Prl(t) has truth value NI.
Then ((R,(t) v R2(t)) A Prl(t)) has a truth value different from FALSE if
R2(t) has a truth value different from FALSE. Suppose R (t) has truth
value TRUE (NI is not possible), but then because of the constraint
COND(R , 12Prl), Prl(t) cannot have truth value NI.

Similar as for Rl(t), we can prove that R2(t) and ((Rl(t) v R2(t)) A Pr2(t)) always
have the same truth value.
Therefore if I' t= c' we also have I H c

I-1 is a total schema transformation because clearly 1-11 is a total mapping (the
union can always be constructed).

0

Lemma 5.4.22
The divide/union transformation '[ is a reversible data schema transformation if
r H COND(R, Pri v Pr2) A COND(R, -?Pri A -i?Pr2), and 7-1 is the backward
transformation.

0

Proof

We first prove that T-110 TI (I(R)) = I(R).

Suppose  that  Rl  and  R  are obtained  from  R by  I, and suppose  that  I(R)'  is  the
interpretation of the the relation R after applying the backward transformation

1-11 on I'(Rl) and I'(R2) · To prove that I(R) = I(R)', we show that I(R) g I(R)' and
I(R)' c I(R).
(1) I(R) c I(R)'

If (u)  €   I(R) then, because (R(u)  =*  Prl (u)  v  Pr2(u)) has truth value TRUE
(lossless rule COND(R, Prl v Pr2)), we have (u) E I'(Rl) or (u) € I'(R2). Then,
due to the definition of union, (u) E I(R)'

(2) I(R)' c I(R):
If (u) € I(R)' then this tuple can be derived by t-11 from (u) e I'(Ri) or
(u) e I'(R2) (see the definition of union), which must be derived from a
tuple (u) e I(R)

This completes the proof that t-110 Il (I(R)) = I(R).
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It is now left to prove that T-tx 9 TI (r) = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol  R then 7-1 I 0  LI  (c)  = c.

Suppose  c does contain the relation symbol   R.   Let  c'   be   I- 1 I O T I  (c).   C'   is

obtained by first replacing  R(t)  by  (Ri(t)  v  R2(t))  (by  II)  and  then  Rl (t)  is
replaced   by (R(t)  A  Pri (t))  and  R2(t) is replaced  by (R(t)     Pr2(t)).   Thus
(R,(t) v R2(0) is replaced by (R(t)  A  Pri (t))  v  (R(t) A Pr2(t)).  Due  to the lossless
rule COND(R, Prl v Pr ), the following wff is valid:
R(t) 4 (R(t) A Prl(t)) v (R(t) A Pr2(t)).
Therefore c logically implies c'.
Conversely   (R(t)   A  Pri (t))  v  (R(t)  A  Pr2(t))  =*   R(t)  is also valid. Therefore  i
logically implies c. This completes the proof that c and c' are logically equivalent.

0

Theorem 5.4.23
The divide/union transformation is a lossless data schema transformation if
r 1= P and r' H Q.

0

Proof

We have to prove that TI is onto if the conditions in P (and more in particular the
constraint (Vsu : OR-NULL(u) =* (9Prl(u) v -fr2(u))) ) are satisfied.
We will prove that in this case Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to
be onto.
(1)   0 is necessary

It is clear that each db-instance in the image of TI satisfies the conditions of Q
if also  (Vsu : OR-NULL(u)  4  ( Prl (u)  v iPr2(u))) is valid  for the source
schema, proving that the conditions are necessary.

(2)   0 is sufficient
This can be proved as follows. 1-11 is defined if Q is satisfied, if Il 0 1-l I = Id
then each db-instance I' satisfying Q is the image of some db-instance of I,
i.e. T-11(I,).
Clearly Il O rl ICI'(X)) = I'(X) for X + Rl and X # R2.
We now prove that ZI o t-l I (I'(Ri)) = I'(Rl) and TI 9 I-11 (I'(R2)) = I'(R2)
Suppose that R is obtained from R i  and  R2 by 1-1. and suppose that I'(Rl)'
is the interpretation of the the relation Rl after applying the forward
transformation   TI on  I(R). To  prove  that  I'(Rl)  =  I'(Rl)'  we  show  that
I'(Rl) C I'(Rl)' and I'(Rl)' g I'(Rl)
(2.1)   I'(Ri) c I'(R,)

If (u)-&   I'(Rl) then  we  have  (u)  c I(R). Because COND(Rl,  Prl),  the
truth value of Prl(u) is TRUE. Therefore we also have (u) e  I'(Rl)'.

(2.2)   I'(Ri)' c I'(Ri)
If (u) E I'(Ri)' then this tuple is derived by TI from let us say (u) E I(R)
which is derived from either (u)    I'(Rl),or (u) € I'(R2)· Suppose (u) is
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derived from (u) e I'(R2) Since (u) c I'(Rl)' we know that the truth
value of Prl(u) is TRUE (constraint COND(Rl, Prl)).
We now distinguish two cases:
case 1: OR-NULL(u) has truth value FALSE.
Because the constraint SUB( R2<Prl(s:S)> 9 Rl) is in Q, and
OR-NULL(u) has truth value FALSE, we also have truth value TRUE
for Rl(u). Thus (u) E I'(Rl)
case 2: OR-NULL(u) has truth value TRUE.
Since (u) c I(R) and since we suppose that (u) c I'(R2), we know that
the truth value of Pr2(u) is also TRUE (COND(R2, pr2)) However this is
in conflict with the lossless rule:
(Vsu : OR-NULL(u) => (-iPrl(u) v -•Pr2(u)))
So, we need to have (u) E I'(Ri).

This shows that I'(Rl) = I'(Rl)'.
The proof for TI O T-l I (I'(R2)) = I'(R2) is similar.
This completes the proof that TI 9 7-11 = Id.

0

5.4.5 The Encoding/Decoding Transformation

This transformation is used to group a number of roles of a relation into one
single role (encoding) and conversely, to decompose (decoding) a role into two or
more new roles. A typical example of this transformation is the date role. A date-
value could be considered as an encoding of a day-, month- and year-value. For
different reasons, it could be more convenient to maintain the date as one single
value although it is a "composed" (non-1NF) value. The encoding transformation
allows to encode the day-, month- and year-role into a single date-role, the
decoding transformation allows to split the date-role into the original day-, month-
and year-role.

Intuitively, the encoding transformation groups a number a roles together
using a combination of an expansion and a projection. The expansion is used to
add the encoded value to each tuple, the projection is used to remove the original
roles. Similarly, the decoding transformation decomposes a role into two or more
roles also by using a combination of an expansion and a projection. The expansion
is used to add the decoded values to each tuple, the projection removes the
original role. We will see that in general there is no distinction between the
encoding and the decoding transformation.

This transformation is lossless if the encoding and decoding functions are
total one-to-one correspondences (bijections). Intuitively, this means that the
decoded value can uniquely be reconstructed from the encoded values and vice
versa. Usually it is not required that the ftinctions are bijections for their complete
domain. It is sufficient that they are bijections for a subset of their domains, for
example for the set of instances which may be involved in the relation. Very often
it is possible to characterize those instances by means of some wff, called
respectively the "encoding" and the "decoding condition".
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A special case of the encoding/decoding transformation is the
"reduction/expansion" transformation. This transformation is used to reduce the
number of roles of a relation by eliminating derivable roles and conversely, to add
new (but derivable) roles to a relation. The reduction can be seen as an encoding,
the expansion as an decoding. To be lossless we require for the reduction
transformation a condition constraint which expresses that each value of the role
to be eliminated is equal to the evaluation of a role expression, i.e. the value is
derivable.

Definition 5.4.5
Let X = (L, r) be a data schema such that:

R(sl:Sl, r21:T21, ··· , 1,2n:T2n) € Relations,
Fn, Fn'1, ···,Fn'n € Functs, respectively of type (T21, ... , T2n, T'2), (T'2, T21),

,(T,2, T2n), Fn is called the encoding function, FrI'l, ..., Fn'n are called the
decoding functions,
C and C' are logically closed wffs, C is called the encoding condition and C'
is called the decoding condition

then the encodingldecoding transformation t from I into I' = (L', r') is defined
as follows:

I
ir

L'::= L.·. { RelationNames =

RelationNames  . · . {R e R' } ;
RoleNames -

RoleNames .·. { r21, ··, rZn '- r'2 };
Relations e

Relations . { R(sl Sl, r21 T21, ··· ' r2n T2n) "
R'(sl:Sl, 12:T'2) }

r' ::= r .·.   1  R(tl, t21, ··· ' tln) 5 R'(tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) A
C(t21, ··· , t2n)

T-tx:      L::=L'.·. { RelationNames' e
RelationNames ' .·  I R' = R };

RoleNames' s
RoteNames ' .{ r'2 - r21, ··· , r2n };

Relations' +
Relations'   ·.  { R'(sl .Sl, r'2:T'2)  e

R(sl:Sl, r21 :T21, ··· , en:T2n) 1

r::= r .·.    {  R'(ti,t2) «-Rctl, Fn'1(t2),..., Fn'n(t2)) A C'(t2) 1
TI:       I'::= TI (I)

I'(R')::= I ( (R + (r'2:T'2:= Fn(r21 T21, ··· , r2n Tln)) )
[sl Sl, r'2:T'2]

)

I'(X)::= I(X) for X # R'

I-11: I::= T-11 (I,)
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I(R) ::= I'( (R' +  ( r21:1'21 := Fn'1(1·'2:T'2), ···, r2n:T2n := Fn'n(r'2:T'2)
)

) [Sl :Sl, r21:T21, ··· , r2n:T2n] )
I(X)::= I'(X) for X * R

P:        COND(R, C);
for the domain { u21, ··· , uln III= C(u21, ··· , u2n) } holds:

Fn is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
{ u'21 I' K c'(u'2) }
and

(Fn'1, ··· , Fn'n) o Fn = Id.
Q:        COND(R', C');

for the domain C u'2 1 I' K C'(u'2) } holds:
(Fn'1, ···, Fn'n) is a total one-to-one mapping onto
the set { u21, ···, u2n  I  It= C(u21, ···, u2n) 1
and

Fn o (Fn'1, ··· , Fn'n) = Id.
0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by a new name (if needed) in
the set of relation names. The role names of the role sequence which needs to be
encoded are replaced by a single role name in the set of role names. The original
relation symbol is replaced by a new relation symbol, the role sequence which
needs to be encoded is replaced by a single role. In the constraints, the atomic wff
R(tl, t21, ··· , t2n) is replaced by R'(ti, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) A C(t21, ··· , t2n)· Intuitively, this
means that if a tuple is in the extension of the original relation, then it is also in the
extension of the new relation but the values of the role sequence to be encoded are
replaced by the result value of the decoding function for those values. In addition
we know that the encoding condition is valid for those values. The interpretation
of all symbols different from the new relation symbol remains the same. The
extension of the new relation corresponds with the extension of a projection of the
expansion of the original relation by the encoding function.

For the backward transformation, the relation name of the new relation is replaced
by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names. The role name of
the new role is replaced by the role names of the original role sequence. The new
relation symbol is replaced by the original relation symbol. In the constraints, the
atomic wff R'(tl,t2) is replaced by R(tl, Fn'1(t2)' ... ' Fn'n(t2)) A C'(t2). Intuitively, this
means that if a tuple is in the extension of the new relation, then it is also in the
extension of the original relation but the value of the new role is replaced by the
result values of the encoding functions for those values. In addition we know that
the encoding condition is valid for this value. The interpretation of all symbols
different from the original relation symbol remains the same. The extension of the
original relation is the extension of a projection of the expansion of the new
relation by the different decoding functions
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Note
This transformation can be generalized such that the encoding transforms the role
sequence r21 T21, ··· , r2n:T2n into another role sequence r'21:T'21, ···, r,2m:T'2m
(instead of into a single role). Let us call this role sequence S'292;

in that case we have Fn = (Fnl,···, Fnm) and
tX:       L'::= L.·. { RelationNames e

RelationNames  .·. {R e R' } ;
RoleNames s

RoleNames  .·.  { r21, ··· , r2n +- s'2 };
Relations e

Relations { R(sl:Sl, r21 T21,." ' r2nr•I'2n) s
R'(sl:Sl, S'25'2)  1

r ::= r .·.   {  R(tl, t21, ··· , tln) e R (tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)
A C(t21, ··· , t2n)

where Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) stands for Fnl(t21, ··· , t2n), ··· , Fnm(t21, ··· , t2n)·

It is clear that in this way the distinction between encoding and decoding becomes
faint.
In its most general form the encoding/decoding transformation therefore can be
defined as follows:

Let X = (L, r) be a data schema such that:
R(sl:Sl, S2:S2) f Relations,
S2:S2 stands for r21:T21, · ' 'r2n:T2n,
S'2:92 stands for r'21 :T'21,  ·· ·  ,  r' 2m.T'2m,
Fn 1, ... , Fnm, Fn'1, ... , Fn'n € Functs, respectively of type
(T21, '-. ' T2n, T'21), ··· , (T21, ··· , T2n, T'2m), (T'21, ··· , T'2m, T21), -' '
(T21' '.  ' T'2nk T2n),
Fn::= (Fnl, ···, Fnm), Fn'::= (Fn'l, ···, Fn'n),
C and C' are logically closed wffs.

Then the general encoding/decoding transformation I from I into I' = (L', r') is
defined as follows:

TX: L'::= L.·. C RelationNames =

RelationNames .·. ( R e R' }.
RoleNames -

RoleNames  .·. { 52 e 5'2 }.
Relations -

Relations . { R(sl Sl, S2:S2)  e
R'(sl:Sl, s'2:S'2) 1

r ::= r .·.   1  R(ti, t2) f- R'(tl, Fn(tl)) A C(tl) }
I- 1 1  :      L::= L'  . · . { RelationNames' e

RelationNames'  .   { R'  e R };
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RoleNames' e
RoleNames ' .   ( 5'2 *- 52 };

Relations' e
Relations ' 1 R'(sl:Sl, S'2:S'2) *-

R(sl Sl, 52:S2) }
r -= r' .     (  R'(tl,t2)  4-- R(tl, Fn'(t2)) A C'(t2) }

TI *        I' ::= Il (D
I'(R') ::= IC (R + ( s'2:92 := Fn(52:S2) )) [sl:Sl, s'2:S'21 )
I'(X)::= I(X) for X + R'

I-11 :     I::= T-11 (I')
I(R)::= I'((R' + ( s2:S2:= Fn'(42:S'2) )) [Sl:Sl, S262] )
I(X)::= I'(X) for X#R

P:        COND(R, C);
for the domain I u2 I I k C(u2) 1 holds:

Fn is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
111'2  1  I' l= C(u'2) }
and

Fn' o Fn = Id.
Q:        COND(R', C');

for the domain { u'21  I' K C'(u'2) } holds:
Fn' is a total one-to-one mappings onto the set
{u2  1 I H C(u2) }
and

Fn o Fn' = Id.
0

Lemma 5.4.24
For the encoding/decoding transformation,
V::=(R+ (r'2*T'2 := Fn(r21 T21, ··· , r2n:T2n)) ) [sl:Sl, r'2:T'2] is a view of type
SlT'2.

V(tl,t2) stands for
31'21u21, ··· , 3T2nu2n  R(tl, u21, ··· , u2n) A ( t2 =* Fn(U21, ... , U2n) )·

V(tl,t2) is logically closed.
0

Proof

(1)   V is a view:
Fn is a function of type (T21, ··· , T211, T'2), therefore Fn(r21:T21, ··· , r2n T2n) is
a role expression of type T'2. Thus R + (r'2:T,2 := Fn(r21:T21. ··· , r2n:T2n)) is
an expansion view of type SlT21 ·· T2nT'2.
So, (R+ (r'2:T'2:= Fn(r21:T21, ··· , rln:T2n)) ) [si:Si, r'2:T'2] is a view of type
SlT'2.
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(2) M 1•121:
Let V' be R + (r'2.T, 2 = Fn(r21 T21, ··· , r2n*T2n)), then V(tl,t2), i.e.
V'[sl:Sl, r'2:T,2](ti,t2) by the definition of view stands for:
3T21u21, ··· , 3·I'2nu2n: V'(tl, u21, ··· , U2n, t2)
By the definition of V' above, this is equivalent to:
3T21u21, ··· , 3T2nu2n: R(tl, u21, ··· , uln) A ( tl =* Fn(u21, ... , u2n) ) as required.

(3)   V(tl,tZ) is logically closed:
Clear: R and =* are logically closed, Fn is total.

0

Lemma 5.4.25
For the encoding/decoding transformation,
V ::= (R' + ( r21'T21 := Fn'1(r'2:72) , ··· , rln:T2n  = Fn'n<r'eT'2) ) ) Isl:Sl, r21:T21, ··· ,
r2n:T2n] ) is a view of type SlT21.  .  ' T21,

V(tl,t21, ··· , t210 stands for
3T'2u'2: R'(tl, u'2) A ( t21 =* Fn'1(u'2) ) A... A ( t2n =* Fn'n(u'2) )

V(tl,t21. ." ' t2n) is logically closed.
0

Proof

Completely analogous, by interation over the number of roles in the sequence,
to the proof of Lemma 5.4.24.

0

Lemma 5.4.26
The forward transformation of the encoding/decoding transformation T iS a
total data schema transformation, if r E COND(R, C) and for the domain
1 U21,.'' ' U2n  I  I t= C(u21, ··· , u2n) }, Fn is a total one-to-one mapping.

0

Proof

TI(I) is a valid db-instance of X' if each wff of Ix(D is valid in TI(I).
Let c' be TI(c) where c E r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' = c. Since I A c and I = I' except
for the interpretation of R, we have I' H c'.
If c does contain the relation symbol R, then each occurrence of R(ti, t21, ··· , t2n)
is replaced by R'(tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)) A C(t21, ··· , tln), where R'(tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)
stands for (see Lemma 5.4.24):
3T21 U21, ··· , 3T2nu2n: R(ti, u21, ··· , 112n) A Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) =* Fn(u21, ... , u2n) .
So each occurrence of R(ti, t21, ··· , t2n) is replaced by:
(3T21u21, ··· , 3T2nu2n: R(ti, u21, ··· , uln) A Fn(t21,... , tln) =* Fn(u21, ··· , u2n) ) A
C(t21, ·-' ' t2n)
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Let us call this wff w. We will now show that the truth value of R(ti, t21, ··· , t2n)
and w are always the same.
Case (1): Suppose R(ti. t21. ··· . tzn) has truth value TRUE

If (tl, t21, ··· , t2n) E I(R) we can use t21, ··· , t2 n for u21, ··· , u2n, so if
R(tl, t21, ··· , t2n) has truth value TRUE, then w has also truth value TRUE
because, due to the constraint COND(R, C), C(t21, ... , t2n) also has truth
value TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose R(tl. tll. ··· . tzn) has truth value FALSE
If R(tl, t21, ·'- ' t21) has truth value FALSE, then w only has a truth value
different from FALSE if the wff ((3·r21 u21, ··· , 3.I'2nu2n: R(tl, U21, ··· , u2n) A
Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) =* Fn(u21, ··· , 112n)) has truth value TRUE and C(t 1,..., t2n)
has truth value TRUE (because C is a logically closed wff, the truth value of
C(t21, ··· ' t2n) cannot be NI). Suppose C(t 1, ··· , t2n) has a truth value TRUE.
Because we require that Fn is a one-to-one mapping if C is valid, there can
be no u21, ... , 112n different from t21, ... , t2n, such that Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) =*
Fn(u21, ··· , u2n) has truth value TRUE. Since R(ti, t21, ··· , t2n) has truth value
FALSE, ((3-r211121, ··· , 3.r2nu2n  R(tl, 1121, ··. , 112n) A Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) =*
Fn(u21, ··· , 112n)) has truth value FALSE, and so w has also truth value
FAISE.

This implies that if I K c we also have I' P c'.

TI is a total mapping (and therefore T is a total schema transformation) since we
require that Fn is a total mapping, the expansion can always be constructed.
Also, the projection can always be constructed.

0

Lemma 5.4.27
The backward transformation '[-1 of the encoding/decoding transformation is a
total data schema transformation,  if  r' 1= COND(R',  C')  and  for the domain
C u'21 I' M C'(u2) }, (Fn'1,..., Fn'n) is a total one-to-one mapping.

0

Proof

To prove that 7-11(I') is a valid db-instance of I, we prove that each wff of

I-1 ICI-') is valid in T-11(r).
Let c be t-11(e) where c' E  r'.
If c' does not contain the relation symbol R' then c = c'. Since I' K c' and I = I'
except for the interpretation of R', we also have I t= c.
If c' does contain the relation symbol R', then each occurrence of R'(tl, t2) is
replaced by R(tl, Fn'1(tl),..' Fn'n(t2)) A C'(t2)· R(tl, Fn'1(t2), ..., Fn'n(t2)) stands
for:
3T'2u'2: R'(tl, u'2) A C Fn'1(t2) =* Fn'1(u'2) ) A... A ( Fn'n(t2) =* Fn'n(u'2) ) (Lemma

5.4.25)
So each occurrence of R'(tl, t2) is replaced by:

(3T'2u'2: R'(tl, u'2) A( Fn'1(t2) =* Fn'1(u'2) )A... A( Fn'n(t2) =* Fn'n(u'2) ) )A
C'(t2).
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Let us call this wff w. The proof that the truth values of w and R'(tl, t2) are
always the same is similar as for Lemma 5.4.26. (This is logical because as
already explained, a decoding can be considered as an encoding and vice versa)
This implies that if I 1= c we also have I' F c'

Futhermore, we require that Fn'1, ··· , Fn'n are total mappings. The expansion
can always be constructed. Also, the projection can always be constructed, so
II-1 is clearly a total mapping and therefore   T- 1   is a total data schema
transformation.

0

Lemma 5.4.28
The encoding/decoding transformation T is a reversible data schema
transformation   if the rules  of   P are satisfied  for  I;  I-1  is the backward
transformation.

0

Proof

We first prove that T-11 0 TI (I(R)) = I(R).
Suppose   that  R' is obtained  from  R  by  I. and suppose  that  I(R)'  is  the
interpretation of the the relation R after applying the backward transformation
I- lion  I'(R'). To prove  that  I(R)   =   I(R)'.  we   show   that  I(R)   c   I(R)'   and
I(R)' & I(R).
(1) I(R) c I(R)':

If (ul, 1121, ..., u2n) E  I(R)  then, we have (ul, Fn(u21, ···, u2n)) e  I'(R'), andtherefore (ul, Fn'1(Fn(u21, ··· , u2n)), ··· , Fn'n(Fn(u21, ···, u2n)) E I(R)'.
Because Fn'i(Fn(u21, ··· , u2n)) =* uli for R (for tuples in R, C is valid and if C
is valid then Fn'i o Fn = Id),we have (ul, u21, ··· , u2n) e I(R)'.

(2) I(R)' c I(R):
If (ul, U21, ··· , U2n) €  I(R)'  then this tuple can be derived by 7-1 1 from (ul, u2)
E I'(R'), such u21 =* Fn'i(u2). (ul, u2) must be derived from a tuple (ul, u'21,

, u'2n) E  I(R), such that u2 =* Fn(u'21, ··· , u'2n)· This means that
U 2i =* Fn'i(Fn( u' 21, ··· , u'2 n ))· On the other hand we have,
Fn'i(Fn(u'21, ··· , u'2n)) =* u'2i for R (for tuples in R, C is valid and i f C is valid
then Fn'i ° Fn = Id), so u2i =* u'2i· This implies that (ul, u21, ··· , u2n) e I(R).

This completes the proof that 1-11 0 TI (I(R)) = I(R).

It is now left to prove that T-lI O ZI (r) = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then T-1X O TI (c) = c.
Suppose c does contain the relation symbol  R.  Let c' be t-1 I o II (c).
c' is obtained by first replacing R(tl, t21, ··· , tln) by R'(tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)) A
C(t21, ··· , t2n) (by LI) and then R'(ti,t2) is replaced by R(tl, Fn'1(t2), ... , Fn'n(tz)) A
C'(t2). Thus R'(tl, Fn(t21, ··· , t2n) is replaced by:
R(tl, Fn'1(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)),···, Fni(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n))) A C(t21, ··· , t2n) A
C'(Fn(til, ···, t210)·
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Let  us  call  this  wff  w.  We  will now prove  that  R(ti,  t21,  ···  , t2n)  and w  are
logically equivalent.
Case (1): Suppose R(ti. t 1· ··· · tZI!) has truth value TRUE

If R(ti, t21, '.' ' t2n) has truth value TRUE then C(t21, ... , t2n) has truth value
TRUE (constraint COND(R,C) in P), and C'(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)) also has truth
value TRUE because Fn is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
{u'21 I' K C'(u'2)} (lossless rule in P).
If C is valid then Fn'i(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)) =* t2i· So, R(ti, Fn'1(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)), ··· ,
Fn'i(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n))) becomes R(tl, t21, ... , t2n) again. Therefore, if
R(tl, t21, ' ' ' t2n) has truth value TRUE then w also has truth value TRUE.

Case (1): Suppose R(t1. t21. '" . t211) has truth value FALSE
Suppose  w has truth value  TRUE,  then R(tl, Fn'1(Fn(t21,  ···  , t2n)),  ···  ,
Fn'i(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n))) must have truth value TRUE. Therefore
C(Fn'1(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)), ··· ' Fn'i(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n))) has truth value TRUE and
therefore Fn'i(Fn(t21, ··· , t2n)) =* t2i, for each i, 1 5 i 5 n (Fn' o F n=I d i f C i s
valid). This implies that R(tl, t21, ··· , t2n) would have truth value TRUE
which is a contradiction.

0

Theorem 5.4.29
The encoding/decoding transformation is a lossless data schema transformation
if the rules of P are satisfied for X and the rules of Q are satisfied for I'.

0

Proof

Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto, if the source schema
satisfy the condition P, indeed:
(1)   0 is necessary

For each db-instance in the image of TI the conditions of Q are satisfied:

(1.1)   for the domain { u'2 1 I'l= C'(u'2) 1 the condition Fn o (Fn'1, ···, Fn'n) =
Id is satisfied:
if C'(u'2) has truth value TRUE then there exists u21, ··· , u2n such that
u'2 =* Fn(u21, ···, u2n) and C(u21, ···, U2n) has truth value TRUE,
because Fn is onto this domain. So, Fn(Fn'1(U'2), ··· , Fn'n(U'2)) =*
Fn(Fn'1(Fn(u21, ··· , u2n)), ··· , Fn'n(Fn(u21, ··· , u2n))) =* Fn(u21, ··· , u2n)
=* u2 (because (Fn'1, ···, Fn'n) ' Fn  = Id for the domain { u21, ··· , u2n I

I H C(u21, ··· , u2n) })· This proves that this condition is necessary.
(1.2)  (Fn'1,..., Fn'n) is total one-to-one and onto the set 1 u21, ··· , u2n I

I H C(u21, ··· , u2n) }
If not, Fn would  not  be onto, or (Fn'l, ···, Fn'n) o  Frt   = Id would be
violated.

(1.3)   COND(R', C'):
if R'(ul, u'2) has truth value TRUE then we have (u21, ··· , u2n) such that
u'2 -* Fn(u21, ··· , u2n) and R(ul,u21, ··· , u2n) have truth value TRUE.
Because C(u21, ··· , u2n) has truth value TRUE and Fn is onto the set
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{ u'2 1 I' E C'(u'2) } in that case, we also have that C'(u'2) has truth
value TRUE.

(2)    0 is suffident
T-1 l i s defined  if Q i s satisfied.  If  TI 0  I- 1 1=I d  then each db-instance  I'
satisfying Q is the image of some db-instance of X. i.e. T-11(I').
Clearly '[10 '[-11(I'(X)) = I'(X) for X # R'
We now prove that 71 0 T-11 (I'(R)) = I'(R').
Suppose that R is obtained from R'  by z-1. and suppose that I'(R')' is the
interpretation of the the relation R' after applying the forward
transformation  TI on  I(R). To prove that I'(R') = I'(R')'  we show that
I'(R') C I'(R')' and I'(R')' 9 I'(R').
(2.1)   I'(R') c I'(R')'

If (ul, u2) E I'(R') then we have (ul, Fn'1(u2), ···, Fn'n(U2)) € I(R), and
therefore (ul, Fn(Fn'1(112), ···, Fn'n(u2))) E I'(R')'. Because Fn(Fn'1(u2),
..., Fn'n(U2)) =* U2 has truth value TRUE if (ul, u2) €  I'(R) we also have
(Ul' 112) E I'(R'):

(2.2)    I'(R')' c r(R')
If  (ul,  u2)  E    I'(R')'   then this tuple is derived  by  I I   from   let  us  say
(Ul' u21, ··· , U2n) c I(R), where u2 =* Fn(u21, ··· , u2n)· This tuple is derived
from a tuple (ul, u'2) € I'(R'), such that u2i =* Fn'i(U'2). This means that u2 =*
Fn(Fn'1(U'2),..., Fn'n(U'2)). Because Fn(Fn'1(u'2), ···, Fn'n(U'2)) =* u'2 has
truth value TRUE if (ul, u'2) € I'(R') we have u2 =* u'2. So, (ul, u2) E I'(R').

This shows that I'(R') = I'(R')'.
This completes the proof that rI 0 I-11 = Id.

0

We now define the reduction/expansion transformation which is a special
case of the encoding/decoding transformation.

Definition 5.4.6
Let X = (L, D be a data schema such that:

R(s:S, s':S') € Relations,
exp be role expression of type S' for the role sequence s:S,

then the reductiontexpansion transformation   I  from  I  into  I' =  (L:  r')  is

defined as follows:
TI:       L'::= L.·. { RelationNames =

RelationNames  . · . {R e R'l·"
RoleNames -

RoteNames  .·. { s' e };
Relations =

Relations . { R(s:S, s':S')  e R'(s.S) 1

r = r .·.     {  R(t,r) e R'(t)   (t' =* exp(t)) }
t-152:      L=L'.·. { RelationNames' -

RelationNames ' .   { R'  *- R };
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RoleNames' e
RoleNames ' . . { = s' } ;

Relations' e
Relations' ·. { R'(s:S) e R(s:S, s':S') }

r = r' .       {  R'(t)  e R(t, exp(t)) }
TI *          I' ::= 11 (D

I'(R') = I(R[s:S])
I'(X') = I(X) for X # R

I-11:     I ".= 1-11 (I')
I(R) = I'(R' + (s':S':= exp))
I(X) = I'(X) for X # R'

P:        COND(R, =*(s':S', exp))
Q:   1RUE

0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by a new name (if needed) in
the set of relation names. The role names of the role sequence which will be
removed is removed from the set of role names. The original relation symbol is
replaced by a new relation symbol, the role sequence which needs to be removed
is left out. In the constraints, the atomic wff R(t,t') is replaced by R'(t) A
(t' =* exp(t)). Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the extension of the original
relation, then its projection is also in the extension of the new relation and the
value of the role sequence which is removed is the result of evaluating a role
expression for this tuple. The interpretation of all symbols different from the new
relation symbol remains the same. The extension of the new relation corresponds
with the extension of the projection of the original relation on the remaining roles.

For the backward transformation, the relation name of the new relation is replaced
by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names. The role names of
the new role sequence are added to the set of role names. The new relation symbol
is replaced by the original relation symbol. In the constraints, the atomic wff R'(t) is
replaced by R(t, exp(t)). Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the extension of
the new relation, then an expansion of this tuple is also in the extension of the
original relation. The interpretation of all symbols different from the original
relation symbol remains the same. The extension of the original relation is the
extension of the expansion of the new relation by the given role expression.

Theorem 5.4.30
The reduction/expansion transformation is an encoding/decoding
transformation.

0

Proof

The reduction/expansion transformation is a special case of the general
encoding/decoding transformation.  This can be shown as follows.
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Let  R(s:S,  s':S') be R(sl:Sl, s2.52)   in the general encoding/decoding
transformation,  and  R'(s:S)  be  R'(sl:Sl, s'2:S'2) where  sl:Sl is an empty  role-
sequence, s2:S2 is equal to ss':SS' and s'2:S,2 is equal to s:S.

Fn is a function of type (SS', S) and the image of some (u,u') €
Dom*(S) x Dom*(S') is u.
Fn' is a function of type (S, SS') and the image of some (u) e Dom*(S) is
(u, exp(u)).

C is (s':S' =* exp) and C' is TRUE. They are both logically closed.

Then,
I'(R')    = I((R + ( s'2:S'2:= Fn(s2:S2))) [sl:Sl, S'2:S'2])

= I'((R + ( s:S:= Fn(ss':SS') ) [s:Sl)
= ((R + ( s:S:= s:S) ) [s:S])
= R'[s:S].

And,
KR) = I'((R' + ( 52:S2 := Fn'(s'2:S'2) ) [sl*Sl, S2:S21)

=  I((R'  +  (  ss':SS':=  Fn'(s:S)))  [  ss':SS'])
= I((R' + ( s:S:= s:S) + ( s':S':= exp(s:S))) [ ss':SS'])
= I(R' +  ( s':S':= exp)).

For r': R'(tl, Fn(t2)) A C(t2) is equivalent with
R'(t2[s:S]) A (t2[s':S'] =* exp(tl))
For r: R(tl, Fn'(t2)) A C'(t2) is equivalent with R(t2, exp(t2)) A TRUE which is
equivalent with R(te exp(t ))

The lossless conditions of the encoding/decoding are satisfied as follows.
Condition 1: for the domain { uu'  I  I E (u' =* exp(u)) 1, Fn is a total one-to-one.

If two tuples (ul,u'l) and (u2,u'2) have the same image by Fn, then ul must
be equal to ue and since (U' 1 =* exp(ul)) and (u'2 =* exp(u2)) is valid, u'l and
11'2 must also be the same.

Condition 2: for the domain { uu'  I I H (u' =* exp(u)) }, Fn is onto.
Clear.

Condition 3: for the domain { uu'  I  I K (u' =* exp(u)) }, Fn' o Fn =* Id.
Fn' (Fn (u,u')) =* Fn'(u) =* (u, exp(u)).

Condition 3: COND(R,C)
Clear because we require COND(R, =*(s':S', exp))

Condition 4: FrI' is a total one-to-one mapping.
Fn' is clearly a total mapping because we require that exp is defined for
Dom*(S).
If the image  of  ul  and   u2  by  Fn'  is  the  same,  i.e. (ul, exp(ul))   and
(U2, exp(u2)) are the same tuple. This implies that ul and u2 are the same. So
Fn' is also one-to-one.

Condition 5: Fn' is onto { uu'  l  IM (u' =* exp(u)) 1
Clear.

Condition 6: Fn o Fn' =* Id.
Fn (Fn' (u)) =* Fn(u, exp(u)) =* u.

0
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5.4.6 The Aggregate/Decompose Transformation

This transformation is used to group a number of tuples into one single tuple
(the aggregate) and conversely, to decompose one tuple into two or more tuples.
A typical example of this transformation is the grouping of elements into a set.
Each (finite) set consists of a number of elemets. For some applications, it is more
convenient to maintain a set as one single "compound" value, rather than
maintaining a set of tuples, each containing one element of the set. The aggregate
transformation allows to aggregate all tuples related to the same set into a single
tuple, the decompose transformation allows to decompose tuples containing such
a set-value into a set of tuples, each containing the individual elements of the set.

More generally, this transformation can be made applicable for other kinds of
aggregation/decomposition. Intuitively, the aggregate transformation groups
tuples together using a combination of a bounded expansion and a projection. The
expansion is used to add the aggregated value to each tuple, the projection is used
to remove the role (sequence) on which the aggregate function is applied. The
decompose transformation decomposes a tuple into two or more tuples using a
combination of an explosion and a projection. The explosion is used to add the
decomposed values to each tuple, the projection removes the role on which the
decompose function is applied.

This transformation is lossless if the aggregate and decompose functions are
total one-to-one correspondences (bijections). Intuitively, this means that the
aggregated value can uniquely be reconstructed from the decomposed values and
vice versa. Usually it is not required that the functions are bijections for their
complete domain. It is sufficient that they are bijections for a subset of their
domains, i.e. for the set of instances which may be involved in the relation. Often it
is possible to characterize those instances by means of some wff, called
respectively the aggregate and the decompose condition. We also have to take null
values into consideration for the roles of the relation not involved in the
aggregate/decompose function (the complement role sequence of the role subject
of the aggregate/decompose). The values of this role sequence are used to
aggregate the tuples, i.e. tuples with the same value for this role sequences are
grouped together. If these values include null values, then it is not known if they
represent the same information or not. Therefore, null values will not be allowed
in these roles. In addition to the lossless rules already mentioned, the backward
transformation requires a functional dependency with the role to be decomposed
as dependent and the rest of the roles of the relation as determinant. To illustrate
this requirement consider the following example. Let R(T, T') be relation, if both
(x, y-z) and (x, u-v) are allowed as t,iples of the extension of R, then the
decomposition may result in the tuples (x, y), (x, z), (x, u), (x, v). If these tuples are
aggregated then we obtain a single tuple (x, y-z-u-v). This is clearly not lossless.
Furthermore, the decompose function should return at least one value. If not, the
associated tuple cannot be represented in the decomposed relation, for instance
suppose we have the tuple (x, "-" ). If the decompose function happens to return
the empty set for the value "-", then x will not appear in the decomposed relation.
Again, this is not lossless.
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Definition 5.4.7
Let I = (L, D be a data schema such that:

R(sl:Sl, s2:S2) € Relations,
Fa, Fc 6 Functs, respectively of type (252, S'2), (S'2,2S2), Fa is called the
aggregate  function,Pc is called the decompose function,
C and C' are logically closed wffs; C is called the aggregate condition, C' is
called the decompose condition,

then the aggregateldecompose transformation T from X into X' = (L'. I-') is
defined as follows:

IX: L'::= L.·. { RelationNames *-
RelationNames  .·. {R e R' }

RoleNames -
RoleNames  .·. { s2 e 5'2 1

Relations *-
Relations   . . { R(sl:Sl,52:S2)  s R'(Sl:Sl,S'2:S'2) }

r::= r.·.   1  R(ti, h) e
(392u'2 : R'(tl,u'2) A MEMBER*(t2.Fc(u'2)) A C(t2))

r- 1 N  :        L ".=  L'  . { RelationNames' e
RelationNames' .   { R' e R }

RoleNames' e
RoleNames ' . . { s'2 - s2 }

Relations' +
Relations ' .·. C R'(sl:Sl,82:S'2)  e R(Sl:Sl,5252) }

r::= r.·.   {  R'(ti,t'2) e
(3S2 u2 : R(ti, u2) A t'2 =* FaC ( y l R(tl, Y)})AC'(t'2))

TI:        I' ::= Il (D
I'(R')::= I (  (R +

(s'292:= Fa({ Y  I  R<sl:Sl =* X>[S2:S2](Y) }) ; X)
) Isl:Sl, s'2:S'2]

)

I' (X)::= I(X) for X # R'
I-11 :      I::= t-11 (I')

I(R) ::= I'((R' ++ ( s252 := Fc(s'2:92) ))[sl:Sl, 52:S21)
I(X)::= I'(X) for X # R

P :              ANDNNL(R, sl:Sl  ) A
COND(R, C);
for the domain { ul  l  IA C(ul) 1 holds:

Fa is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
{u'2 1 I' K C'(u'2)}
and
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FcoFa=Id
Q :        FD(R', sl:Sl -4 s'2:S'2) A

AND-NNL(R', sl:Sl ) A
COND(le, C') A
VS'2 u,2  C'(u'2) =* (352 112 : MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2)) ) ;
for the domain { u'2  1 I' K C'(u'2) } holds:

Fc is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
1 u2 1 I H C(u2) }
and

FaoFc=Id
0

The relation name of the original relation is replaced by a new name (if needed) in
the set of relation names. The role names of the role sequence which needs to be
aggregated is replaced by a new role sequence name in the set of role names. The
original relation symbol is replaced by a new relation symbol, the role sequence
which needs to be aggregated is replaced by a new role sequence. In the set of
constraints, the atomic  wff  R(tl, t2) is replaced by (3S'2u,2 :  R'(tl,u'2) A
MEMBER*(t2,Fc(u'2)) A C(t2)). Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the
extension of the original relation, then a corresponding tuple (with equal value for
the first role sequence) is in the extension of the new relation and such that the
value of the second role sequence of the original tuple is "incorporated" in the
aggregated value of this tuple. This means that the value must be a member of the
set obtained after decomposing the aggregated value again. In addition we know
that the aggregate condition is valid for the old value. The interpretation of all
symbols different from the new relation symbol remains the same. The extension
of the new relation corresponds with the extension of a projection of the bounded
expansion of the original relation by means of the aggregate function

For the backward transformation, the relation name of the new relation is replaced
by the name of the original relation in the set of relation names. The role names of
the new role sequence is replaced by the role names of the original role sequence.
The new relation symbol is replaced by the original relation symbol. In the
constraints, the atomic wff R'(ti,t'2) is replaced by (3S2 u2. R(tl, u2) A t,2 -* FaC {Y I
R(tl, y) 1) A C'(t'2))· Intuitively, this means that if a tuple is in the extension of the
new relation, then there are a number of tuples in the extension of the original
relation, with equal values for the first role sequence, such that the aggregation of
those tuples is equal to the value of second role sequence of this tuple. In addition
we know that the decompose condition is valid for this value. The interpretation of
all symbols different from the original relation symbol remains the same. The
extension of the original relation is the extension of a projection of the explosion of
the new relation by the decomposition function.

Lemma 5.4.31
For the aggregate/decompose transformation,
V :-- (R + (s'2 5'2 := Fa({ Y I R<sl:Sl =* x>[si S2] Cy) } ) , x))[si Sl, s'2:S'21) is a View
of type SIS,2
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V(t 1,t'2) stands for 352 u2 : R(tl, u2) A t,2 =* FaC {y l R(tl, y) } ) .

V(tl,t'2) is logically closed.
0

Proof

(1)   V is a view:
R<sl .Sl =*  x>[52:S2]  is a  view  with a free variable x of type S · Therefore
C y I  R<sl:Sl =* x>[S2:S21 (y) } is a term of type 2S2 with a free variable x. If
Fa  is a function of type (2S2, S'2)  then Fa(1 y  I   R<sl :Sl  =* x>[52:S21  (y)  }  ) is a
role expression of type S'2 with free variable x.
So R + (s'2:S,2 := Fa(C y  I  R<sl:Sl =* X>[S2:S2] (y) } ) ; x) is an expansion view
of type SlS25'2. Thus   (R + (s'2:S,2 := FaCC  Y  I  R<sl :Sl =*  X>[S2:S21 (Y) ) ) ;
x))[sl:Sl, 5,2:S'21) is a view of type Sis'2·

(2) Mtil,t'2):
Let V' be (R + (s'2:S,2.= FaCC Y  I R<si:Sl -* x>[s2:S2] Cy) } ) . x)), then
V'[Sl'51, 42:S'2](tl,t,2) stands for: 3S2U2: V'(tl, u2, t'2)
If we replace V' by its definition we obtain:
352 u2 : R(tl, 112) A t'2 =* Fa({ Y  I  R<sl:Sl =* tl >[S2:S21 (y) })(tl, U2, t'2)
FaC I y l R<sl:Sl =* tl>[52:S2] Cy) })(tl, u2, t'2) is equivalent with
FaC C y l R<sl:Sl =* tl>[s2:$21 Cy) )
(R<sl:Sl =* tl>)[s2:S21)(y) is equivalent with 3Sl ul : R(ul, Y) A ul =* ti which
is equivalent with R(tl, Y).
Therefore Fa( {y l R<sl:Sl =* tl>[52:S2] Cy) 1(tl, ul, t'2) )i s equivalent with
FaC C yl  R(ti, y) })
SO V(tl, t'2) stands for 3S2 u2 : R(tl, u2) A t'2 =* Fa( {y l R(ti, y) })

(3)    V(t1.b) is logically closed:
Clelr: R and =* are logically closed, Fa is total

0

Lemma 5.4.32
For the aggregate/decompose transformation,
V::= (R' ++ ( s2:S  := Fc(s'2:S'2) )[sl:Sl, 52:S2] is a view of type Sls2.

V(tl,t2) stands for 35'2u,2 : R'(ti, u'2) A MEMBER*(t2. Fc(u'2))·

V(tl,t2) is logically closed.
0

Proof

(1)   V is a view:
s'2:S,2 is a role expression of type S'2 for  the role sequence sl:Sl. s'2 S'2 of R'.
Fc is a function of type (S'2,2S2), so Fc(s'2:S'2) is a role expression of type 2S2
Thus V"( s2 S2 := Fc(s'25'2) ) is a view of type 52·
Therefore R' ++ ( s2:S2:= Fc(s'2:S'2) ) is an explosion view with role sequence
(Sl Sl, S'2:S'2, 52.S2).
Thus (R' ++ ( 52:52 := Fc(s'2:92) )[sl :Sl, 52:52] is a View Of type Sl Se
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(2) Mfil*i21:
Let V' be (R' ++ ( s2:S2 := F (S'2:S'2) ), then V'[sl:Sl, 52:S2](tl,t2) Stands for:
35'2U,2: V'(tl, u'2, t2)
If we replace V' by its definition we obtain:
3S'2u,2: R'(tl, 11'2) A Fc(s'2:S'2)(tl, u'2, t2)
which is equivalent with:
392u,2 : R'(tl, u'2) A MEMBER*(t2, Fc(u'2))

(3)   V(tl.tz) is logically closed:
Clear: R and MEMBER* are logically closed, Fc is total.

0

Lemma 5.4.33
The forward transformation of the aggregate/decompose transformation I is a
total data schema transformation, if r E COND(R, C) and Fc o Fa = Id for the

domain ( u2  1  I 1= C(u2) 1
0

Proof

First we prove that each wff of '[I(I-) is valid in IICI)
Let c' be TI(c) where c € r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then c' = c. Since I H c and I = I' except

for the interpretation of R, we have I'   c'.
If  c does contain the relation symbol   R,   then each occurrence  of  R(tl,  t2)  is
replaced by 35'2u,2 : (R'(ti, u'2) A MEMBER*(t2, Fc(u'2))) A C(t2)
R'(tl, u'2) stands for 352 U2 : R(ti, u2) A U'2 -* Fa( {Y l R(tl, y) 1) (see Lemma

5.4.31).
So, each occurrence of R(tl, t2) is replaced by:
392u'2,352 u, : R(tl, u2) A U,2 =* Fa( C y  I  R(ti,y) }) A MEMBER*(tz, Fc(u'2)) A

C(t2)
Let us  call  this  wff w.  We will now prove  that the truth values of R(tl,  t2)  and  w

are always the same.
Case (1): Suppose R(t .· t ) has truth value TRUE

If R(tl, t2) has truth value TRUE, we can use t2 for u2 in w. So, we obtain for
W

35'2u,2 : R(tl, t2) A U'2 =* Fa( {Y  1  R(ti, Y) 1) A MEMBER*(t2. Fc(U'2))) A ((t2).

If we take for u'2 the value Fa( {Y  I  R(tl, Y) }) ( since Fa is total, this value

exists), then this is equivalent with:
R(tl, t2) A MEMBER*(tz, Fc(Fa( l y I R(tl, y) }))) A C(t2)
Because we have COND(R, C) and Fc o Fa = Id for { u2 1 I H C(u2) }, this is

equivalent with:
R(tl, t2) A MEMBER*(tz,{Y I R(tl, y) }) A C(tv)
which has truth value TRUE since R(tl, t2) has truth value TRUE.  So w has
also truth value TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose R(ti. t2) has truth value FALSE
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w will have a truth value different from FALSE if (352 u2 : R(tl, u2) A u,2 =*
Fa( C y l R(tl, y) })), MEMBER*(t2. Fc(u'2))) and C(t2) all have truth value
TRUE for some u'2 (C is logically closed).
Suppose that (3S2 112 : R(tl, 112) A U'2 =* FaC C y l  R(tl, y) })) has truth value
TRUE  for  some  u'2, then there exists some u2 such that
R(tl, u2) A U'2 =* FaC C y l  R(tl, y) }) has truth value TRUE.
Suppose MEMBER*(t , FC(U'2))) has also truth value TRUE, then (similar as
in case (1)) MEMBER*(t2, {Y l R(ti, Y) }) also has truth value TRUE, which
would imply that R(ti, t2) has truth value TRUE, which is a contradiction.
So if R(tl, t2) has truth value FALSE then w also has truth value FALSE.

Case (1) and case (2) imply that if I 1= c we also have I' l= e.

Since we require that Fa is a total mapping, the expansion can always be
constructed. Also, the projection can always be constructed, so Il is clearly a
total mapping.

0

Lemma 5.4.34
The backward transformation 7-1 of the aggregate/decompose transformation
is a total data schema transformation if the rules of Q are satisfied by I'.

0

Proof

To prove that r-11(I') is a valid db-instance of X, we prove that each wff of
r-11(r) is valid in rtICI').
Let c ber- 12:(c') where c' c I-'.
If c' does not contain the relation symbol R' then c = c' Since I' K c' and I =I'
except for the interpretation of R', we also have I K c.
If c' does contain the relation symbol R'.  then each occurrence of R'(tl, t'2) is
replaced by 3S2 u2 : R(ti, u2) A t.2 =* FaC C Y  I R(ti, Y) }) A C'(t'2)
R(tl, U2) stands for 392U,2:R'(tl, u'2) A MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2))·
So, each occurrence of R'(tl, t'2) is replaced by:
352 u2,3S'2u,2: (R'(tl, u'2) A MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2))) A t,2 =* FaC {y  I  R(tl, y) D A
C'(t'2)
Let us call this wff w. We will now prove that R'(ti, t'2) and w always have the
same truth value.
Case (1). Suppose R'(ti. t'7) has truth value TRUE

If R'(ti, t'2) has truth value TRUE, we can use t'2 for u'2 in w.
So, we obtain:
352 u2 : R'(ti, t'2) A MEMBER*(u2, Fc·(t'2)) A t'2 =* FaC C y l R(tl, Y) }) A C'(t'2)·
FaC C y  I R(ti, y) }) stands for:
FaC (y l 35'2u,2 : R'(tl, u'2) A MEMBER*(y, Fc(U'2)) })
Because of the constraints FD(R', sl:Sl  -* s'2:S'2) and AND-NNL(R', sl:Sl  ),
u'2 must be the same for each y o f the set {y l  35'2u,2 :  R'(ti, u'2) A
MEMBER*(y, Fc(u'2)) }. Therefore, this set is equal to the set Fc(U'2) such that
R'(tl, U'2) has truth value TRUE.
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So, the wff w becomes:
352 u2,392u'X R'(tl, t'2) A MEMBER*(ul, Fc(t'2)) A R'(ti, u'2) A t'Z =*
Fa( Fc(u'2)) A C'(t'2)·
Because we have COND(IK, C') and we have Fa O Fc = Id for the domain
{ u'21 I' M C'(u'2) }, this is equivalent with:
3S2 u2, 392u'2: R'(tl, t'2) A MEMBER*(u2, Fc(t'2)) A R'(tl, u'2) A t'2 =* u,2 A
C'(t'2).
which is equivalent with
352 u2. R'(tl, t'2) A MEMBER*(u2. Fc(t'2)) A C'(t'2).
It is possible to find u2 such that MEMBER-(u2, Fc(t'2))) has truth value
TRUE because of the constraint:
VS'2 u,2 : C'(u'2) => (3S2 u2 : MEMBER*(112, Fc(u'2)) )
So, if R'(tl, t'2) has truth value TRUE then w has also truth value TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose R'(ti. t'7) has truth value FALSE
w will have truth vdue FALSE if for all u2, the wff 35'2u,2 : (R'(tl, u'2) A
MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2))) A t'2 =* Fa( {Y l  R(tl, y) }) A C'(t'2) has truth value
FALSE. Suppose there exists some u2 such  that the wff 35'2u'2:  (R'(ti, u'2)  A
MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2)))  A  t,2 =* Fa(  {Y l  R(t l,Y) } )A C'(t'2) has truth value
TRUE.
Similar as in case (1) the set {y l R(ti, y) }i s equal to the set Fc(u'2) for some
u'2 such that  R'(tl, U'2) has truth value TRUE.
So, 392u'2: R,(ti, u'2) A t'2 =* Fa(Fc(u'2)) should has truth value TRUE.

Also, t'2 =* U'2 is valid since we have Fa 9 Fc = Id for the domain { u'2)  1
I' t= C'(u'2)) } and COND(R', C) is valid, .
However  this  is a contradiction because  we have supposed  that  R'(ti,  t'2)
has truth value FALSE and R'(tl, U'2) has truth value TRUE.
Therefore w must also have truth value FALSE (remember NI is not
possible because C' is logically closed).

This implies that  if I K c we also have I' p c'

Since we require that Fc is a total mapping, the explosion can always be
constructed. Also, the projection can always be constructed, so TI-1 is clearly a
total mapping and therefore T- i is total data schema transformation.

0

Lemma 5.4.35
The aggregate/decompose transformation I is a reversible data schema
transformation if I  A COND(R,C) and Fc o Fa = Id for the domain {u2  1  I k C(u2)

); T-1 is the backward transformation
0

Proof

We first prove that 1-11 0 11 (I(R)) = I(R)
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Suppose   that   R' is obtained  from   R  by   T. and suppose  that  I(R)'   is   the
interpretation of the the relation R after applying the backward transformation
T- 11 on  I'(R'). To prove  that  I(R)  =  I(R)',  we  show  that  I(R)  C   I(R)'  and
I(R)' C I(R).
(1) I(R) c I(R)':

If (ul, u2) E I(R) then, we have (ul, u'2) E I'(R') where u'2 =* F ( {Y I
R(ul, Y) }). If we now apply 7-11 on I'(R') we have (ul, 11"2) € I(R)' for each
u"2 such that MEMBER*(u"1 Fc(u'2)) has truth value TRUE.
If we try u2 for u"2 we have MEMBER*(u2, Fc(FaCC y  I  R(ul, y) }))) Because
Fc o F a=I d for the domain {u 2 1 I M C(u2) } and COND(R,C) is valid, we
have:

MEMBER*(u ,  {Y  I  R(ul, Y) }), which has truth value TRUE.
Therefore (ul, u2) E I(R)'.

(2) I(R)' c I(R):
If (ul, u2) € I(R)' then this tuple can be derived by r-11 from (ul, u'2) E I'(R'),
such that MEMBER(u2, FC(U'2)) has truth value TRUE. (ul, u'2) must be
derived from tuples (ui, u"2) such that u'2 =* Fa({ y I R(ul, y)}). This means
that MEMBER(ue Fc(FaC  yl  R(ul, y) }))) has truth value TRUE.
Because Fc O Fa = Id for the domain {u2  I  I K C(u2) } and COND(R,C) is
valid, we have:
MEMBER(u2, {Y l R(ul, Y) }) has truth value TRUE. Therefore
(Ul' u2) E I(R).

This completes the proof that I--11 0 Il (I(R)) = I(R).

It is now left to prove that I-,I o TI (n = r.
If c does not contain the relation symbol R then T-1 I O II (c) = c.
Suppose c does contain the relation symbol R.
Let  c'  be  I-12 0 TI  (c).   c' is obtained by first replacing  R(tl,  t2)  by
3S'2u,2: (R'(tl, u'2) A MEMBER*(t2, Fc(u'2)) A C<t2) ) (by TI) and then R'(ti,u'2) is
replaced by 352 u2 : R(ti, 112) A u,2 =* FaC {Y l R(ti, y) } )A C'(U'2)·
Thus R(tl, t2) is replaced by:
35'2u'2,3S2 u2 : R(ti, u2) A u,2 =* Fa< C y  l  R(tl, y) }) A C'(u'2) A MEMBER*(t2,
Fc(u'2)) A C(t2)·
Let  us  call  this  wff w.  We will now pri,ve  that  w  and  R(ti, t2) always  have  the
same truth value.
Case (1): Suppose R(ti, b) has truth value TRUE

Let us take Fa({y  1 -R(ti, y) }) for u'2· (This value exists because Fa is total).
Then w is equivalent with:
3S2 u2 : R(tl, 112) A C'(FaC {Y l R(tl, y) })) A MEMBER*(t2. Fc(FaC C y  I R(tl, y)
}))) A C(t2).
Since Fc 0 Fa = Id for domain { u2  l  IE C(u2) } and COND(R,C) is valid, we
have:

VS2u2 : (R(tl, u2) A C'(Fa( {Y l R(tl, y) 1)) A MEMBER*(t2, (y l R(tl, y) }) A
C(t2).
MEMBER*(t2,{Y I R(ti, y) }) and C(tz) have truth value TRUE because
R(tl, t ) has truth value TRUE.
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C'(FaC {Y l R(ti, Y) })) has truth value TRUE because Fa is a total one-to-one
mapping onto the set  1 u'2 1 I'l= C'(u'2) } (lossless rule in P).
So, we are left with
3S2 U2 : R(tl, U2)
which has truth value 1RUE because R(ti, t2) has truth value TRUE
Therefore,  if  R(ti,  t2) has truth value  TRUE  then  w  also has truth value
TRUE.

Case (2): Suppose R(tl. t7) has truth value FALSE
Suppose that w has truth value TRUE, then because MEMBER*(t2, Fc(u'2))
must have truth value TRUE and u'2 =* Fa( (Y l R(tl, Y) }) must have truth
value TRUE, MEMBER*(t2, Fc(FaC C y l  R(tl, y) }))) must have truth value
TRUE. Because Fc e Fa = Id for domain { u2  1  I 1= C(u2) } and COND(R,C) is
valid,  we have MEMBER*(t2, {Y   I   R(tl,  Y) }). Therefore R(tl, t2)  must  have
truth value  TRUE.  So  if  w  has  tru th value  TRUE  then  R(tl,  t2)  must  also
have truth value TRUE which is a contradiction.
Because C and C' are logically closed NI is not possible as truth value for w.

Since  w  and  R(tl, t2) always  have  the same truth value  c  and  c' are logically
equivalent.

0

Theorem 5.4.36
The aggregate/decompose transformation is a lossless data schema
transformation if the rules in P are satisfied by I and the rules of Q are satisfied
by r

0

Proof

Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto if the rules in P are

satisfied, indeed:
(1)  0 is necessary

For each db-instance in the image of 11 the conditions of Q are satisfied:
(1.1)   clearly, the functional dependency and the AND-NNL are satisfied.
(1.2)   Fa O Fc -Idfortheset { u'2 1  1' 1' C'(u'2) }:

if C'(u'2) has truth value TRUE then there exists u21, ···, u2n such that
u'2 =* FaC{ 1121, ··· , 112n}) and C(u2i) has truth value TRUE for each u2i, 1
5 i 5 n, because Fa is onto the set { u'2 1 I' F C'(u'2) }
So, Fa(Fc(U'2)) =* Fa(Fc(Fa({ u21, ··· , 112n }))) =* Fa({ 1121, ··· , Uln }) =* 11'2
(because Fc o Fa = Id for the set { u2 l IA C(u2) })· This proves that this
condition is necessary.

(1.3)   Fc is total one-to-one and onto the set { u2 1 I 1= C(u2) 1:
If not, Fa would not be onto or Fc o Fa = Id would be violated.

(1.4) COND(R',C'):
if R'(ul, u'2) has truth value TRUE then there exists some number of
u2's such that (ul, u2) E  I(R),  and  u'2 =* Fa({  112   1  R(ul, 112) 1). Because
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C(U2) has truth value TRUE and Fa is onto the set { u'2 1 I' M C'(u'2) },
we also have C'(u'2) has truth value 1RUE.

(1.5)   VS·2 u'2 . C'(u'2) => (3S2 u2 : MEMBER*(u2, Fc(u'2)) ):
If C'(u'2) has truth value TRUE then we have (because Fa is onto)
u'2 -* Fa({u21, ···, u2n}), where n 2 1 and for each u2i, C(u2;) has truth
value TRUE. Fc(U'2) =* Fc(Fa({u21,···, 112n)) =* (u21,···, u2n} because
Fc  o  Fa   =  Id  for  the  set  C  uz   I   I  K   C(ul) 1 Because   we   have  n   2   1,
(3$2 u2 : MEMBER*(uL Fc(u'2))) has truth value TRUE.

(2)   0 is sufficient
t- 11 is defined  if  Q is satisfied,  if  TI  o  t- 11  =   Id   then each db-instance  I'
satisfying Q is the image of some db-instance of I, i.e. I-11(I').
Clearly Il O I-11(I'(X)) = I'(X) for X #R'

Also TI O T-lI (I' (R')) = I'(R'). Indeed, suppose that R is obtained from R' by
t-1, and suppose  that  I'(R')'  is the interpretation  of the relation R' after
applying the forward transformation Tl on I(R).
(2.1)._.r(R') c I'(R')'

If (ul, u2) € I'(R') then we have (ul, u'2) c I(R), for each u'2 such that
MEMBER(u'2, Fc(U2)) has truth value TRUE. Because of the lossless
constraints FD(R', *Sl-+ s'2:92) and AND-NNL(R', sl Sl ) in Q, there
can be no (ul, U'2) € I(R) such that MEMBER(u'2, Fc(U2)) has truth value
FALSE (because then this tuple should be derived from some other
tuple, for instance (ul, u"2) €  I(R'), but this is not allowed by the
functional dependency). By the definition of TI, (ul, FaC  y I R(ul, y) }) )
< I'(R')'.So,{y  I  R(ul, y) }i s equal to the set (y l  MEMBER(y, Fc(u2)) }
which is equal  to  Fc(u2)·  Thus (ul, Fa(Fc(U2)))  € I'(R')'. Because
Fa O Fc=Idfor {u'2  1  I H C'(u'2) } and COND(R',C') is valid, we have
(Ul, u2) e I'(R')'.

(2.2)   I'(R')' c I'(R')
If (ui, u2) e I'(R')' then this tuple is derived by Il from e.g tuples (ul, Y)
€  I(R), where u2 =* FaC C y  l  R(ul,y)  } )· These tuples are derived  from
one  tuple  (ul,  u-2)  E   I'(R') Cone tuple only, because  of the lossless
constraints FD(R', sl:Sl-+S'2:S'2) and AND-NNL(R', sl:Sl  )), such that
for each y, MEMBER(y, Fc(U"2)) has truth value TRUE.
So, u2 =* Fa C {Y I MEMBER(y, FC(U"2))}. So, we obtain
u2 =* Fa(Fc(u"2))· Because Fa o Fc = Id for { u'2  1 I H C'(u'2) } and
COND(R',C') is valid, we have u2 =* u"2.

This shows that I'(R') = I'(R')'.

This completes the proof that TI 9 t-11 = Id.
0

5.4.7 The Subtype elimination/addition Transformation

This transformation is used to remove a subtype relationship (subtype
elimination) and conversely, to add it again (naturally, as before with preservation
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of losslessness). Removing the subtype relationships may be needed e.g. for data
schema transformations to data models which do not support subtypes.

To be able to eliminate a subtype relationship, the inheritance property
resulting from this subtype relationship which may be used in wffs must be
replaced. This means that whereever a term of the subtype is used as a term for its
Supertype or a supertype of this supertype, a type conversion should be
performed.  This will be done by introducing a type conversion function, which
returns an instance of the subtype as instance of the supertype. Because we will not
change the domains of the sub- and supertype, the interpretations of the relations,
predicates and existing functions need not to be changed. No lossless rules are
needed for the elimination transformation.

For the backward transformation which introduces a subtype relationship
between two existing types, lossless rules are needed since a subtype relation puts
restrictions on the domains of those types. The domain of the subtype must be a
subset of the domain of the supertype. Because we use the is-a interpretation for
subtypes (see section 2.7), we also require that the interpretation of the type
conversion function is the identity. If these conditions are not satisfied, then other
transformation should be performed first, e.g. the encoding/decoding
transformation to ensure that the domain of the subtype is a subset of the domain
of the supertype. Because of those lossless rules, we can introduce inheritance by
removing the conversion function in the wffs. Again the interpretations of the
relations, predicates and other functions need not be changed.

Definition 5.4.8
Let X = (L, D be a data schema such that:

Tsub 4 Tsup,
let Fsup be a total function of type (Tsub, Tsup), this function is called a subtype

conversion function,
then the subtype eliminationladdition transformation I from X into X' = (L', r')
is defined as follows:

TX L' ..= L .·.   {  Tsub * Tsup «  ;

Functs .-
Functs  .   { e Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }

r :.= r ...   {  w(tsub) I    tsub is a Tsub-term
with formal type T T i T'sup

e w(tsub/Fsup(tsub)) ;

w(tsub) I     tsub is a 2Tsub-term
with formal type 2 „, Tsup i T'

*- W (tsub/ I x' I x' =- Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)}) .

T-tx :    L::= L'.     {   s Tsub-<Tsup
Funds' =

Functs ' .  { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) '- }
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r ::= r. .       wcFsupct„  I TRUE - w(Fsup(t)/t) )

ti:        I' ::= TI (D
I'(X)::= I(X) for X + Fsup
I'(Fsup)  := Id

7-1/: I ::= r-l I (I')

I(X)::= I'(X) for X#Fsup
P:   TRUE
Q:       I'(Fsup) = Id;

Dom(Tsub) C Dom(Tsup)
0

The partial order ,< between the subtype Tsub and the supertype Tsup is removed.
The subtype conversion function is added to the function symbols. In the
constraints, each term of the subtype which is used where a term of the supertype
or a supertype of this supertype is expected, is replaced by the subtype conversion
function applied on this term. A set term of the subtype which is used where a set
term of the supertype or a supertype of this supertype is expected, is replaced by a
set which is constructed by applying the subtype conversion function on each
element of the original set. Intuitively, this means that before using a subtype term
or subtype set term for properties of the supertype or a supertype of this
supertype, a type conversion is perfornied. The interpretation of all symbols
different from the new function symbol remains the same. The interpretation of
the subtype conversion function is the identity.

For the backward transformation, a partial order -< between the subtype and the
supertype is introduced. The subtype conversion function is removed from the set
of function symbols. In constraints, the subtype conversion function is removed.
This is possible because the inheritance will take over the type conversion. The
interpretation of all symbols different from the subtype conversion function
remains the same.

Lemma 5.4.37
The forward transformation of the subtype elimination/addition
transformation T is a total data schema transformation.

0

Proof

Clearly II(I) is a db-instance of I'.
The interpretation of Fsup is a function from DOM*(Tsub) -' DOM*(Tsup)

Il(I) is a valid db-instance of X' if we prove that each wff of TI(Il is valid in II(I)
Let c' be TI(c) where c E r.
First we have to prove that c' is a wff for L', since we have removed
"Tsub 4 Tsup" from the language. Suppose c' is still using this subtype relation.
According to the definition of term and wff, this can only be the case if a
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Tsub-term is used as a T'-term or a 2Tsub-term is used as a 2T'-term where

Tsup g T'.
If c does not contain Tsub-terms with formal type T' or 2 sub-terms with formal
type f such that Tsup g T' then e = c. Since I K c and I = I', we have I' t= c'.
If c does contain a Tsub-term say tsub, with a formal type T such that Tsup g T''
then we replace each occurrence of tsub by Fsup(tsub)· Fsup(tsub) is a Tsup- term

since Fsup is of type Tsup· Because Tsup g T'. Fsup(tsub) is also a T'-term.
Therefore c' is a wff. The truth values of c and c' are always the same because
the evaluations of tsub and Fsup(tsub) are the same:

I'(Fsup(tsub)) = r(Fsup) (r(tsub))  = Id (I'(tsub))  = r (tsub)=I(tsub)

Therefore    if I H  c  then  I'  B=  C'.

If c does contain a 2Tsub-term say tsub with a formal type 2T such that Tsup i T''
then each occurrence of tsub is replaced by { x' I x' =* Fs up (X) A
MEMBER*(x,   tsub)}·  For  x'  of  type Tsup,  this is a 2T.-term since  Tsup g T'.
Therefore c' is a wff. The truth values of c and e are always the same because
the evaluations of tsub and { x'  I  x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)} are the same.
Indeed to prove that I(tsub) = I'({ x'  I  x' =* Fsup(x)   MEMBER*(x, tsub)}), we will
show that I(tsub) C I'(I x'  I  x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)}) and vice versa.
Now I'({ x' I x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)}) = C d' I d' e Dom*(Tsup) and
I'(x'  =   d') H  (x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub))  }
(1)   I(tE) c I'(I x'  I  x' =* Film(x) A MEMBER*(x. t lb)1):

If d e I(tsub), then MEMBER*(x, tsub) has truth value TRUE for I(x =  d) and
because the interpretation of the MEMBER* predicate is not changed,

MEMBER*(x, tsub) has also truth value TRUE for I'(x --*  d)
We know  that d E Dom*(Tsub)· Since Tsub 4 Tsup,
Dom*(Tsub) C Dom*(Tsup) and therefore d E Dom*(Tsup)· So, we have
I'(x' = d) A (x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)) because for the value d for x,
x' =* Fsup(x) has truth value TRUE, as well as MEMBER*(x, tsub)·
Therefore, if d e I(tsub) then d e{d'I d'E Dom*(Tsup) and
I'(x' = d') H (x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)) }·

(2)   I'({ x'  I  x' =* Ffull(x) A MEMBER*(x. 4208 c I(tEh):
If d E  (d'I d'e  Dom*(T')  and  I'(x'  -*  d') H (x' =* Fs up (X) A
MEMBER*(x, tsub)) }, then (x' =* Fsup(x)) and MEMBER*(x, tsub)) have truth
value TRUE for x' having value d. x' =* F,up(x)) can only have truth value
TRUE if we take for x the value d as well. Therefore MEMBER*(x, tsub) has
truth value TRUE for x having value d. This implies that d E I'(tsub) and
since I'(tsub) = I(tsub), d E I(tsub) ·

This concludes the proof that I'(tsub) = I'({ x'  I  x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)})

Therefore   if I k  c then  I' P  c'.

Finally, TI is clearly a total mapping, proving that I is a total data schema

transformation.
0
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Lemma 5.4.38
The backward transformation z-1 of the subtype elimination/addition
transformation is a total data schema transformation if the rules in Q are
satisfied.

0

Proof

I-lI(I') is a db-instance of I because we require Dom(Tsub) & Dom(Tsup)

We now prove that each wff of T-1ICI-') is valid in I-11(I').
Letcbert,(e) where C E r:
If c' does not contain the function symbol Fsup then c = c'. Since I' K c' and I = I'
except for the interpretation of Fsup, we also have I 1, c
If c' does contain the function symbol Fsup, then each occurrence of Fsup(t) is
replaced by t. Fsup(t) is a Tsup-term. Since c' is a wff, t is a T'-term where
T' i Tsub· Because we add the subtype relation Tsub 4 T to the language, t issup
now also a Tsup-term. Therefore c is also a wff. The truth values of c' and c are
always the same because the evaluations of Fsup(t) and t are the same:

I'(Fsup(t)) = I'(Fsup) (I'(tsub)) = Id(I'(tsub)) = I'(tsub) = I(tsub)
Therefore if I' l= e we also have I 1= c

Furthermore,  t-11 is  clearly a total mapping, showing  that  t-1  is  a total data
schema transformation.

0

Lemma 5.4.39
The subtype elimination/addition transformation I is a reversible data schema
transformation and T-1 is the backward transformation.

0

Proof

It is clear that T-11 0 4 (I(X)) = I(X).

We still need to prove that 7-1 I 0 II (r) = r.
If c does not contain Tsub-terms with a formal type T' or 2Tsub-terms with
formal type 2T' such that Tsup L T' then r-12 0 TI (c) = c.
Suppose c does contain a Tsub-term, say tsub with a formal type T' such that Tsup
g T'. Let e be I-1X O TI (c). c' is obtained by first replacing tsub by Fsup(tsub) (by
II) and then Fsup(tsub) is replaced by tslib again. Thus clearly 1-152 0 TI (c) = c.
Suppose c does contain a frsub-term, say tsub with a formal type 21" such that
Tsup i T'. Let c' be 1-iI O TI (c). c' is obtained by first replacing tsub by
{ x'  I x' =* Fsup(x) A MEMBER*(x, tsub)} (by TI) and then Fsup(x) is replaced by x.
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So, tsub is replaced by C x'  I  x' =* x   MEMBER*(x, tsub)}· This is equivalent with
C  x'   1  MEMBER*(x', tsub)}  or tsub· Thus again z- 12 0 TI  (c)  = c.

0

Theorem 5.4.40
The subtype elimination/addition transformation is a lossless data schema
transformation if the rules in Q are satisfied.

0

Proof

Q is necessary and sufficient for the mapping to be onto:
(1)   0 is necessary

It is clear that each db-instance in the image of Il satisfies the conditions of Q
proving that the conditions are necessary.

(2)   0 is sufficient
1-11 is defined if Q is satisfied, and zi o T-11 = Id, indeed:

Clearly 71 0 1-11(I'(X)) = I'(X) for X # Fsup and LI (I)(Fsup) = I'(Fsup) = Id.
0

5.5 Summary

We have started this chapter with a survey of the previous work on data
schema transformations. Next, we have introduced our definitions for data schema
transformation, and respectively total, reversible and lossless data schema
transformation as well as the definition for state equivalent data schemas. A data
schema transformation is a pair of mappings: the data schema mapping describes
how to produce the target schema from the source schema; the db-instance
mapping describes how a valid db-instance for the target data schema is obtained
from a valid db-instance of the source data schema. In this way, both the
description of the data and the data itself are transformed. Note that the data
schema mapping also specifies how to transform the constraints of the data
schema.

Intuitively, a data schema transformation is lossless if with each valid db-
instance of source data schema there corresponds a valid db-instance of the target
data schema and vice versa. In this case, the data schemas are called state
equivalent. Data schema transformations are usually not lossless. However, it is
possible to state conditions which the source and the target data schema have to
satisfy for a data schema transformation to be lossless. These conditions are the
lossless rules. Usually, the lossless rules can be expressed as constraints which need
to included in the source and target data schema.

Data schema transformations can be composed. The result is again a data
schema transformation. The composition of two lossless data schema
transformations is also lossless.
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We have defined a number of primitive data schema transformations; the
renaming, the projection/natural join, the split/merge, the encoding/decoding,
the aggregate/decompose and the subtype elimination/addition transformation.
Each of these transformations is to be seen as a representative for a particular type
of data schema transformation. The renaming transformation allows to rename
the relation name and the role names of a relation. The projection/natural join and
the split/merge transformation allow to split a relation into two other relations by
dividing the roles of the original relation, and conversely to combine relations into
one relation by combining the roles of the different relations. The divide/union
transformation also splits a relation into two relations but this is done rather by
dividing the extension of the relation, and conversely two relations are combined
into one by combining their extensions. The encoding/decoding transformation
reduces and conversely expands the number of roles of a relation. The
aggregate/decompose transformation reduces and conversely expands the
number of tuples in a relation, respectively by aggregating tuples and by
decomposing tuples. Finally, the subtype elimination/addition deals with
subtypes. This transformation allows to remove subtype relationships and
conversely to introduce them.

For each data schema transformation defined, the lossless rules are given and
it is proved in each case that with these rules it is a lossless schema transformation.
Although a data schema transformation also describes how to transform the
constraints of the data schema (in their most general form), we elaborate this
subject separately in the next chapter because it is an important issue when we
want to apply the transformations in "real life" situations.

Since the primitive data schema transformations are defined in the context of
our general framework, we can apply them in principle on any model expressible
in the framework. This means that we can use them to define transformations
within a single model but also to define transformations between different
models. An example of this last case will be given in chapter 7. In that chapter we
show how the primitive data schema transformations defined in this chapter can
be composed to construct (or reconstruct) more complex or existing data schema
transformations. One advantage of building complex data schema transformations
from the primitive ones is that now the proof of the losslessness is (nearly) "for
free".



Chapter 6

Constraint Transformations.

6.1 Introduction

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the existence of certain constraints is
essential for a data schema transformation to be lossless. Usually, in the lossless
rules, requirements for constraints are expressed in terms of constraint types.
Therefore it is important to know which constraints are valid for a data schema
and which are the types of those constraints. A data schema transformation
describes how the constraints of the data schema transform as well-formed
formulae; the result of such a transformation is a new set of well-formed formulae
The transformation does not describe how the type of a constraint changes. The
type of a constraint may in principle change completely. As an example consider
the backward transformation of the split/merge transformation. A subset
constraint defined on the joining roles becomes an or-not-null constraint after the
transformation. Therefore, if we want to apply several data schema
transformations successively, we either have to "identify" the types of the
different constraints after each data scheina transformation or we have to know
how different types of constraints change accordingly. Identifying the types of the
different constraints after each data schema transformation is an elaborate process,
especially in the context of an automated tool for data schema transformations as
we will describe in Chapter 8. It is more efficient to investigate how constraint
types change after different data schema transformations. This is especially the
case for those types of constraints which appear frequently in the lossless rules of
data schema transformations, e.g. the functional dependency and the not-null
constraints. Certain types of constraints inay keep their type under certain data
schema transformation, e.g. a not-null constraint which becomes a(nother) not-null
constraint. If this is the case, then we say that the data schema transformation
"preserves" the type of the constraint.

In this chapter we will investigate fc,r certain types of constraints how they
change under the data schema transformations given in section 5.4. The list is
certainly not indended to be exhaustive but the technique is applicable to all
constraint types under consideration. First we will introduce the concepts of
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forward and backward map of a view, respectively language symbol, which will
be used in the rest of the chapter.

6.2 Definitions

In this section, we define the concepts of forward and backward map of a
view. The forward map and the backward map of a relation are defined by the
data schema transformation; they correspond respectively with the forward and
backward mapping of the extension of this relation. These concepts can easily be
extended to views: in this case the forward map and the backward map is
calculated from the forward, respectively backward map of the involved relations.

Definition 6.2.1
Let T be a data schema transformation from I = (L, I-) to I' = (L', I-'),
V a view of the schema I,
V' is a view of the schema I',
I a valid db-instance for X,
I' a valid db-instance for I'.
Then

I(I(V)) is called the forward map of v,
rt(I'(v')) is called the backward map of V'.

0

Notational conventions
Usually with a slight abuse of the notation we shall omit the interpretation function
from the forward or backward map of a view, i.e. when r(I(V)) is the forward
transformation of the interpretation of a view V, and equal to the interpretation of
the view V" then we shall simply say that the view V" is the forward map of the
view V, noted I(V), and Similarly rt(V') for the backward map of a view V'.
0

The concepts of forward and backward map will also be applied to symbols
of the data schema. We will use the notation z(X) and 1-1(X), where X is a symbol
of the schema, to indicate the mapping of a single symbol by the forward,
respectively the backward data schema transformation.  If X1,  ···  , Xm is a sequence

of symbols, then I(Xl, ··· , Xm) is defined as I(Xl), ... , I(Xm), similary T-1(Xl,..., Xm)
is defined as I-1(Xl),..., T-1(Xm)· These mappings have to be defined explicitly for
a data schema transformation. It must be noted that it is not always possible to
define such a mapping uniquely. For some data schema transformations, some of
the symbols cannot be mapped onto a single symbol but instead map to a set of
symbols. As an example consider the projection/natural join transformation. By
the forward transformation, the forward map of one of the role sequences (the
projection role) is "mapped" into two new role sequences. It turns out that
defining the forward and backward map of a symbol as a set of symbols does not
solve the problem. Therefore, different set of forward/backward maps
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(distinguished by a subscript) are defined, such that for each set a symbol ismapped into a single symbol of the target language.

Definition 6.2.2
Let I be a schema transformation from I = (L, r) to X' = (L'. r'),
X is  a  symbol  of the language  L,
X' is a symbol of the language L'.
Then

T(X)  is the forward  map of X,
ri(X') is the backward map of X',

If Xi, ··· , Xm is a sequence of symbols of the language L,
If X'1, ··· , X'm is a sequence of symbols of the language L',
then

1(Xl' ···, Xm) ::= undefined if for some i, 1 5 i S m,
r(Xi) is undefined

I(Xl, ···, Xm)::= I(Xi), ···, I(Xm) otherwise,
rt(X'1, ···, X'm) .= undefined if for some i, 1 5 i j m,

I-1(X'i) is undefined
t--1(X,1, ··· , X'm) ::= 1--1(X,1), ··· , T-1(X'm) otherwise.

0

One very important aspect of the transformation of constraints is the
constraint type preserving property of a data schema transformation. Certain
types of constraints may be preserved by certain data schema transformations. We
say that the forward, respectively backward transformation of a data schema
transformation preserves the type of a constraint if this constraint is transformed
into a constraint of the same type and the constraint can be obtained by replacing
each symbol in its shorthand notation (see section 3.7) by its forward, respectively
backward map.

Definition 6.2.3
Let T be a data schema transformation from X = (L, f) to X' = (L', I-'),
c  E   I-   and  C(Xl,  ···  ,  Xn)  is the shorthand notation  of c where  C   is  some
constraint type name and X1, ·· · , Xn are symbols of the language L,
c' E I-' and C'(X'1, ··· , X'm) is the shorthand notation of c' where C' is some
constraint type name and X'1, ··· , X'm are symbols of the language L',
then the forward transformation I preserves the type of c

if C(I(Xl), ··· , I(Xn)) can be used as shorthand for T(c)
the backward transformation 7-1 preserves the type of c'

if C'(t-1(X'1), ··· , I-1(X'm)) can be used as shorthand for I-1(c').
0
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6.3    Constraint Type Transformations for the Primitive Data Schema
Transformations

In this chapter we will investigate how certain types of constraints change
under the data schema transformations given in section 5.4. From a practical point
of view it is most interesting to investigate which constraint types are preserved
by the data schema transformations. In particular, we will consider constraint
types defined for relations. According to our definition of the constraint type
preserving property, we first have to define the forward, respectively backward
map of the symbols of the language (or a subset of it) for the data schema
transformations we will consider.

It is intuitively clear that constraints defined on concepts which are not
involved in the data schema transformation preserve their type. We will therefore
not repeat this explicitly for each of the data schema transformations we will
consider.

6.3.1 The Renaming Transformation

The renaming transformation is the simplest data schema transformation and
as is to be expected trivially preserves all types of constraints.

First we define the forward and the backward map of the symbols of the
language.

Definition 6.3.1
Let I be a renaming transformation from X = (L, r) to I' = (L', r) such that:

L'  ..= L .·. {Relations  - Relations  .·.  { R(s:S) e R'(s':S) }}
L  ::= L' .  {Relations'  *- Relations ' .  { R'(s':S) e R(s:S) }}

Suppose s:S stands for ri :Ti, ···, rn:Tn, and s':S stands for r'1:Tl,···, r'n:Tn, 1  5 n.

Then:
7(R) ::= R'

T-1(R')  ::= R
We define Uri:Ti) where ri:Ti is a role of the role sequence s:S as follows:

7(ri:Ti)  ::= r'i:Ti for l f i E n
We define T-1(r'i:Ti) where r'i:Ti is a role of the role sequence s':S as follows:

T-1(r'i:Ti)  ::= ri:Ti for 1 5 i f i n
For any other symbol X of L and X' of L', we have :

I(X)      ::= X
T-1(X)   L= X

0
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Theorem 6.3.1
The renaming transformation preserves all the constraint types.

0

Proof

Trivial.
0

6.3.2 The Projection/Natural Join Transformation

The forward transformation I of the projection/natural join transformation
decomposes a single relation into two relations. This means that the forward map
of a number of symbols is not a single symbol. Therefore we define two sets of
forward maps, rl  and t2·

Condition constraints for relations are in general not preserved because the
condition may involve all roles of the relation. If this is the case than after the
transformation the condition will refer to tuples of two different relations and in
general this does not satisfy the definition of condition constraint anymore. A
condition constraint is preserved only if all roles involved in the condition remain
in one relation after the transformation. Similarly, functional dependencies and
keys for which all roles in the determinant remain in one relation are preserved.
Subset, equality and exclusion constraints on relations are preserved if all the roles
involved remain in one relation. All this is formalized by the Theorems 6.3.3,6.3.4
and 6.3.5.

First we define the two sets of forward maps for the symbols. The forward
map of the relation which is decomposed is one of the projection relations. The
corresponding forward maps of the roles are the roles of the corresponding
projection relation.

Definition 6.3.2
Let T be a projection/natural join transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L .·.       {Relations  e
Relations IR(sl  Sl, 52:52, 53:S3)  *- Rl(sll:Sl, STS2),

R2(512:Sl, 53:S3)}

L ::= L' .        {Relations'  e
Relations' {Rl(511:51, 52:52),R2(512:Sl, 53:S3)

=- R(sl:Sl, sTS2, s3:53)}
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Suppose 51:51 stands for ril:Ti,..., rin:Tn, and s11:Sl stand for r111:Tl, ···, rlln:Tri
and s12:Sl for r121'Tl, ··· , r12n:Tn, 1 5 n, (the number of roles must be the same
for the three role sequences).

We define 11(Ri) where Ri is a relation of X as follows:
Il(R) ::= Rl
Il(Ri)    ::= Ri    for Ri * R

We define Il (r:T) where r:T is a role of some relation of I as follows
Il (rli:Ti)       ::=  rlli'Ti     for  1  5 i  5 n

Ii(r:T)       ::= undefined for r:T in the role sequence B:S3

Il(r:T)       ::= r:T otherwise
For any other symbol, X of L, rl (X) is defined as follows:

 11(X)     ::= X

We define t2(Ri) where Ri is a relation of X as follows:
12(R) ::= R2

I2(Ri)    ::= Ri    for Ri * R
We define T2(r:T) where r:T is a role of some relation of X as follows

T2(rli:Ti)    ::= r12i:Ti  for 1 5 i l i n
T2(r:T) ::= undefined for r:T in the role sequence s :S2

r2(r:T) ::= r:T otherwise
For any other symbol, X of L, t2(X) is defined as follows:

t2(X)     ::= X
0

Lemma 6.3.2
Let I be a projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, 1-) into I' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L .·        CRelations  e
Relations {R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, 53:S3)  e Rl(s11:Sl, S2:52),

R2(512:Sl, 53'S3)}

L.:= L' .·.       {Relations'  e
Relations' (Rl(sll:Sl, 52:S2),R2(512:51, 53:S3)

e R(sl 51, S2:SL s3:53)|

Then  for  I'  the  wff
3S3u3: (Rl(ulu2) A R2(ulu3))

is logically equivalent with
Rl(ulu2)

and the wff
352u2 (Rl(Ulu2) A R2(ulu3))

is logically equivalent with
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R2(ulu3)
0

Proof
The lossless rules Q of the projection/natural join transformation include the
constraints EQ(Rl[$11 Si] = R2[s12:Sil),  AND-NNL(Rl,sll:Si) and
AND-NNL(R2,512:Sl). Therefore Ri(ulu2) is logically equivalent with
(353u3: R2(ulu3)) and R2(ulu3) is logically equivalent with (352u2 : Rl(ulu2)).
Thus the given wffs are logically equivalent.

0

Theorem 6.3.3
Let I be a projection/natural join transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', 1-)
such that:

L'.= L .·        {Relations  e
Relations . (R(sl:Sl, $2 S2, 53.S3) 4- Ri(s11.Sl, 52.S2),

R2(s12:Sl, s3.S3)}

L ::= L' .       {Relations'  e
Relations' {Rl(Sllsl, sl S2),R2(Sl2:Sl, S3:S3)

«- R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, 53:S3))

Then the forward transformation I preserves a condition constraint on the
relation R if the forward map of all symbols used in the condition of the
constraint is defined i.e.

If I- H COND(R; cond) and ri(cond) is defined then
r' H COND(Rl, rl(cond))
If r A COND(R; cond) and t2(cond) is defined then
r'I= COND(R2, r2(cond))

0

Proof

Suppose there is a condition constraint on the relation R(sl:Sl, S2:52, 53:S3)·
This constraint stands for the wff:
Vslul, VS2ue VS3u3 : R(ulu2113) => Cond(ulu2113)
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
Vslul, 452u2, 453u3 : (Rl(ulu2) A R2(uiu3))  => I(cond(u))
This implies the constraint:
VSlul, 452112, 3S3113 : (Rl(ulu2) A R2(ulu3))  => I(cond(u))
By Lemma 6.3.2 we also have:
Vslul, 452u2: Rl(ulu2)  => 1(cond(u))
which corresponds with:
COND(Rl, Tl(cond))
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Similarly,  if  r H COND(R;  cond) and T2(cond) is defined  then
r' 1, COND(R2. 12(cond))

0

Theorem 6.3.4
Let I be a projection/natural »in transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L .·.       {Relations  *-
Relations   .·.  {R(sl:Sl, 52:52, 53:S3)  e Rl(Sll:Sl, 52:52)  ,

R2(512:Sl, 5353)}

L ::= L' .·.       {Relations'  *-
Relations' (Rl(s11:51,52:S2)'R2(512:51, 53:S3)

e R(sl:Sl, 52:Se  53:S3)}

Then the forward transformation r preserves a functional dependency on the
relation R if the forward map of the determinant is defined, i.e.

for i = 1,2.
If r K FD(R, s:S -* s':S') and Ii(s:S) is defined
then I-' H FD(Ii(R), Ii(S:S) -* Ti(s":S")) where s":S" are those roles of s':S' for
which zi is defined.

0

Proof

If the functional dependency FD(R, s:S -+ s': S') is valid, then the
FD(R, s:S + s": S") is also valid, where s":S" are those roles of s':S' for which Il
is defined (decomposition inference rule for functional dependencies)
The constraint FD(R, s:S -1 s": S") stands for the wff:
VSlul, 452U2, VS3u3, Vslu'1, VS2U'2, VS· U'3 ( R(Ul U2U3) A R(u'lu'2u'3) A
(ulu2u3[s:S] =* u'lu'2U'3[S:S]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(ulu2113[S:S]) V (ulu2113[S".S"] =* u'lu'lu'3[s-:S"]) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VSlul, VS2 12, 453 13, *Slu'1, VS211'2, VS)11'3 : (Rl(Ulu2) A R2(Ulu3)) A (Rl(u'lu'2) A
R2(u'lu'3)) A (ulu2u3[s:S] =* u'lu'2U'3[S:S]) )

=
(OR-NULL(ulu2u3[s:S]) v (ulu2113[s":S"I =* u'lu'lu'3fS":S"]) )
If Il(s:S) and Il(s":S") are defined then this means that their roles are in the role
sequence sl S2 SlS2.
Thus the wff is equivalent with:
\/Slul, VS2 12, VS3u3, Vslu'1, 45211'2, VS)U'3. (Rl(Ul U2) A R2(Ul U))) A (Rl(u'lU'2) A
R2(u'lu'3)) A (Ulu2[s:S] =*u'lu'2[s:S]) )

=*
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(OR-NULL(ulu2[s:S]) v (ulu2[s":S'] =* u'lu'2[S":S"]) )
By Lemma 6.3.2 this implies:
Vslul, VS2uL *Slu, 1, VS2u'2, : 91(ulu2) A Rl(u'lu'2) ) A (ulu2[s:S] =* u'lu'2[S:S]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(ulu2[SS]) v (ulu2[s":S"] =* u'lu'2[5":S-]) )
which corresponds with FD(Ri, 11(s:S) -* 11(S":S"))

For i=2 the proof is of course analogous.
0

Corollary
Let T be a projection/natural join transformation from I = (L, r) into x' = (L',r)
such that:

L'.:= L..       {Relations  e
Relations {R(sl:Sl, s2:52, 53:S3) e Rl(511:Sl,  52),

R2(512:Sl, s3:S3)}

L .:= L' .       {Relations'  e
Relations' . {Ri(sll Sl, S2 S2),R2(slKsl, 53:53)

e R(sl:Sl, S2:S2, S3:53)}

Then the forward transformation T preserves a key constraint on the relation R
if the forward map of the determinant is defined, i.e.

For i = 1,2:
If rl= KEY(R, s:S) and Ii(s:S) is defined
then r' H KEY(Ii(R), Ii(s:S))

0

Theorem 6.3.5
Let t be a projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, I-) into I' = (L', I-')
such that:

L':- L .·.       {Relations  -
Relations {R(sl:51, 52:S2, 53:S3) - Rl(sll:Sl, 52 52),

R2(S12:51, S3:S3)}

L ..= L' .       {Relations'  =
Relations' ·. {Rl($11.Sl, 52:S2),R2(512:51, 53:S3)

e R(Sl :Sl, s2:S2, 53:S3))

Then the forward transformation T preserves a subset, equality or exclusion
constraint involving the relation R if the forward map of the role sequences
involved is defined, i.e.

for i = 1,2:
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if I- 1= SUB(R[s:S] c Rj[sj:S]) and Ti(s:S) and Ti(sj:S) are defined
then r 1= SUB(Ri[Ii(s:S)] C zi(Rj)[Ti(sj:S)])

if I- H EQ(R[s:S] = Rj[sj:S]) and Ti(s:S) and Ii(sj:S) are defined
then r K EQ(Ri[zi(s:S)] = Ti(Rj)[Ii(sj:S)]) .

if r K EXCR[s:S] 4 Rj[sj:S]) and Ii(s:S) and ti(si:S) are defined
then r' H EX(Ri[liCS:S)] 0 Ii(Rj)[ti(sj:S)])

0

Proof

The proof is omitted. It is similar to the proof of the Theorem 6.3.4 and is again
based on Lemma 6.3.2.

0

The backward transformation T-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves quite a number of constraint types. All subset, equality
(except the one needed for the natural join to be lossless) and exclusion constraints
on relations as well as all functional dependencies and all kinds of condition
constraints on relations are preserved. Key constraints on the joining relations are
preserved if both relations have a key constraint on the joining roles. Theorems
6.3.6 to 6.3.9 below formulize these statements.

First we define the backward map of the symbols. The backward map of the
two relations involved in the natural join is the original relation. The backward
map of the the joining roles is the original role.

Definition 6.3.3
Let t be a projection/natural join transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L'. r)
such that:

L'::= L .·.       {Relations  e
Relations . {R(51:Sl, s2:S2, S3:53) e- Rl(511:51, S2:S2),

R2(s12 Sl, s3:S3))

L ::= L' .       {Relations'  e
Relations' {Rl (S 1151, S2 :S2), R2(51 25 1, S):S3)

e. R(sl:Sl, FS2,53:53)}

Suppose sl:Sl stands for r11:Tl, ... , rln Tn, and 511:Sl stand for rllaT1,..., rlln:Tn
and s12:Sl for r121:Tl, ··· ' r12n:Tn, 1 5 n. (the number of roles must be the same
for all three role sequences).

Then z- 1(Ri) where Ri is a relation of X' is defined by:

T-1(Ri) ::= R
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7-1(R2)  : = R
T-1(Ri)  :.= Ri    for Ri + Ri or Ri 0 Ri

We define 1-1(r:T) where r:T is a role of some relation of X' as follows
I-1(rlli:Ti) ::= rli:Ti for 1 f l i s n
I-1(r12i:Ti)     :.= rli Ti    for 1 5 i f i n
rl(r.T) ::= r:T otherwise

For any other symbol, X of L' , t-1(X) is defined as follows:
1-1(X)   .= X

0

Theorem 6.3.6
Let T be a projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, ID into I' = (L', r)
such that:

L'.= L .·.       {Relations  •-
Relations {R(sl:Sl, S2:S2, 53:S3) *- Rl(sll:Sl, 52:S2),

R2(512:Sl, 53:S3))

L ::= L' .        {Relations'  e
Relations' (Ri(sl 1:Sl, 5252), R2(512:Sl, S3:S3)

e R(sl:Sl, 52:S2, 53:S3))

Then the backward transformation I-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves all condition constraints on relations, i.e.

If r' 1, COND(Ri; cond) then r H COND(r-1(Ri), I-1(cond)).
C]

Proof

A condition constraint which does not involve the relations Rl (Sll:Sl, S2:S2) Or
R2(s12:Sl, 53:53) will not change and therefore its type will be preserved.

Suppose there is a condition constraint on the relation Rl (sll Sl, 52:52).
This constraint stands for the wff:
VS152u : Rl(u) => cond(u)
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VS152u : ( 353 u3 : R(u, u3))  => r-1(cond(u))
Because T-1(cond(u)) does not involve u3, we also have:
VS152u, 453 113. R(u, 113))  =* T-1(cond(u))
which correspond with:
COND(R, I-1(cond)) or COND(r-1(Rl), I-1(cond))

Similarly, we can prove that the condition constraints of R2 are preserved.
0
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Corollary
Let r be a projection/natural join transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L .·.       {Relations  e
Relations IR(sl:Sl, 52:S2, 53:S3) e Rl(Sll:Sl, 52:S2)'

R2(512:Sl, 53:S3)}

L ::= L' .       {Relations'  e
Relations' . {Rl (sl 1 :Sl, 5252), R2(sl 2:51, 5353)

e  R(sl:Sl, s2:52, s3:S3)}

Then the backward transformation t-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves all kind of null constraints on relations, i.e.

If r H OR-NL(Ri, s:S) then r H OR-NL(7-1(Ri), 1-1(s:S))
If r'I= AND-NNL(Ri, s:S) then f K AND-NNL(7-1(Ri), r-1(s:S))
If rl= AND-NL(Ri, s:S) then I- 1, AND-NL(t-1(Ri), T-1(s:S)).
If r K OR-NNL(Ri, s:S) then r K OR-NNL(t-1(Ri), 1-1(s:S)).

0

Theorem 6.3.7
Let r be a projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, 0 into I' = (r, r)
such that:

L'::= L .·        {Relations  *-
Relations {R(sl:Sl, 52:52, 53:S3) e Rl(Sll:Sl, 52:S2),

R2(512:Sl, S3:S3) 

L ::= L' .·.      CRelations'  e
Relations' {Rl(sll-Sl, s2:S2), R2(51251, 5353)

e R(sl:Sl, 5252, 53.S3)}

Then the backward transformation T-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves all functional dependencies on relations, i.e.

If r' 1, FD(Ri, s:S -4 s':S') then rt= FD(7-1(Ri), r--1(5:S) -4 7-1(s':S'))
0

Proof

Any functional dependency defined on a relation which is not changed by the
transformation will of course not change and therefore its type is trivially
preserved.
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Suppose on the other hand that there is a functional dependency on the relation
Rl (sll:Si, s2 S2),  let  us  say  FD(Rl, s:S -+  s': S') where  s:S  and  s':S'  are  role
sequences of Rl.
This constraint stands for the wff:
VSls2u, VS,Slu' : C Rl(u) A Rl(u') A (u[s:S] =* u'[s:S]) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[s:S]) v (u[s':S'] =* u'[s':S'l) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VS1S2u, Vsls2u' : ( 353 u3 : R(u, u3)) A ( 353 U'3 : R(u', U'3)) A (u[t-1(S:S)] =*
u'[rt(s:S)]) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[t-1(s:S)]) v (u[I-1(s':S')] =* u'[rt(s':S')]) )
Because u[t--1(s:S)] does not involve u3, we also have:
VSlslu,VS152u',VS) 113,VS3 U'3: R(U, U3) A R(u', u'3) A (u[I-1 (s:S)1 -* u'['[-1(s:S)]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(u[t-1(s:S)]) v (u[r-1(s':S')] =* u'[1-1(s':S')]) )
which corresponds with FD(R, I--1(s:S) -* r--1(s':S')) or
FD(Z-1(Rl), I-1(s:S) -4 rl(S':S'))

Similar proof for R .
0

Theorem 6.3.8
Let r be a projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, ID into I' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L .·.       {Relations  *-
Relations IR(51 51, S2:S2, 53:53) e Rl (511'Sl, 52:52),

R2(s12:Sl, s3:S3))

L .:= L' .        {Relations'  *-
Relations' {Rl(Sl 1 :Sl, 52:S2), R2(512:Sl, 53:53)

e R(sl :Sl, 52:Se 53:S3)}

Then the backward transformation 1-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves the key constraints on the the relations Ri and R2, i.e.

If r' H KEY(Ri, s:S) then Vt= KEY(R, r-1(s:S))
If r' H  KEY(R2, s:S)  then r H  KEY(R, 1-1(s:S))

0

Proof

First we will  show  that if KEY(Rl, 511 Sl) and KEY(R , 512:Sl) are valid for X'
then KEY(R, sl:Sl) is valid for I.
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A key constraint is a functional dependency (see Definition 3.7.6). Therefore the
key constraints KEY(Rl, sll:Sl) and KEY(R2, s12:52) correspond with the
functional dependencies FD(Rl, 511 51  -6 52:52)  and  FD(Rl, sll:Sl  -1  52:S2)
Functional dependencies are preserved by the backward transformation of the
projection/natural join transformation (Theorem 7.3.7). Therefore, the
following constraints are valid:
FD('[-1(Rl), I-1(Sll:Sl) -4 T-1(52:S2)) and
FD(rl(R2), T-1(512:Sl) -* T-1(53:S3)).
These are equivalent with
FD(R, sl:Sl -0 52:S2) and
FD(R, sl :Sl  --1 S3:S3).
Therefore, FD(R, sl:Sl -4 s2s3:52S3) is valid (see "union inference rule"  for
functional dependencies in section 3.7.2). Because s253:S2S3 is the complement
role sequence of sl:Sl relative to the relation R, KEY(R, sl:Sl) is valid.

Suppose there is some other key constraint on the relation Rl(Sll.Sl, 52:52),let
us say KEY(Rl, s:S). This key constraint stands for the functional dependency
FD(Ri, s:S -4 s':S') where s':S' is the complement role sequence of s:S relative to
the role sequence  of  Rl. This functional dependency is preserved,  so
FD(R, T-1(s:S) -* r-1(s':S')) is valid.
If we can prove that the functional dependency FD(R, I-1(s:S) -4 s":S-), where
s":S" is the complement role sequence of I-1(s':S') relative to R, is valid then
KEY(R, T-1(s:S)) is also valid.
Because KEY(Ri, s:S) is valid, FD(Rl, s:S -4 sl 1.Sl) is valid. This constraint is
preserved and therefore FD(R, 1-1(SS) -# si.Sl) is valid. Because KEY(R, sl:Sl) is
valid, FD(R, Sl:Sl -* s"'S") is valid. So, FD(R, t-1(s:S) -* sl.Sl) and
FD(R,  si :Si -# s":S") are valid, and AND-NNL(R,  sl:Sl) is valid, therefore

FD(R, I-1(s:S) -4 s":S") is valid ("transitive inference rule" for functional
dependencies in section 3.7.2).

Similarly we can prove that if there is some other key constraint on the relation
R2(512:Si, 53:S3), this key is preserved.

0

All set constraints on relations, except the equality constraint needed for the
natural join transformation to be lossless, are preserved. The transformation of the
equality constraint becomes a "meaningless" constraint, i.e. its truth value is
always TRUE regardless of the particular extension of the db-instance.

Theorem 6.3.9
Let I bea projection/natural join transformation from X = (L, r) into X' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L        {Relations  e
Relations {R(sl.Sl, 52:S2, S).S3)  *- Rl(Sll:Sl, S2:S2),

R2(S12 51, $353)1

L ..= L' .       (Relations'  e
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Relations' { R i (s 11 :Sl, s2 ' S2), R2( sl 2 :Sl, 53:S3)

•- R(sl:Sl, $2:S2, 53:S3)}

Then the backward transformation I-1 of the projection/natural join
transformation preserves with the exception of the equality needed for the
natural join transformation to be lossless all subset, equality and exclusion
constraints between relations, i.e.

if r'I= SUB(Ri[si:Sl c Rj[sj:S])
then I-K SUB(rl (Ri)[I-1(Si:S)] c T- 1(Rj)[t- 1(Sj:S)]) .

if r H EQ(Ri[si:S] = Rj[sj:S])
and Ri[si:S] + Rl[sll Sl] and Ri[sj:S] 0 R2[512 Si] or vice versa

then r K EQ(riali)[ri(si:S)] = T-1(Ri)[I-1(sj:S)]) .

if r' 1= EX(Ri[si:S] 4 Rj[sj:S])
then r H EX(r-1(Ri)[t-1(Si:S)] t T-1(Rj)[I-1(Sj:S)])

0

Proof

If  a set constraint  does not involve the relations Rl(s 11:51, 52:52)  Or
R2(512:Sl, s3:S3) then this constraint will not change and therefore its type will be
preserved.

Suppose there is a subset constraint SUB(Rl [si.S] C Rj[sj:S]) on a role sequence
si:S of the relation Rl(sll:Sl, 52:S2). Suppose Rj * R2 and Rj + Rl· Suppose s'i:S'  and
s"j:S" are the complement role sequences of respectively si:S and s':S with
respect to Rl and Rj.
Then this constraint stands for the wff:
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v ( ( 39 u' : R,(u,u') ) =* C BS" u" : Rj(u,u") ) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VSu : OR-NULL(u) v( ( 39 u', 353 u3 : R(u,u',u3) )4( 35" u": Rj(u,u") ) )
Clearly, this is the subset constraint SUI,(R[T-1(si:S)] C I-1(Rj)[I-1(s':S)])

All other cases can be proved in a similar way.
0

6.3.3 The Split/Merge Transformation

From the lossless rules it is clear that the key constraints and the not-null
constraints on the joining roles are preserved by both the forward and the
backward transformation of the split/merge transformation.

In general, the constraint type preserving properties of the forward
transformation T of the split/merge translormation are the same as the constraint
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type preserving properties of the forward transformation of the
projection/natural join transformation. We omit this part.

In general, the backward transformation I-1 of the split/merge does not
preserve constraint types which involve the relations which will be joined (the

"joining" relations). Condition constraints as well as functional dependencies, keys,
subset, equality and exclusion constraints defined on one of the joining relations,
are preserved if there is a subset constraint between the joining roles of the two
relations, such that the joining role of the relation involved in the constraint is the
target role of the subset constraint. The subset constraint itself becomes an or-not-
null constraint. Functional dependencies and keys defined on one of the joining
relations, are also preserved if the determinant overlaps with the non-joining role
sequence. All this is formalized in the Theorems 6.3.10 to 6.3.19 below.

First we define the backward map of the symbols. The backward map for the
merge transformation is the same as the backward map of the natural join
transformation.

Definition 6.3.4
Let 7 be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', r) such that:

L'::= L.·. { Relations =
Relations (R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, S):53) = Rl(s11:Sl,  52),

R2(512:Sl, 53:53)}

L::= L' { Relations' e
Relations' {Rl(s11 Sl, 52:S2), R2(s12:Sl, $3:S3)

e R(sl:Sl, 52:S2, 53:S3))

Suppose sl Sl stands for r11Tl, ···. rin:Tn, and sllsl stand for r111:Tl,..., rlin.Tn
and ;12:Sl for r121:Tl, ··· , r12n:Tn, 1 5 n. (the number of roles must be the same
for the three role sequences).

Thent-1(R,) where Ri is a relation of I' is:
I-1(Rl) -= R
t- 1(R2)  ::= R
rl(Ri)  ::= Ri    for Ri # Rl or Ri + R2

We define 1-1(r:T) where r:T is a role of some relation of X' as follows
t- 1 (rl li:Ti) = rli:Ti f o r l c i s n
1-1(rl 2i:Ti) ::= rli Ti for 1 f i s n
I-1 (r:T) ::= r:T otherwise

For any other symbol, X. 1-1(X) is defined as follows:
I-1(X)   ::= X

0
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Theorem 6.3.10
Let z be a split/merge transformation from X = (L, r) into X' = (L', r) such that:

L' ::= L .·.       {       Relations  *-
Relations . (R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, 53:S3) *- Rl(s11.Sl, S2:S2),

R2(512:51, 53:S3) 

L::= L'.., 1 Relations' e
Relations' {Ri (sl 1 :Sl, S2:S2), R2(512:Sl, 5353)

*-  R(sl :Sl,  52:S2,  S3:S3) 

Then the backward mapping of a subset constraint between the joining roles
Sll:Sl and 512:Sl is an or-not-null constraint, namely

If r' H SUBSET( R2[512 sl] c R,[S„ si] )
then r 1= OR-NNL(R, s2:S2).

[3

Proof

To prove that rl= OR-NNL(R, s2:S2) we have to prove that the following wff is
valid:
VS,ul, VS2u2, VS3113: R(ul,u2,u3)  =* -1AND-NULL(u2)

The constraint SUBSET( R2[s12:Sl]  c Rl [sl 1:Sl ] ) stands  for  the wff:
VSlul: OR-NULL(ul) v ( (353u3 : R2(Ul,U3)) => (3S2u2:  Rl (ul,u2)) )
By the merge transformation this wff is transformed into:
Vslul: OR-NULL(ul) v( (353113,352 u,2 : R(ul,u,2,u3) A  AND-NULL(u3) ) ) =
(3S2u2,3S311'3 : R(ul,ueu'3) A --'AND-NULL(u2) ) ) )
Because the constraints FD(R, sl:Sl -* 52:S2) and FD(R, sl:Sl -+ 53:53) are valid in
the resulting schema (lossless rules), the wff is equivalent with:
Vslul: OR-NULL(ul) v ( (3s3u3,352 uz : R(ul,u2,u3) A  AND-NULL(u3) )  =*
-'AND-NULL(u2) )
Because the constraint AND-NNL(R,  si:Sl) is valid  in the resulting schema
(lossless  rule),  we  know that OR-NULL(ul) always have truth value FALSE  if
R(ul,U2,U2) has truth value 1RUE.
Therefore the following wff is valid:
VSlul,VS2u2,VS)113: R(ul,u2,u3) A -'AND-NULL(u3) 4 -'AND-NULL(u2)
If -'AND-NULL(u3) has truth value FALSE, then - AND-NULL(u2) must have
truth value TRUE because the constraint OR-NNL(R,$253:S2S3) is valid in the
resulting schema (lossless rule).
This concludes the proof that
Vslul,VS·2uLVS3113: R(ul,u2,u3)  => -,AND-NULL(u2)

0
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Theorem 6.3.11
Let r bea split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', r') such that:

L'::= L  ·. { Relations =
Relations . (R(sl :Sl, sTS2, 53:S3) e Rl(Sll:Sl, $2:S2),

R2(S12:Sl, 53:S3) 

L ::= L' .·      C       Relations'  +-
Relations' .   (Rl(,11:Sl, s2:S2), R2(512:Sl, S3:S3)

e R(Sl:Sl, 52:52, 53:S3)}

Then the backward transformation T- 1 preserves all condition constraints on
relations different from R2 if r' K SUBSET( R2[512:91] 9 Rl[Sll'Sll )' i.e.

If r' M COND(Ri; cond) and Ri * R2
then r k COND(I-1(Ri), T-1(cond))

0

Proof

A condition constraint which does not involve the relations Rl(S1151, S2:52) Or
R2(512:Sl, 53:53) will not change and therefore its type will be preserved.

Suppose there is a condition constraint on the relation Rl (Sl 1 Sl, 52:S2)·
This constraint stands for the wff:
VSlul,VS2U2: Rl (ul,u2) 4 cond(ul,U2)
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VSlul,VS2u2: (353 13: R(ul,u2,u)) A iAND-NULL(u2)) => t-1(cond(ul,u2))
Because T-1(cond(ul,u2)) does not involve u3, we also have:
VSlul,VS2 11 VS3 u3 : (R(ul,u2,u3) A 1AND-NULL(u2)) 4 I-1(cond(ul,u2))
Because of Theorem 6.3.10 we know that -AND-NULL(u2) has truth value
TRUE if R(ul,ueu3) has truth value TRUE, therefore this is equivalent with:

VSlul,VS2u2, 453 u3 : R(ul,u2, u3)  =>  I- 1 (Cond(ul,u2))
which corresponds to:
COND(R, r-1(cond)) or COND(z-1(Rl), T-1(cond))

0

Corollary
Let T be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r') such that:

L'::= L.. { Relations «-
Relations {R(*Sl, 52:S2, 53:S3) 4- Rl(511 Sl, 52 S2),

R2(512 Sl, 53:S))}

L.:= L' .        {        Relations'  =-
Relations' {Rl(Sll Sl, s2:S2), R2(512 Sl, 53 S3)
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e R(sl:Sl, 52:S2,53:S3)}

Then the backward transformation 7-1 preserves all kinds of null constraints on
relations different from R2 if r 1- SUBSET( R2[512:Sl] c  Rl[sll:Sl] ), i.e.

If r K OR-NL(Ri, s:S) and Ri + R2
then r 1= OR-NL(I-1(Ri), I-1(S:S)).

If r' 1= AND-NNL(Ri, s:S) and Ri + R2
then r H AND-NNL(I-1(Ri), I-1(S:S)).

If r' M AND-NL(Ri, s:S) and Ri + R2
then I-1= AND-NL(z-1(Ri), 1-1(s*S))·

If r' H OR-NNL(Ri, s:S) and Ri + R2
then r t= OR-NNL(r--1(Ri), I-1(S:S))

0

Theorem 6.3.12
Let I be a split/merge transformation from X = (L, r) into I' = (L', I-') such that:

L'::= L.·. ( Relations e
Relations . {R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, S3:S3)  e- Rl(S11:Sl, 52:S2),

R2(s1251, 5353)}

L::= L'  ·. { Relations' •-
Relations' {Rl(sl 1 Sl, s2:S2), R2(Sl 2:Sl, 53:S3)

e  R(sl:Sl,  52:S2,  S3:S3) 

Then the backward transformation T-1 preserves the and-not-null constraints
on the joining roles sll:Sl and s12:Sl of the relations Rl and R2, i.e.

rK AND-NNL(T-1(Rl), 1-1(sil:Sl))
r 1= AND-NNL(t-1(R2), I-1(s12:Sl))

0

Proof
Clear from the lossless rules of the split/merge transformation.

0

Theorem 6.3.13
Let I be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, I) into I' = (L', 1-') such that:

L' ::= L. .      {       Relations  e
Relations . (R(slsl, 52:S2, 53:S3)  e- Rl (s11:Sl, S2:S2),
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R2(512'51, 53.S3)}

L:.= L' .·.       C        Relations'  e
Relations' (Rl(sl 1 Sl, 52:52), R2(512:Sl, S3:S3)

e  R(sl:Sl,  s2:S2,  s3:53)}

Then the backward transformation I-1 preserves all functional dependencies on
relations different from R2 if r K SUBSET( R2[512:Sl] C Rl[Sll:Sl] ), i.e.

If r 1=  FD(Ri, s:S -0 s':S') and  Ri # R2
then I-1, FD(T-1(Ri), I-1(S:S) -+ T-1(S':S'))

0

Proof

A functional dependency constraint which does not involve the relations
Rl(511 :Sl, S2:S2)  or R2(512:Sl, 53:S3)  will not change and therefore its  type will be
preserved.

Suppose there is a functional dependency constraint on the relation
Rl(Sll:Sl, STS2% FD(Ri, s:S -+ S':S').
This constraint stands for the wff:
VS,S2U, VS,S2u' : C Rl(u) A Rl(11') A (UIS:Sl =* U'[S:S]) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[s:S]) v (u[s':S'] =* u'[s':S']) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VS152u, VslS2u'. ( 353 u3: R(u, u3) A -AND-NULL(u[seS2])) A ( 3S3 u'3: R(u', u'3)
A  AND-NULL(u'[s2 S21)) A (UfT-1($:S)] =* U'[I--1(s:S)]) )

=

(OR-NULL(u[I-1($:S)]) v (u[I-1(s':S')] =* u'[T-1(s':S')]) )
Because u[I-1(s:S)] does not involve u3, we also have:
4Sls2u, VS152u', VS3 u3, VS3 u'3: R(u, ug) A - AND-NULL(u[52:S2]) A R(u; u'3) A

-- AND-NULL(u'[s2 S21) A (u[I-1($.S)] =* u'[T-1(5:S)]) )

(OR-NULL(u[I-1(S:S)]) v (U[I-1(s':S')1 -* u'[r-1(s':S')]) )
Because of Theorem 6.3.10 we know that -AND-NULL(u[52:52]) has truth value
TRUE if R(u,u3) has truth value TRUE, therefore this is equivalent with:

VS,S211,Vsls2U.,453 u3,VS3 u'3: R(u, u3) A R(U'. u'3) A (u[T-1(s:S)] =* u'[1-1(s:S)]) )
==>

(OR-NULL(u[T-1(s:S)]) v (u[T-1(s':S')] =* u'[T-1(s':S')]) )
This concludes the prove that r H FD(R, T-1(s:S) -* T-1(s':S'))

0

Theorem 6.3.14

Let I be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into X' = (L', I-') such that:
L'::= L.· ( Relations e
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Relations IR(sl Sl, 52:S2, S3:53) e Rl(Sll:Sl, s2:52),

R2(51251, 5353)}

L::= L'. {   Relations' e
Relations' {Rl(sll:Sl, seS2), R2(sleSl, 5$53)

s R(slsl, 52.S2, 53:53)|

Then the backward transformation I-1 preserves functional dependencies on
the relations Ri or R  whose determinant overlaps with s2 S2 or 53:S3 r

If r' P FD(Ri, s:S -+ S':S') where s:S overlaps with 52:S2 or s3:S3

then I-1= FD(T-1(Ri), I-1(S:S) -0 1-1(S':S'))
0

Proof

Suppose there  is a functional dependency  on the relation  Rl (Sll  Sl, 52:S2 '
FD(Rl, s:S -# s': S') where s:S and s':S" are role sequences from Rl and s:S
overlaps with 52:S2.
This constraint stands for the wff:
Vsls2u, VS,S2u': C Rl(u) A Rl(U') A (U[S:Sl =* U'Is:Sl) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[s:S]) v (u[s':S'] =* u'[s':S']) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
Vsls2U, Vsls2u'. ( 3S3 u3: R(u, u3) A -'AND-NULL(u[52:SZ])) A ( 353 U'3: R(u', u'3)
A 1AND-NULL(u'[s2:S2])) A (u[I-1(s:S)] =* u'[I-1(s:S)]) )

=
(OR-NULL(u[I-1(s:S)]) v (u[T-1(s':S')] =* u'[r-1(s':S')]) )
Because u[T-1(s:S)] does not involve u3, we also have:
VSls2U, VS,S21/, VS3 u3, VS3 u'3: R(u, u:,) A -AND-NULL(u[s2:52}) A R(u', u'3) A
- AND-NULL(u'[s2:S2]) A (U[T-1(S:S)] =* U'[T-1(s:S)1) )

=*

(OR-NULL(u[T-1(s:S)]) v (u[T-1(s':S')] =* u'[T-1(s':S')1) )
To prove that I- H FD(R, 1-1(s:S) -* T-1(s':S')) we have to show that the following
wff is valid:
VSls2u,Vsls2u''VS3 113,VS3 u'3: R(U, 113) A R(u', u'3) A (u[T-1(S:S)] =* u'[T-1(s:S)]) )

==>

(OR-NULL(u[T-1(s:S)1) v (u[I-1(s':S')] =* u'[r-1(s':S')]) )
We distinguish two cases:
Case (1):  AND-NULL(u[52:S2])   -AND-NULL(u'[s2:S2]) has truth value

TRUE.

So obviously the wff is valid.
Case (2): 9AND-NULL(u[52:52]) A -AND-NULL(u'[s2:52]) has truth value

FALSE.
Then either AND-NULL(u[s :S2]) or AND-NULL(u'[s2:52]) must have truth
value TRUE.
However, because s:S overlaps witli 52:52 and we require that
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u[I-1(s.S)] =* u'[r-1(s:S)] has truth value TRUE, and AND-NULL(u[s2:521) or
AND-NULL(u'[s2:S2]) must have truth value TRUE, OR-NULL(u[t-1 (s:S)])
has truth value TRUE and therefore the wff is valid.

This concludes the prove that r K FD(R, T-1(s:S) -+ 1-1(S':S')).

Similarly, we can prove that the functional dependencies of R  are preserved
when they satisfy the given condition.

0

Theorem 6.3.15
Let t be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, I-) into I' = (L', I-') such that:

L' ::= L .·.       {       Relations  e
Relations {R(sl:Sl, s2 S2, 53:53) e Rl(sll:Sl, S2:S2),

R2(51%Sl, 5353)}

L::= L'.. ( Relations' *--
Relations' {Rl (Sl 1:Sl, 52 S2), R2(S12:Sl, 53:53)

e R(Sl:Sl, 52:52, s3:S3))

Then the backward transformation t-1 preserves all key constraints on relations
different from R2 if r H SUBSET( R2[512 Sl] C R,[$11 Sl] ), i.e.

If r H KEY(Ri, s:S) and Ri 4 R2
then r K KEY(R, r-1(s:S)).

0

Proof

From the lossless rules  KEY(R,  sl  Sl) is valid  for  X if KEY(Rl,  511:Sl)  and
KEY(R , 512:Sl) are valid for I'

Suppose there  is some other key constraint  on the relation Rl ($11:Sl, 52: S2)'
KEY(Rl, s:S). This key constraint stands for the functional dependency
FD(Rl, s:S -# s':S') where s':S' is the complement role sequence of s:S relative to
the role sequence of Rl (see Definition 3.7.6). Given the subset constraint, this
functional dependency is preserved (see Theorem 6.3.13), so
FD(R, I-1(s:S) -4 T-1(s':S')) is valid.
If we can prove that FD(R, t-1(s.S) -+ s":S") is valid where s":S" is the
complement role sequence  of T-1(s':S') relative  to  R,  then  by the "union
inference rule" for functional dependencies (section 3.7.2) the KEY(R, I-1(s:S))
will be valid.
Because KEY(Rl, s:S) is valid, FD(Ri, 5:S -4 sl 1 Sl) is also valid. This constraint is
preserved (see Theorem 6.3.13) and therefore FD(R, I-1(s:S) -+ sl:Sl) is valid. So,
FD(R, T-1(s:S) -# sl.Sl), FD(R, sl Sl -* s":S") (because KEY(R, sl:Sl) is valid), and
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AND-NNL(R, sl:Sl) (lossless rule) are valid, therefore FD(R, I-1(s:S) -+ s":S") is
also valid ("transitive inference rule" for functional dependencies).

El

Theorem 6.3.16
Let T be a split/merge transformation from X = (L, r) into I' = (L', r') such that:

L' ::= L .·       {       Relations  e
Relations IR(sl:Sl, S2:S2, 53:S3) e Rl(sll:Sl, S2:52),

R2(512:Sl, 53:S3)}

L .:= L' .·.       {        Relations'  e
Relations' . {Rl (Sl 1 :Sl, 52 :S2), R2(Sl 2: Sl, S3:S3)

e R(sl.Sl, 52:S2, 53:S3)1

Then the backward transformation r - 1 preserves the key constraints on the
joining roles Sll:Sl and s12:Sl of the relations Rl and R2, i.e.

rl= KEY(r-1(Ri), I-1(sll sl))
r H KEY(I-1(R2). 1-1(512 sl))

0

Proof

Clear from the lossless rules of the split/merge transformation.
0

Theorem 6.3.17
Let r bea split/merge transformation from X = (L, r) into I' = (L', 1-) such that:

L'::= L.·. 1   Relations e
Relations (R(sl Sl, s2:52, 53:S3) e Rl (s11 Sl, 52:S2),

R2(S12:Sl, 53:S3)}

L ::= L' .       {       Relations'  e
Relations' {Rl(511 Sl, 52.S2), R2(s12:Sl, 53 S3)

- R(sl:Sl, s2:S2, 53:S3)}

Then the backward transformation I 1 preserves the key constraints on the
relations Rl and R2 whose key-role overlaps with s2:52 Or 53:S3, i.e.

If r' A KEY(Rl, s:S) and s:S overlaps with sl S2
then r K KEY(R, I-1(s:S))

If r' A KEY(R , s:S) and s:S overlaps with s3:S3
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then r K KEY(R, t-1(s:S))
0

Proof

This proof is similar as the proof of Theorem 6.3.15 but using Theorem 6.3.14
instead of Theorem 6.3.13.

0

Theorem 6.3.18
Let I be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r) such that:

L'::= L {   Relations e
Relations {R(sl:Sl, S2:S2' S3:S3)  4- Rl(Sll:Sl, S2:S2),

R2(512:Sl, $3:S3)}

L::= L' {   Relations' e
Relations' {R1(511 Sl, s2:S2), R2(512:Sl, 53 S3)

e R(51 51, 52:S2, S3:S3)}

Then the backward transformation   I- 1   preserves all subset, equality   and
exclusion constraints between relations not involving R2 if
r' M SUBSET(R2[s12 Sl] C Rl[sll:Sll)' i.e.

If 1-' 1=  SUB(Ri[si:S]  c Rj[sj:S]) and Ri + R2 and Rj # R2

then rk SUB(T-1(Ri)[T-1(Si:S)] & 1-1(Ri)[T-1($ S)1)

If r' 1, EQ(Ri[si:S] = R'[sj:Sl) and Ri # R2 and Rj # R2
then r H EQ(I-1(Ri)[I-1(si:S)] = 7-1(Rj)[T-1(sj:S)])

If r' 1= EX(Ri[si.S] 4 Rj[si:S]) and Ri + R2 and Rj # R2
then El, EXCT-1(Ri)[I-1(si*S)] 0 I-1(Rj)[T-1(si:S)])

0

Proof

A  set constraint which  does not involve the relations  Rl (sl 1.Sl,  52:52)  or
R2(512 Sl, 53 S3) will not change and therefore its type will be preserved.

Suppose however there  is a subset constraint SUB(Ri[si:Sl C Ri[sj:S])  on a role
sequence si:S of the relation Rl(sll Sl, s2:52), Rj #R2 and Rj #Rl. Suppose s'i:S'
and s'j:S' are the complement role sequences of respectively si:S and sj:S.
Then this constraint stands for the wff:
VSU : OR-NULL(u) v (( 35' u' : Rl(u,u') ) => ( 35·· u" : R j(u,u") ) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v (( 35· u'. 353 u3 R(u,u",uj) A -9AND-NULL(u[s2:S21) ) =>

( 35" u" : Ri(uu") ) )
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Because of Theorem 6.3.10 we know that  AND-NULL(u[s2:S2]) has truth value
TRUE if R(u,u',u3) has truth value TRUE, therefore this is equivalent with:
VSU : OR-NULL(u) v ( 39 u', 3S3 113 : R(u,u',u3) ) => ( 3S" u" : Rj(u,u") ) )
Clearly, this is the subset constraint SUB(R[T-1(si:S)] C ·t-1(Rj)[T-1(sj:S)])

All other cases can be proved similarly.
0

Theorem 6.3.19
Let I be a split/merge transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', I-') such that:

L' ::= L .·.       {        Relations  e
Relations (R(sl:Sl, 52:S2, 63:S3) •- Rl(Sll:Sl, s2:S2),

R2(512:51, 53:S3))

L ::= L' .       {       Relations'  e
Relations' . {Ri (sl 1 :Sl, 5252), R2(512:Sl, 5353)

e R(61:Sl, 52:S2, s3:S3)}

Then the backward transformation I-1 preserves each subset constraint from
any relation different from Ri or R2 to Rl or R2, i.e.

If       r H SUB(Ri[si:S] c R'[sj:Sl) where
Ri * Rl, Ri * R2 and Rj=RlorRj=R 

then r K SUB(T---1(Ri)[.1-1(Si:S)] & I-1(Rj)[T-1(sj:S)])
0

Proof

Suppose there is a subset constraint SUB(Ri[si:Sl  C Ri[sj:Sl)  from a role sequence
si:S of a  relation Ri (Ri * Rl, Ri * R2 )  to the relation Rl (51141, 52:52).  Suppose
s'i:S' and s'j:S' are the complement role sequences of respectively si:S and sj:S.
Then this constraint stands for the wff:
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v( ( 35' u' : Ri(u,u') )4( 35" u" : Rl(u,u") ) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
VSu : OR-NULL(u) v (( 39 u' : Ri(u,u') ) => C 35" u", 353 u3 : R(u,u',u3) A
-'AND-NULL(u[s252]) ) )
Because of Theorem 6.3.10 we know that --iAND-NULL(u[s2.S2]) has truth value
TRUE if R(u,u',u3) has truth value TRUE, therefore this wff is equivalent with:
VSu . OR-NULL(u) v (( 3S' u' : Ri(u,u') ) => ( 35" u", 353 u) : R(u,u',u3) ) )
Clearly, this is the subset constraint SUB(R[T-1(si:S)] C T-1(Rj)[T-1(si:S)])

Similarly, we can prove that subset constraints on R2 are also preserved.
0
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6.3.4 The Encoding/Decoding Transformation

The encoding/decoding is a very general and powerful data schema
transformation. It may be used for many different purposes and appears in many
data schema transformation algorithms (see section 7.2 for an example). Therefore
it important to know which constraint types are preserved by this transformation.

As we have explained in section 5.4.5, in its most general form the distinction
between decoding and encoding becomes faint. It is sufficient to investigate the
constraint preserving properties for e.g. the decoding transformation. The
reasoning for the encoding transformation runs of course parallel to the one
below.

Depending on the decoding functions, the backward transformation z-1 of
the encoding/decoding may or may not preserves the constraint type of
constraints involving the role which is the subject of the decoding. If the decoding
functions "preserve null values" (i.e. if the original role value is (not) null then the
decoded value is also (not) null) then most of the constraint types are preserved by
the decoding transformation. This is in particular the case for the null constraints,
functional dependencies, keys, subset, equality and exclusion constraints. The

decoding functions need to preserve null values because for most constraint types
null values and non-null values are treated differently. Functional dependencies
and keys for which the subject role of the decoding is not included in the
determinant are always preserved. Clearly all subset, equality and exclusion
constraints on role sequences not involving the role subject of the decoding are
preserved. If for both role sequences involved in a subset, equality or exclusion
constraint, the decoding function is applied then the constraint type is preserved if
the decoding function preserves null values. All this is formalized in the Theorems
6.3.20 to 6.3.24. Because of the nature of the encoding/decoding transformation
the proofs are quite technical but the results should be more or less intuitively clear
since the lossless rules of the transformation require that the decoding function is a
total one-to-one mapping for the instances which can appear in the role which is
subject of the decoding.

First we define the backward map of the symbols. The backward map of the
role subject of the decoding, is the decoded role sequence.

Definition 6.3.5
Let I be a encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r')
such that:

L'::= L { Relations «-
Relations { R(sl Sl, r21:T21, ··· , r2n:T2n) -

R'(61:Sl, r'2:T'2) }

L::= L' { Relations' «
Relations' ·. 1 R'(sl Sl, r'2:T'2) e

R(51:Sl, r21:T21, ··· , en:T2n) 1
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Then I-1(Ri) where Ri is a relation of X' is:
t-1(R')  ::= R
I-1(Ri)   .:= Ri     for Ri + R'

We define r-1(r:T) where r:T is a role of some relation of X' as follows
r 1(12:T'2) ::= r21:1'21, ··· , r2n:T2n
I-1(r:T) ::= r:T otherwise

For any other symbol. X. I-1(X) is defined as follows:
I-1(X)   ::= X

0

Theorem 6.3.20
Let I bea encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r)
such that:

L'::= L.·. { Relations e
Relations   ..  C R(51 :Sl, r21 T21, ··· , r20 T2n)  '-

R'(R.Sl, r'2:T2) 1

L .:= L'.{        Relations'  e
Relations' .·. { R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T2) e

R(sl Sl, r21:T21, ··· , r2n:T2n) }

Then the backward transformation T-1 preserves each condition constraint on
the relation R' not involving the role r'2:T'2, i.e.

If I-' H COND(R', cond) and r'2 T'2 is not used in cond
then r H COND(r-1(R'), r-1(cond))

0

Proof

Clear.

0

Theorem 6.3.21
Let I bea encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, 0 into I' = (L', I-')
such that:

L' ::= L. .      {       Relations  e
Relations   ..  { R(sl:Sl, r21 T21, ···, r2n:T2n)  I--

R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T2) 1

L::= L'.. { Relations' =
Relations'  ·. { R'(sl Sl, r'2:T'2) e

R(sl Sl, r21 T21, ··· , rln T2n) 1
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Fn'l, ···, Fn'n are the decoding functions,
C' is the decoding condition.

Then the backward transformation 7-1 preserves a null constraint for the
relation R' on a role sequence involving the role r'2:T,2 is preserved if the
encoding functions preserve the same type of null constraint, i.e.

If         r' 1= OR-NL(R', s:S) and f2 T'2 is a role in s:S and

r H v.r·2x: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x)
4 OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x))

then r H OR-NL(T-1(R'), I-1(s:S)).

If       r H AND-NNL(R', s:S) and and r'2:1"2 is a role in s:S and
r B= v.r·2x: C'(x) A -OR-NULL(x)

=>  OR-NULL(Fn'1(x), ..., Fn'n(x))
then I- 1,  AND-NNL(I-1(Ri), I-1(s:S)).

If       r' H AND-NL(R', s:S) and and r'2:T2 is a role in s:S and
r H *r.2' : C'(x)   AND-NULL(x)

=2 AND-NULL(Fn'1(x), ... . FrI'n(x))
then 1-1, AND-NL(T-1(Ri), I-1(S:S))

If         r' H OR-NNL(R'. s:S) and and r'2:T'2 is a role in s:S and

r'   VT'2x: C'(X) A -AND-NULL(x)
=* - AND-NULL(Fn'1(x),... , Fn'n(x))

then r H OR-NNL(I-1(Ri), t-1(s:S))
0

Proof

Suppose there is some null constraint OR-NL(R', s:S) on a role sequence s:S of
the relation R'(si:Sl, f2:1"2) where s:S includes r'2:T'2.
This constraint stands for the wff:
VSlul,VT'2 12: R'(ul,U2) =* OR-NULL(u , U2[s:S])
By the transformation this wff is transformed into the following wff, let us call
this wff w:
VSlul,VT'2u2 : ( R(ul,Fn'1(u2),... ,Fn'n(u2)) A C'(uz)) 4 OR-NULL(ulu2[s:S])

The constraint OR-NL(t- 1 (R') , 1-1(s:S)) is valid, if we can prove that the
following wff is valid:

VSlul,VT21U21, ··· ,VT2nu2n: R(ul,u21, ··· ,uln) => OR-NULL(ulu21 ... u2n[T-1(s:S)])
Because of the lossless rules (COND(R,C) where C is the encoding condition)
this is equivalent with:
*Slul,VT21u21, ...,VT2nu2n: R(ul,u21, ··· ,U2n) A C(U21, ··· iu2n) => OR-NULL(Ulu21

... u2n[I-1(s:S)1)
Because we also know that Fn' 1, ··· , Fn'n is total one-to-one onto the set
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{U21'  '' ' u2n I I 1= C(u21, ··· , u2n) }
for the domain C u'2  1  I' K C'(u'2) }, this wff is equivalent with:
*Slul,VT21u21, ···,VT2nu2n: ( 3T'2u2: R(ul, Fn'1(u2), ... , Fn'n(U2)) A C'(u2) /,
u21 =* Frt' 1(u2) A... A U2n =* Fn'n(u2) ) = OR-NULL(ulu21 ··· U2n[t-1(s:S)])
To prove that this wff is valid, we first prove that
VSlul,VT21u21, ··· ,VT2nu2n* ( 3T'2u2: R(ul, Fn'1(u2), ... , Fn'n(u2)) A C'(U2) A
U21 =* Fn'1(u2) A ... A U2n -* Fn'n(u2) ) 4 OR-NULL(ulu2[s:Sl)
is valid. However, this is clear because w is valid.
Because we require that
VT'2x: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x) => OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(X))
is valid, the following wff is also valid
VSlul,VT21u21, ···,VT2nu2n: (3T'2u2: R(ul, Fn'1(u2), ... , Fn'n(u2)) A C'(u2) A u21 =*
Fn'1(u2) A... A U2n =* Fn'n(U2) ) = OR-NULL(ul,Fn'1(u2), ··· , Fn'n(u2)[I-1(s:S)])
or

*Slul,VT21u21, ···,VT2nu2n, (3T'2u2 : R(ul, Fn'1(ul), ... , Fn'n(u2)) A C'(u2) A u21 =*
Fn'1(u2) A ... A U2n =* Fn'n(112)) =>  OR-NULL(ul,u21 , ···, u2n[T-1(s:S)])
which completes the proof that OR-NL(r-1(R'), I-1(s:S)) is valid.

The other cases can be proved in a similar way.
0

Theorem 6.3.22
Let T be a encoding/decoding transformation from X = (L, 1-) into X' = (L', I-')
such that:

L' ::= L .·.       {        Relations  e
Relations { R(sl:Sl, r21:1'21, ··· 'r2n:T2n) s

R'(si:Sl, r'2:T2) J

L :-- L'.       {       Relations'  e
Relations' ·. { R (sl:Sl, 12:T'2) *--

R(sl:Sl, r21:T21, ··· , r2n:Tln) }

Fn'l, ..., Fn'n are the decoding functions,
C' is the decoding condition.

Then the backward transformation T-1 preserves a functional dependency on
the relation R' for which the determinant does not include r'2:T,2 are preserved,
i.e.

If I-' M FD(R', s:S -+ s':S') and f2:T'2 is not a role in s:S
then 1-1, FD(I-1(R'), 1-1(S:S) -* 1-1(S':S')).

If a functional dependency on the relation R' has a determinant which does
include r'2:T'2, then this functional dependency is preserved if the encoding
functions preserve OR-NULL, i.e.

If      r H FD(R', s:S -+ s':S') and r'2:T'2 is a role in s:S and
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r p vT'2X: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x)
=> OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x))

then r H FD(T-1(R'), r-1(s:S) -+ r-1(S':S')).
0

Proof

Suppose there  is a functional dependency  on the relation R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T'2),
FD(R', s:S -+ s': S') where s:S and s':S' are role sequences from R'.
This constraint stands for the wff:
VSlul,V.r'2 12, VS)11,1,4.r'2U'2: (R'(Ul,U2) A R'(11'1,11'2) A (ult12[s:S] =*u'lu'2[$:S]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(ulu2[s:S]) v (ulu2[s':S'] =* u'lu'2[s':S']) )
By the transformation this wff is transformed into the following wff, let us call
this wff w:
VSlul,VT'2u2, Vslu'l,VT'2u'2: R(ul, Fn'1(u2),..., FIt'n(u2)) A C'(u2) A
R(u'l, Fn'1(U'2),..., Fn'n(u'2)) A C'(u'2) A (ulu2[S:S] =* 11'111'2[s:S]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(ulu2[s:S]) v (ulu2[s':S'] =* u'lu'2[s':S']) )

The constraint FD(1-1(R'), I-1(S:S) -+ I-1(s':S')) is valid, if we can prove that the
following wff is valid:
Vslul,VT21 u21, ··· ,VT2nu2n,Vslu'l,VT21U'21, ··· iMT2nu'2n: (R(Ul,U21, ··· iu2n) A
R(u'l,u'21, ··· ,U'2n) A (ulu21··· u2n[I-1(S:S)] =* u'l U'21··· U'2n[I-1(s:S)]) )

=>

(OR-NULL(ulu21···u2n[I-1(5:S)]) v
(ulu21···u2n[T-1(S':S')]=* u'lu'21···U'2n[T -1(S':S')]))

Similar as in the proof of Theorem 6.3.21 (lossless rules), this wff is equivalent
with:
Vslul,VT21u21, ···,VT2nu2n,VS111'1,41'21 U'21, ···,VT2nu'2n:
( ( 31.'2u2 : R(ul, FrI'l(u2), ··· , Fn'n(u2)) A C'(U2) A u21 =* Fn'1(u2) A ... A u2n =*
Fn'n(u2) )A( 3.r'2u,2 : R(u'1, Fn'1(U'2), ··· , Fn'n(U'2)) A C'(u'2) A u'21 =* Fn'1(u'2) A

AU'2n -* Fn'n(U'2) ) A (Ulu21··· u2n[T-1(S:S)] =* u'lu'21··· U'2n[I-1(S:S)]) )
=*

(OR-NULL(ulu21··· u2n[T-1(s:S)] ) v
(ulu21··· u2n[T-1(S':S')] =* u'lu'21··· u'2nIT-1(s':S')1) )

To prove that this wff is valid, we will show that the antecedents of the
implication in w and in w' always have the same truth values, and if the
antecedent has truth value TRUE then also the consequents of the implication w
and w' have the same truth values.
Both antecedents have the same truth values because (Fn'1, ···, Fn'n) is a one-to-

one mapping for the domain { u'2 1 I' K C'(u'2) }· For the same reason

ulu2[s':S'] =* u'lu'2[s':S'] and (ulu21··· uln[T-1(S':S')] =* u'lu'21··· U'2n[I-1(S':S')]) )
in the consequents have the same truth values if the antecedents have truth
value TRUE.
Now we can distinguish the two cases:
Case (l):   s:S does not contain r'2:T'2
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Then the truth values of OR-NULL(ul u 2 [s:S]) and
(OR-NULL(uiFn'1(U2)... Fn'n(u2)[T- 1(s:S)] ) are always the same.

Case (2):   s:S does contain r'2:T2
Then if the wff:
VT'2X: C'(X) A OR-NULL(x) = OR-NULL(Fn'1(x), ..., Fn'n(X))
is valid then the truth values of OR-NULL(ulu2[s:S]) and
(OR-NULL(uiFn'1(u2)··· Fn'n(u2)[I-1(s:S)] ) are always the same.

This proves that if the antecedents have truth value TRUE then also the
consequents of the implication w and w' have the same truth values, which
concludes that FD(7-1(R'), t-1(S:S) -* I-1(s':S')) is valid

0

Corollary
Let T be a encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, I-) into X' = (L', I-')
such that:

L' ..= L .·.       {        Relations  e
Relations  .   { R(51:Sl, r21 T21, ··· , r2n:T2n) e

R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T'2) 1

L..- L'.·. 1 Relations' *--
Relations'   .{ R'(sl.Sl, r'2:T2) e

R(sl:Sl, r21:T21, ··· 'r2n:T2n) }

Fn'1, ···, Fn'n are the decoding functions,
C' is the decoding condition.

Then the backward transformation   r-1   preserves  a key constraint  on   the
relation R' for which the key role sequence does not include r'2:T'2, i.e.

If I-' 5 KEY(IX, s:S) and f2:T2 is not a role in s:S
then r k KEY(T-1(R'), T-1(s:S))

If a key constraint on the relation R' has a determinant which does include
r'2:T'2, then this key is preserved if the encoding functions preserve OR-NULL,
i.e.

If      r K KEY(R', s:S ) and r'2:T'2 is not a role in s:S and
r K V.rbx: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x)

4 OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x))
then r 1= KEY(z-1(R'), I-1(s:S))

0

Theorem 6.3.23
Let I be a encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L'. r')
such that:

L'::= L. . { Relations e
Relations  .. { R(si:Sl, r21:T21, '   ' r2,1*T2n) 4--
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R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T'2) 1

L::= L' {   Relations' e
Relations' 1 R'(sl.Sl, f2:T2) e

R(sl  Sl, r21:T21, ··· , r2n:T2n) j

Fn'l, ..., Fn'n are the decoding functions,
C' is the decoding condition.

Then the backward transformation 7-1 preserves all subset, equality and
exclusion constraints on relations involving the relation R' on role sequences not
containing the role r'2:T2, i.e.

If       I-' 1, SUB(Ri[si:S] c Rj[sj:S]) and
r'2:T,2 is not a role in si:S or in sj.S

then r 1, SUB(T-1(Ri)[T-1(si:S)] C T- 1(Rj)[1-1(sj:S)])

If      r K EQ(Ri[si:S] = Rj[sj:S]) and
r'2.T,2 is not a role in si:S or in sj.S

then r H ECKrtRi)[I-1(si:S)] = 1-1(Rp[·[-1(sj:S)]) .

If      1-' A EX(Ri[si:S] + Rj[sj:S]) and
f LT,2 is not a role in si:S or in sj:S

then F t= EXCI-1(Ri)[r-1(si:S)] 0 T-1(Rj)[T-1(sj:S)])
0

Proof

Suppose there is a subset constraint SUB(R'[si:S] & Rj[sj:S]) on a role sequence
si*S of the relation R'(sl:Sl, r'2:T'2) (r'2:T,2 is not a role in si:S or in sj:S). Suppose
Ri t R'. Since si:S does not contain r'2,T'2, the complement role sequence of si:S
must contain r'2:T'2. Suppose r' ls'i:T'2S' and s'j:S' are the complement role
sequences of respectively si:S and sj:S
Then this constraint stands for the wff:
VSu : OR-NULL(u) v ((3·r·zu'2,35· u' : R'(u,u'2.u')) => (3s" u": Rj(u,u")))
By the transformation this wff is transformed into the following wff, let us call
this wff w:
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v ((3·r·2U'2, 35' u': R(u, Fn'1(u'2), ···, Fn'n(u'2)),U,U') A C'(U'2))

=> (3s" u" : R (U,U")) )

The constraint SUB(1-1(R,)[I-1(si:S)] c T-1(Rj)[T-1(sj:S)]) is valid, if we can prove
that the following wff is valid:
VSu : OR-NULL(u) v (( 3 T21 U 21, · · · , 3T2nu2n, 3S' u' : R(u,u21,···,U2n,U') ) =>
( 3s·, u": Rj(u,u") ) )
Because of the lossless rules (COND(R,C) where C is the encoding condition) we
have that C(u21,···,U2n) has truth value TRUE if R(u,u21,···,u2n,u') has truth value
TRUE. Because (Fn'1, ··· , Fn'n) is a one-to-one mapping for the domain

I u'2 1 I' K C'(u'2) } onto the set {u21, ··· , uln I I 1, C(u21, ··· , u2n) 1, we have that
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U21,···'u2n must be equal to Fn'1(u'2), ··· , Fn'n(u'2) for some u'2. Thus the wff is
equivalent with:
VSu : OR-NULL(u) v (( 3T'2U,2,35' u' : R(u,Fn'1(U'2),..., Fn'n(U'2)),U') ) 4
( 35" u" : Rj(u,u") ) )
which corresponds with w

All other cases can be proved in a similar way.
0

Theorem 6.3.24

Let I 1 be a encoding/decoding transformation from I = (L, r) into I' = (L', r')
such that:

L'::= L.·. { Relations -
Relations . C Rl(STSl, r12FT21, .'' ' r12#T2n)

e R'1(sl:Sl, 1'12:T'2) 1

L ::= L' .        {        Relations'  e
Relations'  ·. { R'1(sl:Sl, <12:T'2) e

Rl(Sl:Sl, r121:T21, ... , r12n:T2n) }

Let I2 be a encoding/decoding transformation from I' = (L', r') into
2" = (L", r-) such that:

L- :-= L' .      {       Relations'  +
Relations '

{ R2(S2:S2, r221.T21, ··· , r22n T2n)
e- R'2(S2:Sl f22:T'2) }

L' :.= L" .     {      Relations,„ .-

Relations , ,
{ R'2(52:S2, r'22:T2) e

R2(5252, r221:1'21, ··· , 1'22&T2n) }

Tl and I2 have the same decoding functions, let say Fn'i, ... , Fn'n, and the same
decoding condition, let us say C'.

Then the transformation rl-tor2-1 preserves all subset, equality and exclusion
constraints between relations R'l and R'2 involving the roles r'12:T,2 and r'22:T,2if the decoding functions preserve the OR-NULL property, i.e.

If      r H SUB(R'l[r'12Si:T2S] C R'2[r'22sj:T2Sl) and
C 12:T'2 is a role in si:S and r'22 T,2 is a role in sj:S and
r' 1= VT'2x: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x) = OR-NULL(Fn'1(x), ..., Fn'n(X))

then r 1= SUB(r-1(R'1)[T-1(si:S)] C T 1(R'2)[T-'(sj:S)]) .

If      r 1= EQ(R'l[si:S] = R'2[sj:S]) and
<12:T'2 is a role in si.S and r'2XT,2 is a role in sj.S and
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r t, VT'2X: C'(X) A OR-NULL(x) =OR-NULL(Fn'1(x), .., Fn'n(x))
then r H EQ(rt(R,1)[1-1(si:S)] = r-1(R'2)[1-1(sj:S)]) .

If       r' M EXCR'i[si:S] # R'2[sj:S]) and
r'12:T2 is a role in si:S and r'22 T,2 is a role in sj:S and

r 1= Vrix: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x) 4 OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x))
then r H EXCI-1(R, 1)[I-1(si:S)] 8, 1-1(R'2)[I-1(Sj:S)]) .

0

Proof

Suppose the subset constraint SUB(Rl[si:S] C R,2[sj:S]) is valid where r'12:T2 is a
role in si:S and r'22:T,2 is a role in sj:S Suppose the role sequence si:S stands for
r'125'i:T'2S' and the role sequence sj:S stands for r'22s'j:T'29. Let s"i:S" and s"j:S"
be the complement role sequences of respectively r'12si:T2S and r'225<T'2S
Then this constraint stands for the wff:
VT'2x, VS·u' : OR-NULL(x,u')  v (( 35·· ul " : R'1(x,u',ul ") ) 4
( 35" u2" : R'2(x,u',u2") ) )
By the successive transformations this wff is transformed into the following wff,
let us call this wff w:
V-r'2x,Vs'u' : OR-NULL(x,u') v (( BS" ul" : Ri(Fn'1(x), ... , Fn'n(x)),U',ul") A C'(x) )
4 ( 35" 112" : R2(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x)),11',ul") A C'(X) ) )

To prove that SUB(I- 1 (R' 1)[I- 1 (r' 12s'i:T'25' )] C I-1(R'2)[1-1(r,225'j:T25')]) is valid,
we have to prove that the following wff is valid:
MT21xl, ··· ,VT2nxn,VS'u' OR-NULL(xl, ··· ,Xn,u') v (( 35" ul" : Rl(xl, ··· ,xn,U',ul")
) => ( 3S" U2" : R2(Xl,... ,Xn,U',U2") ) )
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 21 this is equivalent with (lossless rules):

VT21xl, ··· ,VT2nxn,VS'u' : OR-NULL(xl,... 'xn,u') v( ( 39' ul", 3T·2 x: Ri(Fn'i(x),
..., Fn'n(x),u',ul") A C'(X) Axl=*Fn'1(x) A... Axn=*Fn'n(x))=(3S"u2",3T'2x':
R2(Fn'1(x'),..., Fn'n(x'),u',u2") AC'(X') A Xl=*Fn'1(X') A ... A Xn=*Fn'n(x')))
Because (Fn'l, ···, Fn'n) is a one-to-one mapping for the domain {u l  I' K C'(u) L
we have that x' must be equal to x. Thus:
VT21xl, ··· ,VT2nxn,VS·u' OR-NULL(xl,  ·· ,Xn,U') V
( 3T.2 x: (35" ul" : Rl(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x),u',ul") A C'(X) A Xl =* Fn'1(x) A ... A

xn =* Fn'n(x) ) => C 35" u2" : R2(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(X),U',U2" ) A C'(X) A Xl =* Fn'1(x')
A ... A Xn =* Fn'n(x')) )
Let us  call  this  wff,  w'.
We  will   show that OR-NULL(x,u')   must have truth value FALSE   if
OR-NULL(xl, ... ,Xn,u') has truth value FALSE and the antecedent of the
implication in w' has truth value TRUE:

Suppose OR-NULL(x,u') has truth value TRUE, then the following wff is
valid:
vT'2x: C'(x) A OR-NULL(x) => OR-NULL(Fn'1(x),..., Fn'n(x))
Therefore OR-NULL(Fn'1(x), ... , Fn'n(x), u')) must also have truth value
TRUE and so also OR-NULL(xl, ... ,Xn,u') which is a contradiction.
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Now we can use the wff w to see that the consequent of the implication in w'
must have truth value TRUE if OR-NULL(xl, ... ,Xn,u') has truth value FALSE
and the antecedent of the implication has truth value TRUE.
This prove that w' is valid.

All other cases can be proved in a similar way.
0

6.3.5 The Subtype Elimination/Addition Transformation

The forward transformation r of the subtype elimination/addition preserves
all constraint types on relations defined in Section 3.7. The reason is that those
constraint types do not use (in their defining wffs) subtype-terms where
supertype-terms are expected (and which are replaced by the forward
transformation of the subtype elimination/addition transformation). This is
because by the definition of those constraint types we only "compare" roles of the
same type. Consider as an example the exclusion constraint type:
EX(Vl(sl:S) 4 V2(s2:S)). This constraint type is only defined for roles of the same
type (S). It is of course possible to extend the definitions of the constraint types
defined in section 3.7 in such a way that they also allow to "compare" roles of
types belonging to the same subtype family. In this case an exclusion constraint
can look like: EX(Vi(sl:S') 0 V2(S2:S")) where S' E S'. In that case the subtype
elimination would in general not preserves constraint types. However for reason
of simplicity (through the whole dissertation) we have not done this. Therefore,
condition constraints, functional dependencies, key constraints and all subset,
equality and exclusion constraints on relations are preserved. This is showed by
the Theorems 6.3.25 to 6.3.27.

Also the backward transformation of the subtype elimination/addition
preserves all constraint types defined for the same reason. We omit this part.

First we define the forward map of the symbols. The forward map of each
symbol is the symbol itself.

Definition 6.3.6
Let T be a subtype elimination/addition transformation from I = (L, r) to
X' = (r, r') such that:

L'::= L.·. 1 Tsub 4 Tsup e ;
Functs e

Functs  .·. { e- Fsup(T,ub, Tsup) 1
L :-= L' .        {        *- Tsub < 1,sup

Functs' e
Functs' { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) »"  

For any symbol, X. I(X) is defined as follows:
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UX)  ::= X
0

Theorem 6.3.25
Let T be a subtype elimination/addition transformation from I = (L, r) to
I' = (L; r) such that:

L' ::= L. .       C        Tsub 4 Tsup » ;
Functs e

Functs  .{ e Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }
L ::= L' .·.{        +- Tsub 4 Tsup

Functs' e
Functs' .· { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) e }

Then the forward transformation I preserves all condition constraints on
relations, i.e.

If r M COND(Ri; cond) then r H COND(T(Ri), I(cond)).
0

Proof

If a condition constraint does not involve terms of the type Tsub then this
constraint will not change and therefore its type will be preserved.

Suppose there is a condition constraint on a relation Ri(S:S).
This constraint stands for the wff:
VSu : Ri(u) => cond(u)
By the transformation this wff is transformed into:
Vsu : Ri(u)  => I(cond(u))
If cond(u) contains a term t of type Tsub with formal type T'. Tsub i T'. then this
term is replaced by the term Fsup(t). t(cond(u)) still satisfies the definition of a
role condition for Ri (see definition 3.6.6).
If cond(u) contains a term t of type 2T,ub with formal type 2T: Tsub i T'. then
this term is replaced by the term Ix'  I x' =* Ffup(X) A MEMBER*(x, t)}. t(cond(u))
still satisfies the definition of a role condition for Ri.
Thus the resulting constraint is still a coiidition constraint:
COND(t(Ri), T(cond)) is valid.

0

Corollary
Let I be a subtype elimination/addition transformation from I = (L, r) to
I' = (L', r') such that.

L'::= L { Tsub 4 Tsup '- ;
Functs v
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Functs  .   { . Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }
L::= L'.·. { .-- Tsub 4 Tsup

Functs' e
Functs' { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) '- 1

Then the forward transformation T preserves all kind of null constraints on
relations, i.e.

If r H OR-NL(Ri, s:S) then r k OR-NL(T-1(Ri), I-1(s.S))
If r' H AND-NNL(Ri, s:S) then I- A AND-NNL(T-1(Ri), T-1(s:S))
If r 1=  AN D-NL(Ri, s:S)  then  r H  AND-NL(r-1 (Ri), t- 1 (S:S))
If r H OR-NNL(Ri, s:S) then r K OR-NNL(T-1(Ri), r-1(s:S))

0

Theorem 6.3.26
Let  I  be a subtype elimination /addition transformation   from   X  =  (L,  r)  to
I' = (L', r) such that:

L' ::= L ..       {        Tsub -< Tsup «- ;
Functs *-

Functs  .   {  «- Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }
L::= L'  · { e Tsub -< 1.sup

Functs' e
Functs' { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) " }

Then the forward transformation I preserves all functional dependencies on
relations, i.e.

If r k FD(Ri, s:S -+ S':S')
then Vt= FD(I-1(Ri), I-1(s:S) -4 I-1(s':S'))

0

Proof

The constraint FD(Ri, s:S -* s': S') stands for the wff:
VS"u, VS"u' : C Ri(u) A Ri(U') A (U[s:S] =* U'[S:Sl) )
4

(OR-NULL(u[s:S]) v (u[s':S'l =* u'[s':S']) )
Because this wff does not contain terms of a subtype where a supertype is
expected, the wff will not be changed by the transformation. Therefore its type
is preserved.

0
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Corollary
Let r be a subtype elimination/addition transformation from X = (L, r) to
I' = (L', r') such that:

L' ::= L        {       Tsub < Tsup '- .
Functs --

Functs      { e Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }
L::= L' { *- Tsub < TsuP

Functs' e
Functs' { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) *- }

Then the forward transformation T preserves all key constraints, i.e.
If r M KEY(Ri, s:S)
then r 1= KEY(I(Ri), r(s:S))

0

Theorem 6.3.27
Let I be a subtype elimination/addition transformation from X = (L, I-) to
I' = (L', r') such that:

L'::= L 1       Tsub < T.sup «- ;
Functs -

Functs     1 - Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) }
L::= L' { «_ Tsub 4 1.sup

Functs' *-
Functs' { Fsup(Tsub, Tsup) «- 3

Then the forward transformation I preserves all subset, equality and exclusion
constraints between relations, i.e.

If r K SUB(Ri[si.S] c Rl[sj:S])
then 1-' 1= SUB(1(Ri)IT(si*S)] c T(Rj)[T(sj:S)})
If r 1, EQ(Ri[si:S] = Rj[si:S])
then I-' 1, EQ(z(Ri)[T(Si:S)] = 1(Rj)[1(si.S)])
If r K EX(Ri[si:S] # Rj[si.Sl)

then r' M EXCI(Ri)[T(si:S)] # 7(Ri)[T(si:S)])
0

Proof

The subset constraint SUB(Ri[si:S] c R![sl:S]) stands for the wff (suppose s'i:S'
and s'i:S' are the complement role sequences of respectively si:S and s j:S):
Vsu : OR-NULL(u) v (( 35· u' : Ri(u,u') ) => ( 35" u- : R!(u,u") ) )
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Because this wff does not contain subtype-terms where supertype-terms are
expected, this wff is not changed by the transformation. Therefore the type is
preserved.

All other cases can be proved in a similar way.
01



Chapter 7

Example Transformations

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter we put together the results of Chapter 3,4,5 and 6 and
illustrate how the theory developed can be used to construct (or reconstruct)
complex data schema transformations and to prove that those schema
transformations are lossless. The algori thms for those complex data schema
transformations are built by the composition of primitive lossless data schema
transformations as defined in Chapter 5. The losslessness of these complex data
schema transformations is so guaranteed. To prove that such an algorithm is
applicable we have to prove that the input schema satisfies the lossless rules of the
primitive data schema transformation to be applied in the first step of the
algorithm and that the output schema of each step satisfies the lossless rules of the
data schema transformation to be applied in the next step. These proofs are mainly
based on the results of Chapter 6.

To illustrate this transformation composition technique we have elaborated
an algorithm to transform a Binary Relationship Model schema (defined in section
4.1) into a Relational Model schema (defined in section 4.2). Similar algorithms
have been described in the literature (see e.g. [PrVe 831, [ShEv 87], [DeMe 871,
[LeNi 87]). As opposed to this literature, we formally prove that the result RM
schema of our algorithm is state equivalent with the input BRM schema, i.e. the
transformation is lossless. We have opted for this transformation because it is of
practical importance (see further chapter 8) and it illustrates the use of most of the
primitive schema transformations defined in chapter 5.

Other transformations can be defined as well, e.g. algorithms to map Entity-
Relationship Model schemas to Relational Model schemas, or vice versa, or to map
Entity-Relationship Model schemas to Binary Relationship Model schemas and so
on. Clearly, it is also possible to define algorithms to transform schemas within a
single model. Different transformation algorithms may be described in
forthcoming work.
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7.2    Transforming a BRM schema into a RM schema

In this section we will show how the primitive data schema transformations
defined in section 5.4 may be used to transform a Binary Relationship Model
(BRM) schema into a state equivalent Relational Model (RM) schema.

There exists many different ways to transform a BRM schema into a state
equivalent RM schema. Alternative transformations may even result in different
state equivalent output schemas. We will substantially elaborate on this topic in
chapter 8 where we describe the RIDL* Mapper, an existing database engineering
tool based on the schema transformation theory described in this work. In this
section, we only present one such algorithm to do the transformation.

Informally, the algorithm looks as follows. In the first step of the algorithm,
the subtype relations are removed. This results in a schema which contains only
binary relations (this step is needed because the Relational Model does not support
subtypes).

In the second   step the binary rela tions are grouped together by joining
relations with a key role of the same type. This is done in three substeps. In the
first substep, only relations for which there exists an equality constraint between
the joining roles are considered. In the second substep, the relations for which
there exists a subset constraint between the joining roles are considered and finally
in the third substep all other relations are considered. The three substeps are
introduced to preserved as much as possible the existing constraint types. Because
joining on equal key roles preserves all constraint types, it is easier if these
transformations are done first. If we do not follow this transformation sequence,
then it would be harder to prove that the constraints required by the lossless rules
of the schema transformation in the successive step are valid.

In the third step the roles with a non lexical type are replaced by roles with a
lexical type. This step is needed because the Relational Model does not support the
distinction between lexical and non-lexical types. This is done by replacing the role
of a non-lexical type by a role (sequence) of a lexical representation for this non-
lexical type (for the definition of lexical representation see section 4.1). This step
may introduce redundancy in the schema. This is in particular the case for the
relations of the non-lexical type which are involved in the lexical reference paths of
this lexical representation. If the non-lexical role to be replaced and the role of a
lexical reference path involved both use tlie same lexical representation (or a part
of it), then after the transformation each tuple of the resulting relation will have
equal values for those roles. Such role-eqitivalence constraints will be removed in
the next step.

The last step, step four, removes the so-called equal roles. These are roles
within the same relation whose values are always equal for a tuple of the relation.
As explained, they may be introduced in the previous step, but they can also be
there because the input schema contains path-equality constraints. In case the
forward map of the two paths involved iii a path-equality is in the same relation,
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the forward mapping of the path-equality constraint may result in a role-
equivalence constraint.

We now define the algorithm formally. We will refer to the forward,
respectively the backward transformation of some data schema transformation by
the name of this transformation, e.g. we will use the name -natural join
transformation" to refer to the backward transformation of the projection/natural
join transformation of section 5.4.2. We only use the primitive schema
transformations as lossless schema transformations. These means that a primitive
schema transformation is applied only if the lossless rules are satisfied.

Algorithm 7.2.1
The transformation of a BRM schema which is lexically referenceable in the
relational way into a state equivalent RM schema.

Input: a BRM schema Xi = (Li, n) which is lexically referenceable in the relational
way.

Output: a RM schema lo = (Lo, ro) which is state equivalent with Xi
Method:

Step (1): removing the subtype relations
Apply for each subtype relation the subtype elimination
transformation.

Step (2): grouping
(2.1): grouping on equal key roles

Apply, if allowed by the lossless rules, for each two relations
for which there exists an equality constraint between their
key roles, the natural join transformation on these key roles.

(2.2): grouping on subset key roles
Apply, if allowed by the lossless rules, for each two relations
for which there exists a subset constraint between their key
roles, the merge transformation on these key roles.

(2.3): grouping on other key roles
Apply, if allowed by the lossless rules, for each two relations
which have key roles of the same type, the merge
transformation on these key roles.

Step (3): make lexical
Apply for each role with a type in Nolots, the decoding
transformation to replace it by roles of types in Lots.

Step (4): removing equivalence of roles
(4.1): introducing indicators

Apply, for each role-equivalence constraint of the form
COND(R<"NULLT(ri: Ti)>, ri: Ti =* r'i: Ti), respectively
COND(R<-«ULLT(ri: Ti) A -iNULLAr'i: Ti)>, ri: Ti =* fi : Ti),
the encoding transformation on the role ri: Ti, respectively
rir'i: TiT'i, so that the constraints become role-equivalence
constraints   on rela tions,   i.e they become   of   the   form
COND(R', r'i: Ti =* r"i : Ti).

(4.2): removing equivalence of  roles
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Apply for each role-equivalence constraint on a relation the
reduction transformation to remove the redundancy.

0

We will prove that the output schema of this algorithm is state equivalent
with the input schema, and is indeed a RM schema. This will be done by first
proving that each step will result in a state equivalent schema. In addition it is
proven that after each step, the resulting schema satisfies properties so that we are
guaranteed that the next step can be performed.

Notational Conventions
In the Lemmas and Theorems which follows, we will use the index 'i' for a set of
symbols if we want to refer to this set of symbols as given in the input schema
(e.g. Relations i). We will use the index 'ci' for a set of symbol as it appears in the
final output schema (e.g. Relations o), and we will not use any index to refer to a
set of symbol of the schema obtained so far after some step of the transformation
process (e.g. Relations ) The schema obtained after some step is called the result
schema of this step.
0

Lemma 7.2.1
A BRM schema without subtype relations satisfies the definition of a RM
schema. For each relation the number of roles is equal to two.

0

Proof

A RM schema has to satisfy two conditions (see definition 4.2.1):
(1)      There is no partial order relation 4 on Types.
(2)      For each type T c Types, if Ri(T,Si) € Relations of which T is the type of

a role, then the following wff is satisfied:
VTx : (--NULL(x) A (3Si ui Rl(x,ui)) ) => INT(x)

(1) is satisfied by supposition.
(2) is also satisfied because we have a similar wff  in the defintion of a BRM
schema (condition (5) in definition 4.1.1):

For each type T E Types, if Ri(T,Ti) € Relatio,is, then the following wff
is in r

VTx: (3-ri xi. Ri(x,xi)) => INT(x)
we also have condition (6) of the definition of the BRM:

For each type T E Types the following wff is in r
VTx : INT(x) 4 ---i(NULLT(x))

and in addition, condition (3) of the definition of the BRM schema guarantees
that binary relations are the only relations possible for a type T:

For each relation in Relations, the number of roles is equal to two.
0
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Lemma 7.2.2
After applying step (1) of algorithm 7.2.1, removing the subtype relations, we
have a state equivalent schema that satisfies the definition of a RM schema.

In addition, we also have:
For each R(Tl,T2) c Sublinks i, the following wff is valid for the schema
obtained so far:

*rl x. IN·rl (x) => C Fsup(x) =T2 y *2 R(x,y) )
For each type T € Types the following wff is valid:

vTK: IN·r(x) =>  (NULLT(x))
For each type T E Types and R(r:T, s:S) c Relations the following constraint is
valid:

COND(R, INT)

All key constraints and set constraints on relations are preserved.
0

Proof

The subtype elimination transformation can always be applied because no
lossless rules are needed for the input schema. It is a lossless schema
transformation.

Because of Theorem 7.2.1, after eliminating all subtype relations the the schema
obtained so far satisfy the definition of a RM schema.

Clearly, the constraint COND(R, INT) is valid for each type T E Types and
R(r.T, s:S) 2 Relations (see condition (5) of the definition of a BRM schema).

The input schema satisfies the following conditions (condition (7) of the
definition of a BRM schema):
For each R(Tl,T2) €  Sublinks i the following wff are valid:

(1)   VTix: IN·rl(x) 4 R(x,x)
(2)    VTlx, VT2Y : R(x,y) =* x =T2 y

By the subtype elimination transformation, these wff are transformed into:
(1)   VT,x: INT1(x) =* R(x,Fsup(x))
(2)    V·rlx, VT2Y: R(x,y) => Fsup(x) =T2 Y

So, the following wff is also valid:
VTlx: INT,(x) 4 ( R(x,y) =2 Fsup(x) =T2 y )
and conversely:
VTlx : IN·rl(x) => C Fsup(x) =T2 Y =* R(x,y) )
So, V·rlx : IN·rl(x) 4 ( Fsup(x) =.1'2 Y ** R(x,y) ) is valid.

The input schema also satisfies the following condition (condition (6) of the
definition of BRM schema):
For each type T € Types the following wff is satisfied:

VTx: INT(x) 4 -'(NULLT{x))
This constraint is preserved by the subtype elimination transformation.
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From Theorems 6.3.26 (Corollary) and 6.3.27 we know that the subtype
elimination preserves keys and set constraints on relations.

0

Lemma 7.2.3
After applying step (1) of algorithm 7.2.1, step (2.1) is applicable if the input
schema contains relations with key roles of the same type for which there exists
an equality constraint between these key roles.

El

Proof

The natural join transformation used in step (2.1) is applicable if the schema
contains relations for which there exists an equality constraint between key
roles of the same type. From Lemma 7.2.2, it follows that this property is
maintained by step (1). The other conditions of the lossless rules Q of the natural
join transformation, the AND-NNL constraints, are also satisfied because by
Lemma 7.2.2 step (1) preserves the cc,nstraints which forbids null values in
relations.

[i]

Lemma 7.2.4
After applying step (2.1) of algorithm 7.2.1, grouping on equal key roles, we
obtain a RM schema which is state equivalent with the result schema of step (1).

In addition, we have that:
For each type T E Types the following wff is valid:

VTx : INT(x) => =(NUI.LT(x))
For each type T E Types and R(r:T, s:S) < Relations the following constraint is
valid:

COND(R, INT)

All key constraints and set constraints on relations, except the set constraints on
the joining roles used in the grouping, are preserved.

[-]

Proof

By Theorem 5.4.11 the natural join transformation which is used in step (2.1) is a
lossless data schema transformation.

The conditions for a schema to be a RM schema are also satisfied because no
subtype relations are introduced. The second condition of a RM schema still
holds, indeed:
The condition:
For each type T € Types, if Ri(T,Si) € Relatio,is, then the following wff is valid:

VTx : (-'NULL(x) A (3Si ui Ri(x,ui)) ) 4 INT(x)
is transformed as follows:
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If the relation Ri(T,Si) is combined with some other relation into one relation
Rij(T,Si,Sj), then the wff is transformed as follows:
VTx . (-*JULL(x) A (3Si ui, 351 uj: Rij(X,Ui,uj)) ) => IN·r(X)
which proves that this condition still holds.

The condition:
For each type T E Types the following wff is satisfied:

VTx: IN·r(x) =>  (NULLT(x))
is satisfied after step (1) and is preserved by the natural join transformation.

From the two previous results, clearly, COND(R, INT) is satisfied for each type
T E Types and R(r:T, s:S) € Relations.

From Theorem 6.3.8 we know that the natural join preserves keys if the joining
roles are key roles. From Theorem 6.3.9  we know that the natural join
preserves set constraints on relations, except the equality constraint used for the
joining.

0

Lemma 7.2.5
After applying step (1) and (2.1) of algorithm 7.2.1, step (2.2) is applicable if the
input schema contains relations with key roles of the same type for which there
exists a subset constraint between these key roles.

0

Proof

The merge transformation is used in step (2.2). Step (2.2) is applicable if the
schema contains relations for which there exists a subset constraint between
their key roles. From the Lkmmas 7.2.2 and 7.2.4, it follows that these properties
are maintained by step (1) and step (2.1). The other conditions of the lossless
rules Q of the merge transformation, tlie OR-NNL and AND-NNL constraints,
are also satisfied because both step (1) and step (2.1) preserve the constraints
which forbid null values in relations.

0

Lemma 7.2.6
After applying step (2.2) of algorithm 7.2.1, grouping on subset key roles,  a RM
schema which is state equivalent with tlie result schema of step (2.1) is obtained.

In addition, we have that:
For each type T e Types and R(r:T, s:S) € Relations the following constraint is
valid:

COND(R, INT v NULI.T) )

All key constraints and set constraints on relations, except those on the relations
used in the grouping as the "sub-relations", are preserved.

0
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Proof

By Theorem 5.4.17 the merge transformation used in step (2.2) is a lossless data
schema transformation, therefore the result schema is a state equivalent
schema.

The conditions for a schema to be a RM schema are still satisfied because  no
subtype relations are introduced and the second condition of a RM schema still
holds, indeed:
The condition:

For each type T € Types, if Ri(T,Si) € Relations of which T is the type of
a role, then the following wff is in r

VTx : (-1NULL(x) A (3Si ui Ri(x,ui)) ) => INT(x)
is transformed as given below:
We distinguish two cases.
Case (1): the relation Ri(T,Si) is combined with a relation Rj(T,Sj) into one

relation Rij(T,Si,Sj)
Then the wff is transformed as follows:
V.rx : (iNULL(x) A (3Si ui, 351 u j: Ril(x,ui,ul) A -'AND-NULL(ui)) ) =* INT(x)
On the other hand we obtain a similar wff  for the relation Rj(T,Sj):
*Tx : (-'NULL(x) A (3]Si ui, 3Sj u i. R··(x,ui,u j) A -AND-NULL(u j)) ) =* INT(x)

11

This is equivalent with:
VTX : ( NULL(x)  A (3Si ui, 3Sj uj: Ri'(x,Ui,ul) A (- AND-NULL(ui) v
-AND-NULL(u/) ) =2 INT(x)
Because the constraint OR-NNL(Rij, SiSj ) is in the lossless rules P of the
transformation, this wff is equivalent with:
VTx : (-iNULL(x) A (3Si ui, 3sj uj: Rij(x,ui,u j) ) ) => INT(x)
which proves that the condition still holds.

Case (2): Ri(T,Si), is involved in the merge transformation with some other
relation (where the joining role of Ri is in Si) resulting into the relation
R' i (T,SIS j)
Then the wff is transformed as follows:
VTx : (-'NULL(x) A (3Si ui, 34 uj: R,i(x,ui.uj) A -'AND-NULL(x)) ) =* INT(x)
The wff is equivalent with:
VTX : (iNULL(x) A (351 ui, 34 u j: R'i(X,Ui,uj)) ) => INT(x)
which proves that the condition still holds.

After step (2.1), the constraint CONI)(R, INT ) is valid. However, a merge
transformation does not necessarily preserve this constraint. Indeed, the wff:
VTX, Vsu : R(x, u) =* INT(x)
may be transformed as follows:
VTx, VSu : ( 35' u': R'(x, u, u') A -,NULL· ·(x)) => INT(x)
or

VTx, Vsu : ( 3s· u': R'(x, u, u') ,  -'AND-NULLS(u)) => INT(x)
depending on which role is used as the pining role.
This implies:
VTX, Vsu : R(x, u) => (INT(x) v NULLT(x))
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From Theorem 6.3.15 we know that if there is a subset constraint between the
joining roles, the merge transformation preserves keys on all relations except
those on the "sub-relation". Similarly, from Theorem 6.3.18 we know that
under the same condition, the merge preserves set constraints on relations,
except those involving the "sub-relation".

0

Lemma 7.2.7
After applying step (2.3) of algorithm 7.2.1, grouping on other key roles, we
obtain a RM schema which is state equivalent with the result schema of step
(2.2).

In addition, we have:
For each type T € Types and R(r:T, s:S) 6 Relations the following constraint is
valid:

COND(R, INT v NULI.T)
0

Proof

The merge transformation is used in step (2.3). Because it is a lossless schema
transformation, the result schema is a state equivalent schema.

Step (2.3) is applicable if the schema contains relations for which the lossless
rules Q of the merge transformation are satisfied.
If such a merge transformation is applied then the result schema still satisfies the
definition of a RM schema. The proof is identical to the proof given in Lemma
7.2.6 (for step (2.2).

After step (2.2), the constraint COND(R, INT v NULL ) is satisfied for each type
T € Types and R(r:T. s:S) E Relations (see Lemma 7.2.6) This wff:
VTx, VSu : R(x, u) => (INT(x) v NULL (X))
may be transformed as follows:
VTx, VSu : ( 35' u': R'(x, u, u')   "NULLi·(x)) => (INT(x) v NULL·r{x))
or

VTx, VSu : ( 35' u': 1%(x, u, u')   -•AND-NULLS(u)) => (INT(x) v NULL (X))
depending on which role is used as the joining role.
This implies:
VTX, Vsu: R(x, u) 4 (INT(x) v NULLT(X))
Thus COND(R, INT v NULLT) is valid.

0

Corollary
For each relation R(r:T, s:S), obtained after applying the steps (1) and (2) of
algorithm 7.2.1, where T e Types i, the constraint COND(R, INT v NULLT) is
valid.

0
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Lemma 7.2.8
After step (2) of algorithm 7.2.1, the forward map of a relation
R(r1 Tl, r2:T2) 6 Relationsi is:

R'[r'l:Tl, r' 2:T2]or
R'[r'1:Tl, f2:1'21<-NULL(r'1:Tl)> or
R'[r'1:Tl, f2:T21<-iNULL(r' 2:T2)> or
R'[r'l:Tl, r'2:T21<-NULL(r'1:Tl) A -iNULL(r'1:T,)>

where R' is the forward map of the symbol R and r'1:Tl, r'2:T2 is the forward
map of respectively the roles rl.Tl  and r2:T2·

0

Proof
The forward map of a relation after step (1) is the relation itself.

By step (2.1), if the relation R(rl :Tl, rz:T,) is involved in a natural join with some
other relation resulting in a relation Ri (rl 1 :Tl, r12:T2, sl .Sl ),  then the forward
map of the relation becomes the projection Rl [rl,Tl, r12:T21. By induction we
show  that the forward  map  of the relation  R(rl  Tl, r2:T2)  is  of  the  form
Ri+1[ri+11*Tl, ri+12:T21· Suppose that after applying i successive transformations
of  step  (2.1) the forward  map  of the relation R(rl:Tl,  r2:T2)  is  of  the  form
Ri[ril:Tl, ri2:T2]·  If the relation Ri(ril:Ti, ri2:T2, Si:Si )  is now  again involved in
some successive transformation of step (2.1), resulting in the relation
Ri+1(ri+11:Tl, ri+12:T2, Si+1:Si+1 ), then the forward map of the relation
R(rl:Tl, 1,2*T2) is the forward map of the projection Ri[ril:Ti, r'2:T21 which is the
projection 10+1[ri+11*Tl, ri+12*T2]·

Suppose that when step (2.1) is finished the forward map of the relation
R(rl Ti, r2:T2) is of the form Rl[rll:Tl, r'2:T2]. If the relation IU(rjl:Ti, r)2:Te *:Sj ) is
involved in a merge transformation of step (2.2) or step (2.3) with some other
relation, resulting in the relation R!+1(r)+11:Tl, r#+12:T2, sj+1:Sj+1 ), then the
forward map of the relation R(rl:Tl, r2:T2) is the forward map of the projection
Ri[ril:Tl, r'2:1'21 which is either:
Ri+1[r» 11:Tl, ri+12:T21<-NULL(rj+11:Ti)>or
R)+1[r)+11:Tl, rj+12:T21 <iNULL(r)+12:TZ)>or
RI+1[ri+11:Tl, ri+12:T21 <-1AND-NULL(rifilr|+ils'|+1*T1T25'1+1)>
depending on which role (sequence) is used as joining role.
Because there are no null values in the extension of the original relation, there
are also no null values in the extension of its forward map. Therefore, the
forward map:
Rj+1 [rj+11 :Tl, ri+12:T21 <-'AND-NULL(r}+ 11 ri+125' 1+1 :Tl T251+1)>
is equivalent with:
R)+1[r)+11:Tl, rj+12:T21 <-NULL(ri+11:Tl) A -iNULL(r)+12:T2)>
Again by induction suppose that after applying i' successive transformations of
step (2.2) or (2.3) the forward map of the relation R(rl:Tl, r2:T2)  is of the form:
R)+i'[ri+i'1:Tl, ri+i'2:T2] <-1NULL(rl+1 1:Tl)>or
RI+i·[r)+i'1:Tl, r'+i'2:T21 <--'NULL(r)+i.2:T2)>or
10+i'[ri+i'1:Tl, r)+i'2:T21 <--'NULL(rj+i'1:Ti) A -'NULL(r|+i'2:T2)>.
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If the relation RI+i'(rj+1'1:Tl, rj+i'2:TZ, Sj+i':Sj+i' ) is again involved in some
successive transformation of step (2.2) or (2.3), resulting in the relation
R|+2(rj+i'+1 1 :T1, rj+i'+12:1'2, sj+i'+1.Sj+i'+1 ). then the forward map of the relation
R(rl:Ti, r2 T2) is the forward map of the last forward map which is again either:
Rj+i·+1[r)+i'+11:Tl, rj+i'+12:T21 <- NULL(ri+i'+11:Ti)>or
Rj+i'+1[rj+i'+11 Tl, ri+i'+17T21 <--'NULL(rI+i'+12:TZ)>or
Rj+i'+1[rj+i'+11:Tl, rj+i'+12'T2] <9NULL(r|+i'+11:Tl) A -NULL(rj+i'+12:T2)>

0

Lemma 7.2.9
For each relation R(r:T, S:S), obtained after applying the steps (1) and (2) of
algorithm 7.2.1, where T E Nolo ts  i,  and  T is lexically referenceable  in  the
relational way by the lexical reference paths  Pl,  ···  , Pn, paths for Xi respectively
of type (T,Tl), ..., (T,Tn), we can apply the decoding transformation to replace
r:T by a role sequence n ··· rn: Tl Tn, i.e. we can apply step (3) of the
algorithm.

This decoding transformation preserves not-null constraints and key
constraints.

0

Proof

To be able to apply the decoding transformation, we need an encoding and a
decoding function and in addition the lossless rules Q of the decoding
transformation need to be satisfied.
From Theorem 4.1.15, we know that if T is lexically referenceable in the
relational way, there exists functions Fl, ··· , Fn and F' for Xi such that

for the domain {x c  Dom(T)  I  I  (INT(x) v NULLT(X)) },
F::= (Fl,..., Fn) is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set
C Yl, ···.yn € Dom*(Tl) x... x Dom*(Tn) I  I H (3·r x Pl(x,yl) A... A Pn(X,Yn)) V
(NULL·rl(yl) A ... A NULL·rn(Yn)) }
and F' o F= Id.

where Fi, 1 5 i s i n,i s defined as follows:
I(Fi)(d)::= di if (d,di) E I(Pi)
I(Fi)(d)::= ni otherwise

and F as follows:
I(F)(di,... 'dn)::= d if (d,di) c  I(Pi) for each i. 1 S i s n
I(F)(di, ···,dn) *:= ni otherwise

To be able to use these functions in the decoding transformation we have to
prove that COND(R, INT v NULLT) is valid. However this is clear due to the
Corollary of Lemma 7.2.7.

From Theorem 6.3.21 we know that a decoding transformation preserves the
constraint AND-NNL(R, r:T) if the decoding function preserves -'OR-NULL.
Clearly, this is the case here because a lexical reference path cannot contain null
values.
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Similarly, the key constraints are also preserved because the decoding
transformation preserves the OR-NULL.

0

Lemma 7.2.10
After applying step (3) of algorithm 7.2.1, make lexical, we have a state

equivalent RM schema.

In addition, for each relation, all types of roles are lexical types, i.e if
R(rl:Tl, ··· , rn:Tn) then Ti, ... .Tn € Lots i.

0

Proof

The decoding transformation used in step (3) is a lossless schema
transformation, therefore the result schema is a state equivalent schema.

The conditions for a schema to be a RM schema are still satisfied because no
subtype relations are introduced and the second condition for a RM schema still
holds, indeed:
The condition:
For each type T E Types, if Ri(T,Si) € Relations of which T is the type of a role,
then the following wff is in r

VTx : (-1NULL(x) A (3Si ui : Ri(x,ui)) ) =* INT(x)
is transformed as follows:
Case (1):    T e Lotsi

The wff is not change by the transformation. However, the set of relations
involving T may become larger because the type may have been used to
make some non-lexical role lexical. However, the values introduced in these
relations for T are either null values or occur in one of the relations of the
original set. This is know from condition (3) of Theorem 4.1.15. Therefore
the condition still holds.

Case (2):   T E Nolotsi
There is no Ri(T,Si) 6 Relations . Therefore the condition (2) is not
applicable. However notice that the transformation of the wff is still valid:

VTx . (-'NULL(x) A (3Si ui Ri(Fi(x).....Fn(x),ui)) ) 4 INT(x)
0

Suppose T is a NOLOT and T is lexically referenceable in the relational way by
the lexical reference paths Pl,  ···  , Pn, paths respectively of type (T,Tl), ..., (T,Tn).
Suppose a role r of type T will be replaced by the lexical representation (Tl, ... .Tn)
of this lexical reference. We now formulate a lemma which expresses that if the
forward map of such a lexical reference path used to make the role r:T lexical, is a
projection of the relation of this role and in addition the projection includes this
role, then a role-equivalence constraint involving (a part of the lexical
representation of) r:T is valid in the resulting schema. This should be intuitively
clear because this role is (in part) replaced by the lexical representation of this
reference path which already appears as role in the same relation. However, if the
length of the lexical reference path is greater than one then it is possible that not all
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facts involved in the path are mapped into the same relation. In that case the
forward map of the lexical reference path is not in a single relation. However, it is
sufficient that the forward map of the CAR of this lexical reference path is in the
relation of the role r:T, to have a similar role-equivalence constraint.

Lemma 7.2.11
For a relation R(r:T, s:S), obtained after applying the steps (1) and (2) of
algorithm 7.2.1, where:

T e Nolots i, and
PiCT,Tl), ···, Pn(T,Tn) are the lexical reference paths that will be used in step
(3) to make the role r:T lexical, and
the forward map of the role r:T after step (3) is rl··· rn : Tl··· Tn,

the following two statements hold:

(1) If the forward map, after step (2), of the lexical reference path Pi(T,Ti) is
equalto

R[r:T, r'i:Ti]<-NULL·r(r:T) A -9NULLT(r'i:Ti)>
then the following constraint is valid after step (3):

COND(R<-NULLAri: Ti) A -NULLT(r'i:Ti)>, ri: Ti =* r'i : Ti)

(2)  If the forward map, after step (2), of CAR(Pi(T,Ti)) is equal to
R[r:T, r":T"]<-'NULL (r:T) A iNULLT(r":T")>

and CDR(Pi(T,Ti)) is a lexical reference path that will be used to make the
role r":T' lexical, then the following constraint is valid after step (3):

COND(R<1NULLT(ri: Ti) A -9NULLT(r":T")>, ri: Ti =* r"i : Ti)
where r"1... r"i... f'm : Ti··· Ti... Tm is the forward map of r":T'.

0

Note
If  in   addition the constraints COND(R, -'NULLT(r:T)) and/or
COND(R, 9NULLT(r'i:Ti)) are valid, then clearly the forward map of the lexical
reference path becomes R[r:T, r'i:Ti] or R[r:T, r'i:Til<-iNULLT(r:T)> and the
resulting constraints become COND(R,  ri: Ti =* r'i: Ti), respectively
COND(R<-9NULL·r(ri: Ti)>, ri: Ti =* ti : Ti)
The same remark is valid for the second statement.
0

Proof

The i-th decoding function for T, say FTi is defined as follows:
FTa(x) = yi if Pi(X, Yi) has truth value TRUE
FTi(x) = @ if x =* @

Because the total constraints TOTAL( Pi(T,Ti)) are valid in the input schema (see
definition 4.1.17), for i, 1 5 i S n, , the following wff is valid for the input schema
of the algorithm (let us call this wff wl):
VT* : IN(x) ** C Drixi : I:Ti(x) = xi )
This constraint is preserved by the transformations applied so far.
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Because of the lossless rules of the encoding/decoding transformation, after
step (3), the following constraint is valid (let us call this wff w2):
Vu : R(u) =>  (3·r x : (FT,(x) = u[rl: Tll) A ... A (FTn(x) = u[rn: Tnl))) v
(NULL·rl(u[rl: Ti]) A ... A NULL·rn(u[rn: Tn]))

We now prove that the statements (1) and (2) hold:
Statement (1).

If after step (2) the forward map of Pi(T,Ti) is equal to
R[r:T, r'i:Ti]<-'NULLT(r:T) A -1NULLT(r'i: Ti)>, then, because the way the
decoding function FT  is defined, we have:
Vxz: (R(x,z) A - NULL·Kx) A -,NULLT(z[r' i: Ti])) ** FTi(x) = z[fi: Ti]
By the encoding transformation of step (3) this wff is transformed into:
Vxz : (R(FT,(x), ..., F·rn(x),z) A (INT(x) v NULLT(x)) A - NULLT(x) A
-•NULL(z.[r'i: Ti])) ¢* FT,(x) = z[r' i: Ti]
Because the wff wl is valid, this wff is equivalent with:
Vxz  :  (R(FT,(x),  ...,  FTn(x),z)  A  -NULLT(x)  A  -NULL(z[r'i :  Ti]))  C>
Fri(x) = z[r'i: Til
Because the wff w2 is valid, the following wff is also valid:
Vu  :  (R(u)  A -'NULL(u[ri: Ti])  4  (31'  x :  (FT, (x)  =  u[rl:  Tl]) A  ... A
(F'rn(x) = u[rn. Tn])))
Thus, the following wff is also valid (because -iNULLT(x) must have truth
value TRUE if -NULL(u[ri: Ti]) has truth value TRUE):
Vu . (R(u) A -INULL(u[ri: Ti]) A -NULL(u[r'i : Ti])) => (3·r x : FL(x) = u[ri : Ti]
A FTi(x) = u[r'i: Ti])
or

Vu : (R(u) A -NULL(u[ri: Ti]) A -NULL(u[r'i : Til)) =2 u[fi : Ti] = u[ri: Ti]
or:
Vu : (R(u) A -NULL(u[ri: Ti]) A -9NULL(u[r'i : Ti])) 4 u[r'i : Ti] =* u[ri: Ti]
which was to be proven.

Statement (2):.
If CDR(Pi(T,Ti)) is a lexical reference path which will be used to make the
role i':T" lexical  in  step  (3),  then the decoding function  for  T",  say  FT' iis
defined as follows:
Fr'i(x") = y if CDR(Pi)(X", Yi) has truth value TRUE
FT"i(x") = @ if x" =* @
On the other hand, the ith decoding function for T, say Fri was defined as
follows:
FTi(x) = yi if Pi(x, yi) has truth value TRUE
FTi(x) = @ if x =* @
So, if CAR(Pi)(x, x") has truth value 1RUE, then x and x" are non-null values
and thus Fri(x) = FT"i(x").
If x and x" are null values, then  FTi(x) =* FT"1(x") is also valid.

If the forward map of CAR(Pi(T,Ti)) is equal to R[r:T, r":T"]<-'NULLT(r:T) A
--iNULL·r'·(r" : T")>, then we have:
Vxx"u: (R(xx"u) A -NULLT(x) A -,NULLT"(x")) 4 CAR(Pi)(X, X")
So, after the decoding transformati„n  for r:T and  r":T"  we  have:
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Vxx"u : (R(FT,(x), ... , FTn(x), FT"i(x"), ... , FT"n(x"),u) A (INT(x) v NULL·r{x))
A -NULLT(x) A -9NULLT··(x")) 4 CAR(Pi)(X , X")
and thus:
Vxx"u : (R(FT,(x), ... , FTn(x), Fr'1(x"), ... , FT"n(x"),u) A (INT(x) v NULL·r(x))
A -NULLAx) A -'NULLT,·(x")) =* FTi(x) =* FT"i(x").
In a similar way as for statement (1), we can prove that:
Vu : (R(u) A -1NULLT(u[ri: Ti]) A -NULLAu[r"i: Ti])) => u[ri: Til =* u[r-i: Ti]

0

We are now ready to prove that at least the conditions of statement (2) of the
previous lemma are satisfied.

Lemma 7.2.12
IfTE Notots i is lexically referenceable in the relational way by the reference
paths  Pl,..., Pn, paths  for X i respectively  of  type  (T,Tl),  ...,  (T,Tn), then after
step (2) of algorithm 7.2.1, the forward map of CAR(Pi(T,Ti)), for 1 5 i s n,i s o f
one of the following forms:

R[r:T, r'i:Ti]
R[r:T, r'i:Ti]<-*ULLT(r:T)>
R[r:T, r'i:Ti]<-iNULLT(fi:Ti)>
R[r:T, r'i:Til<-•NULLT(r:T) A --'NUI.LT<r'i:Ti)>

0

Proof

From Theorem 4.1.7 we know that CAR(Pi(T,Ti)) is a relation. Suppose this
relation is Ri(T,T'i). From Theorem 7.2.8 we know that the forward map of a
relation is of the form:

Ri'[r':T, r'i:Ti] or
Ri'[r':T, r'i:T'i]<-'NULLT(r':D> or
Ri'[r':T, r'i:Til<-NULL·r(r'i:T'i)> or
Ri'[r':T, r'i:T'i]<-NULLT{r':T) A -'NULLAr'i:Ti)>

0

Lemma 7.2.13
The decoding transformation can be used to transform constraints of the form:

COND(R<-iNULL(rl: T)>, rl: T =* rl : T)
into constraints of the form:

COND(R, r'1: T =* r'2 : D.

If the not-null constraint AND-NNL(R, r2 : T) is valid, then after the decoding
transformation, the constraint AND-NNL(R, r'2 : T) is valid.
If a key constraint KEY(R,  r251  . TS1), where  si  : Sl does not involve  the role
rl:  T. is valid then after the decoding transformation the constraint
KEY(R, r'251   151) is valid.

The decoding transformation can also be used to transform constraints of the
fornn:

COND(R<-NULL(ri: D A - NULL(r2: T)>, rl: T =* r2: T)
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into constraints of the form:
COND(R, r'1: T =* r'2: D

0

Proof

Case (1):
Suppose  we  have a relation  R(rl: T, r  :  T,  s:S) for which the constraint
COND(R<-«ULL(ri: D>, ri: T =* ri : T) is valid.
We will define an encoding transformation which transforms the relation R
into a relation  R (r'l: T, rindicatorl Tindicatorl, r2 :  T, s:S),
where dom(Tindicatorl)  = { t, f }
The decoding function Fn is a function of type (IT, TrindicatoriT) and is
defined as follows:
I(Fn)(d,d)::= (d,t,d) for d c dom(T) and d # ni
I(Fn)(ni,d)::= (d,f,d) for d r dom(T) and d # ni
I(Fn)(d,d')::= (d, t d') otherwise
The encoding function F'n is a function of type (TI'indicatoriT, 'IT) and is
defined as follows:
I(Fn)(d, t, d)::= (d,d) for d c dom(T)
I(Fn)(d, f, d)::= (ni,d) for d e dom(T)
I(F'n)(d, x, d')::= (d,d') otherwise

Clearly Fn and Fn are total functions.

The decoding condition C  is (ri: T  =* r2: T) v NULL(rl: T) and the encoding
condition C' is (11: T =* r'2 : T)   -9NULL(rindicatori: Tindicatorl)· Clearly both
conditions are logically closed.

We now prove that the lossless rules are satisfied.
condition (1): for the domain { uu'    Dom*(T) x Dom*(T) I I H (u =* u' v

NULL(u)) }, Fn is a total one-to-one mapping onto the set { uuinu' 1
r H (u =* u' A -'NULL(uin) ) 1
clear

condition (2): for the domain { uu'   Dom*(T) x Dom*(T) I I H (u =* u' v
NULL(u)) }, F'n o Fn = id:
F'n(Fn(u,u)) = Fn(u,t,u) = (u,u)
F'n(Fn(@,u)) = Fn(u,f,u) = (@,u)

condition (3): for the domain { ultindu' E Dom*(T) x Dom*(Tindicatori) x
Dom*(T) 1 I' t= (u =* u'   -NULL(uind) ) 1, Fn is a total one-to-one

mapping onto the set { uu' e  Dom*(T) x Dom*(T)  I I H (u =* u' v
NULL(u)) }:
clear

condition (4): for the domain { uitindu' E  Dom*(T) x Dom*(Tindicatorl) x
Dom*(T) 1 I' t= (u =* u'   --iNUI.L(uind)) 1, Fn o Fn = id:
Fn(F'n(u,t,u)) = Fn(u,u) = (u,t,u)
Fn(F'n(u,f,u)) = Fn(@,u) = (u,f,zi)

condition (5): COND(R, (rl. T =* r2 : T) v NULL(rl  T) is valid:
We know that the constraint
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COND(R<-NULL(rl: T)>, rl: T =* r2 :  T) is valid. Therefore,  the
following wff is valid:
Vu:  (R(u)  A -NULLT(u[rl: T])  )  => u[rl: T]  =* u[r2 : T]
which implies:
Vu: R(u) 4 u[rl: T]  =* u[e : T] v NULL(u[rl: T])
This proves that the constraint
COND(R, (rl: T =*r2: T) v NULL(rl: T) is valid.

It is intuitively clear that this decoding transformation preserves the
AND-NNL(R, r2: T) constraint if this constraint is valid. The formal proof is
as follows:
The AND-NNL(R, r2: D constraint, stands for the wff:
VT'Ul,VTu2, VSu: R(ul,ULu) 4 -'NULL(ul)
After the transformation this wff becomes (let us call this wff w):
VTul, VTu2, VSu: R'(Fnl(ul,u2),Fn2(ul,u2),Fn)(ul,u2),u) A (ul =* u2) v
NULL(ul) 4 -iNULL(u2)
To prove that the constraint AND-NNL(R'. r'2 : T) is valid we have to show
that the following wff is valid:
VTul, VTindicatoruind, V.ruL VSu R'(ul,uind,U2,U) => -«ULL(u2)
Because we have,  from the lossless rules, that COND(R',(r'l   T =* r'2: T) A
-NULL(rindicatorl: Tindicatorl)) is valid, this wff would be equivalent with:
VTul, VTindicatoruind, VTU2, VSu:  R'(ul,Uind,112,U) A (Ul =* 112 ) A
-'NULL(uind) => -'NULL(u2)
Because  we  also  have  that  Fnl,  Fn2,  Fn3 is total one-to-one  onto  the  set

{ul'uind,u2 E  Dom*(T) x Dom*(T indicatorl) x Dom*(T) 1 I' M (U =* U' A
1NULL(uind)) } for the domain { uu' E Dom*(T) x Dom*(T)  I I H (u =* u' v
NULL(u)) }, this is equivalent with:
VT'ul, VTindicatoruind, V.ru2, VSu: (3·ru'1,3Tu'2:
R'(Fnl(u'l,u'2),Fn2(u'l,u'2),Fn3(u' 1,u'2),u) A ((u'l  =* U'2 ) V NULL(u'i)) A
ul =* Fnl(u'l,u'2) A u2 =* Fr13(u'l,u'2) A uind =* Fn2(u'l,u'2) => -«ULL(u2)
This is valid because w is valid.
This concludes the proof that AND-NNL(R'. rz : T) is valid.

It is also intuitively clear that if r2 : T is part of a key constraint which does
not involve rl  T, then this key is preserved.
The formal proof is similar as for AND-NNL(R', r2: T). We omit it.

Case (2):
Suppose we have a relation R(rl: T, r2:  T, s:S)  for which  the constraint
COND(R<-•NULL(rl: T)   -NULL(r2: T)>, rl: T =* r2 : T) is valid.
We will define an encoding transformation which transforms the relation R
into a relation R'(r'1: T, rindicatorl: Tindicatorl, 1·'2 : T, rindicator2: Tindicator2, s:S).
dom(Tindicatorl) ::- { t, f }.
dom(Tindicator2) ::= { t, f }.

The decoding function Fn is a function of type (Tr, ITindicatorl·rrindicator2)
and is defined as follows:
I(Fn)(d,d)::= (d,t,d,t) for d #ni
I(Fn)(ni,d)::= (d,f,d,t) for d #ni
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I(Fn)(d,ni)::= (d,t,d,f) for d #ni
I(Fn)(d,d')::= (d, t, d',t) otherwise
The encoding function  Fn  is a function  of type (Trindicatorl Trindicator2,  Tr)
and is defined as follows:
I(Fn)(d, t, d, t)::= (d,d)
I(F'n)(d, f. d, t):.= (ni,d)
I(Fn)(d, t, d, 0 ::= (d,ni)
I(Fn)(d, x, d',x')::= (d,d') otherwise

Clearly Fn and F'n are total functions.

The decoding condition C is (rl: T =* r2 : T) v NULL(rl: T) v NULL(r : T) and
the encoding condition C'  is (rl: T =* r2: T) A -'NULL(rindicatorl: Tindicatorl)
A -'NULL(rindicator2' Tindicator2)· Clearly, these conditions are logically
closed.

The proof of the lossless rules is similar as for case (1).
0

Lemma 7.2.14
The reduction transformation can be used to remove role-equivalence
constraints for relations after step (4.1) of algorithm 7.2.1.

0

Proof

The only lossless condition needed to be able to apply the reduction
transformation on a relation R(s:S, r':T) to remove the role r':T is the constraint
COND(R, =*(r':T, exp)) where exp is a role expression for the role sequence s:S.
Clearly, this condition is satisfied because the constraint COND(R, r:T =* r':T) is
valid.

0

Lemma 7.2.15
After applying step (4) of algorithm 7.2.1, removing equivalence of roles, we
have a state equivalent RM schema.

[L]

Proof

The reduction transformation used to remove equivalence of roles is a lossless
schema transformation.

The conditions for a schema to be a RM schema are still satisfied because no
subtype relations are introduced and the second condition of a RM schema still
holds, indeed:
The condition

For each type T E Types, if Ri(T.Si) E Relatio,is of which T is the type of
a role, then the following wff is in I-
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VTx : (-'NULL(x) A ((3Si ui : Ri(x,ui)) ) 4 INT(x)
is transformed as follows:
In Step (4.1):

By one of the decoding transformations, the wff may change as follows:
VTx . (-NULL(x) A ((3Si ui, 3Tindicator uind Ri(x,Ui,uind)) ) => INT(x)
Clearly, this does not change condition (2).
For Tindicator, we now also have:
VTindicatorx : (-NULL(x) A BS u : Ri(x,u)) ) => INT(x)

In Step (4.2):
After a reduction transformation on a relation Ri(T,T,S) into the relation
R'i(T,S), the wff
VTx : (-NULL(x) A (Cls u : Ri(X,X,Ui)) ) => INT(x)
changes as follows:
VTx : ONULL(x) A (35 u : R'i(x,u)) A (x =* x))  ) =* INT(x)
therefore the condition is still valid

El

Finally, we proves that the output schema of algorithm 7.2.1 is a RM schema
and is state equivalent with the input schema. The proves follows from the
previous Lemmas.

Theorem 7.2.16
The output schema Xo = (Lo, ro) of algorithm 7.2.1 is a RM schema and is state
equivalent with the input schema Xi = (Li, ri)

0

Proof

By Lemma 7.2.2, step (1), removing the subtype relations, obtains a RM schema
which is state equivalent with the input schema. After step (1), step (2.1)
(grouping on equal key roles) is applicable because of Lemma 7.2.3. We know
from Lemma 7.2.4 that step (2.1) results is a RM schema which is state
equivalent with the result schema of step (1) and therefore also with the input
schema. By Lemma 7.2.5 we can apply step (2.2), grouping on subset key roles,
after step (2.1). Again the result schema of step (2.2) is a state equivalent RM
schema (Lemma 7.2.6). Similar, by Lemma 7.2.7 the result schema of step (2.3)
(grouping on other key roles) is a state equivalent RM schema. Lemma 7.2.9
allows to apply step (3), make lexical, and Lemma 7.2.10 assures that the result

schema of this step is a state equivalent RM schema. In addition, all types of
roles are now lexical. By Lemma 7.2.11, 7.2.12, 7 2.13 and 7.2.14 we know that it
is possible to remove the redundancy introduce in step (3). Finally, Lemma
7.2.15 guarantees that the result schenia of step (4) (removing equivalence of
roles) and therefore the output schema is a state equivalent RM schema.

0



Chapter 8

RIDL-M: An Application.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe how the schema transformation theory which we
have developed and described in the previous chapters has been used to
implement the kernel of a database engineering tool named RIDL* [DMV 88]. The
tool is based on the Binary Relationship Model and supports the activities related
to the specification, design and generation of large and complex relational
databases. The relational schema is generated from the conceptual Binary
Relationship schema using the schema transformations described in chapter 5. The
algorithm is based on the mapping algorithm given in section 7.2.

The RIDL* tool is by now implemented and has been successfully used in
several large scale database engineering projects (for one report on this see e. g.
[DDM 90]), which proves the relevancy of the transformation theory. The tool is
by now commercially available [Intel 911.

The chapter is divided as follows. In section 8.2 the overall architecture and
functionality of the RIDL* system is described. Section 8.3 explains the principles,
the functionality and the architecture of the RIDL-M module, the module which
does the actual generation of the relatic,nal schema. Section 8.4 describes the
different mapping options which are available in RIDL-M and explains their impact
on the mapping process and the output schema. It is here where precisely the data
schema transformations have played a crucial role. Section 8.5 is about the output
of RIDL-M. In this section the concept of generic relational schema, forward map
and backward map report is described Finally, section 8.6 presents a summary of
the chapter.

In this chapter, a number of examples will be given. They will be represented
graphically. When they are Binary Relationship schemas, the graphical
representation used in RIDL* is used. NOI.OTs are represented as solid circles and
LOTs as dotted circles. The facts are represented by a rectangle divided into two
boxes, one for each role. The sublink is drawn as an arrow pointing from the
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subtype to the supertype. The identifier constraint is drawn as a line over the key-
role. A total role constraint is represented by a '9" sign on this role. A total union
constraint is indicated by connecting the involved roles and sublinks by a line
marked with a'T" sign, in case of an exclusion constraint the line is marked with an
"X" sign and for an equality constraint the mark is , =". A subset constraint is
represented by an arrow pointing from the "subset-role" to the "superset-role". A
uniqueness constraint is also represented by connecting the involved roles by a
line but now the line is marked with an "U" sign. For an example see figure 8.1.1.
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figure 8.1.1

The relational schemas are represented by means of a straightforward
graphical representation also used by RIDL*. Keys are represented as double-sided
arrows. If an explicit distinction between the primary key and the secondary keys
is needed, the primary key will be bold. Foreign keys and inclusion constraints are
represented by an arrow pointing from the sub-attribute(s) to the super-
attribute(s). If null values are permitted in an attribute or an attribute sequence, the
name of this attribute or attribute sequence is put between brackets. For an
example see figure 8.1.2.
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8.2   The RIDL* System

In this section we describe the RIDL* system in general terms. First an
introduction is given to situate the tool and to establish the requirements for a
database engineering tool. Next, an overview of the functionality and the
architecture of RIDL* is given.

8.2.1 Introduction

Developing a large relational-based database system is a non-trivial, complex
project; it has many phases and requires tlze participation of many different (types
of) people: users, analysts, database administrators, programmers. Since most
large systems have very long lifetimes, the decisions that have to be taken may
have long-lasting effects and far-reaching consequences, and must be well-
documented.

Methodologies, or combinations of them, well-supported by software tools
thus become rather a necessity when dealing with large systems. Moreover, in
these cases it is essential that such a methodology is based on formal specification
mechanism that allows extensive integrity rule definition and partial design
prototyping, so that at early stages (partial) specifications of the system can
already be checked for correctness and consistency in the large. Also the
abstraction ability of the formalism is paramount in determining its usability as
specification vehicle.
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When concentrating on database design, a formalism which is more
conceptual in nature, has more abstraction capabilities than the Relational Model
and is rich in the area of integrity constraints is preferable. The relational model in
its present implementations either nearly completely ignores the semantics of the
data or does not enforce the specification of it. Consequently, this semantics must
then in principle be hand-crafted into the database's application programs. Usually
this happens in the form of ad-hoc constraint checks, transaction procedures and
other hacker's delights. Database often starts too early from "rough", application-
inspired aggregation of data which then must be made into more correct ones
using normalization rules, a technique that put a lot of trust in the intuition of the
database engineer.

To be able to concentrate more on the semantics of the information rather
than merely on its aggregation structure, a formalism is needed which is at least
free from any fore-ordened data organization, allow to abstract from any
representation of individuals and allow to express a semantics which is much richer
than the trivial semantics usually expressible in the current implementations of the
Relational Model.

As specification formalism RIDL* adopted the Binary Relationship Model
(BRM),  described in section  4.1.1. It satisfies the requirements  of a conceptual
specification formalism. In the BRM all relationships are expressed between exactly
two object types which make the model free from any fore-ordened data
organisation. The distinction between lexical and non-lexical objects allows to
distinguish individuals from their lexical representation, and to represent
additional structure for those non-lexical object types. Sublinks allow to specify
subtypes and to exploit the powerful inheritance mechanism associated with it. The
BRM is also richer in constraint specification capabilities than conventional models.

The actual construction of the relational data schema from the conceptual
schema can be fairly easily automated. However, past experience learns us that
simple and straightforward algorithms and the tools implementing them are
poorly suited for the engineering of real-life databases. A considerable amount of
flexibility is needed to allow to generate the most optimal relational schema for a
given application environment. Note that a "production" schema is not at all
necessarily a fully normalized schema. The many smaller tables derived by
normalization have then to be joined dynamically which may result in an
unacceptable increase of I/0 consumption. This is not to say that denormalization
must be encouraged as an optimization technique in every case, but when high
(query) performance is a key issue, it may be worthwhile to consider it. However,
for a denormalized schema, mechanisms should be provided to control the
resulting redundancies. This can be realized by means of additional constraint
specifications and/or database update procedures. In any way, all modifications to
the database should be under the control of an interface which validates the
intended modifications and take care of possible update anomalies.

But even within the class of normalized schemas, many different alternative
transformations are possible. Think for instance of the different lexical references
there may exist exist for a non-lexical object type. Selecting (an)other lexical
reference(s) for a non-lexical object type results in a different (but possibly still
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normalized) relational schema. Other schema alternatives may be obtained by
changing the way sublinks are represented in the relational schema. These are only
some examples of how one might generate different relational schemas for the
same conceptual schema. Exactly which schema will yield the best performance
depends of course on runtime circumstances: e.g. the DBMS used to implement the
relational schema with, the performance requirements, query and update
frequencies and structure, batch or interactive use, etc..

It is obvious that a rigid grouping algorithm usually proves inconvenient for
this task. Furthermore, constraints considered as first class citizens in the
conceptual modelling phase seem to become pariahs during the transformation
process. Only constraint types with a corresponding constraint type in the
Relational Model (e.g. primary key, foreign key) are preserved. In addition, the
cross-link between conceptual and relational schema is left to the intuition of the
application programmer. Name conventic,ns used for relations and attributes are
often the only guiding principle. This may result in a misunderstanding of the
structure of the generated schema and a consequent misuse of it, thus losing a
great deal of the benefits gained by the conceptual modelling. Still other problems
are caused by undocumented decisions.

RIDL* possesses the capability to generate quite a large number of relational
schema alternatives. With the assistance of a rule base and the expertise of a
database engineer a more optimal data schema from the viewpoint of the
application environment can be generated In addition, all specified constraints are
transformed and described in terms of the generated relational schema. A detailed
cross-reference link description is provided.

8.2.2   Architecture and Functionality

The RIDL* approach to database engineering starts with a conceptual
information modelling phase. This modelling results in a BRM conceptual schema.
Actual knowledge acquisition about the application domain typically precedes this

(this is currently not yet part of the system).

This information modelling phase is assisted by the RIDL-G module (for
Graphics): an interactive graphical module that supports the structured and
piecewise development of possibly large conceptual schemas and provides many
useful support functions such as documentation, plotting and cross-references.
RIDL-G adopts (an extension of) the popular NIAM graphical notation for
describing the BRM schema (see e.g [Wint 901 or [DMV 881). It currently also
supports a binary Extended Entity Relationship graphical notation (see e.g. [Bark
89]). It is implemented as a typical graphical tool with windows, (pop-up) menus,
icons, mouse and full graphical editing.

The RIDL-DB module (for DataBase) is responsible for the transfer and
storage of conceptual schemas to the RIDI.* internal repository. This is a real SQL-
based repository, implemented on ORACLE' ", SYBASETM or other Relational
DBMS managers and partially open. RII)L-DB provides external access to this
internal repository through standard SQL views, for easy interfacing e.g. with
existing data dictionaries.
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The RIDL-A module analyzes and checks the conceptual schemas that were
constructed with RIDL-G and/or stored in the internal repository for validity,
consistent naming, referential completeness and overall consistency. RIDL-A in
particular performs the following steps:

(1) Naming analysis
The user may choose among different naming rules for each type of
concept in the schema and instruct RIDL-A to verify that schema for
compliance.

(2) Completeness analysis
This step analyzes and verifies whether the schema diagram is "complete"
according to rules of the BRM (e.g. warns about missing supertypes,
missing identifier constraints, ...).

(3) Validity analysis
This steps checks if all constraints have been defined correctly. For instance,
it detects the presence of illegal subset or exclusion constraints between
incompatible object types.

(4) Consistency analysis
Checks mutual and overall consistency of the constraints describing set
relationships, e.g. subset constraints; analyzes and derives presence of
possibly redundant constraints.

(5) Referencibility
Determines whether the schema is unique lexically referenceable or
lexically referenceable in the relational way. All lexical references of all
object types are listed. Relational lexical references are required if one
wants to generate valid relational database schemas.

The kernel of the RIDL* system is the RIDL-M module (M stands for
Mapper). This module takes a stored and analyzed conceptual schema and builds a
normalized relational schema from it (this is the default). A skilled database
designer can however influence the generation process in numerous ways and
instruct RIDL-M to generate optimized database schemas according to his/her
particular ad hoc application requirements. RIDL-M transforms the conceptual
schemas into fully documented relational data definitions of various relational
DBMSs (the "target" DBMS). RIDL-M also always transforms all constraints
defined in the BRM schema.  If some of these happen to be supported by the target
DBMS (for example foreign keys), the constraints are generated in the appropriate
syntax, otherwise they are given as formal comments in an SQL-like syntax to
allow application developers (or generators) to enforce them. The RIDL-M module
will be described into more detail in the following sections.

These are the major modules of the system. Additional modules are the
RIDL-STARPLOT module, the RIDL-MIML module and the RIDL-Table
Diagrammer. The architecture of the RIDL* system is presented in figure 8.2.1.1.
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The RIDL-STARPLOT module generates simplified NIAM diagrams from
conceptual schemas that were stored in the RIDL internal repository. Such
generated diagrams are called "starplots" for their distinctive star-like
arrangements (an object type is displayed in the centre of the page with its
relationships radiating from it).

The RIDL-MIML module provides a conversion from conceptual schemas
made with Control Data Corporation's    IAST':'M and PC-IASTTM tools  into
RIDL*format (or any other schemas developed in the public domain language
MIML used by IASTTM). IASTTM input mainly consists of MIML textual descriptions
of NIAM-schemas; RIDL-MIML will automatically read and convert such schemas
and store them into the RIDL* internal repository. From there they can be
graphically generated by RIDL-STARPLOT, further edited and enhanced using
RIDL-G, analyzed by RIDL-A and transformed (mapped) by RIDL-M.

The RIDL-Table Diagrammer produces PostScriptTM graphical layout of the
relational schema generated by Ridl-M. It contains the generated tables with their
names and attributes (either optional or mandatory), eventually domains, its
primary keys and eventual secondary keys or foreign keys.
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More information on the RIDL* tool can be found in e.g. [DMV 88], [Detr 89],
[Intel 91].

8.3 RIDL-M: Architecture and Functionality

RIDL-M is the part of the RIDL* system that produces a relational database
schema from a conceptual BRM schema and is therefore the one that interests us
most in this dissertation. This transformation process is called the mapping
process. The generated data schema is given in the data definition language of any
target relational (or relational-like) DBMS supported by RIDL-M. However in
section 8.5 we will see that the generated data schema is actually independent of
any particular target relational DBMS.

RIDL-M also produces a so-called map report, containing a textual cross
reference link between the input schema and the output schema, in both
directions. These may substantially assist the development of application programs
that need to access the data in the database. The map report will be described in
section 8.5.

In RIDL-M, the generation of a RM schema from a conceptual BRM schema is
based on the transformation theory developed in chapter 5 and 6. As such the
transformation process is defined as the composition of a number of elementary
schema transformations defined in section 5.4.

To guarantee that the output of the mapping process is a state equivalent
schema, each intermediate output schema has to satisfy the lossless rules of the
elementary transformation applied. This means that all constraints expressed in the
BRM schema are to be transformed for each elementary transformation. The result
is that the output schema contains a number a constraints which are usually not
expressible in any relational DBMS. Rather than dropping those constraint
specifications (and thus losing the property of state equivalence!) when e.g. the
target DBMS does not support them, RIDL-M will output them in an SQL-like
fashion. In this way, an application programmer may incorporate these constraint
specifications into the application programs. For more advanced relational DBMS,
triggers and stored procedures (e.g. SYSBASE) may be generated to check the
generated constraints or to enforce the constraints during update. How this can be
done is described in the paper [BrDe 91]. We will not describe it here as it is outside
the scope of this dissertation.

There is an important advantage to this transformation composition
technique. We are now able to "drive" the composition of the elementary
transformations by rules specified externally to the algorithm. In this way external
control may ultimately influence the transformation process nearly without
limitations. Currently a limited number of these rules are built in and externalized
as options or choices available to the database engineer, e.g. the treatment of
sublinks and null values. These options and their impact on the resulting schema
are explained into more detail in section 8.4.
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The architecture of RIDL-M is illustrated in figure 8.3.1.  (This part of RIDL-M
is also described in [Detr 89]). The transformation base contains the elementary
schema transformations as defined in section 5.4. The rule base contains the rules
which together with the user mapping options drive the transformation engine.
The meta database contains the schema to be transformed as well as the schema
generated so far together with the forward and backward map.
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figure 8.3.1

The transformation engine roughly follows the steps of the mapping
algorithm 7.2.1 given in section 7.2. In the first major step, the sublink relations are
removed. In the second step, the binary relations are grouped together. In the
third step non-lexical roles are replaced by lexical ones and finally, in the last step,
redundancies due to equal roles are removed.

However which of the transformations of the algorithm will be executed and
which not is decided by means of the rule base. After selecting a candidate
transformation, the transformation engine consults the rule base to check whether
the transformation should be executed or not. The rules in the rule base uses the
information provided by the user mapping options and the information in the
meta database about the input schema, the schema generated to far and the
forward and backward maps to decide whether the transformation should be
executed or not.

The result is that different user mapping options result in a different
composition of transformations and theretore also in a different output schema. If
no mapping options are specified by the user, defaults are used.

It is obvious that before the actual transformation can start a preparation step
is needed to convert the input BRM schema into its most "canonical" form, i.e.
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superfluous definitions have to be eliminated, constraints need to be reduced to
their canonical form and non-elementary concepts are replaced by their definition.

One may envisage that at a later stage, the user mapping options which
together with the rule base, control the transformation process, may in part be
extracted from functional requirements and application specifications obtained
through suitable modules of RIDL* to be developed. This would reduce the
dependence on the database engineer. In the current implementation the database
engineer plays a crucial role. If the mapping options provided by the database
engineer are not very accurate or no mapping options are given at all, then the
generated schema (although state equivalent!) may not be optimal for the given
application environment. This can be avoided by deriving the requirement for an
optimal schema from the functional requirements and application specifications,
and by translating them into the proper control rules (mapping options).

But the current RIDL-M architecture allows even more flexibility. In principle,
the rule base may be changed and adapted to the particular needs of different
customers. This allows a nearly complete customization of the mapping process. If
needed new elementary transformations can be added to the transformation base.

RIDL-M has been first implemented as a prototype on an Apollo workstation
and is written in Common Lisp. Currently, the commercial version is available on
UNIX hardware platforms (SUN SPARC station, DEC station and others).

8.4 RIDL-M: Mapping Options

In this section we describe some mapping options and how they may
influence the mapping process. The current mapping options include:

(1) control of admissibility of null values,
(2) the mapping of sublinks,
(3) the choice of lexical representation,
(4) the decision whether to combine relations,

Other options can be added. Examples are options to omit certain relations, to
split a relation or to "denormalize" relations.

In the current implementation the options are limited to options which can
easily be specified together with the input schema For example, for a non-lexical
object type the choice of lexical representation can be made in terms of the input
schema. However if a non-lexical object type needs different lexical representations
in different roles of the generated relations, then the database engineer must have
the ability to inspect the generated schema and to point out which of the roles
needs a different lexical representation. A graphical user interaction would be most
appropriate in this case. Also the option for denormalization is most easily realized
with a graphical interface such that the database engineer can point out which
relations should be combined. Please note that the actual execution of the options
is under the control of the transformation engine and the rule base in such a way
that if the constraints needed to guarantf,e state equivalence are not present, the
option is not executed.
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For practical reasons, the mapping options are global options with
exceptions. This means that the selected option holds for the whole schema but
may be overridden in chosen individual cases.

The settings of these options are always saved and can be reused when
mapping the same BRM schema again, for instance after minor changes.

It should also be noticed that certain combinations of options are not allowed
for consistency reasons. Also the target DBMS may reduce the possible options or
even require the use of certain options.

8.4.1   The Null Value Options

The null value option controls the admissibility of null values in roles. By
default, null values are inadmissible in the roles which are part of the primary key
(as stated in the "Entity Integrity Rule" of the Relational Model). In other roles, null
values may be admissible depending on the constraints specified in the input BRM
schema.

Next to this default option,
NULL NOT ALLOWED IN PRIMARY KEYS,

there are three alternative options:
NULL NOT ALLOWED,
NULL NOT ALLOWED IN KEYS,
NULL ALLOWED.

The first alternative, NULL NOT ALLOWED, is a quite restrictive one; none of
the roles should allow null values. This implies that step (2.2) and (2.3) of the
mapping algorithm 7.2.1. grouping on subset key roles and grouping on other
roles, must be omitted. Indeed, only the step (2.1), grouping on equal key roles,
will not introduce null values in roles. As a consequence, a large number of small
tables will in general be generated. This option is mainly intended for older DBMSs
which might not adequately support null values

The second alternative, NULL NOT ALI.OWED IN KEYS, restricts the admissibility
of null values to roles not part of a primary key or a candidate key. This implies
that a merge transformation of step (2.2) or step (2.3) will only be validated if in
the resulting relation none of the key roles allows null values. This option is
needed to meet the limitations of certain DBMSs

Figure 8.4.1.1 shows a fragment of an example BRM schema. Figure 8.4.1.2
gives the resulting relations when the default option, NULL NOT ALLOWED IN
PRIMARY KEYS, is selected. Figure 8.4.1.3, respectively figure 8.4.1.4 shows the
generated relations for the option NULL NOT ALI.OWED, respectively NULL NOT
ALLOWED IN KEYS.
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The third alternative, NULL ALLOWED, as a matter of fact allows to violate the
"Entity Integrity Rule" mentioned earlier which forbids null values in the primary
key. The reason why we have introduced the possibility to obviate this integrity
rule is the following. If a non-lexical object type is unique lexically referenceable
but not lexically referenceable in the relational way, then this non-lexical object
type has a non-homogeneous lexical representation. The instances of such a non-
lexical object type are distinguishable but there is no overall unique lexical
reference that applies to all of them. This means in turn that there is no "primary
key" concept for such a non-lexical object type. However, there will be two or
more candidate keys and for each given instance of the non-lexical object type at
least one of them will act as primary key. To keep the information on such a non-
homogeneous referenceable non-lexical object type into one relation (rather than
possibly introducing redundancy by duplicating the information into two or more
relations), we must allow null values in the primary key. Of course this option can
only be usefully exploired if the target DBMS allows null values in a primary key
or provides some other mechanism to go around the problem.

An example of such a non-homogeneous lexical representation is given in theschema fragment of figure 8.4.1.5. The non-lexical object type Owner has two
partial lexical references; Person_Name, Address and Organization_Id. With theNULL ALLOWED option, the relation for Owner looks as in figure 8.4.1.6.
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Owner

(Person_Name Address) (Organization_Id) (Country_of-residence)

1/                                 I-  1.

figure 8.4.1.6: NULL ALLOWED

8.4.2 The Sublink Mapping Options

The sublink mapping option controls the transformation of the sublinks of
the BRM schema. By default the fact relations with an identifier constraint on the
subtype role are grouped into one relation, called the sub-relation in RIDL-M
terminology, and those defined on the supertype of the sublink are grouped into
another relation, called the super-relation. The sublink relation is expressed by
means of a foreign key or an inclusion constraint, linking the primary key or a
candidate key of the sub-relation to the primary key or a candidate key of the
super-relation. This option is the default one and is called SUB-OT & SUP-OT
SEPARATE. Figure 8.4.2.2 shows the generated relations for the fragment schema

given in figure 8.4.2.1.
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Employee

Employee_Id Name_of Date_oLBirth (Address_of)

*.illitq.*

Manager

Employee_Id Project _managed_by

<'.-

figure 8.4.2.2: SUB-OT & SUP-OT SEPARATE

The sublink option SUB-OT & SUP-OT TOGETHER groups all fact types (with an
identifier constraint (key) on the correct role) defined on the subtype as well as
those on the supertype of a sublink relation into one relation. Figure 8.4.2.3 shows
the generated relation for this sublink option. This sublink mapping option permits
to perform stronger typing on the conceptual BRM schema without needlessly
compromising the efficiency requirements. Indeed the default mapping option in
general results in a larger number of relations with only a few attributes each.
Therefore in some cases more dynamic joins might be needed.

Employee

Employee_Id Name_of Date_oLBirth (Address_of) (Project-managed_by)

Mil--14

figure 8.4.2.3: SUB-OT & SUP-OT TOGETHER
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The third sublink mapping alternative is called SUB-OT INDICATOR FOR SUP-
OT. This option groups facts as for the default option, but causes an extra attribute
(called the indicator) to be added to the relation derived for the supertype. The
value of the indicator is supposed to indicate whether there is a corresponding
tuple in the sub-relation or not. By adding this indicator attribute, redundancy of a
"procedural" kind is introduced (again usually for the benefit of query efficiency).
To control this redundancy, extra constraint specifications are generated. Figure
8.4.2.3 shows the generated relations for this sublink option. The generated
constraint which controls the redundancy is given in text (pseudo SQL).

Employee

Employee_Id Name_of Date_of_Birth (Address_of) Is_Manager

1lit*

Manager

Employee_Id Project _managed_ by

1/Et

EQUALITY VIEW CONSTRAINT :

( SELECT Employee_Id
FROM Manager

IS EQUAL TO
( SELECT Employee_Id

FROM Employee
WHERE (Is_Manager = 1)

figure 8.4.2.4: SUB-OT INDICATOR FOR SUP-OT

To realize the default sublink mapping option, SUB-OT & SUP-OT SEPARATE,
the rules of the rule base enable the grouping of the sublink relation with the
relations defined for the subtype but prohibit in step (2.2) the merge of the sub-
relation with the super-relation on the basis of the common key roles of the
Supertype. See figure 8.4.2.5 for an illustration.
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Under the second sublink mapping option, the merge of the sub-relation and
the super-relation on the basis of the common key roles of the supertype will be
enabled (see figure 8.4.2.6).
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Under the third option, SUB-OT INDICATOR FOR SUP-OT, the rule base will
now force the grouping of the sublink relation with the relation defined for the
Supertype. In addition, the merge of the sub-relation with the super-relation in
step (2.1) on the basis of the common key roles of the subtype is disabled. See
figure 8.4.2.7 for an illustration.
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This grouping alternative implies that after the step (2), the super-relation
contains an attribute for the subtype derived from the sublink relation. If in step
(3) this subtype-attribute and the key of the super-relation are replaced by the
same lexical representation then this attribute will be replaced in step (4), removing
equivalence of roles, by a two-valued (e.g boolean) indicator attribute. See figure
8.4.2.8 for an illustration. Otherwise, (the lexical representation of) the subtype-
attribute plays the role of indicator. In this last case, the null value mapping option
must allow null values for the key attribute(s) of the subtype in this relation.
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figure 8.4.2.8

Similarly, if the option SUB-OT & SUP-OT TOGETHER is used and the subtype-
attribute and the primary key of the common relation are replaced by the same
lexical representation, then this attribute will be replaced in step (4), removing
equivalence of roles, by a two-valued (e.g. boolean) indicator attribute but only if
the subtype has no total role constraints on its facts. In the last case such a total role
can act as the discriminating role (possible several). See figure 8.4.2.9 for an
illustration of the first case and figure 8.4.2.10 for an illustration of the second case.
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It is clear that the option SUB-OT & SUP-OT TOGETHER cannot be combined
with the null value option NULL NOT ALLOWED.

8.4.3 The Lexical Mapping Options

It is quite usual to have several, and in some cases even a great many, lexical
representations for the same non-lexical (,bject type. Often therefore, we have to
choose the lexical representation that will be used to represent the non-lexical
object type instances in the relational database.
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Non-unique lexical references are not very appropriate as lexical
representation when mapping to a RM schema. Such a lexical reference cannot
serve as primary key concept without introducing redundancy. Indeed one non-
lexical object may be replaced by several different lexical representation instances.
To turn this in a primary key concept without introducing redundancy, one of the
possible lexical representation instances has to be selected (arbitrarily) as key for
the non-lexical object while the other alternatives have to be maintained as
ordinary (multi-valued) attribute. However, this is an artificial solution (which is by
the way currently not supported by RIDL-M).

Unique lexical references can be used to represent non-lexical object types in a
RM schema but as already explained in section 8.4.1, the null value mapping
options, a unique lexical reference which is not a relational lexical reference, may
require the need to violate the referential integrity constraint of the RM and to
allow null values in a primary key. In fact there will be two or more primary keys
for the same relation. An illustration is given in figure 8.4.3.1.

./FIE".

  Step 3:
Make Lexical

(reprl) trepr2)

figure 8.4.3.1

An alternative solution, as illustrated in figure 8.4.3.2, is to introduce
redundancy. The original relation (after step (2) of the algorithm) is divided (by the
divide transformation) into a number of identical relations, one for each partial
reference of the lexical reference. To control the redundancy, appropriate
constraint specifications are generated. This solution is most advised if the
reference is a partitional lexical reference. In this case there will be no redundancy
of stored information because each of the relations will contain information of
different non-lexical objects. For an example see figure 8.4.3.3.
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For non-lexical object types which are referenceable in the relational way, by
default RIDL-M selects the "smallest" lexical representation. This is the one which
involves the least number of lexical object types and which has the smallest
physical representation as derived from the data types assigned to the lexical
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object types involved. Since this limits the freedom of the database engineer,
flexibility needs to be added to allow for each non-lexical object type the selection
of the preferred lexical representation and even to use more than one lexical
representation   for a non-lexical object   type.   Even   wi thin   the same relation   two
different lexical representations for the same non-lexical object type (for different
roles) might be useful, e.g. if that would allow easier expression of a particular
query or constraint.

8.4.4 The Merge Options

The merge option allows/forbids to combine relations of different object
types together. The combination of relations is done by using the merge side of
the split/merge transformation. Remember that therefore no denormalization can
be introduced using this option. The following options are possible:

MERGE ON EQUAL CANDIDATE KEY,
MERGE ON SUBSET CANDIDATE KEY,
MERGE ON NON-EXCLUSIVE CANDIDATE KEY.

These are non-exclusive options, each of the options can be selected
independently in combination with the others.

These options may influence step (2) of the mapping algorithm. If the option
M ERGE ON EQUAL CANDIDATE  KEY is selected,  then  in  step  (2.1)  the rule  base will
allow to merge relations (which satisfies the lossless rules of the merge
transformation) even if one of the selected keys is not the primary key of the
relation. If this option is not selected (default) then this will not be allowed. An
illustration is given in figure 8.4.4.1.
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MERGE ALLOWED
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relation B 39lf 2-
 1 Merge

CS-t 16-*
relation A&8 «

figure 8.4.4.1

Similar, if the option MERGE ON SUBSET CANDIDATE KEY is selected, then in
step (2.2) the rule base will allow to merge relations if one of the selected keys is
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not the primary key of the relation. If this option is not selected (default) then this
will not be allowed. See figure 8.4.4.2 for an illustration.

tit
relation A
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-
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Merge

Mfit 1&*
relation A&B 49 )

figure 8.4.4.2

If the option MERGE ON NON-EXCLUSIVE CANDIDATE KEY is selected then in
step (2.3) it will be allowed to merge relations where one of the selected keys is not
the primary key of the relation if, in addition, there is not a role-exclusion
constraint on those roles. If this latter option is not selected (the default) then this
will not be allowed. See figure 8.4.4.3 for an illustration.
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Not selecting any of these merge options results in a RM schema which has a
relation for each non-lexical object type, except if the sublink mapping option SUB-
OT & SUP-OT TOGETHER is used. In that case the subtype and supertype for which
this sublink mapping option is selected will end up in the same relation.

These options can be used to minimalize the number of relations without
going through denormalization. An example mapping for figure 8.4.4.4 is given in
figure 8.4.4.5.
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8.4.5 Primary-Key-Only Relation Options

After step (4) of the mapping algorithm some relations may consist of just a
primary key (without dependent non-primary attributes). An example is given in
figure 8.4.5.1. In RIDL-M, these relations are called "primary-key-only" relations..
They correspond with the population of an object type in the BRM. From a certain
point of view these primary-key-only relations are in general considered inefficient
and (nearly) useless. They have to be updated each time an instance of the object

type is added or deleted in some other relation (because of foreign keys). Usually
they are never used for retrieval. In this case it may be advisable to remove them,
if the constraints permit so.
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C M
Date day month year

figure 8.4.5.1

However, these primary-key-only relations may in certain situations function
as a check-list. It is clear that removing them would also disable the check against
that list as a possible undesirable side-effect. An example is given in figure 8.4.5.2.

C >
Telephone-
extensions existing telephone extension

figure 8.4.5.2

To control the elimination of those primary-key-only relations a new option
is introduced. There are several possible ways to implement the elimination of
primary-key-only relations using the transformations defined in section 5.4. One
possibility is to divide the primary-key-only relation into a number of identical
relations but such that each of the foreign key constraints defined for the original
primary-key-only relation is now turned into an equality constraint. Next, using a
variant of the natural join transformation, each new foreign-key-only relation can
be joined with the relation involved in the equality constraint. This combination of
transformations is illustrated in figure 8.4.5.3.
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8.5 RIDL-M: Output

RIDL-M outputs the generated RM schema in a variety of target DBMSs

currently available (at this moment, RIDL-M supports ORACLE, (IBM) DB2,
SYBASE, INGRES, RDB, ISO (ANSI) "SQL2"). However the generated RM schema
is actually independent of any target DliMS, it is called the generic relational
schema.

From the generic relational schema a schema definition for any relational (or
relational-like) DBMS can be derived using the specific database definition
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language of the DBMS. This strategy makes RIDL-M's mapping process largely
independent of the actual relational DBMS. The generic relational schema is always
generated. When a new target DBMS is selected, RIDL-M only has to translate the
generic schema into the data definition language of this DBMS. Even when a new
DBMS is to be supported by RIDL-M, only a description of the data definition
language of this DBMS is to be given, and very little additional code may be
needed.

Below is a fragment of a generated SQL2 schema definition. Notice that
constraints not supported by SQI.2 are given as comment in an SQL-like fashion.

....                 . . . .                   . . . . . . . . . .          ....                       I

--                        SOL2 VERSION OF GENERATED DATA SCHEMA
.

CREATE SCHEMA AUTHORIZATION mapping_example

--                                  Domain Definitions

CREATE DOMAIN D Name IS  CHAR (30) ;
CREATE DOMAIN D_Employee_Id IS INT;
CREATE DOMAIN D Date IS DATETIME;
CREATE DOMAIN D Address IS CHAR(30);
CREATE DOMAIN D Project IS CHAR(30);
CREATE DOMAIN D_Employee_Manager IS SMALLINT;

Table Definitions

-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TABLE Employee

-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CREATE TABLE Employee
( Employee Id

D Employee Id -- DATA TYPE INT
NOT NULL
PRIMARY KEY

CONSTRAINT C KEY$ 13
, Date_of_birth_of

D Date -- DATA TYPE DATETIME
NOT NULL

Name_of
D Name -- DATA TYPE CHAR(30)
NOT NULL

, Address_of
D Address -- DATA TYPE CHAR(30)
-- NULL

,
SUB Manager

D Employee_Manager  -- DATA TYPE SMALLINT
NOT NULL

--                       View Constraints For Table Employee

-- EQUALITY VIEW CONSTRAINT :
C SELECT Employee Id

--            FROM Manager
--                         )
--          IS EQUAL TO
--          { SELECT Employee Id
--            FROM Employee
--            WHERE ( SUB Manager =1)

--   CONSTRAINT C_EQ$_1

-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TABLE Manager

-- +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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CREATE TABLE Manager
( Employee Id

D_Employee Id -- DATA TYPE INT
NOT NULL
PRIMARY KEY

CONSTRAINT C KEY$ 9
REFERENCES Employee- 1 Employee_Id I

CONSTRAINT C FKEY$ 5
, Project managed_by

D Project -- DATA TYPE CHAR(30)
NOT NULL

Translating the generic relational schema into the target data definition
language also involves the generation of names for all components of the schema:
relations, attributes, domains, constraints,   .... The generation of "good" names
really is an important aspect of RIDbM, because it influences the practical usability
of the database.

In any case, the names generated by RIDL-M will respect the name

conventions of the target data definition language. Furthermore, the names are
constructed according to composition rules. These rules use the information
maintained in the backward map to derive the names for the concepts. As an
example, if a relation is derived from an object type, then the name of the relation
will be derived from the name of this object type. The name composition rules can
be easily changed.

In addition to the generated schema definition, RIDL-M provides a detailed so
called map report. This report describes the complete cross-reference link, in both
forward and backward directions, between the BRM schema and the generated
RM schema (in its target DBMS syntax). This map report is based on the forward-
and backward map of the symbols of the schemas as defined in chapter 6. The map
report is thus divided into two parts, the forward map and the backward map
report. The forward map describes how each of the BRM schema concepts (LOTs,
NOLOTs, facts, sublinks and constraints) is expressed in the RM schema. The
backward map tells how the relational schema concepts are derived from the BRM
schema concepts. More specifically, for each generated relational schema concept
(domain, relation, attribute, constraint) the BRM concepts from which it is derived
(or which have participated in its derivation) are given. Below are two fragments
of the map reports associated with the schema definition given above.

Forward Mapping of 5 Facts

FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT Employee_Id AND ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee
MAPPED TO
SELECT Employee_Id , Employee_Id
FROM Employee

FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT Name AND ROLE having ON NOLOT Employee
MAPPED TO
SELECT Name_of , Employee_Id
FROM Employee

FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT-NOLOT Address AND ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee
MAPPED TO
SELECT Address_of , Employee_Id
FROM Employee
WHERE ( Address_of IS NOT NULL )

FACT WITH ROLE of_birth_of ON LOT-NOLOT Date AND ROLE with_birth ON NOLOT
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Employee
MAPPED TO
SELECT Date_of_birth_of , Employee_IdFROM Employee

FACT WITH ROLE managed_by ON LOT-NOLOT Project AND ROLE managing ON NOLOT
Manager

MAPPED TO
SELECT Pfoje-L_managed_by , Er.ployee_Id
FROM Manager

*
Forward Mapping of 1 Sublink                           *

SUBLINK FROM NOLOT Manager TO NOLOT Employee
MAPPED TO
SELECT Employee_Id , Employee_Id
FROM Employee
WHERE ( SUB_Manager =1)

* Forward Mapping of 10 Constraints                        *
.

IDENTIFIER : ROLE managing ON NOLOT Manager AND LOT-NOLOT Project
MAPPED TO
UNIQUE Manager( Employee_Id )

ON Manager
CONSTRAINT C KEY$ 9

IDENTIFIER : ROLE with_birth ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT-NOLOT Date
MAPPED TO
UNIQUE Employee( Employee_Id )

ON Employee
CONSTRAINT C KEY$ 13

IDENTIFIER : ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT-NOLOT Address
MAPPED TO
UNIQUE Employee( Employee_Id )

ON Employee
CONSTRAINT C KEY$ 13

IDENTIFIER : ROLE having ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT Name
MAPPED TO
UNIQUE Employee( Employee_Id )

ON Employee
CONSTRAINT C_KEY$_13

Forward Map Fragment

I I
*                           Backward Mapping of 2 Tables                           ** *
TABLE Employee

DERIVED FROM
FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT Employee Id AND ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee ,
FACT WITH ROLE of_birth_of ON LOT-NOLOT Date AND ROLE with_birth ON NOLOT

Employee ,
FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT Name AND ROLE having ON NOLOT Employee ,
SUBLINK FROM NOLOT Manager TO NOLOT Employee ,
FACT WITH ROLE of ON LOT-NOLOT Address AND ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee

TABLE Manager
DERIVED FROM
FACT WITH ROLE managed_by ON LOT-NOLOT Project AND ROLE managing ON NOLOT

Manager

.Backward Mapping of 7 Columns
*

COLUMN Address_of IN TABLE Employee
DERIVED FROM
ROLE of ON LOT-NOLOT Address
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COLUMN Date of birth_of IN TABLE Employee
DERIVED FROM
ROLE of_birth_of ON LOT-NOLOT Date

COLUMN Employee_Id IN TABLE Employee
DERIVED FROM
ROLE of ON LOT Employee Id - SUPOT Employee - SUBOT Manager ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee-Id - ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee-Id - ROLE with birth ON NOLOT Employee ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee-Id - ROLE having ON NOLOT Employee ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee-Id - SUPOT Employee ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee-Id - ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee ,
ROLE of ON LOT Employee_Id

COLUMN Employee_Id IN TABLE Manager
DERIVED FROM
ROLE of ON LOT Employee_Id - SUPOT Employee - ROLE managing ON NOLOT

Manager

*

*                        Backward Mapping of 10 Constraints                        *
*

EQUALITY VIEW CONSTRAINT :
( SELECT Employee_Id
FROM Manager

IS EQUAL TO
( SELECT Employee_Id
FROM Employee
WHERE ( SUB_Manager =1)

CONSTRAINT C EQ$ 1
DERIVED FROM
NOLOT Manager ,
SUBLINK FROM NOLOT Manager TO NOLOT Employee ,
TOTAL : ROLE managing ON NOLOT Manager AND LOT-NOLOT Project

FOREIGN KEY Manager ( Employee Id )
REFERENCES Employee ( Employee_Id )

CONSTRAINT C FKEYS 5
DERIVED FROM
SUBLINK FROM NOLOT Manager TO NOLOT Employee

UNIQUE Employee ( Employee_Id  )
ON Employee

CONSTRAINT C_KEY$_13
DERIVED FROM
IDENTIFIER : ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT-NOLOT Address .
IDENTIFIER : ROLE with ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT Employee Id ,
IDENTIFIER : ROLE with birth ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT-NOLOT Date ,
IDENTIFIER : ROLE having ON NOLOT Employee AND LOT Name ,
SUPOT Employee ,
IDENTIFIER : ROLE of ON LOT Employee_Id AND NOLOT Employee

Backward Map Fragrnent

The map report is an essential tool for application programmers or possible
contingent code generators; these need to know how to translate the high level
process specifications expressed in terms of the conceptual BRM schema into
application programs accessing the generated relational database and how to
interpret the results of such application programs (output data, error messages,
etc.) into conceptual BRM terms. Ultimately, such high level specifications will be
compiled into relational applications.

8.6     Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter the database engineering method used in RIDL*, a database
engineering tool, has been described. In the method supported by RIDL*,
information system design starts at the conceptual level, resulting in a conceptual
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BRM schema in principle independent of implementation considerations.
Afterwards this BRM schema is transformed into a RM schema. During this
transformation process, called the mapping process, implementation and efficiency
aspects may be taken into consideration in order to generate a relational schema
that will give the best performance in the given application environment. To do
this the database engineer disposes of a number of so-called mapping options
which may influence the mapping process through a rule base.

The mapping process is performed by the RIDL-M module. The
transformation method used by RIDL-M is based on the transformation theory
developed in this work. This approach has a number of essential advantages over
the more -classical" mapping algorithms:

(1)  the mapping process is flexible and can be influenced externally;
(2)  the mapping process guarantees a state equivalent output schema;
(3)  all constraints specified in the input schema are translated;
(4)  a detailed cross-reference link can be provided;

In the future, it is planned to expand RIDL-M into a full rule driven system
that also has the capability to automatically generate the database schema that best
fits a particular application environment. To achieve this, the rule base has to be
extended further. Next, the triggers for the expert rules must be extracted from
requirements and functional specifications supplied by the RIDL* user. Note that it
is precisely the way the mapping "algoritlim- is implemented as a programmable
sequence of elementary transformations that enables us to envisage this.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this dissertation we have tried to signal and address the need for formal
systems in which we are able to transform databases between different data
models as well as within a single data model and which combine the rigour needed
for the guarantee of consistency with the flexibility needed for "real life" situations.
In order to make this possible within a single "system", we have first developed a
general data model capable of covering different "practical" data models. This
general data model is based on many-sorted logic and supports null values,
subtypes and inheritance, functions and sets. The different data models can be
described by putting various restrictions on the concepts of the general model.
This general data model serves as the formal framework for our database
transformations.

We have concentrated on data schema transformations in the presence of
constraints. In our definition, a data schema transformation describes how to
translate the description of the data (the data schema) including the constraints as
well as the data itself (the corresponding database instances). A data schema
transformation is called lossless if it can be guaranteed that with each valid
database instance of the source instance there corresponds exactly one valid
database instance of the target schema and vice versa. If this is the case then we
say that the two data schemas are stati· equivalent. Usually, a data schema
transformation is not lossless. However, it is possible to obtain a subset of data
schemas for which a particular data schema transformation is lossless. We show
that it is possible to identify the conditions that the source and target schema must
satisfy for such a data schema transformation to be lossless. These conditions are
called the lossless rules of this data schema transformation.

We have defined a relevant set of important primitive data schema
transformations and proved that they are lossless. These primitive data schema
transformations are defined in the context of our general data model. This implies
that we can apply them on any model expressible by this general data model. As
such they can be used to define transformations within a single model as well as to
define transformations between different data models.
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The primitive data schema transformations can be composed in a nearly
arbitrary manner to construct larger and more complex data schema
transformations. As we have showed that the composition of two lossless schema
transformation is also lossless, the resulting non-primitive data schema
transformation is also lossless. There is an important advantage to this
transformation composition technique. We are now able to "drive" the
composition of the primitive data schema transformation by rules (e.g. expert
rules) specified externally to the algorithm of the non-primitive data schema
transformation. In this way, these rules may ultimately influence the
transformation process nearly without limitations. It is exactly this mechanism that
offers the flexibility needed for "real life" data schema transformations. To show
the feasibility of the approach, the kernel of a database engineering tool has been
implemented according to these principles. This kernel allows to generate (state

equivalence) relational data schemas from binary relationship schemas. One binary
relationship schema may be mapped into a wide spectrum of different alternative
(state equivalent) relational schemas. In this tool, we have also paid a lot of
attention to the translation of the constraints. All constraints specified in the input
schema are translated and if they (or some) are not supported by the target DBMS
(or even not by the Relational Model) then they are specified in an SQL-like syntax.
A lot of work has also been devoted to the optimization of the generated
constraints so that their meaning may be more intuitively clear to the user of the
generated data schema. Also a detailed forward and backward mapping is
provided describing the correspondence between the input and the output schema
and vice versa. In this way no the unambiguous interpretation of the generated
schema becomes possible.

The research described in this dissertation has been a mixture of both
theoretical and practical work. In fact the requirement for a flexible tool for
translating conceptual data schemas into "equivalent" relational schemas has been
the starting point for the theoretical work. This practical ("business") requirement
was considered of vital importance. It eliminated working on certain issues that
might have been of theoretical interest, but would have perhaps little relevance to
practical reality; but much more important it also helped to avoid many
simplifications which could hamper the applicability of the theory; and finally it
also prevented the implementation of ideas which do not have proper theoretical

justification and roots.
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Samenvatting

Databases zijn niet meer weg te denken uit onze samenleving. Ze worden
gebruikt in banken, bedrijven, bij de uitvoering van de sociale zekerheid, enz. In
de loop der jaren zijn verschillende modellen voor databases ontwikkeld.
Voorbeelden hiervan zijn het hidrarchisch model, het netwerk model, het
relationeel model, het entity-relationship model en het binair model. Deze
modellen kunnen op verschillende wijzen ingedeeld worden. Zo zijn er de

conceptuele modellen (bv. het entity-relationship model en het binair model) voor
het ontwerp van de database; zij geven een hoogniveau beschrijving van de data.
Verder zijn er de logische modellen (bv. het relationeel model) die gebruikt
worden voor de uiteindelijke implementatie van de database. Dit betekent dat het
ontwerp (schema genoemd), gegeven in een conceptueel model, dient vertaald te
worden naar een schema in een logisch model. Deze vertaling noemt men een
schema transformatie. De transformatie dient bij voorkeur verliesloos te zijn. Dit
wil zeggen dat alle informatie aanwezig in het oorspronkelijk schema ook
aanwezig moet zijn in het nieuwe schema, en niets meer dan deze informatie. Als
dit niet het geval is, is het in principe mogelijk om volgens het ene schema
gegevens bij te houden welke niet toegelaten zijn volgens het andere schema. Als
een schema transformatie verliesloos is, zegt men dat beide schema's equivalent
zijn.

Meestal wordt er een onderscheid gemaakt tussen de beschrijving van de
structuur van de gegevens en die van de manipulatie van de gegevens. Bij
conventionele modellen beschrijft het data schema de structuur van de gegevens
en behandelen applicatieprogramma's de manipulatie van de gegevens. Algemeen
genomen dienen schema transformaties beide aspecten, de structuur zowel als de
manipulatie van de gegevens, te behandelen. Echter, de problematiek van de
vertaling van de structuur van de gegevens is reeds zo complex, vooral indien
men rekening houdt met integriteitsconstraints, dat het meestal gescheiden wordt
van de vertaling van de applicatieprogramma's. Bovendien moet voor de vertaling
van de applicatieprogramma's eerst de vertaling van de gegevensstructuur
bekend zijn. De term data schema transformatie wordt gebruikt wanneer enkel de
transformatie van het data schema beschouwd wordt. In dit proefschrift
behandelen we alleen data schema transformaties.

Data schema transformaties, en meer bepaald verliesloze, komen voor bij
diverse gelegenheden in het ontwerp, gebruik en onderhoud van databases.
Voorbeelden van toepassingen zijn:
- normalisatie theorie van het relationele model;
- database views;
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- meer-lagen architectuur van databasesystemen;
- conceptual schema ontwerp;
-    het integreren van bestaande databases;
-    het laten samenwerken van databases;
-  het omzetten van databases naar nieuwe technologiedn (bv. nieuwe data

modellen).

De data schema transformaties gedefiniaerd in de literatuur zijn meestal
specifiek voor de transformatie van schema's van een model naar een ander
model, of zijn transformaties binnen een bepaald model (gewoonlijk het
relationeel model). Bovendien worden hierbij niet steeds alle concepten vertaald,
dit wit zeggen dat ze niet verliesloos zijn. Beperkingsregels (constraints) worden
vaak onvolledig behandeld. Concepten zoals data schema equivalentie en
verliesloosheid zijn meestal niet of onvoldoende formeel gedefinieerd. In het
algemeen wordt er heel wat aandacht geschonken aan de eigenschappen die het
outputschema bezit (zoals bijvoorbeeld normaalvormen in het geval van het
relationele model). Echter een formeel bewijs dat de transformatie verliesloos is
wordt veelal niet gegeven. Bovendien zijn het meestal starre algoritmen die weing
flexibiliteit toelaten. Dit maakt dat dergelijke algoritmen in de praktijk maar
beperkt bruikbaar zijn. Wanneer zij toegepast worden in CASE-tools (Computer
Aided Software Engineering) wordt de output slechts beschouwd als een
vertrekpunt. Verdere optimalisaties en wijzigingen blijken noodzakelijk om aan
efficiantie-eisen te kunnen voldoen.

In het proefschrift wordt een data schema transformatie techniek ontwikkeld
die een uniforme aanpak voor transformaties van schema's toelaat. Dit betekent
dat de transformaties welke gedefiniaerd worden (binnen een zekere klasse van
modellen) onafhankelijk is van een bepaald data model. De concepten data schema
transformatie, verliesloze data schema transformatie en data schema equivalentie
worden formeel gedefiniJerd. De data schema transformaties die in sectie 5.4
gedefiniaerd worden, beschrijven niet alleen hoe de structuur van de gegevens
vertaald kan worden (het data schema), ze beschrijven ook hoe de bijbehorende
gegevens (de database zelf) vertaald dienen te worden. Voor elke gedefinieerde
data schema transformatie wordt formeel bewezen dat ze verliesloos is.
Bovendien zijn de data schema transformaties welke wij definieren, elementaire
schema transformaties. Dit laat toe ze op willekeurige wijze te combineren zodat
de nodige flexibiliteit kan bereikt worden. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een bestaand data
schema transformatie algoritme gereconstrueerd gebruik makend van de
elementaire transformaties en bovendien bewijzen we dat dit data schema
transformatie algoritme verliesloos is. We tonen tevens aan hoe we een dergelijk
algoritme de nodige flexibiliteit kunnen geven.

Om dit alles te realiseren wordt eerst een formeel raamwerk ontworpen dat
toelaat de verschillende data modellen te beschrilven (hoofdstuk 3). Hiervoor zijn
in principle twee verschillende benaderingswijzen mogelijk. In de eerste
benaderingswijze wordt een soort meta-meta schema opgesteld. Dit is een schema
(uitgedrukt in OOn of ander model) dat toelaat verschillende modellen te
beschrijven. De andere benaderingswijze bestaat erin om een (nieuw) data model
te definiJren welke een veralgemening is van de bestaande data modellen. Een
bestaand data model wordt dan beschre\·en als een beperking van dit algemeen
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model. In de context van data schema transformaties schept de eerste
benaderingswijze een aantal problemen. Het is bijvoorbeeld niet mogelijk om aan
te geven hoe de uiteindelijke gegevens (de data) moeten worden vertaald omdat
het niveau van de data (in principe) niet aanwezig is bij een meta-meta schema. Dit
betekent dat we ofwel een extra niveau moeten toevoegen ofwel het schema- en
het dataniveau moeten integeren. Dit laatste is echter een belangrijke afwijking
van de bestaande databasearchitectuur. Omdat we onze theorie zo dicht mogelijk
bij de praktijk willen houden hebben we uiteindelijk niet gekozen voor deze
benaderingswijze maar voor de tweede waarbij een algemeen data model
ontwikkeld wordt.

Het proefschrift is als volgt ingedeeld. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een inleiding in de
problematiek van data schema transformaties. In hoofdstuk 2 worden de eisen
geformuleerd waaraan het algemeen data model moet voldoen. Hiervoor worden
verschillende bestaande data modellen onderzocht en vergeleken. Belangrijke
onderwerpen zoals nulwaarden, "closed world assumption" en "subtypen"
worden meer in detail behandeld. In dit hoofdstuk wordt ook een keuze gemaakt
in de te gebruiken representatietechniek. Gekozen wordt voor een aangepaste
vorm van logica. In hoofstuk 3 wordt het algemene data model geformuleerd. Het
is gebaseerd op 3-waardige logica. De concepten data schema, data instantie, view
en integriteitsregel worden formeel gedefiniaerd. In hoofdstuk 4 worden
verschillende bestaande modellen gedefinieerd in termen van dit algemene model.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de theorie van de data schema transformaties gedefiniierd
en worden de elementaire data schema transformaties geformuleerd. Telkens
wordt het bewijs van verliesloosheid gegeven. De specifieke problematiek van
constraint transformaties wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 6. In hoofdstuk 7 worden
de verschillende onderdelen van de theorie bij elkaar geplaatst. De volledige
schema transformatie techniek wordt geillustreerd aan de hand van de
reconstructie van een bekend data schema transformatie algoritme. Er wordt
formeel bewezen dat dit algoritme verliesloos is. Hoofdstuk 8 beschrijft een
praktische toepassing van deze schema transformatie techniek: de implementatie
van een database engineering tool. Dit tool wordt kort beschreven en er wordt
uitgelegd hoe de schema transformaties gedefiniderd in dit proefschrift gebruikt
zijn om conceptuele schema's te vertalen naar optimale relationele schema's.
Hoofdstuk 9 besluit met conclusies en mogelijkheden tot verder onderzoek.
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